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7 THE "SECOND D I G " : ANALYSIS
AND INTERPRETATION OF THE
DATA FROM RED BAY

7.1

Introduction to the "Second Dig"
Robert Grenier

The term "second dig" was chosen to
describe the analysis and interpretation
phase of the Red Bay project for two reasons.
First, it is intended to relate the following
sections of the report to the previous chapters discussing the "first dig," or the actual
excavation of the site. It is also used to
emphasize the metaphor of "digging for
information" that characterized the second
phase of the project. There is a widespread
tendency, both among the general public
and among some archaeologists and other
professionals, to consider the archaeological
process more or less complete when the
fieldwork is over. Unfortunately, the same is
true of many managers and funding organizations, who are reluctant or unwilling to
devote sufficient resources, including time,
expertise, and money, to the crucial laboratory and office phase of archaeological
work.
George Bass, a recognized leader in the field
of nautical archaeology, has been a constant
proponent of the importance of adequate
time for the completion of post-excavation
research, analysis, and reporting. He has
often stated that 20 weeks of research and
report writing are needed for each week
spent in the field. The Red Bay project provides a good illustration of this dictum.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

After years of work, staff members came to
dread the oft-repeated question, "Where is
the Red Bay report?" Here it is, after 20 years
of digging in the office and the laboratory,
made possible by the quality and quantity of
information gathered during the 14,000
hours of underwater work conducted during the first dig.
The office and laboratory work that followed the fieldwork was truly a second
excavation of the underwater site, as transcribed and transposed into an extraordinary collection of notes, drawings, plans,
and photographs created during the first
dig. Startling discoveries occurred as often
in the laboratory as they did in the field, but
these appeared at a slower pace, seemingly
independently of the amount of resources
devoted to a particular problem. There is a
limit to the speed at which components of
such research can progress in a linear way,
especially when researching a topic as
poorly understood and documented as the
whaling, seafaring, and shipbuilding techniques of 16th-century Basques.
The collaboration of various disciplines was
integral to the second dig. The major fields
of expertise included historical and archival
research, zooarchaeology, material culture
II—1

research, and boat and ship archaeology.
The cornerstone of the interpretation of the
archaeological finds was the handling of the
rich archival documentation under the
direction of Jean-Pierre Proulx. He had the
enormous task of organizing and coordinating the cataloguing and transcription of the
huge collection of 16th-century Basque documents retrieved by Selma Barkham and by
Basque researchers Clotilde O'Laran, Irune
Zumalde, Iñaki Zumalde, and Lourdes
Odriozola Oyarbide. The first challenge
addressed by Proulx and the archaeologists
during the second dig was the fundamental
question of the metrology used in the
Basque country. This problem had eluded
earlier researchers who were unable to properly define the measures used by 16th-century Basques. Finding the answer to this
single question took several years of
research, based on historical data with continuous verification against the archaeological evidence.
Another pillar of the second dig was the
research conducted on artifacts by specialists from the Material Culture Research Section of Parks Canada. The third, and most
demanding, area of study was the research
on the structures of the Basque whaling ship
24M and of the other ships or boats found in
Red Bay. Much new ground was broken,
including the need to analyze poorly-understood shipbuilding treatises from Spain, Portugal, and England to better interpret the
design and construction techniques of
Basque shipwrights. To illustrate and clarify
the three-dimensional structures of the ship,

7.2

hundreds of elaborate and time-consuming
drawings were produced. This process
resulted in the integration into the research
team of drafting specialists, who made
major contributions to the analysis. Artifacts
and structural remains were studied not
only as elements of life on board, but also in
order to understand the final phases of the
life of this great ship as it disintegrated into
a rich archaeological site. Finally, the fourth
major component of the second dig was the
faunal study of the whale bone and butchering techniques, which continues to expand
under the direction of zooarchaeologists
with a promising DNA study.
Keeping a large and disparate team of
researchers working in harmony and in
focus over a period of more than 25 years
was a challenge. In the later years of the second dig, it became difficult to avoid overlaps in the research and in the report. The
quantity of data from the first dig was so
immense that it was hard to accept that there
were some areas where all of the answers
would never be known. Instead, alternative
explanations are presented to the readers
regarding particular questions that could
not be conclusively answered. The second
dig has such sound evidence to provide that
we did not want to taint its credibility with
speculative interpretations. We have finally
had to draw the line on ongoing investigations and release the massive amount of
research regarding Basque whaling and
shipbuilding that the Red Bay project has
produced.

Introduction to Material Culture from Red Bay
Olive ¡ones

This volume presents the material culture
found underwater at Red Bay, in particular
finds from the 24M site, with the exception
of ship's fittings, rigging elements, navigation instruments, and armaments.'
Unlike many other shipwrecks, the Red Bay
wreck did not contain a tremendous variety
of material culture that was not directly
associated with the operation of the ship.
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There are several reasons for this. First, the
ship's cargo consisted of a single commodity
packed in casks, as reflected in the quantity
of whale oil casks recovered. Second, it
appears that salvage efforts, undertaken
soon after the vessel foundered, resulted in
the recovery of many personal possessions
and work-related artifacts. Finally, the material culture of Basque whalers in the 16th
century may have been limited in variety
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and quantity, although finds from the land
site at Red Bay indicate that items of more
refined materials, such as glass and majolica,
were also sometimes carried on whaling
expeditions. 2
Three types of artifacts were found in considerable quantities: whale oil casks; coarse
earthenware storage containers and serving
vessels; and leather footwear. The whale oil
casks provide valuable information on
Basque cooperage. Assembly marks on the
barrels have enabled researchers to trace the
use and reuse of individual cask components, while merchants' marks scribed onto
the casks provide insight on the commercial
organization behind the whale oil trade.
Stowage patterns identified during the excavation present a rare archaeological opportunity to study cargo lading. Coarse
earthenwares, pewter and copper fragments, and wooden bowls reflect daily consumption of food and drink. Based on their
varied places of manufacture, the coarse
earthenwares attest to the vast trading networks of the Basques. The leather footwear
reflects the large number of shoes the whalers brought on such voyages. The quantity
and variety of footwear provides an invaluable comparative collection for further
research into footwear of the second half of
the 16th century.
Ceramic roofing tiles found at Red Bay
reflect the building practices of the Basques
and their survival on both the land and

underwater sites after over 400 years attests
to their durability. Work-related artifacts
include a heddle, tool handles, and a whisk
broom. Delicate fragments of preserved textiles, fibres, and wicker mats were also
recovered. One of the larger wicker pieces
may represent a sleeping mat, while other
small plaited pieces were found inside shoes
and may have been cut from larger mats to
serve as insulating insoles. A few fragments
of majolica reflect a slightly higher standard
of living than that represented by the coarse
earthenwares, in both form and decoration.
The simple wooden comb was probably a
personal item.
The roles of different items of material culture in life on board the ship, the whale
hunt, and the production of whale oil are
discussed in other sections of the report. 3
Chapters 8 to 12 discuss individual artifacts
or types and their historical context. Due to
the ambitious scope of the Red Bay project,
material culture analysis has taken place
over many years. As a result, some of these
studies do not take into account more
recently published research that may be relevant to the interpretation of the finds. For
the same reasons, in some cases artifacts
from other Red Bay sites (especially the land
excavation site EkBc-1 and the 27M and 29M
wrecks) were treated in conjunction with
those from the 24M site considering their
contribution to the overall perspective of the
industrial complex that was Red Bay.

NOTES
1

See Section 17.1.

2

James A. Tuck and Robert Grenier, Red Bay,
Labrador: World Whaling Capital, A.D. 1550-1600 (St.
John's, Nfld.: Atlantic Archaeology, 1989) pp. 46-55.
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3

See especially Section 19.1.
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8 CASKS FROM THE 24M WRECK

ïrad Loewen

The principal cargo of the Red Bay vessel
consisted of numerous casks, entirely collapsed but otherwise well preserved, that
covered much of the articulated hull structure. Investigation of these casks led to a
study of their lading pattern and of the cooperage technology used to make them. 4

MATERIAL FOUND
The first field seasons at Red Bay were dominated by work on the remains of the cargo
of casks that lay in a thick mass over most of
the 24M wreck. Handling of the cask
remains was coordinated between underwater and surface operations. Beginning in
1978, archaeologists recorded in situ data,
using photographs and drawings, and
removed the collapsed casks from the site.
These remains were examined and recorded
on the surface by a material culture specialist. In 1979, the first full excavation season
after the discovery of the wreck, Lester Ross
undertook the surface recording, and his
report presents observations on the cooperage technology.5 The 1980 excavation concentrated on defining the periphery of the
site and Marcel Tardif recorded the cask
remains that were encountered. The greatest
portion of the cask deposit was excavated
from 1981 to 1983. The surface recording
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

was undertaken by Charles Bradley, whose
report presents observations from the 1981
season.6
During the six years of excavating and
recording the staved containers, underwater
and surface methods were adapted as
increasingly intact stratigraphie deposits
were encountered. In the early years, archaeologists encountered only dispersed elements in the upper layers of casks and few
complete containers could be identified (Fig.
8.1). During the 1979 season, Ross could
identify only seven nearly complete and
seven partially complete examples of barricas, the most common type of cask. His
study concentrated
on
workmanship
attributes observed on the dispersed structural components. The approach was modified when archaeologists excavating the
lower, better-preserved layers of the cargo
identified complete barricas. It became necessary to keep all the elements of a cask
together for surface observation. The underwater team developed a method of stapling
strips of waterproof paper (Mylar) and fibreglass fabric to the staves and hoops of a collapsed cask so that the in situ relationship
was maintained, and all the elements of each
cask were lifted to the surface as a single
group (Fig. 8.2). Bradley's subsequent report
described 18 complete barricas in addition to
II—5

nine nearly complete and four partially
complete examples. The report contained an
accurate description of a cask type, called a
"one-third barrica" by Ross and a quintal by
Bradley, whose characteristics Ross had discerned from the evidence of isolated staves.
Bradley also identified another cask type,
called a pipa, that had not previously been
encountered on the site.
Ross and Bradley attempted a minimum
count of the barricas. While excavating the
disturbed upper levels of the cargo, an estimate was obtained by counting the number
of cants. Cants are small head pieces with a
distinctive semicircular shape. Because there
were only four cants per cask, they were
well suited for such an exercise. Bung staves
were used to corroborate the estimates
derived from the cants. These estimates,
with their inherent uncertainty, were not
needed in the lower strata where components of individual casks were easily identified. Using cants as a guide, the minimum
object count was established at 340 to 345
barricas. However, only 196 bung staves
were recovered.
The quantity of cask materials brought to
the surface from 1980 to 1983 was so great
that only a limited recording of each artifact
was possible. However, numerous examples
of complete and nearly complete casks,
including artifacts showing representative
or diagnostic features, were selected for conservation and permanent storage. Conservation of the waterlogged barrica parts
consisted of impregnation with a polyethylene glycol (PEG) solution, freeze-drying,
rehumidification, and surface cleaning.
When conservation was completed in 1995,
about 6,000 artifacts, consisting of staves,
head pieces, hoops, repair pieces, bungs,
pegs, and other objects, became available for
the continuation of the cask study. The
staves of at least 83 casks are represented in
the study collection. Components of at least
five sizes of casks and three sizes of open
containers were identified. The present
report presents data collected from this permanent collection and thus goes beyond
previous studies of the Red Bay cooperage.

Figure 8.1: Scattered
barrica components,
stowage billets and
rock ballast, sub-operation 24M12M, 1979.
(Photo: D. Page, Parks
Canada; 24M-86M).

ing from about 195 L to 240 L in capacity. By
examining the wood structure, information
on the use of wood as a raw material and on
timber conversion was identified. Continuing through the life cycle of the artifacts,
data on the construction of the casks was
gathered by examining the tool marks. The
subsequent use of the containers in the
whale oil trade left surprisingly diverse and
numerous physical traces, ranging from personal identification marks to evidence of
cyclic use-wear and maintenance, isolated
repairs, and complete rehabilitation. Finally,
a study of cask dimensions generated data
related to the commercial standards of the
16th-century whale oil and shipping trades.
In particular, a metrological relationship was
observed between the barricas and the ship
itself, thus contributing to knowledge of
16th-century ship tonnage.

TYPES OF CONTAINERS
Five types of casks were identified on the
basis of size. In addition, three open containers, or tubs, were found, representing three
different sizes (Fig. 8.3). Four of the cask

Figure 8.2: A "lift" of
barrica components
kept in their in situ
order, stapled to a
fibre-glass strip and
waterproof paper.
(Photo: L. Ross, Parks
Canada; RA579X).

By examining the evidence of cooperage
technology visible on the casks, data were
generated on the phases in the life cycle
(chaîne opératoire) of the principal type of
cask represented on the site, the barrica rangII-6
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Figure 8.3: Reconstructed views of the staved
containers found on
the Red Bay vessel.
Clockwise from left
are a) the "bever cask",
b) the quarto, c) the
media barrica, d) the
barrica (the principal
container found on the
site), e) the pipa, f) the
"small mess kit",
g) the tub made by
cutting a media barrica
in half, and (h) the
large tub made by cutting a barrica in half.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M80-lll-18a).
Scale 1:20

Figure 8.4: Barrica
attributes and landmarks, showing the
terminology developed by L. Ross
(1980): the assembled
barrica, including
numbering sequences.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M80-111-20).
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obtained by averaging the widths of both
ends of as many staves as possible, which
was compared to the average width at the
middle of the same staves. The stave thickness represents the thinnest and the thickest
parts of the staves near the middle of the
stave's length. Normally, the thinnest parts
were at the edges of the stave, while the
thickest portion was in the centre of the
stave.

sizes are related to names encountered in
Basque whaling documents - the pipa, the
barrica, the media barrica, and the quarto or
quarter barrica. The fifth type of cask identified was a small container with a capacity of
about 4.0 L that was represented by three
stave fragments. Ross called this a bever
cask; small casks of this size, also called barrel costrels, were equipped with carrying
straps and commonly used by labourers to
carry beer or other beverages. 7 Two open
tubs, made by sawing off the ends of a barrica and a quarto, were represented by isolated staves, as was a third tub of a smaller,
unnamed size. These tubs were indicated by
a total of six staves.8 Over 95 per cent of the
casks found in the Red Bay ship were barricas. The pipa was represented by three
staves, while the media barrica was represented by the remains of a single cask. The
quarto was a more common size, of which at
least seven examples were identified. The
principal characteristics of these containers
appear in Table 8.1.
The terminology for the various features of a
cask follows that used by Ross (Figs. 8.4, 8.5,
8.6, 8.7, 8.8). The booge represents the ratio
between the stave's width at the end and at
the middle of its length. The ratio was
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To estimate the capacities, the head diameter
(2r) and the "height" between croze grooves
(H) were entered into the standard formula
for calculating the volume of a cylinder
(Hnr ) , producing a value in cubic meters.
This method, used by Ross and Bradley to
estimate the capacities of the casks they
reconstructed, is only an approximation. In
terms of its precision, it has three limitations.
First, the head diameter is slightly greater
than the diameter of the inside of the cask at
the head. The head is inserted into the croze
groove, which is itself inset in the chiv. Second, the interior shape of a cask is not cylindrical, due to the cask's larger diameter at
the booge. Finally, the interior faces of the
heads are closer together than the croze
grooves, due to the bevel used to fit the head
into the croze groove. Ross corrected for

Figure 8.5: Barrica
attributes and landmarks, showing the
terminology developed by L. Ross (1980):
bung stave, interior
view. (Drawing: L.
Ross, Parks Canada;
24M-80-lll-3a).

Figure 8.6: Barrica
attributes and landmarks, showing the
terminology developed by L. Ross (1980):
stave, longitudinal
and transverse-cross
sections; cant crosssection; and hoop
cross-section. (Drawing: L. Ross, Parks
Canada; 24M-80-1112a).

Pipa

Barrica
(new)

Barrica
(remade)

Barrica
(beech)

Media
barrica

Quarto*

Head diameter (cm)

72 (est.)

57-60
[ 58.6 ]

57-60
[ 58.7 ]

60-62
[ 60.8 ]

43 (est.)

33-36
[ 34.7 ]

Length from
croze to croze (cm)

112.5

76 - 82
[ 78.8 ]

72-80
[ 77.2 ]

79-81.5
[ 80.3 ]

67

58-59
[ 58.5 ]

Stave length (cm)

121

86-90
[ 88.8 ]

80-88
[ 85.1 ]

89-90
[ 89.3 ]

73

64-67
[ 65.0 ]

Booge (end: middle)

1 : 1.17

1 : 1.13

1 : 1.14

1 : 1.14

1 : 1.15

1 : 1.15

Stave thickness (cm)

1.1 -2.4

1.1 -2.5

1.3-2.4

1.1 -2.5

0.9-1.5

0.9-1.6

Stave material

beech

oak

oak, beech

beech

oak

beech

Number of hoops

-

18-24

18-24

18-24

-

10-12

Width of hoops (cm)

-

2.0-4.0

2.0 - 4.0

2.0-4.0

-

-

Hoop material

-

alder

alder

alder

willow

willow

willow

-

-

Binding material
Number reconstructed

1

16

22

3

1

3

Average capacity (L)

453

218.6

217.7

231

97.3

66.7

Range of capacities (L)

-

203 - 221

199 - 230

225 - 239

-

52-85

Table 8.1: Characteristics of Red Bay casks, after Lester Ross (1980) and Charles
Bradley (1984).
Mean in square brackets.
* Lester A. Ross referred to this cask as a "one-third barrica"; Charles Bradley called it a quintal.

these factors by using a modified double
conical formula that resulted in capacities
that were, on average, about 6.5 per cent
greater than those obtained using the cylindrical formula.

CASK SIZES IN THE BAY OF
BISCAY, 1550-1600
The family of casks based on the barrica was
in common use in Biscayan shipping during
the 16th century and standard cask sizes
were related to the Bordeaux commercial
standard established about 1450.9 In Aquitaine, the barrica was called a barrique. The barrique was a wine container known, in the
15th century, to have had a capacity of 200 L
to 225 L,10 representing a quarter of a tonneau
(ton). Jacques Bernard has shown that the
barrique became common only in the mid15th century. In the earlier wine trade, when
larger casks were carried in smaller, onedecked ships, the tonneau was the standard
cask size. At the beginning of the 15th century, the tonneau was halved into two pipes,
presumably to facilitate the loading and
unloading of bigger, multi-decked ships.
Around 1450, the tonneau was further
divided into four barriques and, by 1500, the
barrique had become the most common size
of wine cask used at Bordeaux. The British

Figure 8.7: Barrica
attributes and landmarks, showing the
terminology developed by L. Ross
(1980): head, exterior
and interior views.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M80-111-19).
Scale 1:10
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rica. These fractioned barricas typically made
up a small number of casks in a cargo consisting mostly of barricas. The smaller units
were useful when dividing the cargo into
shares, typically consisting of three to four
barricas of whale oil per sailor on a successful voyage. They were also used to fill
spaces between barricas in the hold.

Figure 8.8: Barrica
attributes and landmarks, showing the
terminology developed by L. Ross (1980):
cross section of headstave juncture. (Drawing: L. Ross, Parks
Canada; 24M-80-111la).

Various cask sizes are found in outfitting
lists for Basque whaling expeditions; each
size is usually associated with specific commodities. For example, whale oil was always
contained in barricas that were accompanied
either by tergeroles, or tercias de barrica, or by
a combination of media barricas and quartos.
Pine resin products were shipped in barriles,
the standard unit of a Netherlandish system
The barrica was predominant in the Gipuz- of casks. Wine from Xeres and Andalusia,
koan whale oil trade from 1550 to 1600. To and Cantabrian cider were contained in
the Basques, the barrica was also known as a pipas or botas, a type of similarly sized casks.
media pipa, or half pipe.11 It was subdivided Table 8.2 shows the types of casks found in
into media barricas and tercias de barrica, or Gipuzkoan whaling documents, along with
half and third barricas. Occasional references the commodities that they contained.
mention a quarto, ostensibly a quarter barused a similar system, based on the tun, the
pipe or butt, and the hogshead. However,
the metrological values of each of these measures varied between geographic regions
and through time. Therefore, similar terms
in different languages cannot be used interchangeably.

Commodity Barrica
(Spanish)

Whale oil

grasa

X

Whale oil

seyn

X

Tallow

sebo

Pitch

brea

Tar

alquitrán

X

X

Pitch or bitumen

betún

X

X

Wine

vino

X

X

Cider

sidra

X

X

Basque wine

chacolin

X

Iron fittings

erraje

Hoops

fletes

Iron hoops

arcos de fierro

Media
barrica
X

Tercia de
barrica
X
X

Quarto

Pipa

Bota

Quintal

Barril

Commodity
(English)

X

Medio
barrite

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

Withies

mimbres

X

(Fishing) lines

quinales

X

Clay (for masonry)

tierra

X

Oil

azeite

X

X

Biscuit

bizcocho

X

Bread

pan

X

Cod roe (for fish bait)

naba

X

Salt pork

tocina

X

Gunpowder

polbora

X

Table 8.2: Cask sizes and commodities relating to the whale hunt mentioned in the 16th-century Gipuzkoan
archives.
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Genus

Associated Container Types

Components

Oak
Quercus spp.

barrica

staves
head pieces
bung
repair wedges
vent-hole plug

media barrica

staves

quarto

head pieces

bever cask

head pieces

tub (sawed-off barrica)

staves

small mess kit

staves

barrica

staves
head pieces
repair wedges

media barrica

staves

quarto

staves
head pieces

bever cask

staves

tub (sawed-off quarto)

staves

Cork oak
Quercus suber

barrica

bungs
vent-hole plugs

Alder
Alnus spp.

barrica

hoops
reinforcement pegs
sample/repair plugs

Willow
Salix spp.

barrica

hoop bindings
bung
vent-hole plugs
sample/repair pegs

Elm
Ulmus spp.

barrica

sample/repair pegs

Beech
Fagits spp.

Table 8.3: Wood species in various staved-container components (after Lester Ross).

TIMBER SELECTION AND
CONVERSION
The first step in the material life of a cask
was the choice of cooperage wood. This
choice, in the case of the Red Bay staved
containers, was investigated using two techniques: wood species identification and dendrochronology. The wood species identified
among the Red Bay casks are summarized in
Table 8.3.

OAK STAVES
The most important species of wood used
for the Red Bay casks was European oak
(Quercus spp.). Unfortunately, it is impossible to distinguish microscopically among
the principal European oak species, or even
between the white oak species of Europe
and America.
The number of tree rings in the staves varied
from less than 30 to more than 100. Oak bar-

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

rica staves were used for dendrochronological analysis. Frédéric Guibal of the
University of Provence in Marseilles found
that the growth-ring patterns of four staves,
selected as representative examples with
more than 100 tree rings, matched a reference curve established for samples originating in the French departments of LoireAtlantique, Lot-et-Vilaine and ArmoriqueNord in Brittany.12 Correspondence between
the patterns from Red Bay and from Brittany
was close enough to eliminate other possible
sources and to state conclusively that the
Red Bay staves used in the analysis came
from Brittany and, most likely, from the
Loire or the Vilaine Valley in southeastern
Britanny.13
Little is known of stave exports from Brittany to Biscay in the 16th century. Jean Tanguy's work on the trade of Nantes mentions
that the export of merrain, or stave wood,
from this city was illegal, as in many wineproducing centres.14 Despite this law, a 1578
Bordeaux notarial act shows a cargo of
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staves arriving from the Loire and, when the
Nantes notarial series begins in 1623, it
reveals a flourishing stave trade to Bordeaux.15 The Breton origin of the oak staves,
as demonstrated by dendrochronology,
stands as a significant contribution to the
maritime history of 16th-century Atlantic
Europe.

The staves were radially split from the
trunks of trees. Following cooperage custom, the sapwood was removed, leaving
only the heartwood, also called the duramen. The heartwood is affected by tylosis, a
process that clogs the pores and renders the
wood more watertight. The absence of the
sapwood rings required that the date of the
felling of the trees be estimated based on
studies of the number of sapwood rings typically found in European oak trees.16

BEECH STAVES
The second most important wood species
encountered in the Red Bay cask collection
was beech (Fagus spp.). Among 45 nearly
complete barricas that were identified, four
casks were composed entirely of new beech
staves and head pieces. As well, ten repaired
casks contained from one to four new beech
staves or head pieces, placed among the
older oak components. In addition, the four
nearly complete quartos and dispersed quarto
staves were all made of beech. Finally, the
isolated pipa stave was also made of beech.

In the case of the barrica staves and head
pieces, beech appears to have been used as a
substitute for oak. Like oak, beech is a dense
wood, with a specific gravity of 0.56 g/cc
compared to about 0.60 g/cc for European
oak.17 It is also somewhat more malleable
and less resistant to shock than oak. Despite
The boundary between the heartwood and these differences, beech has qualities that
the sapwood, that can be recognized visu- endeared it to 16th-century coopers. The
ally, was not observed on any of the staves, beech has a straight-grained trunk that can
suggesting that the sapwood was intention- rise to heights of 30 m or more before the
ally removed. The final ring on each of the first branches are encountered. 18 A log with
four staves analyzed had a date between a diameter of 35 cm to 40 cm would yield
1518 and 1529. This limited range of only 16 about 25 staves of the dimensions found at
years, combined with the narrow widths of Red Bay, so one beech tree could easily furthe final growth rings, led to the conclusion nish 750 barrica staves. The beech has promithat the staves had been trimmed near the nent medullary rays that facilitate splitting
boundary between the heartwood and the and increase watertightness. Among the
sapwood. Thus the latest date of 1529 was hardwoods, beech comes closest to oak's
taken as the terminus post quern for the heart- qualities for cooperage.
wood. By adding the estimated number of
missing sapwood rings, that is, 20 + / - 14
rings for mature oaks in Brittany, a date The range of the European beech (Fagus sylrange of between 1535 and 1563 for the fell- vatica) on the Atlantic coast of Europe
ing of the trees was obtained.
extends from southeastern England to
northwestern Spain. Beech forestry was historically important only in Normandy, in the
The date range of 1535 to 1563 concurs with Seine Valley, where the species thrives near
two other hypotheses relating to the dating sea level.19 On the Biscayan coast, beech is
of the casks. First, it is believed that the Red found only in forests above 400 m in elevaBay wreck is the San Juan of Pasajes that tion, far from navigable waters. Although
sank in Red Bay in 1565, and thus the casks used for cooperage, 20 the most important
were built before this date. Second, various maritime use for beech in Gipuzkoa was to
features observed on the casks indicate that make oars that were hauled to the coast on
the containers were in use for several cycles steep mountain roads. The height of Bisof use, each cycle presumably correspond- cayan beeches does not rival that of the
ing to one year. One would thus expect the beeches of Normandy. 21 Although no dencasks to have been built several years before droprovenance study could be carried out
1565. In summary, dendroprovenance and on the beech staves, due to the lack of
dendrochronology placed the origin of the regional references, the history of beech foroak staves in southern Brittany, in the mid- estry suggests that these staves may have
dle third of the 16th century.
originated either in Normandy or in Biscay.
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ALDER H O O P S
The discovery of alder (Alnus spp.) hoops at
Red Bay has no parallels at all in the historical literature on European cooperage. Chestnut (Castanea spp.), hazel (Corylus spp.), and
ash (Fraxinus spp.) are the most frequently
mentioned species used for this purpose.
The abundant literature regarding the pollarding and coppicing industries does not
discuss the harvesting of alder.22 In the sole
known Gipuzkoan contract for hoops from
the 16th century, the specified materials are
chestnut and hazel,23 species commonly
found along Gipuzkoan waterways. Alder,
on the other hand, is more abundant in the
cooler regions of northern Europe. As with
the oak and beech staves, it is therefore possible that the alder hoops were not grown in
Biscay. Despite questions about their provenance, the alder hoops from Red Bay are not
a unique discovery. Similar alder hoops
were recorded at other 16th-century Basque
whaling sites in Labrador, including the
29M wreck in Red Bay, a wreck in Chateau
Bay designated 6M and the whaling station
also in Chateau Bay.24

WILLOW H O O P BINDINGS
In contrast to the alder hoops, the finding of
willow shoot (Salix spp.) or osier bindings
for the hoops, corresponds with cooperage
literature. Of the dozens of willow species
found in Europe, four were commonly cultivated. These are red willow (Salix alba britzensis), white willow (Salix alba), black
willow (Salix nigricans), and green willow
(Salix viminalis).25 Osier production was
widespread in the 16th century; it was only
in the 18th century that certain regions,
notably the Low Countries, developed an
important export trade in osier.26 The barthes,
or flood plain osieries, of the Bayonne hinterland produced considerable quantities
since the late Middle Ages.27 Osiers were
normally harvested in late winter. As with
the hoops, willow bindings are mentioned
in the outfits of whaling voyages. They were
transported in large casks called botas.
The Red Bay osier bindings, estimated to
have measured from 1 m to 2 m long, were
made from willow shoots a year or two in
age. Each plant was split into two, or possibly three, bindings that measured from
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

0.3 cm to 1.0 cm in width and from 0.2 cm to
0.5 cm in thickness.

ELM AND CORK OAK
The elm (Ulmus spp.) is a widespread tree in
northwestern Europe and therefore the identification of elm repair plugs was not a surprise. Identification of cork bungs was
visual, since cork is the bark of a tree for
which microscopic identification criteria do
not exist. The cork oak (Quercus suber) is a
western Mediterranean species and its cultivation was a Portuguese specialty by the
16th century. However, regions closer to Biscay also produced large amounts of cork in
the 1560s, such as the Dordogne Valley in
the Bordeaux hinterland. 28

CONCLUSION
The assemblage of wood species recorded in
the Red Bay cask collection suggests that the
geographic sources for cooperage materials
were quite widely distributed, although further research is required before more precise
hypotheses can be proposed. It is clear that
Basque outfitters acquired cooperage materials from as far away as Brittany, and perhaps even from as far as Portugal and
Normandy. At first, this conclusion seems to
contradict frequent statements that Gipuzkoa was rich in timber resources. A closer
look at the history of the Gipuzkoan forestry
reveals that the coastal forests were reserved
for shipbuilding, while the inland forests
were heavily exploited for charcoal by the
iron industry. Both shipbuilding and ironmaking were major trades in Gipuzkoa, and
thus would have possessed the power to
monopolize local timber resources at the
expense of less-remunerative trades such as
cooperage.
The diverse origins of the Red Bay cooperage materials reflect a pattern of acquisition
also observed in the ceramic assemblage and
underscore the impression that, on 16th-century Basque fishery sites, artifacts come
from everywhere in Atlantic Europe and
that Biscay itself provided a fairly limited
range of supplies. The 16th-century Basques
and the Basque whale hunt in Labrador
appear to have been part of an Atlantic commercial world in which trade routes and
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Operations Visible Archaeologically

Steps

Constructing the Cases
1. Preparing and dressing the staves

Splitting staves from the log
Dressing staves with a cooper's axe

2. Assembling the staves into a case

Choosing staves of uniform length
Jointing the staves (planing the joints)
Heating and bending the staves
Tracing an assembly mark

3. Finishing the ends of the case

Adzing the chiv, chime, and stave ends
Cutting the croze groove

Constructing the Heads
4. Making the head pieces

Splitting the pieces from the log
Shaping the pieces with a cooper's axe

5. Assembling the heads

Planing the joints of the head pieces
Scribing the circumference with a compass
Tracing an assembly mark
Sawing or axing the edge bevel
Planing the edge bevels
Making a barre and pegging it into place

6. Drilling the bungholes and vents

Drilling the holes
Carving the bungs and vent plugs

Table 8.4: Groups of evidence on the construction of the casks.
ports traced a web of connections that can be
understood only as a whole.

stave, the growth rings run from the inner to
the outer face of the stave, appearing as a
series of parallel lines across the stave's
thickness. The medullary rays, which radiated from the centre of the tree, appear as
CONSTRUCTION OF THE CASKS
parallel lines running across the stave's
The following discussions concentrate on width, perpendicular to the growth rings
the barricas, the most common type of cask (Fig. 8.9).
found at Red Bay. Evidence concerning their
fabrication was organized into the sequen- On some staves, subsequent tooling operatial steps and individual operations that tions had not entirely masked the split surwere deduced during analysis of the archae- faces. Vestigial areas of the original split
ological remains. Table 8.4 summarizes the surface were most often observed near the
sequence of operations and outlines the
organization of the following sections.

Constructing the Cases
Step 1: Preparing and Dressing the
Staves
Evidence of three operations relating to the
preparation of the staves was visible, to
varying degrees, on each stave. First, the
staves were split radially from the log. Then,
the inner and outer faces were trimmed to a
uniform thickness and, finally, the edges
were listed, or axed to form a tapered profile.
Figure 8.9: End view
of stave 24M16M1421, showing typical
orientation of growth
rings and medullary
rays. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA2050X).

The orientation of the wood fibres in the
staves attests to the radial splitting of the
staves. Traditionally, this was done with a
wedge-shaped tool called a froe, but no
marks left by such an instrument were
noted. When viewing the end grain of a
11-14
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Figure 8.10: Interior
view of oak centre
piece, 24M14M6-3,
showing splitting and
axe trimming. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19522B).

middle of the stave's length, where the coopers sought to retain the greatest possible
thickness and strength, for it was here that
the stave was bent. The vestigial areas of
splitting were found on only one side of the
stave's width because, when the staves were
split radially from the log, the side of the

Figure 8.11: Interior
view of oak stave
24M10N8-19, showing
the typical stop mark
and striations left by
the cooper's axe, or
doloire. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA2052X)

stave closest to the tree's centre was thinner.
When a stave was thin, the coopers preferred to leave the surface unfinished rather
than weakening the stave by thinning it further (Fig. 8.10).
Next, the faces of the staves were trimmed
with a cooper's axe. Tool marks characteristic of this operation were most easily visible

on the inner faces of the staves, because the
outsides were more eroded and were possibly lightly planed. The marks consisted of
stop marks from the axe blade and striations
left by imperfections in the blade cutting
edge. The maximum length of the stop
marks was about 33 cm, likely representing
the length of the blade (Fig. 8.11).
On each face of the stave, the marks
occurred in two sets, one on each half of the
stave's length. The tool marks were generally oriented along the length of the stave,
radiating slightly (at an angle of 5° to 10°)
from the middle of the stave to the end. The
stop marks were often removed at the ends
of the staves by subsequent tool operations.
From four to eight marks were usually
observed in each set; thus, from 16 to 32 axe
strokes were required to finish the two faces
of the stave.
The cooper's axe was called a doloire in
French and a doladura in Spanish (Fig. 8.12).
It had a long, heavy blade and a short, offset
handle set parallel to the blade. The handle
was gripped near the head and its end was
clenched between the worker's elbow and
waist. The stave was placed on a table or
block in front of the worker and held on its
edge with the worker's free hand, lengthwise away from the waist. The tool marks on

Figure 8.12: Drawing
of a doleur trimming
staves. (Pencil drawing from J.B. Grivot,
doleur in Beaune, Un
compagnon doleur au
début du 29''""' siècle,
1801. Courtesy: Collection Musée du Vin de
Bourgogne, Beaune,
France).
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the stave reflect the strokes of the axe and
their radial orientation resulted from the
flexing of the worker's arm at the elbow.
Each time the stave was set up, the worker
trimmed the half of the face farthest from his
waist. Thus, the stave was set up four times.
Where the tool marks were removed by erosion or subsequent planing, the axing operation was deduced from a characteristic
increase in the stave's thickness at its centre,
which normally exceeded 1.7 cm, diminishing to between 1.1 cm and 1.4 cm at the ends
and along the edges of the stave. This effect
contrasts with the parallel, curved faces of a
stave created by using a drawknife for this
trimming operation, as in Kenneth Kilby's
description of cooperage in London.29 The
doloire figures prominently in Jean Taran-

saud's description of traditional hand cooperage in the Charente.
Workers who specialized in the dressing of
staves were called doleurs. Contemporary
images of doleurs show them surrounded by
heaps of large, thin wood shavings somewhat resembling palm fronds, having the
width and half the length of the staves. In
the early modern period, this work was a
specialized craft with its own guilds. Most
evidence of the doloire and of the guildsmen
called doleurs comes from French sources,
where such work is known as doler.
The next operation discerned in the Red Bay
barricas involved the same tool and may
have been carried out by the same specialized worker. The edges of the staves were

Figure 8.13: Three staves, showing the
recurrence of straight
"facets" along the
edges, or joints, of the
staves: a) 6M5B65-11
(middle stave of grouping), showing also
the differential weathering resulting from
the hoops' protection
and the beginning of
an "assembly mark";
b) 24M18M23-12,
showing also bung,
vent and sample/
worm hole; c)
24M1M7-1. (Photos: L.
Ross, Parks Canada;
RA373X, RA983X,
RA855X).
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Figure 8.14: Sorting
marks, associated with
stave lengths: the 4
styles of marks
observed. (Drawing: L.
Ross, Parks Canada;
24M-80-lll-5a).

whaling documents do not list the doloire, a
large and relatively expensive tool. In contrast, the lists regularly include similarly
sized tools belonging to the harpooners,
who enjoyed a status comparable to that of
the coopers. More likely, the dressing of the
staves occurred in Europe, early in the life of
the casks. This is corroborated by a typical
contract from Bordeaux for the purchase of
"thirty thousand staves, good and marketable, trimmed by a cooper's axe and accompanied by the head pieces..." 30
Tools Employed
Froe, cooper's axe.
Step 2: Assembling

shaped to give the stave its booge, or
tapered profile. The tool marks left by this
operation were subsequently erased when
the edges were finished, but indirect evidence was preserved in the curvature of the
stave edges, or joints. The joints did not
have an evenly curved profile; instead, the
staves were given flat facets at least 30 cm
long at each end (Fig. 8.13). At times, the flat
lengths at each end of a stave met at the
booge, where a smoothed angle remained.
Sometimes, the two flat lengths along one
edge were in nearly perfect alignment, so
that the stave was virtually straight along
one edge. Other times, three facets were
observed along one edge: one at each end
and one in the centre. The existence of these
facets, coupled with the correspondence of
their lengths with those of the doloire's tool
marks on the stave's faces, suggests that the
same tool was used to create the profile of
the staves.
There is no evidence that the doleur's work
was carried out at Red Bay. Tools found at
the cooperage site on Saddle Island did not
include a cooper's axe and the recovered
wood debris did not include the characteristic shavings left by these operations. Sixteenth-century outfitting lists from Basque
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the

Staves

Assembly of the staves into the case of a barrica left fascinating archaeological traces.
First, the staves were jointed, or planed, so
that the edges would fit tightly. Then a
group of staves of uniform length was chosen with widths that produced the correct
circumference. Next, there was the operation
of forcing the staves together and bending
them into shape. Finally, to facilitate reassembly of the cask in Terranova, the order
and orientation was inscribed on the staves.
The staves were then disassembled and bundled for shipping.
In traditional cooperage, the jointing operation used a stationary plane known as a
jointer, mounted upside-down in a bench.
No such tool, nor the debris produced by
such an operation, was found at Red Bay,
suggesting that this step was completed
before the staves were shipped to Terranova.
The joints were planed smooth, erasing the
imperfections left by the axing operation
and giving an angle to the joint so that the
staves would smoothly fit into a rounded
shape. The angles of the joints, relative to the
outer surface of the stave, had a mean of 81°
to 89°, but ranged from 71° to 94°.
Despite the variability in length, diameter,
and capacity of the Red Bay barricas, there
were certain limits to the choice of staves
used in a given cask. The number of staves
in a barrica ranged between 17 and 22. In 33
out of the 36 complete cases identified,
between 18 and 21 staves were used, with an
average of 20 staves.
One type of mark observed on the staves by
Ross and Bradley seems to have been made
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Figure 8.15 (Left): Sorting marks, associated
with stave lengths: a)
an "X" mark on oak
stave 24M14M5-15;
b) a "Y" mark on
beech stave 24M14N612. (Photos:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19517B,
RA19516B).

while the coopers sorted the staves by
length, as shown in Table 8.5. Found near
one end, they were most common on the
beech staves. A mark resembling a Y was
associated with staves with lengths of
88.8 cm to 90.3 cm, while marks described as
an X or an eye were associated with staves
with lengths of 86.1cm to 88.0 cm (Figs.
8.14, 8.15). Because of the reburial of numerous staves recorded in the field, some of the
staves mentioned by Ross were not subsequently re-examined and are noted in Table
8.5 as reburied.
The coopers also took care in choosing the
bung stave. This was usually the largest
stave, wider and thicker than the other
staves in the case. While new case staves
averaged 10.94 cm in width at the booge,
new bung staves averaged 11.64 cm. In
thickness, the new case staves averaged
1.73 cm at the centre, while new bung staves
measured 1.80 cm.
Assembling the staves and bending them
into their proper shape was the true test of a
cooper's expertise. Following tradition, the
staves were arranged in a circle and held in

place by a hoop around their upper ends.
The case had the shape of a truncated cone
as the staves flared downward beyond the
booge. Another hoop, usually of metal or
heavy wood, was driven down solidly
around the upper end of the case; this hoop
was followed by another temporary hoop,
slightly smaller than the first. The staves,
squeezed tightly together at their upper
ends, were ready to be bent into a curved
shape. The rope of a cooper's windlass was
looped around the lower, flaring ends and
the case was set over a small fire in a cresset.
By simultaneously tightening the windlass
and heating the wood, the staves were
slowly bent into shape without breaking the
wood fibres.

Type of Mark

Cask Number

Species

Length of Staves

Y

10N3
10N8
14N3
14N6
16M17
18N35
18N10

beech
beech
oak
beech
beech
beech
beech

89.0 - 90.3
89.0 - 90.3
reburied
reburied
89.0 - 89.3
88.8 - 90.0
89.0 - 90.0

\

18N10
12M19

beech
beech

reburied
reburied

X

14M5 - 20*
14M5-18, 21
12M5

beech stave
oak staves
beech

86.0-86.9
86.0-86.9
reburied

Eye mark

10M11
14M5-1 to 17, 19
14N10
16N10

oak and beech
beecli
beech
beech

86.6 - 87.2
86.1 -86.9
reburied
87.5 - 88.0

Table 8.5: Sorting marks on beech staves.
* Recorded as an eye mark by Lester A. Ross.
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Figure 8.16 (Above):
Exterior view of oak
stave 24M12M12-12,
showing a rope winching mark 15 cm from
the stave end. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19509B).

Figure 8.17: Interior
view of oak stave
24M14M5-18, showing rare charring of the
booge area. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19513B).

The operations of bending and heating left
two kinds of traces on the staves. The windlass rope occasionally left an impression in
the wood that was especially visible when
the casks were still waterlogged (Fig. 8.16).
Second, the fire inside the cask, normally
maintained at a low level, occasionally
scorched the wood (Fig. 8.17). Evidence of
scorching was rare, as might be expected for
barricas destined to hold whale oil, a product
valued for its clarity. In one example, the
inside of a stave was gouged out with a
small adze and a border of scorched wood
remained visible around the gouged-out
area, confirming that in the whale oil trade,
care was taken to keep the insides of the
cask unscorched (Fig. 8.18).

Figure 8.18: Interior
view of the only stave,
24M18N5-1, bearing
this kind of hollowingadze mark in the
booge area. Surrounding the trimmed area
was a border of
slightly scorched
wood. The stave is
also noteworthy for
the split surface visible
along one edge and
the double croze
grooves at each end.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA19504B).

cask and possibly even replane some of the
joints.
While testifying to an essential operation in
whaling cooperage, these assembly marks
did not appear on all the Red Bay barricas.
Of the 52 complete and partial barricas
recorded by Ross and Bradley, only 23 bore
assembly marks.

Tools Employed
Plane, windlass, cooper's scribe.
Step 3: Finishing

the Ends of the Case

The following steps consisted of preparing
the ends of the barrica's case for the insertion
of the heads. Archaeological evidence of
Some of the barricas exhibited a scribe mark four operations was observed: first, an
that circled the case and served as a guide to adzed chiv, or concave area, was observed
allow the reassembly of the staves in their near each end of the stave. Second, the coooriginal order. The mark began at the bung per adzed the chime, a bevelled area
stave, usually within a small circle inscribed between the chiv and the end of the stave.
about 5 cm to 10 cm from the end of the Third, the ends of the staves were evened
stave with a twist of a cooper's scribe, or out with an adze. Finally, the croze groove
rouanne. From this circle, a single line was routed into the chiv where the head was
extended diagonally across the staves, either to be inserted. In the hand cooperage tradiclockwise or counterclockwise, until it tion, the first three operations were implereached the booge area of the stave opposite mented with a cooper's hollowing adze and
the bung. From here, a double line was the last with a routing tool called a croze
traced back to the starting point in the small (Fig. 8.20).
circle on the bung stave (Fig. 8.19). The case
could then be taken apart and the compo- The concave chiv was observed on both
nent staves bundled into a shook for trans- sides of the croze groove. It was made by
port, and their original order could always trimming the stave to a thickness of 0.8 cm
be quickly re-established. The original order to 1.0 cm with an adze. The tool marks overwas important because when the staves lapped from one stave to the next around
were forced together with heat and a wind- the circumference of a case, indicating that
lass, imperfections in the joints of the staves the staves were assembled during this trimwere imprinted in each other. Changing the ming operation. The marks from the curved
order would oblige the cooper to reheat the blade were spaced at intervals of 2 cm to
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Figure 8.19 (Left):
Reconstruction of barrica 24M14M9, four
views. Note the assembly mark traced
around one end,
beginning and ending
in a small circle at the
end of the bung stave.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada;
24M14M9).
Scale 1:20

Figure 8.20 (Below):
This oak stave,
24M14M5-18, bears
several fabrication and
repair attributes. Note
especially the chiv's
rounded form, the
doubled croze groove
indicating the stave's
re-use and, at the end,
the chime. The
remains of a headreinforcement peg are
visible between the
croze grooves. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19503B).

8 cm, so that between one and four marks
appeared on an individual stave. The marks
usually angled about 15° to 20° away from
the grain.31 Occasionally a stop mark deviated from the normal orientation, revealing
where the cooper had corrected an imperfection left by a previous stroke.
The chiv extended 8 cm to 12 cm from the
end of the stave. It was longer and deeper in
the centre of the stave than along its edges,
as the stave's inside surface was made concave. Because the staves were thicker at the
centre than at the edges, the inside of the
barrica had a faceted surface which needed
to be trimmed into a smooth circular surface
so that the head would fit tightly. It seems
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that the width of the adze blade was about
10 cm to 12 cm. In carving the chiv, the cooper aligned one edge of the adze blade with
the end of the case.
In the second operation, the end of the stave
was bevelled to produce a chime that could
be observed on all complete staves. The
chimes extended 1 cm to 2 cm from the stave
ends and their angles, while varying greatly
(18° to 59°), fell within a mean of 34° to 38°
relative to the outside surface of the staves.
The tool marks on the chime revealed that it
was made with an adze by working around
the case in the same manner as observed on
the chiv.
In the third operation, the last one with an
adze, the ends of the staves were trimmed to
an even length in the same manner as in the
preceding steps. These adze marks were
rarely visible, since the stave ends were thin,
ranging from 0.1 cm to 0.3 cm, and were
often rounded by erosion.

Figure 8.21: The croze
groove on stave
6M5B73-46, showing
side-cutting marks.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA19506B).

The fourth and last operation consisted in
routing the croze groove. While variations in
the chiv, the chime, and the end of the staves
may be the result of the imprecision inherent
in working with an adze, variations in the
morphology and location of the croze
groove may be attributed to the use of different tools. The croze, a specialized tool
reserved for the sole purpose of cutting the
croze groove, had a blade that left a groove
of consistent shape. 32 As well, the distance
between the blade and the tool's guide
board, which was slid along the end of the
case, determined the location of the croze

groove relative to the end of the stave.
Although the distance between the blade
and the guide board was adjustable, in practice the blade on a given croze tended to be
blocked at the same position. Because of
these constants imposed by the tool, variations observed in croze groove morphology
and position lead us to ask whether different
workers and perhaps even different workshops were involved in the manufacture of
the casks.
The croze grooves in the Red Bay barricas
had regular breadths and depths of about
0.3 cm. The variations observed, from 0.3 cm
to 0.5 cm for the breadths and from 0.1 cm to
0.5 cm for the depths, may be attributed to
pressure from the head pieces and post-depositional erosion inside and next to the
grooves. Similarly, the sectional shape was
square, with rounded or V-shaped variations attributed to erosion or to pressure
from sharp bevels on the head pieces (Fig.
8.21).
In contrast to the consistent morphology of
the croze grooves, the distance between the
groove and the end of the stave ranged from
2.8 cm to 5.4 cm, from which Ross established a mean distance of 4.24 cm to 4.34 cm.
Further analysis suggests that within this
range were three groups whose means were
from 4.5 cm to 4.7 cm, from 4.0 cm to 4.2 cm
and from 3.5 cm to 3.7 cm (+/- 0.1 cm, for
each group). Croze grooves on all-beech
casks tended to fall in the longest range of
4.5 cm to 4.7 cm. The existence of these nonrandom groups suggests that at least three
different crozes were used in the manufacture of the barricas, thus opening the possibility that the casks were made by different
coopers at different times.
Tools Employed
Hollowing adze, croze.

Constructing the Heads
Step 4: Making the Head Pieces
The diameters of the barrica heads were critical in determining the capacities of the
casks, both for the coopers and, subsequently, for the archaeological study of the
casks. The heads of the barricas varied in
diameter from 56.5 cm to 63.5 cm, a variation that makes the largest heads 26 per cent
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 8.22: Barrica
heads, exterior view
on the left, interior
view on the right:
a) 24M24M1-1 to
4M24Ml-3;b)
24M18N19-20 to
24M18N19-24;
c) 24M12N14-20,
24M12N14-22,
24M12N14-23,
24M12N14-32,
24M12N14-33 and
24M12N14-37. The
stop marks left by the
doloire appear clearly
on the inner faces. The
outer surfaces were
more eroded, making
it difficult to tell
whether the marks of
the doloire had been
erased by a plane. The
bevel around the edge
was more pronounced on the inner
face. From four to six
head pieces were
found in each head, as
shown in these examples. (Photos: L. Ross,
Parks Canada;
RA807X, RA808X,
RA755X, RA756X,
RA1080X, RA1081X).

greater in area (nr ) than the smallest. However, 30 out of 42 reconstructed casks (71 per
cent) had head diameters in the range of
58.5 cm to 61.0 cm. In this group, the area of
the largest head is only nine per cent greater
than that of the smallest.
The head's diameter was greater than that of
the cask's interior by the depth of the chiv
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and the croze groove. The combined depth,
about 0.7 cm to 0.9 cm, meant that the cask's
interior diameter at the head was about
1.6 cm less than the diameter of the head
itself, or between 56.9 cm and 59.4 cm, for
these 30 barricas. The cooper would have
worked with this dimension in mind. Bearing in mind that the codo de ribera used in
Biscayan shipping and shipbuilding was
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57.43 cm in length, it appears that this unit
of measure was used to determine the barricas' inside diameter at the heads.
The heads were composed of between four
and six head pieces, although the majority
had five. The longest piece or pieces are
called centre pieces. The next two pieces to
each side are the middle pieces and the
shortest, outer pieces are called cants.
Around the rim of the head, the inner and
outer edges were bevelled to a thin edge
called the bite.

and head pieces, the equivalent of about
four barricas. To obtain the maximum
amount of wood from this log, the stavesplitters first sawed it into the required
lengths.

After the head pieces were split from the
log, their faces were trimmed with a cooper's axe. The traces of this operation were
most visible on the inner surfaces and followed the same pattern as on the staves (see
Fig. 8.22). Axe marks were also regularly
observed on the inner bevels of the head
and, in some cases, on the outer bevel. These
When the barrica was stowed with its bung marks resemble those left by the cooper's
stave on top, the head pieces were vertical so axe and it is possible that creating the inner
that the head would not buckle under the bevel was part of the operation of doler, or
combined weight of cargo. The pieces were shaping the staves with a cooper's axe (Fig.
not dowelled together. As with the staves, 8.23).
the head pieces were oak or beech. The head
pieces were also split radially from the log. Tools Employed
Sometimes the original split surface
Saw, froe, cooper's axe.
remained unobscured by subsequent tool
operations.
Step 5: Assembling the Heads
The longer head pieces, the centre and middle pieces, had an approximate 2 : 3 length
ratio to the staves while the shortest pieces,
the cants, had a 1 : 2 length ratio to the
staves. These ratios provide insight into the
organization of the stave-splitters' work.
Thus, for every barrica, the stave-splitters
produced about 20 staves measuring up to
90 cm in length, six head pieces about 58 cm
to 62 cm in length and four cants about
45 cm in length (which could represent two
staves cut in half). Estimating that about 25
staves could be split from one length of log,
for every four lengths of log measuring
90 cm that produced the staves and cants for
four barricas, one length of 58 cm to 62 cm
was needed to produce the centre and head
pieces for the same four barricas. Thus, a log
4.2 m to 4.3 m in length and 35 cm to 40 cm
in diameter could produce about 125 staves

The joints or straight edges of the head
pieces were planed, apparently with the
same jointer used to finish the edges of the
staves. No particular effort was made to
keep the edges of a head piece parallel, and
it seems to have been more important not to
waste wood. The joints were planed at a
slight angle, usually between 88° and 90°, so
that the head bulged slightly.
The imprint of a compass point was
observed on the centre pieces of numerous
heads. These pinprick features were not
found on all the heads but, when observed,
were always on the outer face. In many
cases two or even three imprints occurred in
close proximity, indicating that the cooper
found the centre of the semi-finished head
pieces through a process of trial and error.

Figure 8.23: Interior
view of a beech cant,
24M12M7-16, showing axe marks on the
surface and the bevel.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA19499B).
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After the circumference was scribed with the
compass, another line was scored diagonally
or in an arc across the head pieces. This
mark is believed to be an assembly code. It
could only have been scribed after the head
pieces were properly aligned, that is, after
the circumference was scribed. Evidently,
the line was drawn before the outer bevel
was created, for the bevel abruptly cuts
through the line. It appears, therefore, that
the line served as a guide to keep the head
pieces in alignment during the operation of
cutting the bite around the perimeter (Fig.
8.24).
Around the perimeter of the heads, bevels
occurred on all of the inner faces and on 85
per cent of the outer faces. The bevel on the
inner face was more pronounced, both in its
width and angle, so that the bite was closer
to the head's outer surface. The inner bevel's
width ranged from about 1 cm to 2 cm,
while that of the outer bevel measured up to
1 cm. The angle of the inner bevel, relative to
the plane of the head piece, was about 30° to
40°; that of the outer bevel, approximately
10° to 20°.
The bite itself measured from 0.1 cm to
0.5 cm in thickness. The marks of an axe and
a saw were observed, although in many
cases these were obscured by use-wear or
post-depositional erosion (Fig. 8.25). Ross
reported that axe marks were commonly
observed on the bites of cants, while both
saw marks and axe marks occurred on middle and centre pieces.33 Cants were also the
most frequently replaced head pieces and
thus it may be that saw marks were left during the heads' original manufacture and that
axe marks indicate a replacement piece.
On both the inner and outer bevels of the
head pieces, the mark of a drawknife was
observed that incompletely obscured the
underlying axe marks. On the outer bevels,
where the axe marks were often absent, the

drawknife marks were nonetheless present.
This final finishing operation appears to
have been carried out to give an even thickness to the bite.
A reinforcement piece, or barre, was placed
across the outer face of the head pieces. It
was horizontal when the barrica was oriented with its bung stave on top. The barre
was shorter than the head's diameter, so that
its ends lay about 1 cm from the chimes of
the barrica. The ends were bevelled on their
outer faces with an axe. Many of the barres
were recycled staves or head pieces, especially middle pieces that, despite their asymetrical profile, had the advantages of being
the right length and having a bevel already
prepared on one side (Fig. 8.26).

Figure 8.24: A scribed
mark across the head
pieces helped to keep
them in order and in
position during their
manufacture. The
pieces shown are
24M16L7-7 to
24M16L7-11. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA4881M).

This bevel was important because the barre
was held in place at each end with three to
five pegs that passed through holes in the
stave ends. These holes, about 0.8 cm to
1.0 cm in diameter, were generally drilled
with a gimlet through the thickest part of the
chime between the croze groove and the
stave end. The pegs were made of split alder
(Alnus spp.), measuring 6.0 cm to 9.1 cm in
length and were carved with a knife to a
taper. They were tightly driven into place
from the inside of the stave and their outer

Figure 8.25: Close-up
view of a cant bite,
24M18N19-21, showing axe marks. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19494B).
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Figure 8.26: Exterior
views of barrica heads
with their barres, or
reinforcements:
a) 24M14M5-25 to
24M14M5-30 has a
specially-made barre
while b) 24M14M9-26
to 24M14M9-31 has a
re-used middle piece
as a barre. (Photos:
L. Ross, Parks Canada; RA823X,
RA927X).

auger. Outside diameters varied from 3.8 cm
to 6.5 cm, with a mean of 4.7 cm to 5.8 cm.
Such a wide variation in size could be the
result of twisting the tapered auger farther
into the wood, or of the use of differently
sized tools.

Figure 8.27: Side view
of an oak barrica stave,
24M18N19-37, showing the peg that held
the head reinforcement, or barre, in place.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA19498B).

ends were sometimes splayed by mallet
blows. Their larger, inner ends held the
barre in place. The pegs were inserted at
angles ranging from 91° to 113° from the
outer plane of the stave, roughly parallel to
the bevel at the end of the barre (Fig. 8.27).
Tools Employed
Compass, axe or saw, drawknife, gimlet,
knife, mallet.
Step 6. Drilling
Vents

Figure 8.28: Cork barrica bungs, showing
some of the different
shapes and sizes that
were encountered:
a) broad, tapering
bung (24M18N3-2);
b) narrow, short bung
(24M12N7-22); c) narrow, long bung with
impressions left by a
fabric gasket on the
sides (24M14L2-2).
(Photos: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA19489B, RA19490B,
RA19488B).

the Bungholes

and

Bungholes, located near the middle of the
bung staves, were drilled with a tapered
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The bungs, in all but two out of 71 examples
noted by Ross, were made of the bark of the
cork oak (Quercus suber) (Fig. 8.28). The two
remaining bungs were made of oak (Quercus
spp.) and willow (Salix spp.). The 71 bungs
found in 1979 had a mean diameter of
4.1 cm to 5.5 cm (ranging from 3.3 cm to
6.6 cm) and a mean thickness of 2.0 cm to
3.2 cm (ranging from 1.5 cm to 4.4 cm).
Among the artifacts recovered on the site
was a small sheet of cork with a curved
indentation where a bung had apparently
been cut (Fig. 8.29). This evidence suggests
that bungs and plugs were prepared as
needed, perhaps including at Red Bay.
Bungs were inserted with a textile gasket
that left an impression on the cork (Fig.
8.30). One gasket fragment was recovered
that measured less than 2 cm by 1 cm. Possibly a piece of old sailcloth, the fabric was a
plain woven bast cloth with about 12 single-
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Figure 8.29 (Far Left):
A fragment of a cork
sheet, 24M14R2-7,
with a section cut out
presumably to make
bungs. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19502B).
Figure 8.30 (Left): A
cork barrica bung,
24M14N6-27, bearing
the impressions of a
fabric gasket on its
sides. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19491B).

ply "Z"-twist warp threads and eight similar
weft threads per centimetre (Fig. 8.31).
Vent holes were located either in the bung
stave near the bung or in a head piece near
the end oriented toward the bung stave
(Figs. 8.5, 8.7). The location of the vent seems
to represent a personal preference on the
part of the cooper. Smaller than the bungholes, the vents ranged from 1.3 cm to 3.6 cm
in diameter. As with the bungholes, the
vents were tapered. The length of the vent
plugs, which were made of cork, willow, or
oak, varied from 1.8 cm to 5.4 cm. Imprints
of fabric gaskets were also sometimes noted
on the vent-hole plugs.
Tools Employed
Bung auger, knife.

CONCLUSION
The manufacturing evidence noted in the
Red Bay barricas may be divided into three
large groups. The first group of evidence
concerns the wood as raw material and its
initial conversion into cooperage wood.
Variations in wood species, as well as in
stave length, indicate that more than one
source for the staves is represented.
The second group of evidence consists of the
tool marks left by the initial shaping operations carried out with the cooper's axe, or
doloire. The homogeneity of this evidence is
noteworthy. Shaping operations carried out
with this tool included not only trimming
the surfaces of the staves and head pieces,
but also roughing out their edges and, in the
case of the head pieces, the inner bevels.
Staves and head pieces thus had almost no
excess wood when they were delivered to

Figure 8.31: Fragment
of a fabric gasket
found with bung
24M14M5-22. The
length of the fragment
is about two centimetres. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19486B).
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Operations Evident in the Archaeology

Steps

Normal Use and Reuse
1. Hooping the casks

Making the hoops
Driving the hoops on the casks

2. Opening and closing the casks

Forcing the cants with a cooper's vise

3. Estimating the capacity

Determining the barricas' capacities
Scribing the capacity on the cask

4. Indicating ownership of the cask

Scribing shipper's marks

Damage and Repairs
1. Plugging worm holes

Drilling out the holes
Plugging the holes with osier

2. Repairing damaged chimes

Replacing broken chimes with wedges
Reinforcing cracked chimes with wedges
Shortening and re-crozing staves

3. Replacing broken staves and head pieces

Replacing staves
Replacing head pieces

Table 8.6: Evidence of the barricas' cycle of use.
the cooperage. The homogeneity and surprising extent of evidence relating to the use
of the cooper's axe shows that the doleur's
craft was an important part of 16th-century
maritime cooperage. Documentary evidence
confirms that the doleur's craft was distinct
from those of the stave-splitter and the cooper.34 Stave-splitters worked in a rural context and were hired by the forest owner,
while coopers worked in an urban context
and were contracted by a merchant outfitter
who purchased staves from the forest owner
and supplied them to the coopers. Doleurs,
on the other hand, worked either for the forest owner or the merchant outfitter, depending on the bargain struck by the two
proprietors. Caught in endless négociations
between rural suppliers and urban purchasers, the doleurs' guild autonomy was weak at
best. In the 17th and 18th centuries, as large
industrial cooperages emerged in towns and
ports, urban doleurs were absorbed by cooperage guilds and rural doleurs simply disappeared. The Red Bay barricas reveal the
importance of this craft in early modern cooperage, despite its weakness as a guild.
The third group of evidence represents the
technology of finishing the staves and head
pieces and assembling the pieces into a cask.
Variations were noted suggesting that more
than one hand was at work. Notable variations occurred in the distance between the
croze groove and the end of the stave, in the
presence or absence of assembly marks, in
the locations of the air-vent holes and,
finally, in the dimensions of the barricas.
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It remains to be determined whether the
variations in manufacturing technology can
be associated with distinct subsets of barricas
within the Red Bay assemblage.

CYCLE OF U S E
Physical evidence was recorded for a range
of activities related to the cycle of use of the
barricas. This evidence is organized into two
groups as shown in Table 8.6.

Normal Use and Reuse
Based on visible data, the normal cycle of a
barrica's use may be reconstructed as a series
of activities that included the hooping of the
casks at the whaling station, reopening the
casks, gauging their capacities, and indicating their ownership during shipment.
Step 1: Hooping

the

Casks

Documentary evidence of Basque whaling
outfits reveals that hooping and hoop-binding materials were regularly carried to
Labrador, along with the dismantled casks.
Archaeological data also indicating that the
barricas were rehooped for each annual cycle
of use include the assembly marks observed
on the casks. As for the hoops themselves,
they appeared free of use-wear or repairs
and therefore, we will discuss them as part
of the barricas' cycle of use.
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Figure 8.32: Partial barrica assembly,
24M18N10, showing
the relationship of
alder hoops and willow bindings to the
uppermost in situ
layer of staves. (Photo:
L. Ross, Parks Canada; RA564X).

The barrica hoops, all made of alder (Alnus
spp.j with willow (Salix spp.) bindings, measured 2.0 cm to 4.0 cm in width and 0.8 cm to
2.0 cm in thickness. Because the casks had
collapsed, hoops were broken into two segments that lay respectively above and below
the staves. They were fragile to the point of
disintegrating during excavation and only a
few representative examples were collected
and conserved (Fig. 8.32).
The ends of the alders were cut with an axe,
and trimmed to prevent splitting (Fig. 8.33).
The plants were split lengthwise into three
or four parts with a fendoir and the heartwood of each section had been removed
with a drawknife, as attested by tool marks
observed on the inner surfaces of the hoops.
In some instances, pressure marks were
noted on the same surfaces, possibly left by
the brake on the cooper's horse during the
process of removing the core (Fig. 8.34).
Once drawn into a circle, the two ends of the
hoop overlapped over a distance of 29 to
55 cm. These overlapping ends were
notched several times (Figs. 8.35, 8.36). Their
outer, rounded face had also been trimmed
flat so as to reduce the combined thickness
(Fig. 8.37). Bending the hoops into a circle
occasionally left crease marks (Fig. 8.38).
The offcuts of young, unsplit alders were
found in the Shore Trench at Red Bay. These
ranged in length from 20 cm to 30 cm and
had a diameter from 3 cm to 5 cm. They may
be the unused butts of alder branches
brought whole to Labrador, where they were
cut to length, split and worked into hoops.
The dimensions and morphology of the Red
Bay hoops provide insight into the growing,
harvesting and initial transformation of coo-

perage hoops. The alder hoops measured
from about 2.2 m to about 2.6 m in lengthand were taken from branches, probably
coppiced, that were between 8 and 15 years
old when cut. The widths of the hoops, from
2.0 cm to 4.0 cm, represented less than half
of the branch's diameter. In fact, the hoops
were taken from branches from 3.0 cm to
7.5 cm in diameter that were split longitudinally into four parts. The pithy core of the
plant was cut away to form a flat inner surface for the hoop. Along each edge of the
finished hoop, a 2-mm wide bevel was all
that remained of the first operation of splitting the plant into four. The tool marks visible along the inner surface and along the
bevels revealed that the hooper used a draw
knife to split and finish the hoops.

Figure 8.33: Interior
views of the ends of
hoops, showing the
angled cut at the end:
a) 24M18N9-2 shows
that the first notch to
receive the osier binding was about 9 cm
from the end; b)
24M18N9-2 shows an
axe mark, the result of
thinning the end of the
hoop. (Photos: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19492B,
RA19493B).
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Figure 8.34: Interior
view of alder hoop,
24M18N30-9, showing
tool marks across the
width, perhaps left by
the brake on a cooper's
horse while trimming
the inside face. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19511B).

Figure 8.35: The alder
hoops were notched at
the ends so that the
willow bindings could
better seize them. The
inner end of hoop
24M18N9-3 (top)
shows a V-shaped
notch made with an
axe, while the outer
end (bottom) shows a
rectangular notch
made by cutting the
wood fibres in two
places and splitting
out the intervening
wood. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19484B).

The overlapping ends of the hoops were
lashed together with willow osier bindings.
The willow shoots were split and the bark
was left in place. Special care was taken to
ensure that these withies were tightly
wrapped to the hoops. Typically, the binding
began in a rectangular notch near the end of
the outer tail of the hoop and consisted of a
single withy that was wrapped repeatedly
around the hoop, covering a section
between 7 cm and 20 cm long. Two or three
willow strips were commonly used to cover
the overlapping hoop ends, either in a continuous wrap or with short gaps between
wrapped areas. Sometimes two pieces of
willow were wrapped simultaneously, creating a double spiral. Ross noted two alternative methods of starting a wrap:

•

Folding double the end of the binding,
then placing it on the exterior surface of
the outer hoop, and beginning the
binding by coming back over the
folded end.

•

Placing an end of the binding between
the overlapping ends [of the hoop].

He also noted two methods of finishing a
wrap:
•

Placing the end underneath the last
turn on the outside, pulling it tight, and
cutting off the excess.

Figure 8.36: The variations in notch patterns
are illustrated, from top
to bottom: none
(24M12N13-3); two
notches (24M14N3-2);
four notches
(24M12M20-50); and
three notches
(24M12M20-49 and
24M12N14-36). (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M-96-111-1).
Scale 1:5
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Figure 8.37: Exterior
view of a hoop tip,
24M12N17-26, showing
the axe marks left while
reducing the thickness
of the end. (Photo: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19512B).

•

Placing the end between the overlapping ends [of the hoop], pulling it tight,
and cutting off the excess.35

cask in the same orientation. Reversal of the
tail direction thus occurred when the cask
was turned over, in order to hoop its opposite end. The lashed area of the hoop was
The hoops were placed on the barricas in two always centred over the bung stave. Thus
sets, one set at each end of the cask and each the lashings and the bung stave were always
covering about one third of the container. centred on top of the in situ barrica.
This left the booge exposed, and the surfaces
of the staves were much more eroded in this
Lists of supplies taken aboard whaling vesarea. In the areas covered by the hoops, dissels in 16th-century Gipuzkoa mention
tinctive weathering and staining patterns
hooping materials. The hoops were known
associated with the hoops frequently
as arcos. They were packed in bundles called
allowed the number of hoops to be deter- fletes de arcos, or in large casks called botas.36
mined. Where significant hoops remains The same lists also contain references to
were found, these numbers were confirmed. mimbres, or willow osiers, used to lash the
Each barrica had from 18 to 24 hoops. The hoops. The mimbres were packaged in bunnumber of hoops at each end sometimes dles called mozos37 or packed in botas. The
varied, and the following combinations quantities of hoops and withies mentioned
were recorded: 9/9,10/11,11/12,10/13,11/ in these lists leave little doubt that hooping
11 and 12/12. The outer ends of the hoops, materials were carried to Labrador where
or tails, were oriented in the same direction they were finished and placed on the casks.
in one set, but in opposite directions at each
end. This orientation may indicate that
The sole known Basque contract for the sale
hoops were packed in bundles with the tails
of hooping material brings added detail to
in the same direction and were placed on the
knowledge of this trade. 38 The contract was

Figure 8.38: a) Side
view and b) interior
view of an alder hoop,
24M14M7-37, showing the creasing marks
left when the hoop
was bent into a circular form. (Photos: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19519B,
RA19518B).
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Figure 8.39: Four
marks of a head vice
on a middle piece,
24M12N14-21. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; RA2051X).

for the sale of 200 cargas of arcos, with each
carga containing 120 arcos. Judging from the
evidence from Red Bay, these 24,000 hoops
represent about 1,000 barricas and pipas. All
the hoops were to have been prepared the
same year. The contract was signed on 30
November 1565, the hoops were to be delivered during the month of December, and
they were to be placed on board the nao of
Juan Martines de Amilibia, a prominent
shipowner and merchant. Martines agreed
to pay for the hoops by the end of the following January.
However, nothing in the 1565 contract permits the inference that the hoops were for
the Labrador whale hunt. The document
uses the term cargas, which does not normally occur in outfit lists. Labrador whaling
voyages were outfitted in March and April,
not in December.39 The hoops discovered in
Labrador are of alder, while the contract
specifies that the hoops were to be of hazel
and chestnut. The hoops in the contract were
also longer than those found at Red Bay. A
third of Martines' arcos were to measure 6
codos (3.45 m) in length and they were for
pipas, a size of cask not mentioned in documents concerning the Labrador whale hunt.
The remaining two thirds of the hoops were
for barricas, of which one third were to measure 5 codos (2.87 m) and the last third 52
codos (3.16 m), longer by about 1 codo than
the Red Bay hoops. These aspects of the 1565
contract suggest that Martines' interests did
not lie in the Labrador whale hunt. However, the contract, while unique, invokes the
phrase "según uso e costunbre" ("according
to custom and usage") to describe the characteristics of the cargas of hoops.
The archaeological record of the hoops from
Red Bay thus serves as an important counterweight to the limited documentary record
of the Gipuzkoa hoop trade. The species and
the technology of the hoops suggest that the
Basque whalers developed, or used, a hoop-
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ing trade that was slightly different from
Gipuzkoan custom.

Tools Employed
Axe, fendoir, drawknife, cooper's horse.
Step 2: Opening and Closing the

Casks

Many of the head pieces bore the small, circular marks of a gimlet-like cooper's vise
(Fig. 8.39). The vise was used to pull the last
of the head pieces into the croze groove
while installing the head. It could also be
used to pull the head piece out of the croze
groove. Once one head piece was taken out,
the others easily followed, and the entire
case could be collapsed. Vise marks were
found on all the head pieces, but most often
on the cants, these being the easiest head
piece to force in and out of the croze groove.
As many as six or eight vise marks were
observed on the pieces of a single head.
These marks suggest that the barricas were
dismantled several times during their lifetimes. In a normal whaling cycle, the cask
was likely assembled and dismantled once a
year. Possibly, the number of vise marks on
one head bears a relation to the number of
years that the barrica was used.
Step 3: Estimating

the

Capacity

Analysis of the barrica capacities shows that
small variations in head diameter can produce relatively large differences in capacity.
The capacities of 42 barricas, as reconstructed
and calculated by Ross and Bradley, ranged
from 194.5 L to 238.8 L, the largest capacity
being 23 per cent greater than the smallest.
However, these capacities were derived
using the formula for a simple cylindrical
volume (HOT ), based on the diameter of the
heads and the distance between croze
grooves. This method is only indicative and
does not provide the true volume, for three
main reasons. First, the casks are not cylindrical, but are six to 11 per cent wider at the
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Figure 8.40: Roman
numerals found on the
inner face of barrica
staves and head
pieces, possibly representing the capacity of
the casks:
a) 24M24M1-5,
24M24M5-2,
24M24M5-3;
b) 24M12M21-11; c)
24M12M17-13;
d) 24M12P4-1;
e) 24M14M9-25;
f) 24M14M9-26;
g)24M12M21-25,
24M12M18-17,
24M12M19-29. (Drawings: S. Epps, Parks
Canada; 24M-80-1116d).
Scale 1:10

booge than at the ends, in any given barrica.
A cask's curved walls make the calculation
of its internal volume at best an approximation. For practical purposes, this is most
closely calculated using a double conical formula.40 The indicative method thus underestimates the average diameter. Second, the
head's diameter does not reflect the inside
diameter of the case. The depth of the chiv
and the croze groove, totalling about 0.8 cm
on each stave, result in a true inside diameter of the case at the head of about 1.6 cm
less than that of the head (thus, 56.9 cm to
59.4 cm in 71 per cent of the heads). From
this perspective, the indicative method overestimates the average diameter. Third, the
inner surfaces of the heads were about
1.0 cm closer to each other than were the
croze grooves. The indicative method thus
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overestimates the inside length. What is the
ultimate effect of these estimates in the
indicative method? Ross, using the double
conical formula with true measurements to
verify four indicative capacities, found that
the "true" capacities were 2 to 11 per cent
greater, or 6.5 per cent on average, than the
indicative capacities. Thus, on average, a
barrica having a 211 L capacity according to
the cylindrical formula would have a 222 L
capacity using the double conical formula.
By adding 6.5 per cent to Bradley's average
of 222 L for the casks excavated in 1981, an
average capacity of 236 L is obtained (see
Tab. 8.7).
On the interior of some barricas, Roman
numerals were observed. In all, 12 numerals
were found, six on staves and six on head
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Cask

Species

Age of Cask

Condition

Capacity (L)

12N20

oak

new

near (partially) complete

204.5

14L14

oak

reused

near-complete

222.5

14M4

oak-beech

reused

not reconstructed

200.4

14M5

oak-beech

reused

near (partially) complete

199.2

14M7

oak

new

near (partially) complete

202.8

14M8

oak-beech

reused

not reconstructed

201.9

14M9

oak

new

near (partially) complete

219.8

14M16

oak

reused

14M20

oak

new

14M25

oak

new

204.3

14M29

oak

reused

225.5

14N10

beech

new

partial

capacity unknown

14N12

oak

reused

near (partially) complete

217.1

14N21

-

-

221.8

14N25

oak

reused

213.5

14N26

oak

new

14N27

oak

reused

14N28

oak

reused

14N29

oak

new

16L4

oak-beech

reused

near-complete

210.7

16M7

oak-beech

reused

partial

224.1

16M10

oak-beech

reused

partial

236.0

16M12

beech

new

229.7

16M14

oak

reused

224.8

16M17

beech

new

238.8

16N7

oak-beech

reused

partial

221.2

16N9

oak

reused

near-complete

209.8

16N12

oak

reused

near-complete

229.5

16N14

oak

new

230.5

16N15

oak

new

232.0

16N18

oak

new

237.6

209.7
near-complete

dimensions not in averages

215.4

213.5
212.4

near-complete

222.4
225.5

16N21

oak

reused

212.6

16N23

oak

reused

222.7

16N24

oak

new

16N25

oak

new

16N26

oak-beech

reused

near-complete

211.8

18M23

oak

new

partial

221.1

18M25

oak-beech

reused

partial

212.1

18N10

beech

new

partial,

capacity unknown

18N19

oak

new

partial

230.3

18N28

oak

new

partial

210.3

18N30

oak

new

partial

211.0

18N33

oak-beech

reused

near-complete

225.7

18N34

oak

new

228.2

18N35

beech

new

225.4

partial

194.5
224.9

Table 8.7: List of reconstructed barricas.
This is a compilation of casks seen by Lester Ross, Charles Bradley and Brad Loewen.
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Figure 8.41: Shipper's
marks found on the
outer face of the barricas, containing a combination of letters and
geometric forms:
a) 24M18N14-14;
b) 24M14M4-19 and 20;
c) 24M18M23-15;
d)24M18M16-3;
e) 24M14N3-3;
f) 24M24M1-4;
g) 24M12M16-36;
h) 24M12M19-21, 26
and 27;
i) 24M12M20-29;
j) 24M18N19-3.
(Drawings: S. Epps,
Parks Canada; 24M-80111-6b).
Scale 1:10

pieces. In 10 cases, the numeral is XXXIII
(33) (Fig. 8.40). Ross suggested that the
numerals were used to identify parts from
the same barrica, but this does not explain
the recurrence of the numeral XXXIII.41
Further analysis has shown that the number
33 may be even more recurrent than first
thought. The numeral interpreted by Ross as
a poorly-formed XXXXI, or 41, is more likely
also a XXXIII.42 As for the numeral interpreted by Bradley as a VIII, or eight,43 its
first character is incompletely preserved and
other characters may have preceded it. Furthermore, ethnographic research by Otero in
Navarre reveals that the first V may have a
meaning other than five. Navarrese coopers
abbreviated Roman numerals in a variety of
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ways. By doubling or tripling the bars of an
X, the numbers 20 or 30 were expressed. A
hook added to the lower end of one of the
bars of an X,was used to indicate the number 15.44 Due to this numeral's incomplete
preservation, the question of its meaning
can not be resolved. However, the last characters forming III leave the possibility that it
may also represent 33. It may thus be possible to interpret each of the 12 Roman numerals as a 33.
We have explored the hypothesis that the
number 33 may indicate the number of veltes
contained in a barrica. The velte was commonly used to measure the capacity of wine
casks in western France. Its volume in Paris
and Bordeaux was 7.61 L, and the the official
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Figure 8.42: Shipper's
marks found on the
outer face of the barricas, containing a
combination of circles
and lines:
a) bung stave
24M14M1-7;
b) 24M18N14-3;
c) 24M18N28-5;
d) 24M18M23-7;
e) 24M12L10-13;
f) 24M12M17-13;
g) 24M12M5-6;
h) 24M18M7-10;
i) 24M14L4-1;
j) 24M14L4-2;
k) 24M12N17-16.
(Drawing: S. Epps,
Parks Canada; 24M80-lll-6c).
Scale 1:10

capacity of the early modern Bordeaux barrique was 29 to 30 veltes, or 220.7 L to
228.3 L.45 While this official capacity is similar to that of the Red Bay barricas, it does not
correspond to 33 velts (251.1 L). This
hypothesis concerning the interpretation of
the numeral XXXIII therefore must be
excluded. Nor can we relate this numeral to
Castillean or Gipuzkoan liquid measures,
where the arroba was the comparable unit of
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capacity,46 nor to other jurisdictions where
the casks may have been gauged. 47
A more satisfying interpretation is based on
the number of dismantled casks that
equalled a "tun" {"tonelada") of cargo. A
1565 charter party for the shipping of 218
dismantled whale oil barricas from Bordeaux
to Biscay states that these casks represented
"jusqu'à" ("up to") seven tuns of freight, or
at least 31 barricas per tun. 4 8 If we hypothe-
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size that 33 dismantled barricas equalled a
tonelada of freight, then the Red Bay numerals were scribed onto the last barrica to be
counted within each tonelada. This interpretation is supported by the number of barricas
found on the Red Bay wreck. Of the 196 barricas identified, six staves and six head
pieces bear a Roman numeral, that is, six
barricas in all or almost exactly one barrica in
33. It would thus appear that staves and
head pieces were bundled and counted separately, due to their different lengths.
the initials of a list of names compiled from
the six known documents concerning the
Complex arcs found on the exterior faces of
last voyage of the San Juan in 1565. In the
some barricas, either on the heads or on the
first mark, the characters A, d, and S are disbooge, have been interpreted as shipper's
tinguishable, along with other, indeciphermarks. Appearing on about 30 per cent of able marks (Fig. 8.44). These characters may
the barricas, in most cases a single mark was correspond to the initials of Joan Andres de
found on a given cask although on one Semper, a resident of Orio who bought four
rebuilt barrica, four different marks were barricas of whale oil in advance from Bartofound. Each of the more than 60 marks lomé de Arsu, a crew member on the San
recorded was unique.
Juan, prior to the ship's departure from
Pasajes.50 In the second mark, the characters
Ross divided the exterior marks into two R, d, and A appear from bottom to top (Fig.
stylistic groups. The first contained geomet- 8.45). These characters suggest the initials of
ric shapes and consisted of combinations of Ramon de Arrieta, captain of the San Juan on
letters and other forms grouped into a com- its fateful voyage.51 While there is no way to
plex symbol (Fig. 8.41). The second group prove that these correspondences are not
contained circles traced to a common diame- coincidental (considering especially the
ter with a cooper's scribe, sometimes in number of Basque surnames beginning with
association with simple lines (Fig. 8.42).
A), these examples illustrate the logic underlying one type of merchant's mark comBy relating these marks to 16th-century monly used in the Bay of Biscay during the
commercial documents, it is possible to 16th century.
bring added evidence to the hypothesis first
proposed by Ross that they represent shipSources from Bordeaux examined by Turper's marks. Research by Turgeon in Borgeon and by Evelyne Picot-Bermond52 reveal
deaux has turned up examples of identified
that the combinations of circles were also
merchant's marks that allow the logic
used as merchant's marks. These marks
underlying the composition of the geometric
were
scribed in warehouses to identify the
marks to be better understood. 49 The Borcasks while transferring them from one merdeaux examples reveal the recurrence of a
chant to another.
character resembling a 4 at the top of the
mark. In one identified mark, that of Arnaud
By associating the marks with shippers and
de Mynvielle, it appears that this character
merchants, the hypothesis suggested by
was a stylized A (Fig. 8.43). Another recurRoss that they might represent cooper's
ring character having the form of a small d,
marks can be discounted. Research into Bormay be related in the mark of Arnaud de
deaux notarial archives by Roborel de CliMynvielle to the preposition de. A common
mens in the 19th century revealed that the
initial such as an M was rendered in a varimarks used by tradesmen, including cooety of ways to distinguish a mark from that
pers, were grouped stylistically by trade.
of, for example, a cousin.
Whereas merchants tended to use initials
and complex symbols, tradesmen chose
The example of Arnaud de Mynvielle offers
abstract representations of one of the tools of
a way of understanding several of the marks
their trade. Coopers' marks were often
found on the Red Bay casks. Two of the
graphic depictions of a cooper's horse. 53 As
marks containing letters were compared to
Step 4: Indicating
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Ownership

of a Cask
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Figure 8.43: On the
left, the mark of
Arnaud de Mynvielle,
a merchant at Bordeaux. After Archives
départementales de
Gironde. Bordeaux,
7073, fol. 297 (21 April
1597). On the right, the
mark of Anthoine
Delort, also a merchant at Bordeaux. In
this mark, the order of
the initials begins at
the bottom with an
"A", above which is
the "d". Returning to
the bottom of the
mark, one reads
"LORT" upward, to
make out A[nthoine]
d[e] Lort. After
Archives départementales de Gironde. Bordeaux, 7066, fol. 371v
(18 September 1590).
(Courtesy: Laurier
Turgeon, Université
Laval, Québec; drawing: B. Loewen, Parks
Canada; 24M-93-1114d).

Figure 8.44: Mark containing the characters
"4" (possibly an "A"),
"d", "S" and a cypher
containing two circles
at the bottom of the
bar on oak stave
24M18N14-14. Could
this be the mark of
Joan Andres de Semper of Orio, owner of
one barrica of whale oil
on the San Juan?
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada;
24M18N14-14).
Scale 1:5

a group, they can easily be distinguished
from merchant's marks.
These marks may thus be interpreted as
belonging to the owners of the cask contents. On a typical whaling voyage, one
third of the cargo belonged to the crew
members who, on a ship of 200 to 250
toneladas, would number about 65. The
remaining two thirds of the oil was divided
equally between the ship's owners and its
outfitters. The Red Bay marks probably
identify the individual crew members and
we may suggest that the barricas were publicly attributed prior to loading them on the
ship. 54 When more than one mark occurred
on a rebuilt cask, it appears that those from a
previous voyage had not been erased.
Tools Employed
Cooper's vise, cooper's scribe, gauging rod.

Damage and Repairs
The normal career of a barrica involved various situations where it could be damaged.
From wormholes to crushed staves, damage
was repaired in a variety of ways. When
woodworms bored minute holes in the
staves or heads, willow pegs were driven
into the holes to plug them. When the stave
ends broke from jostling, usually at the croze
groove, replacement or reinforcement
wedges were fitted and, in extreme cases,
the cask was shortened. When staves were
broken near the middle, presumably when
the cargo shifted, replacement staves were
inserted. The cooper's ingenuity did not end
there. The good staves of useless barricas
were salvaged and put together into a cask
that might contain components from three
or four different containers.
Step 1: Plugging

Wormholes

As many as 23 repaired wormholes were
found in a single stave or head piece (Fig.
8.46). The holes were made by the larvae of a
type of beetle (Anobium punctatum). Found
especially in areas of the cask not covered by
hoops, the holes were plugged with unsplit
willow or alder pegs. The willow pegs
appear to be made from hoop-binding stock.
It appears that the wormholes were scoured
with a gimlet before the pegs were inserted.
The holes range in diameter from 0.3 cm to
1.0 cm and the length of the plugs was from
0.9 cm to 3.5 cm. The protruding ends were
trimmed with an adze.
The greatest number of plugged holes
occurred on the bung staves. Ross hypothesized that these holes may also have served
to inspect or sample the contents. While this
hypothesis cannot be discounted, the distribution pattern of all the holes, which not
infrequently occurred in areas that were covered by the hoops, suggests that most were
caused by woodworm infestations.

Figure 8.45: Mark containing the characters
"R", "d" and "A" on
oak staves 24M18N3417 and 18. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M18N34-a).
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Figure 8.46: The centre
piece of a head,
24M12L10-20, bearing
a large vent hole at one
end and numerous
smaller, plugged holes
identified as sampling
or woodworm holes.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada;
24M12L10-20a).
Scale 1:5

Step 2: Repairing

Damaged

Chimes

When a single stave broke at the croze
groove, a replacement wedge was fashioned
from oak or beech to match the width of the
broken area, and the shape and thickness of
the stave from the croze to the end (Figs.
8.47, 8.48, 8.49). The length of these wedges
varied greatly, ranging from 8.5 cm to
21.0 cm. In some cases, two wedges were
used together. Axe marks were observed on
the wedges (Fig. 8.50).55 In one case, an oak
wedge was sealed with a leather gasket (Fig.
8.51).56

a total of four, and one stave had two at one
end and three at the other (see Fig. 8.20).
Step 3: Replacing
Head Pieces

Broken Staves

and

Some older barricas bore evidence that several staves came from another cask. For
example, barrica 24M12N20, while exhibiting a continuous assembly mark around its
circumference, had extraneous marks on the
bung stave and an adjacent stave. These
marks were truncated and seem to have
once extended onto neighbouring staves,
suggesting that these staves were reused.

Another way of repairing a damaged stave
end was by forcing a shingle-like wedge
between the cracked chime and the hoops
(Figs. 8.52, 8.53). These reinforcing wedges
ranged from 7.3 cm to 20.4 cm in length,
thus overlapping the croze area where damage was commonly sustained. 57

On barricas 24M14M5, 24M14M16, and
24M14M25, the assembly marks are interrupted by one or two unmarked staves (Fig.
8.54). Frequently, the assembly marks on the
heads were interrupted by unmarked head
pieces.

When several staves were broken at the
croze groove, or when staves from a shorter
barrica were used to repair a longer one, the
cask length was shortened. Shortened staves
were easily recognized because they had
two or even three croze grooves at one end.
Some staves had two grooves at each end for

Other barricas contained a combination of
oak and beech staves, suggesting reuse or
replacement. In such cases, the beech components were less numerous and showed
less wear. In contrast, the oak components
were visibly worn, indicating that the beech
components served as repairs.
The making of a replacement head piece did
not necessarily follow the same steps as
making new head pieces. At Red Bay, preformed head pieces were found that had an
appropriate, rounded shape, but did not yet

Figure 8.47 (Far Left):
Bung stave,
24M12N20-5, repaired
with a replacement
wedge, 24M12N20-16:
a) exterior view showing the broken area;
b, c) exterior and interior views showing the
wedge in place.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada;
24M12N20-5C).
Scale 1:10
Figure 8.48 (Left): Barrica stave end showing the use of two
side-by-side replacement wedges,
24M14M5-10,
24M14M5-23 and
24M14M5-24, exterior
and interior views.
(Drawings: D. Kappler, Parks Canada;
24M14M5-10,
24M14M5-23,
24M14M5-24).
Scale 1:5
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Figure 8.49: ü a k
replacement wedge,
24M12N7-20: a) exterior view; b) interior
view. (Photos: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19481B,
RA19482B).

Figure 8.50: Oak
replacement wedge,
24M12N3-7 showing
the axe marks left
while thinning the
wedge: a) exterior
view; b) interior view.
(Photos: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA19515B,
RA19514B).

Figure 8.51: Oak
replacement wedge,
24M14M29-1, with
leather gasket: a) interior view; b) exterior
view. (Photos: G.
Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA6018M,
RA6017M).

have the bevels leading to the bite.58 In addition, the offcuts of such preforms were
found in the Shore Trench.59 These replacement head pieces were made from used
stave material. The absence of the doleur's
preparatory axe work on these pre-forms
and offcuts underscores the hypothesis that
the coopers at Red Bay were not masters of
the doleur's craft.

The first category of evidence concerns the
life cycle of the barrica. Assembly marks
scribed onto the casks reinforce the conclusion that the casks were "shooked," or broken down, before they were carried to
Terranova each year and that the old hoops
were discarded. The evidence also includes
traces related to the commerce of whale oil
casks, with or without their contents of
whale oil.

Tools Employed
Gimlet, adze, axe.

CONCLUSION
Evidence related to the use of the barricas
may be grouped into two categories that
enhance our understanding of the Basque
whale oil trade and of related cooperage
practices.
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This evidence includes the tonnage counting
marks and the individual shipper's marks.
The second group of evidence concerns the
typical maintenance and repair operations
carried out by coopers working in the whale
oil trade. These operations were extensive,
indicating that few of the staves or heads
were discarded and that the greatest possible number of casks were assembled, using
reused materials if necessary.
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Figure 8.52 {Far Left):
Oak reinforcement
wedge, 24M18M25-21,
showing the croze
groove, interior and
side views. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M18M2521).

wine barrique, the Red Bay casks were compared to these standards. Finally, the data
was used to test the hypothesis that the Bordeaux wine barrique lay at the heart of early
modern tonnage formulas in the Atlantic
world.

HISTORICAL METROLOGY
An attempt was made to understand aspects
of the metrology that underlay the Red Bay
cask collection and, in particular, the barricas. The problem of 16th-century maritime
metrology lay in resolving the relation
among three separate factors: the linear
dimensions of cargo units; the specific gravity of various commodities such as wine or
whale oil; and the linear dimensions of
ships. The Red Bay barricas were analyzed
from each of these perspectives.

Analysis of the maritime metrology represented by the Red Bay casks yielded some
promising results but was limited, in the
end, by the variable dimensions of the barricas and by insufficient data on the possible
subsets of barrica sizes within the overall
cask population. Analysis was based on the
average dimensions of 42 reconstructed barricas as listed in Table 8.8 and illustrated in
Figure 8.55.

The predominance in Basque shipbuilding
of a linear measure called a codo in Spanish
or an aune in French, prompted us to ask
whether the same unit was used in cooperage. Secondly, because Gipuzkoan archival
materials relate the capacity of a whale oil
barrica to the weight of whale oil and, in
some cases, to the Bordeaux standard of the

CASK DIMENSIONS
The linear measures found in the casks seem
to relate to Biscayan metrology, usually associated with shipbuilding, based on the codo
de ribera of 0.5746 m. The codo consisted of
two pies (feet), and each pie was divided into
12 pulgadas (thumbs) or 16 dedos (fingers).60

Metres

Codos de Ribera

Fraction

Length of case
Barrica

0.864

1.504

1 1/2 codo (+0.2 cm)

Media barrica

0.73

1.270

1 1/3 codo (+1.2 cm)

Quarto

0.65

1.131

1 1/8 codo (+0.4 cm)

Barrica

0.588

1.023

1 codo (+1.3 cm)

Media barrica

0.430

0.748

3/4 codo (-0.1 cm)

Quarto

0.347

0.604

3/5 codo (-0.2 cm)

0.67

1.171

1 1 / 6 codo

Diameter of head

Diameter of booge
Barrica
Media barrica

0.49

0.861

7/8 codo (-1.3 cm)

Quarto

0.40

0.696

2/3 codo (+1.7 cm)

Table 8.8: Average linear dimensions of Red Bay casks.
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Figure 8.53 {Left): Oak
reinforcement wedge,
24M14N10-5. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19483B).

Figure 8.54: Barrica
24M14M5, showing broken stave ends (staves 1,
3,11,15,19,20 and 21),
repairs in the form of
replacement wedges
(stave 10), and replaced
staves, as deduced from
the interrupted assembly
mark (staves 3 and 4).
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada;
24M14M5).
Scale 1:20

Some question remains as to just which codo
is represented here: the other possibility, the
codo de Castilla of 0.5571 m, cannot be discounted.
Table 8.8 reveals the recurrence of the codo as
the basic unit of measure in the casks. The
barrica exhibits the clearest association with
Biscayan metrology. The diameter of the
head was about 1 codo, and the length of the
cask was about 1.5 codos. These basic dimensions were probably used in the forest while
preparing cooperage wood.

CAPACITY
The cask capacities suggest a relationship
between Biscayan and Bordeaux metrological standards. The standard capacity of a
whale oil barrica, according to numerous
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archival references, was 400 libras.61 The
Gipuzkoan libra equalled 0.492 kg62 and thus
the standard weight of a barrica of whale oil
was 196.8 kg. Dividing this figure by the
specific gravity of whale oil, at 0.923 g/cc, 63
the volume of 400 libras of whale oil, or the
official capacity of a whale oil barrica, would
have been 213.2 L. This figure can be compared with the true capacity of an average
barrica from Red Bay, following the dimensions in Figure 8.55, of 222 L.64 The true
capacity was thus 3.3 per cent greater than
the official capacity, a finding that corresponds with recorded cooperage practices.65
A Gipuzkoan archival reference specifies
that 60 whale oil barricas on a French ship,
taken as a prize by Gipuzkoan sailors, conformed to the casks built at Bordeaux.66 Two
other documents relating to the last voyage
of the San Juan, possibly the identity of the
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Red Bay ship, describe the advance sales of
six whale oil barricas conforming to the
gauge of Bordeaux.67 The barrique bordelaise,
famous for its role in the medieval wine
trade, has been extensively studied. From
the 16th to the 18th century, the barrique
used for the retail wine trade was regulated
atlOOpofs, or 226.5 L.68
One subset of the Red Bay barricas comprises
a number of casks, mostly made of beech,
that hold 230 L to 240 L. A possible explanation for this group of oversized casks may lie
in the existence of a wholesale barrique in the
Bordeaux wine trade, which was variously
evaluated at 106 pots, 108 pots, 110 pots or
even 32 veltes (240-249 L), according to various informants named in a 1772 Bordeaux
edict. 69

WEIGHT AND VOLUME OF A
WHALE OIL

BARRICA

The weight and volume represented by a
full barrica of whale oil seem to bear a relation to the measurement of tonnage in the
Bay of Biscay.
An empty barrica weighed about 23.3 kg.
This figure was reached by calculating the
volume of oak and alder contained in an
average barrica, and multiplying these volumes by the specific gravity of these woods.
For the case, the average circumference was
taken as 198 cm, the average length as
87 cm, and the average thickness as 1.3 cm.
For the heads, the average diameter was
taken as 59 cm and the thickness as 1.3 cm.
The total volume of oak wood (27,861.7 cc)
was multiplied by a specific gravity of
0.60 g/cc, to reach a weight of 16.71 kg.
Added to this weight were the alder hoops,
with an average circumference of 198 cm, a
total width of 60 cm, and a thickness of
1.5 cm, giving a volume of 17,820 cc. This
value was multiplied by a specific gravity of
0.37 g/cc, resulting in a weight of 6.59 kg.70
Assuming a specific gravity of whale oil of
0.923 g/cc, 100 pots or 226.5 L of oil contained in an average Red Bay barrica
weighed 209.1 kg. This figure is close to the
official weight of a barrica, given in documents, of 400 libras (196.8 kg). Adding the
weight of the cask itself, at about 23.3 kg, to
the weight of the whale oil at 209.1 kg,
results in an average total weight of about
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232.4 kg for the whale oil casks from Red Figure 8.55: The average dimensions of a
Bay.
The weight of a whale oil barrica can be compared to the weight of a maritime ton. In
1681, the Colbert administration defined the
weight of the tonneau de mer at 2,000 livres, or
978 kg.71 With four barriques per tonneau,
each barrique would weigh 244.5 kg, somewhat heavier than one whale oil barrica from
Red Bay but, owing to the greater density of
wine, it would be very similar to one Bordeaux wine barrique.
The outside dimensions of the cask determined the space it occupied in the hold of a
ship and thus, these dimensions determined
the volume of a cargo of whale oil. As seen,
these dimensions were governed by the codo
de ribera, a unit of measure commonly used
in Biscayan shipbuilding. The length of the
cask, about 0.86 m, equalled 1 1/2 codos
while the diameter of the booge, about
0.67 m, equalled 1 1 / 6 codos.
It appears that the volume of a barrica, in calculating tonnage rates, was taken as a rectangular block having sides equivalent to the
maximum dimensions of the cask. Boudriot

CASKS FROM THE 24M WRECK

Red Bay barrica.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M93-111-la).

not known, the missing link appears to lie in
the French method described by Boudriot.
The whale oil barrica, because of its volume
based on the Bordeaux wine barrique, fits
very closely into historical Atlantic methods
of defining ship tonnage.

SHIP TONNAGE
The close coincidence of the weights and
volumes of the Red Bay barricas to the
notions of French and Biscayan ship tonnage
can be refined to an even greater degree. The
tonneau de mer, defined as 980 kg in weight,
was also defined in 1681 as 42 cubic pieds de
roi (0.325 m), or 1.44 m 3 , based on the
dimensions of the barrique bordelaise. This
volume represents about 95 per cent of the
Biscayan tonelada. This relationship is interesting since the official Spanish tonnage formula promulgated in 1590 specified that the
cubic codos de ribera measured in the hold of
a ship were to be divided by eight (the volume of four barricas), then multiplied by 95
per cent to obtain the ship's official gauge in
toneladas.
Figure 8.56: The 1681
definition of the volumetric tonneau de nier
was based on the cube
occupied by four barriques bordelaises.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 24M2000-111-1, after Jean
Boudriot, Le navire
marchand. Ancien
Régime. Etude historique et Monographie,
Collection archéologie
navale française
[Paris: The Author,
1991], p. 9).

has shown that the French Admiralty, in
defining the volume of the tonneau de mer,
based it on the block of space occupied by
four barriques bordelaises (Fig. 8.56). The
Admiralty based its logic in part on Biscayan precedent, although the details of this
precedent were not stated.72 Second, Proulx
and Casado Soto have shown that the
Basque tonelada used for surveying ships
was fixed at 8 cubic codos de ribera, or
1.52 m , in the later 16th century.73 By applying the logic of the French formula to the
dimensions of the average Red Bay barrica, a
figure is reached that coincides with the
Basque tonelada. By multiplying the length
of the barrica by the square of its booge
diameter, exactly 2 cubic cortos de ribera
(0.38 m3) are obtained.
Although the method of deriving the volume of the 16th-century Biscayan tonelada is
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As R. James Ringer has shown elsewhere in
this report,74 the Red Bay vessel could have
carried the equivalent 744 barricas (186
toneladas) below its main deck, the height to
which the 1590 Spanish formula calculated
ship tonnage. When this formula is applied
to the dimensions of the Red Bay vessel, the
figure of 202 toneladas is obtained (1/2 greatest breadth X depth of hold X overall length
/ 8 X 95 per cent). This difference of about 9
per cent gives an idea of the precision of the
1590 formula relative to the ship's true cargo
capacity.75
In today's terms, the displacement of sea
water of the Red Bay hull, at about 305.6
metric tonnes, further clarifies our understanding of 16th-century tonnage as
revealed by the Biscayan formula and the
Red Bay whale oil barricas.
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Selma Barkham and Irune Zumalde Igartua
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9.1

Coarse Earthenware and Stoneware from the
Underwater and Land Sites at Red Bay
Gérard Gusset

Archaeological excavations of what is presumed to be the wreck of the San Juan (24M)
have yielded a collection of coarse earthenware and stoneware that is very interesting
in a number of respects.76 The fieldwork was
conducted by Parks Canada over a period of
eight years between 1978 and 1985. The
wreck is that of a Basque ship which had
been rigged and outfitted for whaling off the
coast of Newfoundland but which sank with
part of its cargo of whale oil in the port
known today as Red Bay.

The excavation of the land site on Saddle
Island, where tryworks and other facilities
stood at the time the ship was wrecked, was
accomplished by a team from the Department of Anthropology of Memorial University of Newfoundland, under the direction
of Professor James A. Tuck. The material
examined in this study was recovered
between 1978 and 1985. The crockery from
the land site is somewhat different than that
from the underwater site, but it is nevertheless clear that both belong to the same group
of kitchenware, intended to be used for the
same group of people, sometimes on land
and sometimes on board ship.
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This study is intended above all as a presentation of the collection. Organized into three
parts, it summarizes the research we have
conducted since 1984.
The first part, "Methods Used to Prepare
and Analyze the Collection", deals with
stages in the physical treatment undergone
by all the pottery finds from the time they
were recovered from the underwater and
land sites to the time they were set out on
laboratory tables for examination and analysis. Data gathering techniques, recording
and conservation are briefly described. This
part also includes a succinct explanation of
preliminary preparations for artifact analysis, such as sampling and grouping with a
view to establishing the number of forms
represented.
The second part, "Ceramic Finds: Wares and
Products", is of a descriptive nature and is
intended to identify the material on the basis
of present knowledge. We have attempted to
draw out resemblances and affinities, as
well as to trace relationships. We have also
tried to work towards hypotheses on the origin of the pieces in the hope that these ideas,
in conjunction with drawings and photo11-47

graphs, will help other researchers to recognize these ceramics, since so few of these
wares have been encountered to date in
North American archaeological assemblages. Comparable material has been found
only occasionally at a few Basque whaling
stations along the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
the Lower North Shore. Attributing an exact
origin remains a problem for most of the
pastes. Direct comparison with similar
material was seldom possible, and potentially helpful sources of knowledge are few
and far between.
The final part, "Ceramic Wares and Products
in Everyday Food-Related Use", is concerned with the technical significance of
coarse earthenware and stoneware crockery
at Red Bay. In it, we explore questions such
as the role of this pottery in relation to treenware in the occupation of the site, food storage, the preparation and eating of meals, the
functions of specific forms, and the physical
spaces devoted to food-related activities.

marks, carbonized deposits and absorbed
fat, resulting either from use or underwater
preservation conditions, were most often left
in place, as were any residues of the former
contents, so that they could be studied later.
No further conservation treatment was considered necessary at that point.
Throughout these operations, it was important that hand-written file cards and logbooks be kept up to date so as to provide a
complete and readily available inventory of
the pieces and their locations in various
stages of treatment. When dry, the objects
were marked with Parks Canada's alphanumerical code, which makes it possible to
identify an artifact's archaeological provenience simply by matching the number on
the piece with the corresponding number on
an excavation plan. The system is somewhat
analogous to the way a postal code on an
envelope links it to a specific area.

Material From the Land Site
Finding clues that might help to answer
these questions is also one of the objectives
of the study. It is hoped that this analysis
will, in the end, give each aspect of the
ceramics discussed here at least an approximate place in the "structures of everyday
life" and thus provide a somewhat clearer
vision of how the Basque whalers lived on
board ship and on land.

METHODS USED TO PREPARE
AND ANALYZE THE COLLECTION
Underwater Material
All of the ceramic material was found in the
form of sherds. The diving team first uncovered the remains using airlifts and then took
them up to the surface, most often in plastic
bags. Once removed from the water, the
material was placed in a seasonal laboratory
set up near the site. There, a group of conservators and a material culture research officer
cleaned the sherds of sediment and stored
them for the rest of season in basins filled
with fresh water, which was frequently
changed to help remove salt from the
objects. Later, in Parks Canada's archaeological conservation laboratory in Ottawa, the
washing process was completed and the
drying process begun. Traces such as scorch
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The material from various onshore excavation areas on Saddle Island was also treated
during the digging season. The objects were
washed by hand in running water, with care
being taken to preserve any traces of use
that they bore. They were then taken to the
field laboratory run by the Départaient of
Anthropology of Memorial University of
Newfoundland; there, they were dried and
numbered according to the Borden geographic code, which, in cases where an
object could be reconstructed, was followed
by a number that exclusively designated the
object. A computerized list and catalogue
were maintained on the site.

Concepts, Methods and Analysis
For the purposes of ceramic analysis, the
two collections were studied as a whole,
although they were not combined. On the
table used for analyzing the material we
made groupings and rearrangements for
both collections, seeking to identify the features that seemed the most significant and
thus arrive at a characterization and classification of specific ceramic products.
To be useful, a study of ceramics must
clearly explain what has been found. Doing
so entails not only describing and illustratCERAMICS

ing the material, but also trying to situate
what is new with respect to ceramic products that are already known. This explains
why material culture studies are preoccupied with classifying and defining "groups",
"types" and "variants". Such concepts are
useful because they make it possible to take
a collection of objects belonging to what
appears to be a practically endless variety of
ceramic products made by potters throughout the ages and divide this mass into fairly
consistent units (wares) that can be placed in
a hierarchical order (classification, typology), which in turn enables researchers to
make comparisons and observe similarities.
Since types and classifications serve a purely
didactic purpose and are really only tools
for understanding a collection, it is clearly
desirable to keep the present discussion
short and to the point. In any case, the topic
and the issues it raises, so frequently discussed and debated over the last few
decades, will gain little from being explored
in further depth here.
Nevertheless, we shall explain the method
adopted and clarify the vocabulary used.
When a piece of coarse earthenware is produced by a workshop in large quantities,
there is generally an intention to obtain a
particular product, previously imagined and
well-defined with respect to its colour,
shape, size and specific function. The result
that the potter seeks is therefore intentional,

Paste

+

Clays
Tempers
Fluxing agents
Water
Washing
Grinding, mixing
components
Draining & stiffening
Kneading
Aging

Surface Treatment + Decoration
Turning
Jiggering & jollying
Finishing
Smoothing
Texturing
Touching up

predictable and capable of being repeated.
There has to be an ideal object, in the shape
of an image, or "technical intention", that
guides the maker's hands. For example,
there might be an image of a bulbous cooking pot with handles, a flaring rim and a
round base, decorated with a particular
appliqué and covered with a flat lid — with
the object's overall appearance corresponding to a well-defined popular style.
To make an object in the image of the imagined model, potters and their assistants
must successfully carry out every technical
step in the production process, regardless of
the level of difficulty.
This notion of the ideal ceramic object offers
further insights. Because potters call upon
long experience, acquired within a community, and work with materials that offer certain possibilities and impose certain
limitations, these craftsmen must consider
simultaneously two distinct aspects of the
object they wish to make. On the one hand,
they must choose a ware they are familiar
with — that is, a fired paste whose characteristics and appearance are known,
expected and desirable — without regard
for the shape eventually taken, and on the
other, they must think up a product, realized
as a prototype, that will fulfil a given function.

+

Slip coating
Glazing (high fire)
Choice of application method
Choice of techniques
Rouletting
Sculpting
Incising
Stamping
Guilloches & gadrooning
Embossing & sprigging
Overglaze enamelling

Firing

Ceramic Ware

Use of saggers
Stacking the kiln
Controlling vitrification
Choice of atmosphere
Use of firing tricks
Water smoking
Salting, use of other glazes
& underglaze effects
Muffle kiln refiring

Type
(ware)
and
style

Table 9.1.1a: Summary of the forming of a ware.

Ceramic Ware
Type
(ware)
and
style

+

Shaping
Modelling
Coil shaping
Wheel shaping
Template shaping
Moulding
Slip casting
Removal from wheel

+

Morphological Particularities = Product Sought
Making corrections
Attaching appendages
Shaping attachments
Marking

Prototype
Form & function

Table 9.1.1b: Summary of the forming of a product.
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These two aspects are integrated with one
another in the concrete object or artifact.
However, both the ware and the product are
the end results of separate technical operations involving a number of means of action
both on the basic ingredients and the piece
of pottery itself as it reaches the final stages
of production. Tables 9.1.1a and 9.1.1b summarize the way the ware and the product are
given concrete form through the making of
an object. It should be noted that the table
does not present technical operations in the
chronological order they would normally
follow in the production of a piece. The table
is intended to show three things. First of all,
for a potter considering the work to be done
and the materials required, the desired outcome is obtained through two distinct and
simultaneous processes; that is, forming a
ware and forming a product. It might be
noted, however, that the two processes are
actually consective in the series of actions
leading to the production of a real object.
Secondly, the two processes are accomplished through various phases involved in
the fabrication of the object (for example,
obtaining a paste, surface treatment and
decoration). And lastly, these phases are the
result of well-established modes of action
(for example, mixing clay, incorporating
tempers, throwing, slip coating and moulding)The prototype, or product that is ultimately
sought, begins of course merely as an
abstraction — an ideal that exists only in the
mind of the potter. The objects actually
made are simply attempts at approximating
this ideal with varying degrees of success.
Many of them will be identical or similar
enough to the abstract model. But, since
making these objects involves a series of
complex, somewhat risky operations in various conditions that are difficult to duplicate
exactly, a number of items will display certain dissimilarities with the model. For
example, some objects will end up being
smaller than intended for various reasons.
In other cases, certain objects will have a
slightly less bulbous body than the rest
because of overfiring or a moment of inattention on the part of the potter. Or, again,
some objects may remain undecorated,
unlike most of the other vessels, because the
rhythm of production had to be speeded up
on a given day.
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These concepts of the model and accidental
deviation from the standard object prove
very useful when it comes to understanding
the extremely variable characteristics of
ceramic material. The descriptive and classificatory work presented here takes them as
its starting point. This approach has the
advantage of allowing a researcher to define
optimally unambiguous categories that
account for each product and its variants
and to avoid becoming lost in an unproductive and seemingly endless listing of fabrics
and forms.
In contrast to 19th-century products, for
which considerable information is available
in catalogues and technical books and articles, the coarse earthenware that arrived in
North America during the 16th, 17th and
18th centuries is relatively little documented. So far, the coarse earthenware from
Red Bay is representative only of itself,
although it can also be viewed as a reflection
of the Basque whalers' material culture.
In the following pages, the material is therefore described and classified according to
the two aspects mentioned previously: the
ceramic ware (or fabric) and the desired
product, intended to take a specific form
and fulfil one or more well-defined functions. Unintentional variations resulting
from passing problems are accorded little
importance or even ignored, so that appropriate weight can be given to more significant groupings, based, for example, on the
use and specialization of tableware. Technical considerations regarding the manufacture of ceramics, such as those given in the
table above, are taken into account only in
cases where they are of real benefit in drawing distinctions between types of fabrics and
forms.
To return to the description of the procedure
followed in studying the collection, material
from both sites was spread out on tables and
grouped, first according to similarities in
fabric and form, and then according to proximity within the archaeological grid with a
view to mending as many pieces as possible.
Sherds, fragments and partial objects that
seemed related by size and morphological
characteristics were placed together so that
similar shapes made with the same paste
could be more easily identified and counted.
The various combinations of size and decoration thus noted made clear the importance
CERAMICS

of these two characteristics. It should be
mentioned that only recognizable shapes
were retained for the final count.

Other ceramics, such as majolica faience and
roof tiles, are dealt with in separate studies.77

This approach has provided a well-organized descriptive basis for discussing problems directly related to ceramics and
archaeology in the following sections of this
study. In certain cases, it has been possible
for additional information about the products' geographic origins, dating and distribution to be obtained through the
examination of comparable, or even significantly different, collections and consulting
various written and verbal sources. The latter include published and unpublished
archaeological reports, as well as professional opinions offered by foreign colleagues
who have worked on one or more sites from
about the same period or by visiting
researchers who were able to view the Red
Bay collection.

The descriptions of fabrics in this study are
based entirely on visual examination,
whether with the naked eye or with a lowmagnification binocular microscope, and on
the identification of the physical characteristics generally used by ceramics experts and
historians working on similar material.
There did not seem to be any point in having
detailed pétrographie analyses done to
determine the material's composition, since
the results would not be meaningful unless
they could be matched with comparable
results on samples of clay or fabrics coming
from the Mediterranean area and having a
geological origin that was similar in at least
some respects to that of the material from
Red Bay.

The next sections of this study will also
examine the numbers of fragments and
objects, as well as their spatial distribution
on the underwater archaeological site in an
attempt to draw a general outline of the
presence, use and disposal of these ceramics.
The land site on Saddle Island was excavated with different units, and a discussion
of the presence and concentration of material will be based on general excavation
areas.

Since descriptions of fabrics and forms often
become repetitive and difficult to consult, an
attempt is made here to streamline the presentation of data through simplification and
standardization. We have tried to put the
accent on specific information, such as a certain particularity of a paste or an unusual or
distinctive manufacturing procedure that
provides a better understanding of the material and the site, even though this entails
abridging or even sometimes omitting the
countless generalities that are repeated over
and over in current ceramics literature. For
each ceramic ware, We have thus attempted
to supply a simple and useful description
presenting, in the following order: the code
attributed to the ware and a brief characterization, the ware's principle physical properties (fabric and external appearance), the
products (or prototypes) it was used to
make and the main techniques employed to
manufacture it, its origin and date range, the
way it compares or contrasts with material
from other sites and, finally, possible ways
in which the ware might be interpreted with
respect to functions.

Despite the present lack of similar material
in North America, partial comparisons will
be made with a few sites of about the same
date where possible, in order to give some
idea of the significance of the assemblage
studied.

CERAMIC FINDS: WARES AND
PRODUCTS
All of the material under discussion here
belongs to two types of ceramics: coarse
earthenware and coarse stoneware. The
study concentrates solely on material that
could date from the 16th, 17th and 18th centuries. We have deliberately omitted the few
sherds of the fine English earthenware
known as creamware and pearlware, as well
as 19th-century fine whiteware: these wares
made their way to the port of Red Bay and
Saddle Island but have no relation with the
occupation of this area by Basque whalers.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

Coarse Earthenware
Ware RB-.l.l
This ware has a coarse fabric with a buffcoloured surface used for Mediterranean
jars known as "amphorae" or "olive" jars.
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The porous fabric has a very open, gritty texture and is generously tempered with quartz
sand. It displays large ochreous inclusions,
numerous air holes and, here and there,
some mica flakes. In cross-section, the fabric
can vary considerably in colour and is often
layered, with whitish, grey, pinkish or
orange bands resulting from an irregular
atmosphere in the kiln. The exterior surface
of these pieces is generally creamy white or
buff (most frequently Munsell 10YR8/4 to
7.5YR8/2),78 but may also be yellowish, light
grey or orange. A thin, hastily applied slip
covers this surface, usually in its entirety,
but sometimes partially, giving it a whitish
colour. Some of the vessels' interiors are
unglazed, while others are coated with a
greenish or yellowish glaze.
In almost every case, rilling is very evident;
dribbles and touch marks are frequent. The
result is somewhat rustic, but the objects are
thrown with assurance and precision.
The colour of the core is an effect of firing at
moderate temperature in a variable atmosphere, but one that always ended with oxidation. Although this paste varies greatly in
appearance, it is fairly easy to recognize,
since the shapes associated with it are so
characteristic.

Products
On the basis of a few dozen sherds coming
from several objects, it is possible to recreate
a large jar of classic proportions corresponding to Goggin's intermediate profile,79
James' profile I F and Langouet's globular
form.81 It has a spheroid body with a slightly
carinated lower half and would have been
topped with a thick, somewhat triangular
rim with rounded edges (Fig. 9.1.1) (objects
EkBcl-36, EkBcl-41). Jars in this shape seem
to belong to the variant identified by Goggin
as "intermediate A", modified by being
made shorter and given a tapered base.82
When complete, such vessels had a capacity
of about 6.5 L. Maximum diameter of the
belly: 25.3 cm; presumed height: 32.5 cm.
According to Goggin, the body was formed
from two large, roughly hemispherical
bowls that the potter threw individually and
then stuck together, touching up the joint.
Martin83 mentions a circular joint that seems
to show that the two parts were shaped by
being placed over a hump mould made of
biscuit attached to the wheel head.
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Most "olive" jars appear to have been made
in Seville and were widely distributed from
this point. Along both the European and
North American coasts of the Atlantic, these
recipients are practically a ubiquitous feature of countless shipwreck and other maritime sites with levels of occupation related
to the presence of the Spanish, French or
English. On the basis of finds in many
archaeological sites in Florida and the Caribbean, the time frame to which these jars can
be dated extends from around 1490 to
1800.84 When all contexts are taken into consideration, the use of these popular, omnipresent containers seems to have peaked in
the 16th and 17th centuries.
However, jars with the peculiar "intermediate" profile, like those under discussion
here, appear to have been made in Mérida
and probably left the region through the
port of Lisbon.85 Hurst presents an example
dating from the 16th century, discovered in
Amsterdam. 86 Another example, with an
identical shape and considered one of the
oldest specimens found to date, comes from
the Trinidad Valencera,87 a ship that was part
of the Invincible Armada and sank off the
coast of England in 1588. On the other side
of the Atlantic, Skowronek reports the discovery of a similar jar at Santa Elena,88 South
Carolina, a town occupied by the Spanish
between 1566 and 1587.
Unfortunately, in the case of Red Bay, the
two containers that can be recognized as
Mediterranean jars were not found in sealed
contexts that can be dated with assurance to
the occupation of the site by Basque whalers
and therefore cannot be used as evidence
that this type of Iberian jar was present in
North America before 1565, the presumed
date of the shipwreck. Nevertheless, it
seems probable that the jars were brought to
these shores in the second half of the 16th
century, somewhat exceptionally with
respect to normal colonial trade operations.
Iberian jars with regular and late "intermediate" profiles have been uncovered at other
16th-, 17th- and 18th-century sites in Canada; in Nova Scotia, for example, specimens
were found in the Strait of Canso, according
to Fergusson,89 and at Louisbourg, 90 while in
Newfoundland pottery of this type was
recovered from the wreck of an English frigate, the Saphire,in which sunk off Bay Bulls in
1696, and from the Fermeuse site.92
CERAMICS

These jars are above all storage vessels that
were used in maritime trade for transporting liquid foodstuffs, such as wine, vinegar,
olive oil and honey.93

Catalogue
1. Spanish jars, of the type known as "olive"
jars (ware RB:1.1) (Figs. 9.1.2, 9.1.3)
(object 24M900X80-2)
The interior shows traces of greenish glaze.
The exterior is coated with a white slip.
Maximum diameter of body: 25.3 cm; presumed height: approx. 32.5 cm; capacity:
approx. 6.5 L.

with a very blunt point to trace various
motifs on the surface of an unfired object
when it is at the leather-hard stage. This
results not in an incision but rather localized
polishing that produces simple lines or
bands, lattices and even long, closely spaced
spirals covering the entire surface. This ware
is never glazed.
The firing process was carried out with precision and remarkable regularity, generally
in an oxidizing atmosphere, and produced a
relatively hard fabric. The onset of a reducing atmosphere when cooling began might
explain the fairly dark tones of many of the
surfaces.

Ware RB.2.1
This ware has a hard fabric, with a homogeneous, micaceous orangey paste, and is
unglazed.
The fabric is moderately porous and is made
with an extremely micaceous paste that fires
to a light reddish-orange (generally Munsell
5YR7/8) and is normally homogeneous
throughout. There are a few inclusions of
whitish quartzite. The outer surface on
many of the objects has turned brown or
reddish-brown (generally Munsell 5YR6/4).
It is fairly easy to distinguish this paste from
other contemporary red pastes on the basis
of a special characteristic: numerous mica
flakes were flattened against the surface as a
result of the final smoothing and they tend
to come off when the object is handled.

Figure 9.1.1:
Mediterranean jar,
24M900X80-2. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA15485B).

The scant amount of this material recovered
from Red Bay is without decoration. However, in certain European and North American collections the same ware is sometimes
decorated with incised or painted motifs,94
or bears simple geometric lines made with a
burnisher. 93 Burnishing, which may be considered both a surface treatment and a decorating technique, consists of using a tool

The now widely accepted designation of
"fine sandy micaceous" may be applied to
this paste, but it is not yet possible to
attribute a geographical origin to it with
absolute certainty. The fabric is very similar
to that of "micaceous red" ware, or the
"Mérida-type ware" defined by Hurst, 96 but
the two wares may not be the same, since
true Marida ware is found in different
forms, such as flasks, kegs and cask-shaped
jugs, which do not seem to have been discovered yet in North America. This is why
Deagan hesitates to classify these wares
together97.
Characteristic Mérida ware and related redpaste wares are thought to have been made
from the Middle Ages on, not only in Mérida, Spain, but also throughout the neighbouring region of Alentejo, in southwest
Portugal, 98 and even near Lisbon.99
As in the case of the Iberian jars, it is helpful
to take a look at the principal archaeological
contexts in which RB:2.1 has been found,
outside the area in which it originated, in
order to determine a few points of reference
that give an idea of its chronology and distribution around the Atlantic.
Mérida pottery began to be exported in
Europe very early on. As a result of early
trade relations between Portugal and
England, it was found in London as of the
13th century.100 The claims that Mérida ware
is well represented in 13th- to 15th-century
sites in England and the British Isles have
been confirmed by Hurst.' 01 This material
consists mostly of small and large jugs, caskshaped jugs and terrines.
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Mérida ware, apparently also made in Lisbon, made up a good part of the ceramic
cargo carried by the ships of the Invincible
Armada. 102 These goods formed a "homogeneous group" comprising a great variety of
hollow wares (small and large jugs, large
jars for storing and transporting merchandise, milk pans, various bowls, porringers,
cooking pots, etc.) found on the wrecks of
the Girona, the Santa Maria and the Trinidad
Valencera, which sank in 1588.
Furthermore, the wares seem to have been
used on board ship; this would explain how
they ended up in such far-off regions as Bergen, in Norway, the Netherlands, and even
West Africa and Portuguese South America,103 despite the lack of direct trade links.
The Mérida ware found at these sites was
apparently simply left behind by the crews
of visiting ships rather than being
imported. 104
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Excavations carried out in the Caribbean,
the United States and Canada over the past
15 years or so have shed light on the distribution of this ware in Central and North
America. On a visit to the Florida State
Museum in Gainesville, we had the opportunity to examine a type of "fine sandy
micaceous" ceramics, which at first glance
looked quite like Portuguese Mérida ware
with respect to fabric, but which had been
made into uncharacteristic objects. This fabric is found in archaeological contexts dating
generally from 1550 to 1650, such as Porto
Rico, Saint Augustine (Florida), San Juan del
Puerto (Florida), Baptizing Springs (Florida), Havana (Cuba) and Puerto Real
(Haiti).105 A few pieces were also discovered
at Santa Elena (South Carolina), in occupations dating from between 1566 and 1587.106
In Canada, the richest archaeological collection of "fine sandy micaceous" pottery to
date comes from the wreck of the Saphire, the
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Figure 9.1.2:
Mediterranean jar,
24M900X80-2.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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1.

Deep hollow, bulbous object, resembling
a cooking pot or storage jar (RB:2.1), not
illustrated (object EkBcl-28060, area J)

The object is too fragmentary for reconstruction. It is a container with a thick, triangularsection rim and a flat, horizontal top. There
is no burnishing or decorative motif. Diameter at rim: approx. 14 cm; height: not measurable.
2.

Hollow closed object (RB:2.1), not illustrated, no object number

The object is not identifiable, but resembles a
storage jar or jug, with a massive, bulbous
body. It is too fragmentary for reconstruction. Not measurable.
Ware

RB.3.1

This ware has a coarse fabric with a micaceous quartzose paste firing brownish grey,
and is unglazed.

Figure 9.1.3:
Mediterranean jar,
EkBcl-36. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17983B).

English frigate that sank in Bay Bulls, Newfoundland, in 1696. This collection contains
an impressive array of utilitarian forms:
milk pans, spheroid porringers, dishes in the
shape of a truncated cone, cooking pots with
lids, cups, small and large jugs, storage jars
and an oil lamp with four wicks.107
Products
The pieces were shaped on a wheel; many of
them were turned with finishing tools (templates that might be held by a handle or
grasped directly in the potter's hand), which
made the exterior surface very smooth and
often produced well-defined curves in the
outer profile. For large pieces with flat bases,
the wheel head was probably previously
sprinkled with sand;108 evidence of this technique can be seen in the bases of milk pans
from the Saphire. The surface seems to have
then been cleaned and wiped with a damp
cloth or sponge. Rilling is visible on the interior surfaces of most closed vessels. Compared to other coarse earthenware from this
period, these pieces show a high degree of
craftsmanship and are shaped precisely and
with very few defects.
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This ware is represented by the largest number of objects. It is distinguished by a fairly
rough fabric, full of whitish quartzite sand,
large ochreous inclusions and, often, tiny
flecks of mica. The clay, which is heavily
tempered and very open, produces a moderately porous, light brownish grey fabric
when fired. The typical colour of the outer
surfaces when cleaned corresponds on average to Munsell 7.5YR7/4. The measurable
sample shows considerable variation in
shade both from one object to another and
on the same object, ranging from medium
reddish brown (Munsell 5YR7/6) to light
grey (Munsell 7.5YR8/4). It is often difficult
to recognize the original colour, since a good
number of the objects are stained by the
absorption of some organic black substance.
The fabric is generally homogeneous in
colour throughout its thickness, but sometimes has a grey core. The surface is without
slip or glaze, although some objects bear
splashes of greenish lead glaze, indicating
that there was iron oxide reduction during
firing. This glaze probably dripped down
from glazed objects that were fired in the
kiln at the same time. A greyish fabric, with
a tendency to turn black when fired and
bearing the ash-green tint of an iron-oxide
glaze, is generally the result of reduction firing.
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In attempting to identify the area from
which this ware and its forms originated, it
was necessary
to eliminate
certain
"rumours", a few generally accepted
notions and even some logical possibilities.
Given the lack of directly comparable material in North America, European collections
had to be used to obtain morphological and
historical information, however tenuous and
uncertain it might be. In the end, we also
called upon our own intuition and asked for
the opinions of colleagues visiting the laboratory or met in the course of research travel.

To begin with, this ware and its forms do not
fit into the typology of assemblages of Spanish colonial export ceramics as found on
North American sites dating from between
the 16th and 18th centuries. This became
very clear when we had the opportunity to
examine material recovered from numerous
colonial sites in Florida and the Caribbean
and kept at the Florida State Museum, in
Gainesville, as well as material from the
Santa Elena site, in South Carolina, kept at
the Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology at the University of South Carolina,
Columbia. The brownish grey paste of the
ware found at Red Bay does not seem to be
of Iberian origin. This impression was
strongly reinforced by the reaction of those
in charge of the above collections.109 Nor can
this ware be identified as "Basque", inasmuch as it does not seem to belong to any
typical, recognized tradition in the Basque
country or to have been made necessarily in
any documented workshop in the region.

It became increasingly obvious that ware
RB:3.1 almost had to be French in origin.
Given the ware's affinities with certain similar grey-paste products from Provence, it is
impossible not to see a strong "family
resemblance". The colour of the paste, the
shape and manufacture of the cooking pots,
the profile of the rims and fluted handles,
and the application of vertical strips all tend
to argue for an association with the kitchenware produced by the coarse earthenware
tradition of southeast France. However, a
direct comparison of the Red Bay material
with collections from the sites of southern
France was not feasible and it is therefore
impossible to know whether this material
bears any relation to the grand traditions of
Biot or Vallauris, for example, which were
the source of a few products known to have
11-56

been present in New France in the mid-18th
century.
A comparison with material from the Louisbourg site reveals that ware RB:3.1 is very
clearly related in material and form to a type
of cooking pot found at the fortress (type Lll). 110 The paste of the Louisbourg objects,
said to be French but from an unidentified
region,111 is identical in composition and
appearance to that of the objects from Red
Bay. Both contain a great deal of mica and
bear the same dark greyish green glaze. At
Louisbourg, one of the forms taken by this
ware is a two-handled, flat-bottomed cooking pot similar to the objects from Red Bay,
except for the somewhat more oblong profile produced by the mid-height swelling of
its bulbous profile. Placed side by side, the
two forms appear obviously to belong to the
same family, with the Louisbourg type being
the "modernized" daughter or cousin of the
other. It seems certain that the profiles of the
kitchenware produced by the workshops of
Provence would have evolved over the
course of two centuries. The ceramic fabrics
themselves would have probably remained
unchanged for a very long time, since their
composition had been thoroughly studied
and, through experience and tradition, was
guaranteed to produce vessels that withstood firing well. However, the forms and
decorations of ceramic products tend to be
adapted to the tastes of the day. They are
also perfected through the invention of better techniques. Between 1550 and 1750,
cooking pots generally evolved towards a
shape similar to that of the objects found at
Louisbourg: the vertical profile became
longer, the rim was simplified, the handles
grew rounder in cross-section, decoration
disappeared and the bottom went from
being roundish to fairly flat.
In France, excavations at Rougiers (Var,
Provence-Côte d'Azur) have uncovered
"grey-paste" cooking pots with horizontal
fluted handles and a bulbous body on a
round, only slightly flattened base, and decorated with vertical lines or strips with horizontal rouletting." 2 The site also contained
"red-paste" cooking pots that are identical
in shape but are decorated with rouletted or
pinched vertical strips and have vertical
fluted handles. 113 To be sure, these forms,
dating from between the 13th and 15th centuries, have a somewhat more vertical, cylindrical neck than the Red Bay cooking pots
CERAMICS

and are therefore not exactly the same
shape. But, despite the relatively greater age
of the Rougier pieces, the two groups bear
an undeniable resemblance to one another
in their decoration and the general outlines
of their shape. Furthermore, the author of
the Rougiers report states that the shape of
the cooking pots seems to have evolved in a
way that would connect the two: the body
became elongated, the neck opened out, the
lip flared out more and the handles were
placed vertically instead of horizontally." 4
Jean Petrucci, a potter and ceramics expert
working near Grasse in France examined the
Red Bay material and was able to provide
significant information. According to him,
RB:3.1 is most certainly Provençal, and the
morphology of the ware reminds him of the
production originating from Uzès (Gard)
and Dieulefit (Drôme).' 15 A number of
Uzège workshops that made small-sized
kitchenware have been the object of systematic and well-documented excavations over
the past few years, and it would be interesting to study the results of this work to see
whether a link can actually be established.
Further support for the idea that this ware is
of Provençal origin comes from Françoise
Niellon, an archaeologist who is familiar
with several ceramic productions in southern France.
It is also worth comparing, or contrasting,
ware RB:3.1 with Faulkner's GG2 paste,
found in the French occupation of the Acadian site of Pentagoet (1635-74).116 There, the
flat-bottomed buff-paste pots and jars have
different profiles than those from Red Bay,
but they have the same characteristic handles and, in some cases, the same types of
rims. However, the material from Pentagoet
bears a green lead glaze at least in part and
the fabric seems very different in appearance and composition." 7 On the whole, the
pottery from Pentagoet shows more similarities with that found on the sites of 18th-century New France, and Faulkner prefers to
relate it to the productions of Saintonge.118
Ware RB:3.1 and the GG2 ceramics from
Pentagoet are quite dissimilar in their fabrics
and products, and there is no reason to
believe that they came from the same provisioning source. Since one was brought to
North America a century before the other,
they instead represent two periods in the
history of the French pottery used on this
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

continent as well as two different ceramic
producing and provisioning regions.
The question still remains as to the most
probable origin of ware RB:3.1: the
Charente-Maritime region, where Saintonge
is the most frequently mentioned centre, or
southeast France? In my opinion, the composition and texture of the paste, the application of decorative vertical strips and the
forms' relatively low maximum circumference and round, barely flattened bottoms all
argue for an origin in the pottery centres of
southern France, without pointing to any
one centre in particular.
Products
These crudely made pottery cooking pots
represent one of the most common types of
kitchenware from the 16th century. When
consulting documents and seeking the opinions of specialists, we were able to use these
pots as a point of reference to glean a few
clues that would help answer questions of
origin and dating. Cooking pots constitute
the most frequently found form at Red Bay
and their predominance is most noticeable
on Saddle Island. More "archaic" than those
from the Fortress of Louisbourg, they have
bulbous bodies with a somewhat low outward swell. The round bottom is generally
flattened a little so that the object can be
placed on a horizontal surface. The short,
flared neck has a rim with a thick rounded
lip and an inner flange, or seating, on which
a lid could rest. On either side there are
short fluted strap handles. The pieces are
unglazed, except for the inside of the neck in
some cases, probably to prevent the lid from
sticking.
These cooking pots owe their shape to the
medieval technique of "inverted throwing".
The technique was used in Provence for a
long time, and perhaps exclusively, since "it
produced vessels with the two main characteristics required of wares that have to withstand thermal shock when used, that is, a
thin bottom and a gradual thickening from
the bottom upward through the walls"
[translation]." 9 Petrucci and Poteur summarize the method as follows [translation]:
Throwing. The potter centres a ball
of clay [a pero] on the wheel head.
He spreads it into a ring, leaving no
clay in the middle. He raises the
ring up [...] into the shape of a flar11-57

ing cone (for a round vessel), keeping the top part thicker so that there
is a reserve of clay that can be
drawn towards the centre [...] to
form a dome (for a round vessel).
When the opening has been
reduced to about two centimetres,
he draws the remaining clay into a
little cylinder, which he twists and
presses down to finish the bottom of
the vessel. The potter then smoothes
the sides and the bottom with the
straight estelle [turning tool] [...] He
removes the pot by passing a /;'/
[wire] between it and the wheel
head and places it on the planche
[board] without turning it over. The
pot is left there in the same position
until it is partially dry; this may
take anywhere from a few hours to
a whole day, depending on the
atmospheric conditions.
Finishing. The pot is still on the
board. On the wheel, the potter
makes a ring of clay the same size as
the bottom of the pot; this is called
the reviraire. He covers it with bits of
cloths that overlap in such a way
that they cannot be displaced by his
fingers as the wheel turns. Taking
the pot and turning it right side up,
he places the bottom on the ring.
When the pot was first thrown, it
was not given its final height, and
an extra thickness of clay was left on
the rim. The potter throws the pot a
second time, raising its walls. When
they are high and thin enough, the
rim is cut off at the desired height
with an instrument called an alêne
[...]. Finally, the potter rounds off
the rim with his finger [...] [F]or a
round pot, he pushes out the body
at about mid-point; then, with one
hand inside the vessel and the other
hand holding an estelle against the
outer surface, he settles the body
from bottom to top and straightens
the part of the wall that is supposed
to be vertical. For both straightsided and round vessels, the potter
uses the pointed end of the estelle to
draw one or two circles near the top
of the wall so that the assistant [...]
has a point of reference for positioning the handles. The potter places
the pot mouth-downwards on the
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planche. The assistant then attaches
the handles or lugs, sticking them
on directly, without any slip slurry;
lastly, she taps the bottom of the pot
with a batte [paddle] to flatten it and
give the pot its final shape.120
A study of the numerous strap handles in
the collection from the terrestrial site in Red
Bay showed that the potter made them by
slicing rings of clay off a cylinder thrown
specifically for this purpose (Fig. 9.1.4).
Petrucci and Poteur describe the procedure,
which would easily explain the characteristics of the Red Bay handles, as follows
[translation]:
Handle making. The potter centres
a lump of clay and spreads it into a
ring, leaving no clay in the middle.
He raises the ring into a cylinder
with walls a little less than a centimetre in thickness. Using his
thumbnail, he makes a series of
grooves in the outer surface of the
wall (one to four, depending on the
size of the piece that will be fitted
with handles). Applying the alêne to
the uppermost groove, he slices off
a ring of clay. Using two fingers like
scissors, he cuts the ring so that it
becomes a band, which he then
smoothes with his hands to remove
any unevenness. Again using his
fingers, he divides the band into
sections of 10 to 15 centimetres, cut
on the diagonal, so that the handle
terminals are shaped at the same
time. He then rounds off the top of
the cylinder and repeats the procedure. 121
Several of the Red Bay objects are decorated
with vertical strips bearing repeated geometric patterns printed with a knurl. From
the Middle Ages onward, pottery throughout western Europe was commonly decorated in a quite similar way, with cordons
shaped simply by pressing or pinching with
the fingers. The grey-paste reduction-fired
earthenware found at Rougiers, in Provence,
was frequently decorated with horizontal or
vertical rouletting, producing motifs that are
more or less geometric, curvilinear or complex.122
The technique used to make the applied vertical strips can be fairly easily explained on
CERAMICS

Figure 9.1.4: Making
handles from a clay
cylinder, 24M-89-1111. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks
Canada).

the basis of the decorated pieces from Red
Bay. The potter took a rectangular slab of
prepared clay with a width about equal to
the desired length of the strips; over a certain length of the sheet, he rolled a large
knurl bearing the negative of the pattern
intended to decorate these strips. Then he
cut the rectangle widthwise into little bands,
perpendicular to the direction in which the
knurl had been applied (Fig. 9.1.5). The little
bands, or strips, were stuck onto the surface
of the vessels, probably with a bit of slip
slurry used as an adhesive. The motifs thus
obtained generally consisted of simple geometric lines, checkering, chevrons, and guilloches (Figs. 9.1.6, 9.1.7) (object EkBcl-26).
The RB:3.1 cooking pots are generally identical in shape and the way they were made,
but one stands apart because it has two very
short simple lugs instead of fluted handles
and bears a finger-shaped frilled collar
around its neck. A cooking pot with the
same decoration, but having fluted handles
and made of the white paste said to be typical of southwest France and Saintonge,
appears in the material from the Castle
Street site in Plymouth, England.123
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1.

Two-handled bulbous cooking pots
with round bottoms (ware RB:3.1) (Figs.
9.1.6, 9.1.7, 9.1.8, 9.1.9, 9.1.10, 9.1.11,
9.1.12, 9.1.13, 9.1.14, 9.1.15) (objects
EkBcl-26, EkBcl-10, EkBcl-1, EkBcl-2,
EkBcl-3, 24M900X30-1, 24M900X82-1)

These cooking pots come in several sizes
and the few objects that could be measured
for at least one aspect of their dimensions
were used to establish Table 9.1.2.
2.

Lugged bulbous cooking pot (ware
RB:3.1) (Figs. 9.1.16, 9.1.17) (object
EkBcl-20)

The shape of this pot is identical to that of
the pots described above, but it would have
been grasped by two short flat lugs instead
of handles. It is decorated with a fingershaped frill.
3.

Hollow container, of a pot type (ware
RB:3.1) (Fig. 9.1.18) (object EkBcl-24)

This partial object resembles a cooking pot
but has a profile that is different from the
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previously described pots. A narrow flange,
or seating, has been made around the inner
lip.
Ware RBA.O
This ware has a smooth fabric with an ochreous paste firing reddish brown, and is
unglazed (RB:4.1); and hard, smooth fabric
with an ochreous paste firing dark reddish
brown, also unglazed (RB:4.2).
This is the most frequently encountered
ware after RB:3.1 and it differs from the latter in several ways. In particular, it is made
of clay that was much better mixed and its
fabric therefore has a generally fine and
even texture of medium hardness and, to the
naked eye, shows only a few inclusions of
"hematite" and the occasional grain of white
quartzite. The colour of the fired paste is
normally
homogeneous
throughout,
although it is not unusual for it to have some
paler marbling and a grey core, as does the
pink-paste Saintonge pottery of the 18th
century. The surface colour is much more
uneven as a result of atmospheric fluctuations and variations in heat intensity during
firing. The colour of the exterior and core of
the fabric typically ranges from pale reddish
brown (similar to Munsell 5YR7/6) to pinkish buff (similar to Munsell 7.5YR8/4) and
brown (similar to Munsell 7.5YR6/4). As is
the case for RB:3.1, the pieces have absorbed
some organic black substance, probably
burned or oxidized oil, and this makes it difficult to establish the exact codes for the
colours.
This ware bears no decoration and is similar
to RB:3.1 in its lack of glazing, except for the
odd drop on the outside of some objects.

Article No.

Rim Diam. Height

EkBcl-10

9.5

EkBcl-2

The objects were most often fired in an oxidizing atmosphere, at a fairly steady heat
and with an even balance between oxidation
and reduction, although the occasional reddish-brown area on some of the pieces is evidence of flare-ups resulting in overfiring.
As a ware, RB:4.2 is related to RB:4.1 but it
must be distinguished typologically. It is
made of a paste very similar to that of RB:4.1
and contains the same inclusions, but its fabric is harder and significantly less porous,
with a uniform deep red colour (typically
Munsell 2.5YR6/6), especially on the outer

Belly Diam.

Handle Width

Format

n.m.

12.0

2.5

Small

11.5

n.m.

15.5

3.0

Small

24M900X30-1

15.5

n.m.

n.m.

4.7

Medium

EkBcl-26

16.5

21.0

23.5

3.7

Medium

EkBcl-20

19.0

n.m.

n.m.

n.m.

Large

EkBcl-1

19.0

n.m.

n.m.

4.7

Large

EkBcl-3

20.5

n.m.

28.6

5.4

Large

24M900X82-1

n.m.

n.m.

n.m.

7.2

Very Large

Table 9.1.2: Dimensions of RB:3.1 cooking pots.
Values are given in centimetres, n.m.: not measurable.
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Figure 9.1.5 (Above):
Making appliquée band
decoration, 24M-89111-2. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks
Canada).

Figure 9.1.6: Cooking
pot with appliquée
bands, EkBcl-26.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.7: Cooking
pot with appliquée
bands, EkBcl-26.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA17937B).
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Figure 9.1.8: Twohandled bulbous
cooking pot with round
bottom, EkBcl-10.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.9: Twohandled bulbous
cooking pot with round
bottom, EkBcl-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 9.1.10: Twohandled bulbous cooking pot with round
bottom, EkBcl-2.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.11: Twohandled bulbous cooking pot with round
bottom, EkBcl-3.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 9.1.12: Twohandled bulbous
cooking pot with round
bottom, 24M900X30-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.13: Twohandled bulbous cooking pot with round
bottom, 24M900X30-1.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA15462B).
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Figure 9.1.14: Handle of
two-handled bulbous
cooking pot with round
bottom, 24M900X82-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.15: Handle
of two-handled bulbous cooking pot with
round bottom,
24M900X82-1. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; RA15447B).
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Figure 9.1.16: Lugged
bulbous cooking pot,
EkBcl-20. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.17: Lugged
bulbous cooking pot,
EkBcl-20. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17966B).

Figure 9.1.18: Hollow
container, of a pot or
cooking pot type,
EkBcl-24. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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surfaces. The core often shows layers of red
and grey. These pieces were fired in an
atmosphere that tended towards reduction.
Some of them are partially glazed, only on
the inside of the neck generally, with a
greenish iron-rich glaze, thickly speckled
with tiny brown spots. RB:4.2 could very
well be an overfired variant of RB:4.1.
Despite their simplicity and the bareness of
their walls, these pieces were carefully
made. Lacking any decoration or glaze that
might give them some claim to being ornamental, they are nonetheless beautifully
shaped and their meticulous, precise finishing resulted in a uniform product that was
well suited to everyday use in food preparation.
As to the origin of this paste, the discussion
is somewhat complicated, very much as it
was for RB:3.1. On the basis of present
knowledge, there appear to be only two reasonable possibilities: southwest France or
western France (probably the Charente-Maritime region), both of which were argued
above to be the most likely possible origins
ofRB:3.1.
In brief, the argument for a southwest origin
rests on the following observations: comparable material is absent from assemblages of
Spanish colonial pottery found in North
America;124 the Red Bay material and the
production of Provençal workshops display
undeniable similarities with respect to certain characteristic manufacturing techniques; and the Red Bay material and that
from the Uzès and Dieulefit regions show
parallels in regard to the relation between
forms and ware.125 All these observations
lend strong support to the idea that RB:4.1
and RB:4.2 originated in southern France,
and perhaps, even more precisely, in Provence or the Rhone Valley.
The flat-bottomed cooking pots of Red Bay
are reminiscent of the pégaus found in the
Midi, at least with respect to shape. This
type of kitchenware, one of the most commonly used in earliest times in the Mediterranean regions of France and considered to
be an "archaic shape" in comparison with
the "new" round-bottom pots, was also
found in the excavations at Rougiers.126
However, other characteristics — the paler,
denser and smoother fabric, the cross-secTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

tion of certain strap handles and the general
appearance of the profile of the body, with
its maximum diameter near mid-height —
are shared with the Pentagoet cooking pots,
designated as GG2, to which Faulkner has
confidently attributed a Saintonge origin.127
Furthermore, several of the objects recovered from the Saintonge excavations appear
at first sight to have a profile identical to that
of the Red Bay objects. Nevertheless, if it
were eventually established that RB:4.1 and
RB:4.2 came from Saintonge, these wares
would have to be classified as belonging to a
considerably
more
rudimentary
and
"archaic" production than the 18th-century
ware now strongly associated with that
region, for the Red Bay cooking pots lack
decoration and intentional glazing.
Products
The RB:4.1 cooking pots are surpassed in
number only by those of RB:3.1 and were
found above all in the shipwreck. They are
without decoration or intentional glazing
and have bulbous bellies reaching their
maximum diameter sometimes midway
between base and rim, but usually a little
higher. Each pot has two strap handles on
either side, attached to the lip and falling to
the widest part of the belly, very much like
those on pots from Rougiers.128 However
these handles are not fluted, having a single
indentation in the middle. The thickened
neck flares slightly, and halfway down the
outer surface it is ringed by an extra layer.
The lip is rounded. The flat bottom often
shows traces left by the blade used to
remove the object from the wheel head.

The pitchers have a profile identical to that
of the cooking pots, except that they naturally have only one handle and a somewhat
more flared neck, almost always with a narrow flattened area sloping inwards just
under the lip. The simple spout was made
by pinching.
Cooking pots and pitchers with this shape
were thrown right side up. While "upside
down" throwing gave vessels more uniform
shaping and fabric so that they withstood
the heat of hearth fires well, cooking pots
produced by upright throwing were more
suitable for use on a stove.129 Upright throwing is described by Petrucci and Poteur as
follows [translation]:
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Throwing. The potter centres a
lump of clay and spreads it into a
ring, leaving a disk about half a centimetre thick as a base. He begins to
raise the wall of the body. Holding
an estaque, or turning tool, inside the
vessel, he presses first the base and
then the wall, keeping a finger on
the outside opposite the turning
tool. He raises the wall to its full
height, smoothes the exterior with
an estelle and traces circles as reference points. He removes the cooking pot from the wheel head with a
fil and places the piece on a planche,
mouth upward. The cooking pot
dries for a certain time in this position and then is turned over and left
to dry for a little longer.
Finishing. To finish cooking pots
shaped by upright throwing, the
potter must use a support on which
to place the pot on the wheel. This
support can be either an object that
the potter makes out of clay just
before he needs it or an earthenware
object that can be reused, called a
rasclaire. In the first case, he takes a
lump of clay and raises it into a
solid cone-shaped cylinder, just
slightly higher than the cooking pot.
In the second case, he makes a centimetre-thick clay disk on the wheel
head. He centres the rasclaire on this
disk, sticking it on with a coil of
clay, and then squashes a lump of
clay on top. Regardless of the object
used, the potter always covers it
with a cloth before placing the pot
to be finished on it; from the inside,

he presses the bottom of the pot
against the cloth. The potter then
evens off the bottom and the lower
curve of the body, using a tournasin,
or finishing tool to remove excess
clay from the middle to the exterior.
A knife-like finishing tool called a
tournasin-couteau is used for low
forms, while a handled finishing
tool, a tournasin emmanché, is
employed for high forms. Then, the
potter places the piece on the
planche and, where appropriate,
makes a spout with his fingers.
Finally, his assistant attaches the
handles. 130
Catalogue
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Pégau-typem cooking pots with flat bottoms (ware RB:4.1) (Figs. 9.1.19, 9.1.20,
9.1.23, 9.1.24, 9.1.25, 9.1.26, 9.1.27, 9.1.28)
(objects
24M200N6-2,
24M10P2-2,
24M10P7-3, EkBcl-4)

2.

Pitchers (ware RB:4.1) (Figs. 9.1.21,
9.1.22, 9.1.29, 9.1.30, 9.1.31, 9.1.32, 9.1.33,
9.1.34) (objects 24M14P13-1, 24M6N419, EkBcl-9, EkBcl-32)

These cooking pots and pitchers come in
various sizes. The dimensions of the most
complete objects are presented in Table 9.1.3.
3.

Narrow-necked hollow container (ware
RB:4.2) (Figs. 9.1.35, 9.1.36) (object
EkBcl-33)

This object is represented by a neck sherd
only. It appears to come from a cylindrical or
conical neck with a rim whose lip is flat and

Article No.

Object

Rim Diam.

Height Format

Belly

Diam.

Base Width

Handle

24M10P7-3

Cooking pot

14.0

17.4

17.5

9.9

3.1

No. 1

24M10P2-2

Cooking pot

14.5

19.2

20.2

12.0

3.5

No. 2

EkBcl-4

Cooking pot

14.5

19.6

20.8

12.4

3.3

No. 2

24M200N6-2

Cooking pot

15.5

23.6

24.5

12.5

4.4

No. 3

EkBcl-27

Cooking pot

18.1

23.9

26.3

15.0

4.4

No. 4

24M14P13-1

Pitcher

8.4

10.0

10.8

7.6

2.2

No. 1

EkBcl-11

Pitcher

6.0

10.1

10.8

5.8

n.m.

No. 1

EkBcl-32

Pitcher

9.8

11.0

13.3

8.4

3.0

No. 2

24M6N4-19

Pitcher

10.3

14.2

14.0

8.5

3.1

No. 3

EkBcl-9

Pitcher

10.3

n.m.

14.0

n.m.

2.7

No. 3

Table 9.1.3: Dimensions of RB:4.1 cooking pots and pitchers.
Values are given in centimetres, n.m.: not measurable.
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Figure 9.1.19: Twohandled cooking pot
with flat bottom,
24M200N6-2. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2

sloped. The object seems to have been
thrown with care and is well finished; glaze
covers the inside, the top and the outside of
the rim.
Ware

RB:5.0

This ware has a homogeneous, smooth fabric with a white-firing paste, and is unglazed
(RB:5.1); or with green glaze (RB:5.2); or yellow glaze (RB:5.3); or clear glaze (RB:5.4).
This designation covers objects made with
the same paste but differing with respect to
glazing. The unglazed ware is identified as
RB:5.1; the green-glazed ware, as RB:5.2; the
yellow-glazed ware, as RB:5.3; and the
objects with partial clear glazing, as RB:5.4.
These objects were fired in a fairly steady
oxidizing atmosphere, which produced a
white fabric (typically Munsell N9) with
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

medium hardness and porosity. There is layering only in a few rare cases. Normally the
core and the surface of each sherd are homogeneous in colour, although from one sherd
to another the colour varies from the typical
white to an ivory white or light beige (Munsell 10Y8/1 and even 5Y8/2). The texture is
remarkably fine and smooth to the touch,
indicating that the non-plastic elements of
the paste were very fine-grained and well
mixed. The only inclusions that can be seen
with the naked eye are miniscule particles of
quartzite and mica, but in significantly
lower quantities than is the case for ware
RB:4.1.
The products were either left bare or were
decorated with a green or a fairly dark yellow lead glaze; sometimes the two colours
appear on the same piece. The glaze, usually
applied by dipping, pouring or spattering,
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Figure 9.1.20: Twohandled pégau-type
cooking pot with flat
bottom, 24M200N6-2.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA15479B).

Figure 9.1.21 (Left):
Spherical pitcher,
24M14P13-1. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 9.1.22 (Below):
Spherical pitcher,
24M14P13-1. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; RA15454B).
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Figure 9.1.23: Pégnutype cooking pot with
flat bottom, 24M10P22. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.24: Pégautype cooking pot with
flat bottom, 24M10P22. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA15481B).
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Figure 9.1.25: Pégautype cooking pot with
flat bottom, 24M10P73. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.26: Pégautype cooking pot with
flat bottom, 24M10P73. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA15457B).
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Figure 9.1.27: Pegautype cooking pot with
flat bottom, EkBcl-4.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.28: Pégautype cooking pot with
flat bottom, EkBcl-4.
(Photo: G. Gusset,
Parks Canada;
RA1646X).
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Figure 9.1.29: Pitcher,
24M6N4-19. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M6N4-19).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.30: Pitcher,
24M6N4-19. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA15450B).
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Figure 9.1.31: Pitcher,
EkBcl-9. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.32: Pitcher,
EkBcl-9. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA15494B).
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Figure 9.1.33: Pitcher,
EkBcl-32. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.34: Pitcher,
EkBcl-32. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17944B).

Figure 9.1.35 (Far Left):
Hollow container with
narrow neck, EkBcl33. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 9.1.36 (left):
Hollow container with
narrow neck, EkBcl33. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA17988B).
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often covers only part of the vessel, generally the upper part of the outer body and
sometimes a limited area of the interior.
There is little decoration; some objects have
vertical ridges pinched along their bellies.
This ornamental feature originated in the
Middle Ages and was often used on the
coarse earthenware produced by a good
number of western European centres.
Products made of this ware were among
those most frequently exported to North
American shores in the 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries. These objects were precisely
thrown by expert hands but, oddly enough,
they were often finished sloppily, with no
attempt made to remove bumps, dribbles,
grooves and all sorts of deformations. The
defects are made still more evident by the
very uneven glazing. The quality of the finished product does not compare with that of
wares RB:3.1 and RB:4.1.
Some of these objects immediately bring to
mind the green-glazed spouted jugs found
in the wreck of the Machault, at Place Royal
in Québec City and at Louisbourg. There are
other forms that seem to be made of the
same material, but because they are considerably older, they are much rarer on Canadian sites. This paste and the forms made of
it display features that are unquestionably
French in nature: the pale colour of the fabric, the green and yellow colours of the surfaces and glazes, the profiles of the necks
and rims, the strap handles with a double
ridge and the characteristic choice of forms,
especially specialized ones such as caskshaped jugs and other jugs. However, attributing this production to a given region of
France remains problematic.
There is still much uncertainty as to the geographical and chronological origins of this
white-paste ware, which all too often has
been attributed to the Saintonge workshops
without sufficient reflection. While palepaste French pottery arguably constitutes a
fairly coherent group with respect to technique and morphology, it is not a totally
homogeneous one. The reserves expressed
by French archaeologist Jean Chapelot to
this effect are still valid and a certain degree
of caution is called for. In two different
places the author talks about light-beigepaste objects with occasional splashes of
green glaze found in England and gives the
following warning [translation]:
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

While the possibility of the ware's
originating from Saintonge cannot
be excluded, the idea should be
treated with a certain degree of prudence. Quite apart from the fact that
the group may not be homogeneous, there is also the fact that the
region [Saintonge] has not yet
yielded any significant
finds,
whether in excavations of workshops (which were, to be sure, not
numerous in the 14th- to 16th-century period and about which little is
known) or in the excavation at PortBerteau, where Saintonge ware was
loaded onto ships, although a certain amount of this type of pottery
(of course, undatable) was observed
at this site.
Therefore, without dismissing the
possibility that Saintonge was the
place of origin, we would, for the
sake of prudence, suggest southwest France, between the Loire and
the Gironde.132
Niellon conveys the same impression when
discussing the presence of these wares at the
site of Champlain's Habitation in Québec
City, for she writes that "It seems likely that
this ware is not the production of a single
region, but rather that of several centres: the
homogeneity shown by the above description is actually more apparent than real."
[translation] 133
It is therefore not clear whether this type is
made of similar pastes or of totally unlike
pastes, which, despite a similar appearance,
came from different workshops that happened to share a preference for certain features. This ceramic problem is one that we
must naturally leave to our French colleagues.
Since French sites have so far not yielded
directly comparable archaeological material
that could be identified with a fairly certain
geographical origin, it is difficult to date this
ware based on the place it was made. Furthermore, the ware taken as a whole
includes both archaic forms, such as pitchers, and forms which are considered more
modern, such as chafing dishes, and this
makes it impossible to establish a chronology based on the evolution of forms.134 Nor
is any more precision offered by archaeolog11-77

ical excavations on sites in England, where
this ware has been found in relative abundance. Such sites have provided a very wide
date range, extending from the 14th or even
the 13th century to the 18th century.
In Canada, excavations over the past
twenty-some years have regularly uncovered green-glazed coarse earthenware of this
type in sites occupied by the French in the
18th century. The richest collections come
from the largest sites: for example, the Fortress of Louisbourg; the wreck of the
Machault, in Chaleurs Bay; Place Royale and
the Saint-Louis casemate, in Québec City;
and even the Acadian site of Belleisle, in
Nova Scotia. Previous to the Red Bay excavations, the date range established on the
basis of these sites was roughly 1680-1760.
However, with Red Bay came the question
of whether the earliest date for green-glazed
coarse earthenware should be pushed back
more than a century. The answer is probably
yes, since a good part of the material comes
from exclusive "sealed" layers lying under
the hull of the 24M vessel and therefore isolated from deposits that may date from after
the ship collapsed on itself.

be seen, is a significant clue as to the origin
of the form. The pinched spout has been
shaped very crudely and haphazardly, giving the neck a somewhat ungainly look that
we consider unusual. The strap handles
with a single median flute extend horizontally from the neck and then descend almost
vertically to the widest part of the body.
There is no decoration or glazing. This object
corresponds to the description of the "oil"
jugs which, with various glazes, were
extremely common in several regions of
France from the 16th to the 19th centuries.
Short-necked jugs in this form and in a similar material, but with a single handle
attached to the neck in the same way, might
have come from workshops in central and
western France, particularly in the Loire
region, where they are still made and sold
today.135 British and European excavations
suggest a date range of 1500-1700. The distribution of these objects in France is difficult to establish, given the lack of 16th- and
17th-century material with which to make
reliable comparisons. 136
2.

Products
The white-paste ware found at Red Bay is
composed chiefly of deep hollow objects but
also includes a bowl. Terrines and porringers, so common in the 18th century, are
absent here. All the objects were thrown in
the conventional way, smoothed with a variety of metal or earthenware turning tools or
sometimes with a damp cloth, and then, in
some cases, hastily glazed green or yellow.
The necks were thrown separately before
being attached to the bodies. The handles all
seem to have been made by extrusion and
then stuck on to the unfired object.
Catalogue
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Two-handled jug, unglazed
RB:5.1) (Figs. 9.1.37, 9.1.38)
24M14P10-6)

(ware
(object

The body is bulbous and the maximum
diameter is just below the vessel's midheight. The base is narrow, creating a distinct footring. The neck is very short. The
inner surface of the rim is concave and funnel-shaped, and there are two roughly
pinched spouts. The upper terminals of the
double-ridged strap handles are attached to
the rim and descend vertically to the body,
as do the handles on the previously
described form. Decoration consists of vertical serrated strips applied to the body. The
glaze partially covers the upper part of the
body and handles, and the interior is
unglazed except for a large dribble down the
neck. The specimen is modelled on the "oil"
jug form.
3.

This jug has a bulbous shape with its greatest diameter at mid-height. The flat-bottomed base, which is relatively large for a
jug, has a barely distinguishable footring.
The neck is very short and narrow. The
upper ends of the handles flow smoothly
into the rim, a characteristic which, as it will
11-78

Two-handled jug, green glaze? (ware
RB:5.2) (Figs. 9.1.39, 9.1.40) (object
24M8P13-3)

One-handled jug, green glaze (ware
RB:5.2) (Figs. 9.1.41, 9.1.42) (object
EkBcl-15)

This form is similar to the preceding one,
except that there is only one handle, opposite which is a pinched spout. It is partially
covered with green glaze inside and outside.
CERAMICS

Figure 9.1.37: Small
two-handled jug,
unglazed, 24M14P106. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.38: Small
two-handled jug,
unglazed, 24M14P106. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA15476B).
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In England, jugs like this, known as "Loire"
jugs, have been found in great numbers
especially in northern England and Scotland. However, a specimen of this type dating from the 16th or 17th century is part of
the collection from Castle Street, Plymouth. 137
4.

Form I pitcher, green glaze (ware RB:5.2)
(Figs. 9.1.43, 9.1.44) (object EkBcl-14)

This form of pitcher, with its ovoid, globular
body and reeded handle, is very familiar to
archaeologists working on the sites of New
France. It has turned up in numerous North
American sites occupied by the French in
the 17th and 18th centuries, including Louisbourg,138 the wreck of the Machault,139 the
Trudeau site (Tunica Treasure),140 Acadia141
and several Québec City houses 142 that have
provided earthenware collections which are
now well known and well documented. It
was argued above that the presence of
RB:5.0 in undisturbed contexts inside the
wreck of the presumed San fuan provides
sufficient grounds for believing that the
arrival of French white-paste ware in North
America predates the ship's sinking. However, the RB:5.2 pitcher cannot be used to
support the argument, for it is identical to all
the green pitchers from North American
sites dating from the mid-18th century and it
does not have a single archaic trait that
might justify dating it any earlier at Red Bay.

green glaze is very patchy and completely
deteriorated.
7.

Bowl, green glaze (ware RB:5.2, uncertain) (Figs. 9.1.47, 9.1.48) (object EkBcl23)

The paste and the glaze of this object correspond in every way to those of RB:5.2, but it
is with some hesitation that we put it in the
category. This is not only because there is, to
our knowledge, no comparable French flatware from other sites, but also because it
resembles English products from the Surrey
region. The bowl has no decoration but
gives the general appearance of the specimen found at Plymouth and attributed specifically to Surrey.143
8.

Two-handled cooking pot, yellow glaze
(ware RB:5.3) (Figs. 9.1.49, 9.1.50) (object
EkBcl-13)

The profile is globular, the rim is only
slightly flared with a rounded lip, and the
bottom is flat. The two fluted handles have a
"U-shaped" cross-section. The interior is
completely glazed, the exterior only partially.
9.

Cask-shaped "oil" jug, yellow glaze
(ware RB:5.3) (Fig. 9.1.51) (object
24M10P5-3)

Large pot, green glaze (ware RB:5.2)
(Fig. 9.1.46) (object EkBcl-50)

This cask-shaped "oil" jug was a very common form in France from the 16th to the 19th
centuries. It has two reeded handles
attached at their lower terminals to a short
neck and at the upper end to a widely flaring rim with no spout. The object has two
bases so that it could be used in two positions depending on whether it was full or
not. The first is an ordinary flat base at the
bottom, while the other is simply a circular
depression on one side of the body. The
object was wheel-thrown on its flat base; the
neck was thrown separately and then
applied to the body. This specimen is not a
classic cask-shaped jug since it is asymmetrical, with one side rounded and the other
flattened, in a manner somewhat reminiscent of the medieval flasks made in Saintonge.144 The exterior is completely glazed.

The few fragments recovered suggest a large
bulbous form with a very wide neck. The
handles are fluted like those of Form I. The

10. Cruet or oil bottle, yellow glaze (ware
RB:5.3) (Figs. 9.1.52, 9.1.53) (object
EkBcl-17)

5.

Small, Form II pitcher, pale green glaze
(ware RB:5.2.) (Fig. 9.1.45) (object
24M14P6-38)

The profile of this form appears more slender, since the body rises in a continuous
elongated curve that merges with the lines
of the neck. The walls are much less massive
than those of Form I pitchers of the same
size. The rim is not thickened and ends simply with a rounded lip. The pitcher has a
strap handle. The paste definitely corresponds to that of ware RB:5.0, but the partial
outer glaze is a very pale green with darker
green splashes.
6.
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Figure 9.1.39: Small
two-handled jug,
green glaze?,
24M8P13-3. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.40: Small
two-handled jug,
green glaze?,
24M8P13-3. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA15471B).
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Figure 9.1.41 (Far Left):
Small one-handled
jug, green glaze,
EkBcl-15. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 9.1.42 (Left):
Small one-handled
jug, green glaze,
EkBcl-15. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17995B).

Figure 9.1.43 (Below):
Form I pitcher, green
glaze, EkBcl-14.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.44 (Left):
Form I pitcher, green
glaze, EkBcl-14.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA17975B).
Figure 9.1.45 (Far Left):
Small Form II pitcher,
pale green glaze,
24M14P6-38. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 9.1.46: Large
pot, green glaze,
EkBcl-50. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.47: Bowl,
green glaze, EkBcl-23.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.48: Bowl,
green glaze, EkBcl-23.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA17971B).
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This small, globular pitcher has a cylindrical
neck. Since the rim is missing, the exact
shape of the object is speculative. The narrow base is flat. The strap handle is missing.
There are some traces of the glaze remaining
on the inner surface.
11. Small object with a handle, of a cruet or
oil bottle type, yellow glaze (ware
RB:5.3) (Figs. 9.1.54, 9.1.55) (object
EkBcl-43)
A ridged handle attached to a neck fragment
suggests an oil bottle or a cruet. Glazed
inside and out.
12. Deep hollow object, of a bottle type, yellow glaze (ware RB:5.3) (Figs. 9.1.56,
9.1.57) (object EkBcl-44)
This neck and rim fragment appears to come
from a high recipient with a narrow neck,
perhaps some kind of bottle. The rilling on
the outer surface may have been intended as
decoration. Glaze covers the entire inner
surface, but the outer surface is only partially glazed.
13. Hollow object with very close-set handles, of a chafing-dish type, yellow
glaze (ware RB:5.3) (object EkBc-1061)
The object is represented by fragments of a
swelling body and fragments of two ridged
handles with a very small curve. They seem
to have belonged to an object like a chafing
dish, a form that was quite common in
Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries, but
rare in Canada. There are traces of glaze.
14. Two-handled jar, clear glaze (ware
RB:5.4) (Fig. 9.1.58) (object EkBcl-25)
The bulbous body is similar to those of the
jugs classified as RB:5.1 and RB:5.2. The narrow neck has a flared rim without a spout.
The central-fluted handles seem to have
been made separately by cutting a band
from a cylinder thrown specially for this
purpose. The upper terminals are attached
to the lip, extending quite far horizontally
before descending to the belly at mid-height,
where the diameter is greatest. A few scattered splashes of thin colourless glaze can be
found on the outer surface.
15. Deep hollow object, of a jar or pot type,
clear glaze (ware RB:5.4) (Fig. 9.1.59)
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(object EkBcl-42)
The object is represented by a neck fragment
of a wide-mouthed container like a jar or
pot. There is no evidence of a handle. Traces
of glaze can be observed. Diameter: approx.
15 cm.
Ware

RB.6.0

This ware has a reddish brown fabric with a
white slip and green glaze (RB:6.1); in some
cases it is decorated with circles and dots
(RB:6.2) in the Saintonge manner.
This ware has a hard, porous fabric in which
the components are imperfectly fused. A
representative specimen is generally reddish
brown: Munsell 5YR7/6 in the core and
Munsell 5YR7/4 on the surface. The ware is
easily distinguished from others by its inclusions, which are visible to the naked eye; it
displays streaks of buff-coloured clay, grains
of whitish quartzite and many ochrecoloured (Munsell 2.5YR6/8) granules,
which are sometimes quite large. The surface texture is fine and smooth to the touch.
The objects were fired in a fairly regular oxidizing atmosphere and breaks do not generally show any layering. Surfaces to be
glazed were first coated with a white slip.
Lead glaze applied over this slip, either by
pouring or by dipping, produces a light
green colour that is very characteristic of the
ware.
Despite the very poor and limited examples
of "Saintonge-type" ware found at Red Bay,
it should be mentioned that this ware may
be decorated in many different ways. One of
the most frequent decorations consists of circles and dots (ware RB:6.2), painted with a
white or brown slip over a contrasting background, which may also be a slip or even the
bare surface of the fabric.
Coarse earthenware of the Saintonge type,
particularly that with a green glaze over
white slip, was widely used in New France.
This earthenware is found in all the major
Canadian sites occupied by the French, with
the richest collections coming from Louisbourg and Québec City. It is also relatively
well documented as a result of British discoveries made by Hurst and Fairclough,145
to mention but two; as well, Chapelot's
research, which includes some excavations
of Saintonge sites, provides useful information.
CERAMICS

Figure 9.1.49: Twohandled cooking pot,
yellow glaze, EkBcl13. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.50 (Right):
Two-handled cooking
pot, yellow glaze,
EkBcl-13. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17956B).

Figure 9.1.51 (Far
Riglit): Cask-shaped
"oil" jug, yellow glaze,
24M10P5-3. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA15467B).

Figure 9.1.52 (Right):
Cruet or oil bottle, yellow glaze, EkBcl-17.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.53 (Far
Riglit): Cruet or oil
bottle, yellow glaze,
EkBcl-17. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17989B).
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Figure 9.1.54 (Far Left):
Small object with handle, of a cruet or oil
bottle type, yellow
glaze, EkBcl-43.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.55 (Left):
Small object with handle, of a cruet or oil
bottle type, yellow
glaze, EkBcl-43.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA17997B).

Figure 9.1.56 (Far Left):
Deep hollow object, of
a bottle type, yellow
glaze, EkBcl-44.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.57 (Left):
Deep hollow object, of
a bottle type, yellow
glaze, EkBcl-44.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA18001B).

Figure 9.1.58 (Far Left):
Two-handled jar, clear
glaze, EkBcl-25.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA17949B).

Figure 9.1.59 (Below):
Deep hollow object, of
a jar or pot type, clear
glaze, EkBcl-42.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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The few fragments recovered at Red Bay
may not belong to the context of Basque
occupation that interests us here. On the
basis of their appearance and the way they
were made, they initially seem related to the
18th-century Saintonge pieces that we have
so frequently had the opportunity to examine at colonial sites in Canada. Thanks to
French excavations, it is now known that the
earliest Saintonge workshops, which were
set up during the 13th century, at first made
pottery that fired white or very pale.146 The
thick-walled, red-paste, turned utilitarian
forms so common on New France sites
began to be produced only towards the end
of the 17th century.147
Products
Forms include deep hollow containers and
flatware. The objects were roughly shaped
on the wheel and then finished with a turning tool. The white slip and green glaze were
applied by dipping or pouring. The roundsection handles were generally made by
extruding a coil of paste.
Catalogue
1.

Spherical "cider" mug, green glaze
(ware RB:6.1) (Fig. 9.1.60) (object EkBcl51)

This object has an almost spherical body and
lacks a neck; the slightly flaring rim is thickened and rounded. Green glaze covers the
entire interior but is patchy on the outer surface. In nearly every detail the object is similar to the vessels sometimes referred to as
"cider" mugs, found at Louisbourg.
2.

Figure 9.1.60: Spherical "cider" mug, green
glaze, EkBcl-51.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Unidentifiable object, of a bowl or terrine type, white slip, green glaze (ware
RB:6.1) (Fig. 9.1.61) (object EkBcl-52)

Only a few fragments of the base remain.
The profile is hemispherical and the simple
flat bottom is footless. The exterior of the
lower body is without slip or glaze and was
turned, as were all bowls and terrines in the
Saintonge style. The interior is completely
coated with slip and glaze. Many objects in
the same ware have been found on other
sites, such as Louisbourg, Place Royale in
Québec City, and the Jean-Pierre Roma site
on Prince Edward Island, all of which were
occupied in the first half of the 18th century.
3.

dish or bowl type, green glaze, decorated with dots of slip (ware RB:6.2)
(object EkBcl-53)
This object is represented only by a fragment
of a simple flat base. It was decorated with
dots of slip painted directly on the fabric.
The interior was not coated with white slip
and the green glaze consequently has an
olive green cast. It is of uncertain origin. The
dot decoration is identical to that on an
object recovered from the wreck of the
Machault, the French frigate that sank in
1760.148
Ware RB-.7.0
This ware has a porous fabric with a paste
firing orangey red, and a thin brown-spotted
iron-rich glaze (RB:7.1); or a partial, greenish
iron-rich glaze (RB:7.2); or a colourless glaze
(RB:7.3).
The few examples of this porous fabric
belong to a ware that is not very frequent at
Red Bay. In the case of ware RB:7.1, the paste
fires to an orangey-red, ranging from Munsell 2.5YR6/8 to 2.5YR7/6, and is often
streaked with buff-coloured and dark red
clay. Non-plastic inclusions visible to the
naked eye are generally rare. There may be a
few tiny grains of quartzite and the odd
fleck of mica, but some pieces have a considerable quantity of ochreous granules. There
is no slip. The iron-rich lead glaze is pale
brown, with numerous spots and speckles
left by iron oxide deposits. The glaze was
applied thinly by pouring or sprinkling
(ware RB:7.1). Ware RB:7.2 is represented by
an incomplete piece with a very similar
paste, but without glaze apart from some
splashes and dribbles on the walls and the
base; it was probably glazed only around the
rim. Ware RB:7.3 has a red paste, seemingly
related to those of the other two wares, and
is coated with a very pale, almost colourless
glaze, lightly speckled with brown. The fabric is a uniform red colour throughout its

Unidentifiable piece of flatware, of a
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thickness, and this lack of layering indicates
well-controlled firing. The pieces were
thrown with precision and skill, but the finishing work is rough, with bumps and drip
marks left uncorrected.
For the time being, the origin and chronology of these wares are unknown. Although
definite proof is lacking in this respect, we
intuitively cannot help but notice the similarities between the profiles of these pieces
and those of certain productions from southeast and southwest France and possibly
even Spain. There is also a link with another
site in northeast North America, since ware
RB:7.2 is the most frequently encountered
type of coarse earthenware on the Lower
North Shore site of Middle Bay,149 another
Basque whaling station dating from the 17th
century.

same way as the marli. The interior is completely glazed; traces of glaze are found on
the exterior. Diameter at rim: 29 cm.
3.

Hollow object, of a porringer type (ware
RB:7.1) (Fig. 9.1.65) (object EkBcl-55)

The rim is simple and thinned. The fragments suggest a hemispherical profile. The
brown glaze covers the interior only. Diameter at rim: approx. 17 cm.
4.

Jar (ware RB:7.2) (Fig. 9.1.66) (object
EkBcl-34)

Only the belly and base were recovered. The
object is a cask-like recipient with a simple
base lacking a footring. There are drips and
splashes of greenish glaze on the outside
and bottom. The item was probably glazed
only on the rim. Diameter at base: 13.7 cm.

Products
These objects were shaped hastily on the
wheel, with little attention given to finishing. Rilling is always very apparent. The
pieces are partially glazed and simply decorated, generally with incised lines made
during or after turning.
Catalogue
1.

Small hollow object, of a pitcher or jug
type (ware RB:7.1) (Figs. 9.1.62, 9.1.63)
(object EkBcl-12)

This object has a swelling belly and a high,
narrow pedestal-like base. The extruded
handle is oval, or almost round, in section.
The lower end of the handle curves oddly to
one side and is attached horizontally to the
belly. The flared rim is funnel-shaped, with a
simple upper edge. The object was thrown
somewhat carelessly and without any
apparent finishing. It was removed from the
wheel head with a wire. The outer glaze is
very incomplete and there are dribbles on
the inside. The decoration is limited to a few
turned grooves. Diameter at belly: 12.8 cm;
height: 15.8 cm.
2.

Bowl (ware RB:7.1) (Fig. 9.1.64) (object
EkBcl-35)

The walls terminate in a concave marli with
a thickened rim. The base is flat. The marli is
decorated with combed and incised lines;
there is a turned groove just below the lip.
The centre of the well is decorated in the
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5.

Figure 9.1.61 (Facing
Page Top): Unidentifiable object, of a bowl
or terrine type, white
slip, green glaze,
EkBcl-52. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.62 (Facing
Page): Small hollow
object, of a pitcher or
jug type, EkBcl-12.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Hollow object, of a small jug or pitcher
type (ware RB:7.2) (Fig. 9.1.67) (object
EkBcl-54)

The base only was recovered. The body is
bulbous and only a few splashes of greenish
glaze are visible. Diameter at base: 7.7cm.
6.

Small pitcher or cruet (ware RB:7.3)
(Figs. 9.1.68, 9.1.69) (object EkBcl-19)

The profile forms an exaggerated "S". The
low, spheroid belly curves into a short neck
and a flared rim with a simple rounded
upper edge. The base and handle are missing. There is a pinched spout. The colourless
glaze covers only the interior and the upper
edge. Diameter at belly: approx. 8 cm; diameter at rim: approx. 7 cm.

Figure 9.1.63 (Facing
Page Far Right): Small
hollow object, of a
pitcher or jug type,
EkBcl-12. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17955B).

Ware RB-.8.1
This ware has a soft fabric, firing red, with a
thick brown iron-rich glaze marbled with
trails of manganese brown, in the Albisola
manner.
With its very homogeneous colour (Munsell
5YR6/6), this ware is distinguished from
other red pastes by its porous and relatively
soft fabric and its chalky, sometimes even
powdery, texture. The only visible inclusions are a few fine mica flecks. The ware
can with assurance be identified as related
to Albisola ware because of its thick, shiny
brown glaze decorated with characteristic
dark brown squiggles, produced by the freeCERAMICS

Figure 9.1.64 (Facing
Page): Bowl, EkBcl-35.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.65 (Facing
Page): Hollow object,
of a porringer type,
EkBcl-55. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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hand application of trails of manganese
oxide. The objects have been fired in a perfectly controlled oxidizing atmosphere.
The production of this ware is now quite
well associated with the region of Albisola,150 a small town on the Ligurian coast,
between Genoa and Savona. The ware is
found on most 18th-century sites occupied
by the French in New France, including
Louisbourg; Place Royale in Québec City;
the wreck of the Machault, near Restigouche,
New Brunswick; and Fort Beauséjour, also
in New Brunswick.
In the 18th century, the brown pottery of
Albisola was tableware of high quality.
Remarkably well-shaped and carefully finished, it was prized for the rich lustre and
warm tones of its glaze. At the time, it must
have rivalled brown faience both in aesthetics and cost. It came in forms that were
much more diverse and specialized than
those of other coarse earthenware from the
same period. At Red Bay, it is possible that
this ware does not belong in the Basque context.

Ware RB-.9.0
This ware has a coarse fabric with a granular
pink-firing paste, with a yellowish white
glaze with brown speckles, in the Vallauris
manner (RB:9.1); and coarse fabric with a
pink-firing paste, partially coated with a
white slip and yellowish white glaze with
brown speckles (RB:9.2).
The paste, heavily tempered with coarse
quartz sand, produces a fabric with a noticeably rough texture that can be felt even on
smoothed or glazed surfaces. Granules of
hematite are visible, as they are in several
fabrics of French origin. Under normal conditions, the paste fired to a pinkish colour
throughout its thickness and to buff on the
surface. The glaze, generally applied to the
interior of the objects, is transparent but
thickly speckled with white spots resulting
from the temper as well as with brown spots
caused by the presence of iron oxide particles. Only the unglazed, exterior surfaces
were smoothed with a turning tool or a
damp cloth. These undecorated utilitarian
objects, evidently meant for everyday
domestic use, were shaped with speed and
precision but display no aesthetic intention.

Products
The Louisbourg collection,151 one of the richest to have been assembled in Canada, provides some idea of the variety of forms
exported to New France. There are, of
course, the usual bowls, pots, pitchers and
lugged porringers, but some objects come in
forms that are rare or inexistent in other
common wares. For example, the collection
contains coffee pots, shallow terrines for
pates, plates with moulded relief decoration,
little ornamental pots, fruit dishes and soup
tureens. Deep hollow objects were made on
a wheel, but the flatware was produced by
press-moulding, probably involving slump
moulds and hump moulds. The decorative
motifs were also moulded. Only a few
sherds of this ware were recovered from the
land site at Red Bay, but the forms they
belonged to remain conjectural.

This ware is today associated with the workshops of Vallauris (Alpes-Maritimes),152
which produced cooking pots that are well
known on certain mid-18th-century Canadian sites, such as Louisbourg 153 and Fort
Beauséjour. Ware RB:9.1 probably does not
belong to the Basque period at Red Bay.
Containing less temper, the fabric of RB:9.2
appears less coarse than that of RB:9.1. It is
also distinguished by having fired to a
deeper pink colour and, especially, by being
coated on the interior with white slip. The
glaze has a somewhat yellow tone on this
white ground but, when applied to the pinkish biscuit without a slip, it produces the
greenish yellow tint so characteristic of Vallauris pottery. The surface also has a splattering of brown spots. The origin of this
ware is uncertain; it may come from Vallauris and is assuredly French.

Catalogue
1.

Unidentifiable hollow object (ware
RB:8.1), not illustrated, no object number.

The object was wheel-thrown and has a tall
profile that is cylindrical or slightly conical.
11-90

Products
Two-handled cooking pots were among the
forms most commonly produced at Vallauris
from the Middle Ages onward. The forms
found in 18th-century North American contexts demonstrate that such pots were a speCERAMICS

Figure 9.1.66 (Facing
Page): Jar, EkBcl-34.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.67 (Facing
Page): Hollow object,
of a small jug or
pitcher type, EkBcl54. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 9.1.68 (Facing
Page Far Right): Small
pitcher or cruet,
EkBcl-19. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.69 (Facing
Page): Small pitcher or
cruet, EkBcl-19.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA17980B).
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cialty of the Vallauris region. These objects
are remarkably well adapted to their use.
With their heavily tempered paste and thin
walls, which were resistant to cracking, the
pots were ideal for cooking food directly
over a flame. The objects were wheelthrown and smoothed with a turning tool.
Catalogue
1.

Two-handled cooking pot (ware RB:9.1)
(not illustrated)

On the basis of complete objects from other
sites, this pot would have had an almost
hemispherical body, swelling less than the
bodies of the cooking pots made of wares
RB:3.1 and RB:4.1. The base could be round
or slightly flattened. The rims on these pots
are collar-like and rectangular in cross-section. The lips are concave. The strap handles, small and set close to the body, would
not have been easy to grasp. The interior is
entirely covered with clear speckled glaze.
However, the sole fragment recovered from
Red Bay is completely blackened as a result
of underwater contamination.
2.

Pitcher (ware RB:9.2)
9.1.71) (object EkBcl-18)

(Figs.

grains of quartzite and the rare hematite
granule. The greenish yellow glaze is often
applied solely to the interior of objects made
of this fabric. The glazed surface is frequently decorated with the simple incised
motifs typical of the well-known North
Devon sgraffito ware. On the whole, North
Devon ware is utilitarian and simple in
appearance, but the use of sgraffito through a
light-coloured slip and the occasional addition of decorative relief elements, such as
scalloped dish rims, give the ware a certain
rustic aesthetic quality, despite or perhaps
because of its heaviness.
North Devon ware spread through England
during the Middle Ages. For example, it has
been found in contexts dating back as far as

9.1.70,

The profile is formed by a swelling body,
narrowing towards the neck. The neck is
flared with a simple rounded rim; the base is
slightly wider than the body and the bottom
is fairly flat. It has a strap handle and a
pinched spout. White slip and glaze were
applied by dipping to about two thirds of
the exterior. In general appearance, the
object is similar to the pottery of Vallauris.
Diameter at belly: approx. 12 cm; height:
approx. 19 cm.
Ware RB-.10.1
This ware has a smooth fabric, layered
orangey brown and grey, with a greenish
yellow glaze, in the smooth North Devon
style.
The fabric is relatively porous and smooth to
the touch. It has two layers of colour: on the
outer surface it is orangey brown (Munsell
7.5YR7/6 to 7.5YR7/4), while on the interior
it is grey as a result of a reduction atmosphere at the end of firing. Unlike the fabric
of gravel-tempered North Devon ware, it
does not contain a large quantity of coarse
sand. The only visible inclusions are a few
11-92
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Figure 9.1.70: Pitcher,
EkBcl-18. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

the early 13th century at Exeter, which
would have been a natural market for it, situated close to where it was manufactured. 154
But it was only in the middle of the 17th century that it seems to have been able to compete with locally made coarse sandy
wares. 155 North Devon is essentially a 17thcentury ware. In Canada, it is found in at
least two important Newfoundland collections: that from Bay Bulls, where the English
frigate, the Saphire,156 sank in 1696, and that
from Ferryland, 157 a 17th-century English
fishing station. It is also found at Fort Pentagoet,158 the Acadian site occupied by the
French (1635-74) in the state of Maine.
Products

Figure 9.1.71: Pitcher,
EkBcl-18. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA15503B).

On the whole, the North Devon workshops
produced a variety of forms that could be
used above all for storing and preparing
food, but also as tableware. At Exeter, for
example, this ware included bowls, milk
pans, jars, pitchers, large pots, salting tubs,
mugs, porringers, cups, tripod skillets, casseroles, chafing dishes and grease pans. 159
Pieces in this ware were wheel-thrown and
their outer surfaces were smoothed with a

turning tool. Red Bay has only one object
that is unquestionably in the North Devon

style.
Catalogue
1.

Pilchard pot (ware RB:10.1) (Figs. 9.1.72,
9.1.73) (EkBcl-16)

The body has an ovoid profile. The neck is
slightly flared and ends with an outward
turning rim with a concave seating inside
the lip. The object is unusual in that it has at
least two little hand-shaped coils attached
below the rim and curving down to the
walls; these small hooks could have been
used to secure a lid with a bit of string or
twine, or even to suspend the object. The
base is simple, with a flat bottom. The greenish yellow glaze covers the interior of the
rim and dribbles and marks of this glaze are
visible on the exterior. Grooves, small lines
and bands were turned on the neck and
body for decorative effect. This type of baluster-shaped pot has been found in the
wreck of the Saphire, at the Ferryland station160 and at several other maritime sites in
Newfoundland. Diameter at rim: approx.
15.0 cm; height: approx. 23.0 cm.
Ware RB-.11.0
This ware has a homogeneous fabric with a
quartzose, pink-firing paste, glazed greenish
(RB:11.1); or yellowish (RB:11.2); and, in
some cases, is quite crudely fashioned
(RB:11.3).
Without being gravelly, the texture is rough
to the touch, for the paste, being fairly
heavily tempered with large- and finegrained quartz sand, is extremely open. It
was not possible for us to estimate either the
porosity or the colour, since the objects have
become impregnated with some black, probably organic material, but the paste seems to
have originally fired pale orange or pink.
There is no slip. The glaze is greenish and,
depending on its thickness, sometimes
appears clear (RB:11.1) or yellowish
(RB:11.2); the glaze usually covers the object
only partially. The firing atmosphere is difficult to determine. The finest pieces are decorated with simple incisions. The forms are
massive and create an impression of stability
and controlled weightiness. Both the
extremely thick walls and the precise shaping were purposely sought by the potter
making this ware. Ware RB:11.3 seems to me
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to be made of exactly the same fabric, but it
has been given different forms, shaped in a
somewhat crude and slipshod manner.
Attributing a chronology and geographical
origin to this ware is problematic for the
time being. The decorations and profiles display English characteristics.
Products
The objects were thrown with precision.
Their profiles, although massive, were probably obtained through the careful application of turning tools. These vessels would
have been used for storing, preparing and
serving food.
Catalogue
1.

Deep dish (ware RB:11.1) (Figs. 9.1.74,
9.1.75) (object EkBcl-21)

The profile is generally in the shape of a
truncated cone. The dish has a thick lobed
rim and a flat base. The interior is glazed
with the greenish colour resulting from iron
in a reducing atmosphere. The marli and the
centre of the bowl bear a wavy combed and
incised decoration. Diameter at rim: 27.7 cm;
height: 6.8 cm.
2.

Bowl (ware RB:11.2) (Fig. 9.1.76) (object
EkBcl-57)

The profile is more incurving than it is on
the preceding object and suggests a deeper
vessel. The manufacture is similar to that of
RB:11.1. The interior is coated with a yellowish glaze. There is no decoration on the only
sherd found. Diameter at rim: 22.7 cm.
3.

Hollow recipient, of a pot, jar or small
jug type (ware RB:11.3) (Fig. 9.1.77)
(object EkBcl-45)

This is a thick-walled recipient, with a baluster-shaped profile. The very rounded shoulder ends at a relatively narrow neck. The
object widens at the bottom to form a flat,
footless base. The neck and rim are missing.
Careless throwing resulted in unusually
conspicuous rilling both inside and out. The
object was removed from the wheel with a
wire. Two turned incised grooves around
the shoulder constitute the sole decoration.
The glaze, applied to the exterior shoulder,
is burned but gives the impression of having
been greenish yellow originally. Maximum
diameter of the body: approx. 13 cm.
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Figure 9.1.72 (Facing
Page): Pot, EkBcl-16.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Coarse Stoneware
Ware RB-.13.1
This ware is "Normandy" stoneware, with a
black or brown surface.
This is a true stoneware; it is dense, very
hard, highly vitrified and non-porous, and it
has a sandy texture. It is made with a clay
that is rich in iron oxide, producing surfaces
that are generally black or dark grey,
although they can occasionally take on a
dark brown or reddish brown tone. This
ware shows various layering patterns
throughout its thickness, but usually has a
beige core between two exterior black layers. Inclusions visible to the naked eye are
rare, consisting of a few air holes and ochreous granules, of a dark red or brown colour.
Due to flare-ups and uneven heat during firing, there is a great deal of variation in surface tone and texture from one object to
another and even on the same object. Lower
Normandy stoneware is sometimes covered
with a glaze derived from forge slag; this is
case for a few pieces from Brador,161 but
none of the Red Bay material shows this
glaze. At the most, the surface has an ashglaze lustre, probably as a result of ash vitrifying on contact with the ceramic. The
pieces made in Normandy workshops were
often decorated and sometimes bore one or
several circular stamp-marks intended to
embellish or identify the objects.162 However, no such objects have been found at Red
Bay or, to our knowledge, at any other Canadian site.
It is evident that stoneware potters sought to
produce a sober, practical utilitarian ware.
This pottery was intended to be valued for
its technical qualities, the most important of
which was its being totally impervious to
liquids. The pieces were shaped without
particular care, but with exceptional
mechanical skill. This is especially noticeable on elements such as rims, which have
very precise profiles. Small containers have
delicate, almost eggshell-thin walls, reflecting true virtuosity in the art of wheel throwing. Finishing was limited to the outer walls
and consisted of smoothing the rims and
necks with a turning tool.

Figure 9.1.73 (Facing
Page): Pot, EkBcl-16.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA17969B).

Normandy stoneware was produced in the
Cotentin region, as well as elsewhere in
Lower Normandy, in the workshops of
Sauxemesnil, Néhou, Vindefontaine, Noron
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

and Ger, to name but the best-studied sites.
Stoneware of this type made its way to Canada mostly in the 17th and 18th centuries, as
is shown by the collections from Louisbourg; 163 Place Royale, in Québec City;164
Ferryland, in Newfoundland; 165 and Middle
Bay, in the archepalago of Mingan at the
southern end of the Strait of Belle Isle.166 It is
interesting to note that Lower Normandy
stoneware represents a very significant proportion of the ceramic collection from the
Brador station 167 and that most of the forms
found there are also found at Red Bay. The
first Normandy stoneware seems to have
been made in the 14th century [translation]:
On the other hand, excavations at Beauvais
and in the Beauvais region have made it
possible to demonstrate that low-fired
stoneware (or proto-stoneware) was produced from the end of the 13th century to
the middle of the 14th century and that, after
this period, a type of ceramic called terre
cuite de Beauvais began to be manufactured.
This term, appearing in an inventory made
in 1363 for the dukes of Normandy, continued to be used for the next two centuries.
The new ceramic material must have
reached our province [Normandy] in the
course of the 15th century, at Ger, if not at
Néhou, where, as we have seen, pottery had
been fired as early as the 13th century.168
These dates for stoneware production are far
earlier than those for the Basque whaling
sites under study here, and it is quite normal
that Normandy stoneware should have been
present at Red Bay in the 16th century. However, there are few such remains: at the most,
two or three objects have come from the
underwater site and a little more from Saddle Island. Furthermore, it cannot be established with certitude that these remains are
associated with sealed, truly reliable contexts. Nevertheless, the presence of Normandy stoneware at Red Bay and at other
Basque sites along the St. Lawrence provides
further material for the interesting question
of when the first French stoneware arrived
in North America.
Products
Over the centuries, the workshops of Normandy produced an impressive array of
kitchenware of a mainly utilitarian nature,
but they also made more decorative ceramics for use at the table. They even manufactured articles that had nothing to do with
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Figure 9.1.74: Deep
dish, EkBcl-21. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.75: Deep
dish, EkBcl-21.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA17962B).

Figure 9.1.76: Bowl,
EkBcl-57. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 9.1.77: Hollow
recipient, of a pot, jar
or small jug type,
EkBcl-45. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

food, such as architectural elements made of
stoneware and earthenware. Their production included salting tubs, pails, soup
tureens, mugs, jugs, goblets, plain and
anthropomorphic pitchers, bottles, demijohns, churns, terrines, various moulds, coffee pots, tripe pots and other kinds of pots
for food, ornamental ewers and sugar
bowls, flower pots, chamber pots, ointment
jars, finials and ink pots, and the list could
go on. Compared with this multiplicity of
forms, the range of the material from Red
Bay seems quite limited.

topped by a "pulley-groove" neck with a
wide flat rim (diameter at rim: 18.6 cm).
Their profile is considerably different from
that of pieces we have seen at other sites
occupied during the 17th and 18th centuries.
It might be an indication that the Red Bay
objects are archaic ones. However, there is
no way of establishing this, given the lack of
collections that are varied and vast enough
to demonstrate the evolution of forms. Comparison with material from different workshops in Normandy suggests that jars of this
type originated specifically in Domfrontais.169 The jar would have been grasped by
two strap handles, often fluted or reeded,
that were made of flat, pulled clay attached
to the rim and descending to the shoulder.
The neck was shaped with a turning tool. As
well as the forms illustrated here (minimum
diameter of the body: 23 cm), there is a fragment indicating the presence of a similar but
smaller jar at Red Bay. Jars like these, but
with a somewhat different profile, have been
found at the Brador station.170 Another jar of
the same type exists in the collection from
excavations in Plymouth, England, and is
said to date from the 17th century.171
2.

Bottle (ware RB:13.1) (Fig. 9.1.80) (object
EkBcl-37)

The body has a swelling profile. The base is
simple, with a flat bottom. The neck and
most of the body are missing. It is shorter
than the classic high cider bottle made of the
same paste. Diameter at base: 7.6 cm.
3.

Small pharmacy or spice vials (ware
RB:13.1) (Figs. 9.1.81, 9.1.82) (objects
EkBcl-30, EkBcl-31)

Catalogue
1.

"Butter" jars (ware RB:13.1) (Figs. 9.1.78,
9.1.79) (objects EkBcl-22, 24M28R3-1)

The butter jar is the form of Normandy
stoneware most commonly found in North
America. The body of the Red Bay specimens is thrown in the shape of a cask

The body of these objects has a spheroid
profile with a pedestal-like base and a flat
bottom. One of the two pots has a flared rim
(diameter at rim: 3.7 cm; height: 3.5 cm),
while the other has a concave one (diameter
at rim: 4.2 cm; height: approx. 3.3 cm). Similar forms were found at the Brador site.

Figure 9.1.78: "Butter"
jar, EkBcl-22. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 9.1.79: "Butter"
jar, 24M28R3-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

4.

Unidentifiable hollow objects, of a pot
type (ware RB:13.1) (Figs. 9.1.83, 9.1.84,
9.1.85) (objects EkBcl-38, EkBcl-39,
EkBcl-40)

These objects are represented by rim fragments only. One type extends horizontally
beyond the neck (diameter at rim: 12.1 cm),
while the other is vertical with a rounded lip
(not measurable). Comparison with some of
the objects with similar necks and concave
rims from Brador suggests that these fragments might belong to jars or large storage
pots.172 A vessel with the same type of rim
was unearthed at the Plymouth site and was
dated to the 17th century.173

half of the 18th century. The appearance of
the ware and the forms of the "Bellarmine"
jug , also known as a "Bartmann" jug, can
vary, depending on the date and place of
manufacture. For example, the most recent,
18th-century, forms have a lighter-coloured,
more uniform brown glaze than the earlier
forms, as well as a more oblong, elongated
body, with simpler or non-existent decoration; the face of Cardinal Bellarmine, when
present, becomes very stylized, caricatural
and even grotesque. In North America,
brown Rhenish stoneware is found at most
17th- and 18th-century sites. Ware RB:14.2 is
a variant displaying the characteristics of
fairly late brown Rhenish stoneware.

Ware RB:14.0

Figure 9.1.80: Bottle,
EkBcl-37. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

This ware is grey Rhenish stoneware with a
speckled brown salt-glaze exterior (RB:14.1);
or brown Rhenish stoneware, of a somewhat
later type (RB:14.2).
This ware has a paste that fires bluish grey
and has no inclusions visible to the naked
eye. The exterior bears a speckled brown
iron-rich salt glaze. The inner surface is
pinkish buff. This is the typical brown Rhenish stoneware, exemplified by the "Bellarmine" jug. The ware is so well known and so
abundantly documented in archaeological
and ceramics literature that it does not
require an elaborate description. It was
made in Germany, especially in the workshops of Raeren and Frechen, from the 16th
century to about 1725. Imitations were produced in England from 1671 to the second
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Figure 9.1.81: Small
pharmacy or spice
vial, EkBcl-30. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 9.1.82: Small
pharmacy or spice
vial, EkBcl-31. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 9.1.83: Unidentifiable hollow object,
of a pot type, EkBcl38. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Ware RB-.15.1
This ware is stoneware, or overtired coarse
earthenware, firing dark reddish brown
with a metallic sheen.

Figure 9.1.84: Unidentifiable hollow object,
of a pot type, EkBcl39. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 9.1.85: Unidentifiable hollow object,
of a pot type, EkBcl40. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Products
In North America, the ware is identified
with its most common form, the "Bellarmine", a bulbous-bodied bottle or jug, in various sizes, decorated with circular relief
medallions and bearing on its neck the more
or less stylized face of a bearded man. Originally, mugs and tankards were also made in
this ware. The objects were thrown with
attention and the exteriors carefully finished. The medallions were moulded separately by hand and then stuck on the surface
of the object with slurry.
Catalogue
1.

Unidentifiable hollow object
RB:14.1) (not illustrated)

(ware

This curious fabric is extremely hard and
highly vitrified, having very little porosity.
Layered with black and dark red in places, it
is at first sight reminiscent of the iron-rich
brown stoneware used to make sections of
water pipes in the 19th century. The paste is
tempered with dark brown ochreous inclusions and beige granules. As a result of overfiring in a somewhat reducing atmosphere,
the surface colour varies from reddish
brown to "ox-blood" red. It is covered with a
dark brown glaze with a metallic sheen; the
glaze was applied very irregularly and has
even bubbled in some places. The object was
thrown in the most basic manner and the
rilled surface is covered with rough spots
and bumps. There was no finishing except
for a few touch-ups with a turning tool on
the rim. This was definitely a ware without
aesthetic pretensions, intended simply for
making resistant containers with totally
watertight walls.
The origin and chronology of this ware are
problematic. Since, to our knowledge, no
body of mid-16th-century European stoneware can be linked to the ware, the Red Bay
specimen must be considered not to belong
to the context of the Basque occupation of
the site. The plain brown stoneware that it
resembles superficially was produced in
England in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Products

This object is represented by a small fragment of a bulbous-bodied object. It bears an
unidentifiable applied decoration. The fabric
shows grey and buff layers. This is a relatively early production, possibly dating to
the 17th century or early 18th century.

We do not have enough information about
the ware to make even the briefest overview
of the forms into which it was originally
made.

2.

1.

Unidentifiable hollow object
RB:14.2), (not illustrated)

(ware

The sole fragment is a body sherd belonging
to a deep hollow object. It appears to be of a
later production than RB:14.1, and it probably dates to the 18th century. There is no visible decoration.
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Pot (ware RBT5.1) (Figs. 9.1.86, 9.1.87)
(object EkBcl-46)

The form is like that of a preserves pot. The
cylindrical body narrows towards the base.
The thickened rim has a wide, flat horizontal
lip. The bottom is slightly concave. The
uneven glaze is applied to all but the bottom. Diameter at base: approx. 12 cm.
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Ware

RB:16.1

This ware has a pale brown or buff fabric
with a sandy texture, is unglazed, and is
known as Beam "low-fired stoneware".
This fabric is sometimes classified as an
earthenware since it lacks a few of the traits
that characterize stoneware. The fabric is
generously tempered with sand, producing
a very rough texture that can be felt simply
by touching the surface. There is no decoration or glaze, not even an ash glaze. The surface colour varies considerably from one
object to another "depending on the clays
used by the potter in mixing the paste but
also, and above all, on the firing [..,]The procedure followed by the potter in operating
his kiln determined the degree to which carbon was fixed and thus could produce different coloured pottery. It could vary from
yellow to red ochre and from light grey to
bluish grey [...] Firing lasted for three days
in an 'updraft' kiln and took place in a generally oxydizing atmosphere." [translation]174
This paste is thought to have originated in
the Beam region (southwest), which neighbours the Basque country. Very similar
pieces have been described and illustrated
in Jacques Cadayé's book on the subject.
Such material can also be seen in some of the
region's museums, for example, that in
Pau.175 In 1993, descriptions, photographs
and drawings of the Red Bay material were
sent to Anne Berdoy, a ceramics expert in
Accous (Atlantic Pyrenees) and, after examining them, she confirmed that the pieces

had probably been made in the Beam
region.
In Canada, several low-fired stoneware
objects have been found at Louisbourg; they
are almost always in the form of handled
pots and belong to domestic contexts dating
from the first half of the 18th century.
Products
From the 14th century right up to the beginning of the 20th century, Beam potters made
a enormous array of products, very often
intended for domestic use. In the 16th century, the most common products were no
doubt the handled pots known locally as
toupis. These came in all sorts of forms,
including "fat pots", large soup pots, water
pots and the single-handled pots, with or
without lids, that were used to heat up liquids and were later named "coffee pots", as
well as bottles, dishes and dripping pans. In
various periods, the region also produced
candlesticks, oil lamps, chafing dishes, colanders, cask funnels, pepper mortars and
wash tubs. 176 These pieces were thrown on a
hand-turned wheel. "Once a pot was finished, it was detached from the wheel head,
to which it had been stuck with slurry, with
a sort of wooden knife blade...which also
served to clean the planche. Then the outer
surface of the piece just shaped was finished
with an arade, a scraper made of hard
wood." [translation] 177
The information provided by Cadayé on
marking is of interest, since stamp marks
appear on the sole Red Bay jar made of this
ware, as well as on the pieces from Louis-

Figure 9.1.86: Pot,
EkBcl-46. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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bourg. He reports that some pieces were
marked on the upper body near the handle
with a certain number of dots, from one to
four, with a hard-wood stamp. 178 According
to the author, these marks could have two
explanations. They might have helped the
producer to keep track of what was owed to
him after sales."179 However, they might also
have enabled each potter to "recognize his
production when a kiln was unloaded after
a communal firing. Perhaps, as well, certain
potters used the marks simply as signatures." [translation] 180

Catalogue
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Figure 9.1.87: Pot,
EkBcl-46. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17959B).

Pot with handle (ware RB:16.1) (Figs.
9.1.88, 9.1.89) (object EkBcl-7)

The profile is typical of this form. There is no
lid. The handle is strap-shaped and the rim,
viewed from above, has an indentation suggesting a rudimentary spout. There is a
clearly marked angle between the rim and
body, and the base has a simple flat bottom.
The stamp mark consists of a row of three
dots on the upper part of the belly near the
handle's upper terminal. Height: 13.8 cm;
diameter at rim: 11.6 cm; diameter at belly
16 cm; diameter at base: 8 cm.

Unrecognizable and Burned
Material
A few fragments in our collection cannot be
properly described because of their condition. These items, consisting generally of
small sherds, were not included in this
study, but do however appear in the list of
material from the wreck and in the distribution plans (see Figs. 9.1.90 to 9.1.96). These
fragments include: 1) material that has been
completely burned or blackened, 2) material
that has entirely lost both outer and inner
original surfaces, and 3) material so contaminated by a foreign substance that it is
impossible to say anything about it with certainty.

CERAMIC WARES AND SITES:
GENERAL CHRONOLOGY AND
ORIGINS
Grouping

of Wares

The ceramics found at Red Bay were made
in Europe during the 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries. They came from Spain, Portugal,
northern Italy, France, England and Germany. Most of this material was probably
brought to Red Bay and used there in the
16th century, when Basque whaling activity
in Terranova reached its zenith. However, a
certain number of fabrics do not fit this characterization because of their place of origin,
date of manufacture and weak numerical
presence, and thus seem foreign to the
period that interests us here. When the
material as a whole is considered from the
viewpoints of origin, date range and numbers, three main groups emerge.

Group I
This group includes the ceramic wares
found in greatest numbers, originating from
Spain, Portugal and France, and manufactured from the 16th century to at least part
of the 17th century. These wares, listed
below, constitute what can be considered
essentially to be the Red Bay ceramics for
the purposes of the present study. They represent the wares most probably used by the
Basque whalers who occupied the site in
about the middle of the 16th century and
perhaps up to the 17th century. This material, associated with both the wreck and
shore facilities, may be considered to testify
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY
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Figure 9.1.88: Jar with
handle, EkBcl-7.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

flat bottoms; with RB:3.0, this is one of
the two best-represented groups.

to the Basque occupation of Red Bay in the
mid-16th century.
•

Ware RB:1.0 (Portugal and Spain):
Coarse fabric with a paste firing pinkish and grey, with a buff-coloured surface, unglazed. Represented by Iberian
jars known as "olive" jars.

•

Ware RB:5.0 (Western France): Homogeneous, smooth fabric with a whitefiring paste, unglazed or with a green,
yellow or clear glaze. Represented
mostly by pitchers and small jugs.

•

Ware RB:2.0 (Spain): Hard fabric with a
micaceous orangey paste, unglazed,
generally originating from the Mérida
region, often burnished and decorated
with incised or painted motifs. Represented by a few small sherds of unrecognizable objects.

•

Ware RB:7.0 (France): Porous fabric
with a paste firing orangey red, with a
thin iron-rich glaze. Represented by
bowls, a jar and jug-like containers.

•

Ware RB:13.0 (France): Coarse "Normandy" stoneware with a black or
brown surface. Represented by jars,
pharmacy vials and a bottle.

•

•

Ware RB:3.0 (Southern France): Coarse
fabric with a micaceous quartzose paste
firing brownish grey, unglazed. Represented mostly by cooking pots with
fairly round bottoms; with RB:4.0, this
is one of the two best-represented
groups.
Ware RB:4.0 (France): Smooth fabric
with an ochreous paste firing reddish
brown, unglazed. Represented by
dishes, pitchers and cooking pots with
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Group II
This group includes ceramic wares, listed
below, that occur in small quantities, originating from England and Germany, and
generally dating to the 17th century. The rarity of some of these pastes makes it unlikely
that they were linked to Basque activities at
Red Bay. They are found above all at the
land site and for the most part are each represented by only one or two objects.

CERAMICS

Figure 9.1.89: Jar with
handle, EkBcl-7.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA15491B).

•

Ware RBrlO.O (England): Smooth, layered fabric, with a greenish yellow
glaze, in the North Devon manner.
Represented by a large pot.

•

Ware RB:8.0 (Northern Italy): Red fabric with a thick brown glaze and marbled with trails of manganese brown.
Represented by no identifiable form.

•

Ware RB:11.0 (England?): Homogeneous fabric with a quartzose pink-firing paste, with a greenish or yellowish
glaze. Represented by hollow ware and
ajar.

•

Ware RB:9.0 (France): Coarse fabric
with a granular paste firing a pinkish
colour, with a yellowish glaze, in the
Vallauris manner. Represented by a
cooking pot and a pitcher.

•

Ware RB:14.0 (Germany): Grey Rhenish
stoneware with a speckled brown saltglaze surface. Represented by unidentifiable forms.

•

Ware RB:16.0 (France): Pale brown or
buff fabric with sandy texture,
unglazed, known as Beam "low-fired
stoneware". Represented by a pot.

•

Ware RB:15.0 (England): Coarse stoneware firing dark reddish brown with a
metallic sheen. Represented by a pot.

Group III
This group, consisting of material that was
found only in limited amounts, originating
from France and Italy, and manufactured in
the 18th century, should also be isolated
from the principle group associated with
Basque occupation. There are very few
forms for each ware and they almost all
come from the land site.
•

Ware RB:6.0 (France): Reddish brown
fabric with a white slip and green
glaze, in the late Saintonge fashion.
Represented by pots and bowls.

THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

Ware Group

Discussion

Group I
It would seem normal that the owners of the
Basque ships at Red Bay should outfit their
vessels with utilitarian ceramics from Spain
and Portugal, since these countries neighboured Basque territory and always had
enormous resources of ceramic products.
However, this abundant source was not
overly exploited. The Red Bay collection
above all reflects the predominance of
French ceramics. The 16th-century French
wares at the site came from several places
but, in all likelihood, especially from southern France (for example, almost all the cooking pots, pégaus and pitchers in wares RB:3.0
and RB:4.0) and central western France (the
glazed jugs in ware RB:5.0), as well as Saintonge and Normandy (black stoneware). It is
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clearly possible that French coarse earthenware and stoneware found on the Labrador
coast may date from before French military
and colonial activity began in the region. It
is also obvious that, when it came to outfitting their vessels, Basque shipowners preferred to purchase French utilitarian pottery
from internationally active production centres whose goods were widely distributed in
Europe, rather than buying from workshops
in their own countries.
Groups II and III
Although these two groups do not directly
supply information about the material culture of the Basques at Red Bay during the
height of the fisheries, they nevertheless
indicate a certain occupation of the site in
the 17th and 18th centuries. The wares in
these groups perhaps reflect the presence of
English or Norman fishermen who frequented Red Bay in that later period.
If we compare the distribution of identifiable wares and forms on the wreck site
(24M) and on the land site on Saddle Island
(EkBcl), we see that Group I, consisting
uniquely of material relating to the 16th-century Basque occupation, is plainly represented both on the main wreck site and the
land site, largely by the same wares and
products, although in different quantities.
For, while RB:1.0, RB:2.0 and RB:5.0 are represented by similar numbers of objects on
the two sites, the major categories of RB:3.0
and RB:4.0 (cooking pots and pitchers), constituting over 75 per cent of all the material,
are much more numerous on the land site.
The presence of RB:7.0 is restricted to the
island, while the Normandy stoneware
RBT3.0 is found in small quantities on all
the sites. The only wares appearing almost
exclusively on Saddle Island are the less significant ones that are not related to the
Basque occupation; this tends to support the
hypothesis that they were actually deposited during later occupations.

CERAMIC WARES AND
PRODUCTS IN EVERYDAY FOODRELATED U S E
Archaeological Interpretation
At this stage in our inquiry, it would rash to
offer even a partial interpretation of the
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presence of material from the underwater
and land sites, or to discourse on daily life at
Red Bay in the time of the Basque whalers,
on the basis of the ceramic material alone.
Such a discussion should be left up to
archaeologists and calls for a general study
of all the domestic artifacts recovered from
the sites. It should be noted, however, that a
considerable amount of work has already
been done in this regard through the reconstruction of the ship and its various areas of
activity, as well as studies on the material
culture on board ship, based on archaeological finds other than earthenware and stoneware. For an interpretation of shipboard life,
see Section 19.1.
It would therefore be pointless for me to put
forth certain hypotheses or to attempt to
support or refute others, merely on the basis
of a single material that does not even reflect
all aspects of food storage, preparation and
consumption. For, besides the coarse earthenware used for eating and drinking, foodrelated objects from Red Bay include tableware made of wood, glass, faience and pewter, each of which is the subject of a separate
study in this report.181 As well, although the
distribution tables provided at the end of
this section place the artifacts from what is
presumed to be the wreck of the San luan in
their approximate archaeological proveniences, they do not directly link this material with specific areas of activity.
However, with respect to the presence and
use of material from the wreck and land
sites, the following general remarks (numbered) may be made.
1.

In the period when the Basques made
expeditions to Terranova, coarse earthenware and stoneware were present both
on board ship and at the shore facilities
on Saddle Island.

It is almost certain that Group I, consisting
of well-represented 16th-century ceramic
wares found in large quantities on the wreck
site and at the shore facilities, actually
belong to these sites and should be associated with them. A good part of the material
from the wreck site comes from areas under
the vessel's hull, where the context is undisturbed and relatively hermetic; these artifacts had to have been on the ship itself, or at
least to have sunk to the harbour floor
before the vessel was wrecked. At the land
CERAMICS

site, the material comes above all from reliably identified levels of occupation.
2.

While it is certain that coarse earthenware and stoneware were used on land,
their role on board ship is less well
understood.

The presence of pottery in different parts of
the land site clearly seems to be related to
the way various areas were occupied and
used. However, it is impossible from an
archaeological point of view to establish
such a relationship for the pottery associated
with the presumed San Juan. To begin with,
for historical and technological reasons, it is
unlikely that ceramic recipients were used in
the preparation of food on board ship. Traditionally, the crew's meals were cooked in a
cauldron, or chaudron, placed on a galley
stove, or cuisine, set up for this purpose. It
seems improbable that food would have
been prepared in individual cooking pots
like those found on the wreck site, since they
held far less than the customary cauldron
and would have required more than one
source of heat. However, excavations
revealed no evidence of a cauldron nor of
any brick galley stove, although the remains
of what seems to be a little hearth were
uncovered in the stern area. Neither did
they bring to light any material elements
that might have indicated how the cooking
pots were used in the ocean crossing. The
small quantity of cooking vessels found is
also problematic, seeming quite disproportionate to the number of men who had to be
fed. In this regard, see the distribution
tables.
Other ceramic recipients could have been
used for storage, but such a function seems
somewhat unlikely in this case. It is difficult
to see how a dozen little pottery jugs and
jars could have played an important role in
storing goods on a ship that had all the casks
it needed, as well as the services of coopers
on board.
The only remaining possibility is that the
ceramics were cargo. The pottery goods
required for the length of the crew's stay at
Red Bay would have of course been loaded
on the ship. It may be speculated that some
of them were still stored in the vessel and
went down with it when it sank.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

Interpretation of the Ceramics
At this point, it seems important, and quite
justifiable, to put forward a few proposals
concerning the uses and roles of the Red Bay
ceramic material on the basis of facts relating strictly to the material itself. As we
attempted to show in the part of this study
entitled Concepts, Methods and Analysis, a
ceramic object is the result of a series of technical operations aimed at giving material
form to a model imagined by the potter with
the goal of fulfilling a specific purpose. To
refresh the reader's memory, we will repeat
the gist of the argument here. Giving material form to the desired product implies: a)
obtaining a ceramic ware by carrying out
some dozen specific operations that result in
a ware or a style that is generally easy to recognize, regardless of the form it may eventually take; and b) obtaining the desired form,
one that corresponds to a particular function; this is the prototype, which, if well
suited to its purpose, will be realized in
numerous copies. See Tables 9.1.1a and
9.1.1b for a more detailed representation of
the relations between technical operations,
wares and prototypes.
The following proposals (numbered) for the
uses and roles of the Red Bay ceramics are
presented as a necessary complement to the
archaeological explanations and may help to
confirm them in certain cases. In other cases,
ceramic characteristics represent the sole
source of information for working towards a
clearer picture of the material culture of Red
Bay.
1.

At both Saddle Island and the wreck
site, the greater part of the pottery consists of culinary forms, and the 16thand 17th-century coarse earthenware
primarily reflects various food-related
uses.

2.

The coarse earthenware from the underwater site does not reflect the usual way
of preparing meals on board a ship,
since this was traditionally done in a
cauldron; however, such pottery from
the land site on Saddle Island shows
that, at least to some degree, food was
prepared in a cooking pot for smaller
groups to eat.

The ceramic products were intended above
all for storing, preparing and serving food
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and drink. Below is an annotated list of the
wares and forms organized according to the
various activities they were related to. For
quantities and detailed information about
distribution, see the appropriate table.
Recipients

for long-term

•

Spanish jars known as "olive" jars
(RB:1.1). This form, as well as other juglike forms, could be closed hermetically
with a small pottery disk that was
sealed, probably with wax or a resin. In
it were stored such goods as capers,
broad beans, chick peas, bacon, wine,
olives in brine, olive oil and even tar.182

•

"Butter" jug (RB:13.1). This form, made
of Normandy stoneware, was traditionally used to preserve, store and transport butter and, logically, other fatty
material. It was not used to a great
extent at Red Bay, since scarcely three
examples have been identified.
Bottle (RB:13.1). Possibly a cider bottle
in Normandy stoneware. Since only
one object of this type was found at Red
Bay, it may have had a special, or very
limited use.

Recipients

for short-term

storage

These are small-capacity recipients that,
unlike casks, contained a limited quantity of
some foodstuff, usually a liquid (for example, cooking oil, vinegar, brandy or wine),
and were meant to be used repeatedly or
fairly frequently, for purposes such as the
daily preparation of meals.
•

•

Jugs and jars (RB:5.2, RB:5.4). Deep,
wide-mouthed recipients without a
spout for liquids or semi-solids kept
near the cooking area or even on a dining table.
Two-handled jar, clear glaze (RB:5.4).
Recipient like a large pitcher, but without a spout and having two handles,
suitable for holding liquids, semi-solids
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•

Unidentifiable objects, similar to pots,
jars or jugs (RB:2.1). Small-capacity
recipients with wide mouths or narrow
necks, intended for various uses.

•

Narrow-necked, hollow object (RB:4.2).
The only example representing this
form may have had a specific use, perhaps by one individual.

•

Two-handled
jugs,
glazed
and
unglazed (RB:5.1, RB:5.2). Recipients
with a capacity of three to four litres,
which served to hold frequently used
liquids such as cooking oil, vinegar,
wine, cider and alcohol. They may have
been filled at casks and then kept
handy in the area where food was prepared and cooked. They may also have
been used as flasks by the men on
board or for serving food at the table.

•

Small cask-shaped "oil" jug with two
bases, yellow glaze (RB:5.3). A recipient
that could be easily grasped by its two
handles and that could be set down in
two positions: one with the neck
upwards and the other with the neck
sideways, at mid-height. It would have
had the same functions as the preceding form.

storage

These are recipients used traditionally, as
casks were, to transport and store on a ship
the dry and liquid goods needed for the
voyage, or to keep such goods in storerooms, storehouses and cellars at the ship's
destination.

•

and solids, used especially in the cooking area or kept in a storeroom.

Recipients for preparing
and cooking

meals:

mixing

These are large-mouthed recipients intended
or suitable for the main steps involved in
preparing
meals: mixing,
separating,
decanting and cooking.
•

Two-handled, round-bottomed cooking
pots of all sizes (RB:3.1).

•

Two-handled, flat-bottomed cooking
pots, called pégaus in France (RB:4.1).

•

Two-handled cooking pot, yellow glaze
(RB:5.3).

The cooking pot is one of the basic forms
used to mix and cook food. Made in various
sizes, such pots could contain from one to
four or five litres. Round-bottomed pots like
those made of ware RB:3.1 may have had a
lid. They could have been used on a specially designed stove, or potager, or have
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could also be used for short-term storage. It would have been suitable for
holding cooking ingredients (cooking
oil, perhaps olive oil) or for serving
beverages (wine, cider, spirits) in individual quantities. See the preceding
section on short-term storage. One of
the outfitting lists that have come down
to us is that of the Nuestra Señora de
Guadalupe; it mentions large and small
jugs called galletas: "Por treinta galletas a
real porpieça son 1020 [mrvds]"2Sb

been placed directly in a hearth to cook a
meal for a small group of men. On board,
meals were normally cooked for the whole
crew at the same time and in the same place,
in one large cauldron, 183 heated on the galley
stove, or cuisine. The outfitting list for the
Nuestra Señora de la Conçeçion, a whaling
ship outfitted for Terranova, mentions a cauldron for cooking: "Por una caldera de cocina
2754 [mrvds]".m
However, no remains of a cauldron or a galley stove were found when the wreck was
excavated, although the remains of what
may have been a small hearth situated in the
stern area were uncovered. Furthermore, the
number of cooking pots found in reliable
contexts does not furnish sufficient evidence
of such vessels being the normal crockery
used on board for the crew's meals during
the voyage. 185
Earthenware cooking pots must have been
used above all on land, that is, on Saddle
Island. The questions of how important they
were, or whether they were used daily or
occasionally, should be left up to archaeological studies of the site. However, the considerable quantity of earthenware found at the
shore station, where daily activities were
focused during the whaling season, raises
other questions related to the way food was
eaten at Red Bay. Were pottery cooking pots
normally used to prepare communal meals,
cooked in large quantities and eaten by
everyone together? Or were some meals
cooked more privately in separate cooking
pots and eaten by a smaller group? Given
the material recovered from the site, it is
easy to imagine a scene in which a group of
seven to ten men, at their camp or near their
tryworks, took their meal as a team, in an
almost family atmosphere, gathered around
a fire or a small firebox on which a few cooking pots still simmered. For the cooking pot,
along with the small jug and pitcher, represents one of the basic ceramic goods used for
food-related purposes on Saddle Island.
Recipients
beverages

for serving solid food

and

These are recipients used for serving food
and drink, whether at the table or elsewhere,
generally close to those engaged in eating or
drinking.
•

Small, one-handled jug with a spout,
green glaze (RB:5.2). This serving vessel
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•

Spherical pitchers (RB:4.1) and Form I
and Form II pitchers (RB:5.2). These
large and medium-sized pitchers, with
a handle and spout, were used to serve
beverages at the table and elsewhere.
Such pitchers may of course also have
been employed to store food for short
periods while meals were being prepared. Although these items were probably used for pouring water, wine and
cider into drinking cups, they may also
have served as drinking vessels themselves. With the cooking pot and the
jug, the pitcher is one of the basic
ceramic goods found on the sites.

•

Bowls and a porringer (RB:5.2?, RB:7.0
and burned fragments). These are more
or less deep, occasionally decorated
forms of flatware that were used to
serve food at meals. The role of bowls
at Red Bay remains obscure, given their
uncertain origin and their small numbers; there are five of them at the most,
even including those with a scorched
paste and unidentifiable origin. In any
case, neither the pottery porringer nor
the type of larger pottery bowl found at
Red Bay was commonly used to hold
food. Michael Barkham says that, on
ships at the time, the principle items
taken on board for serving and eating
food were wooden platters, bowls and
jugs.187 He refers to the food-related
recipients included in the outfitting
lists of the Nuestra Señora de la Conçeçion
and the Nuestra Señora de Guadalupe.
These lists mention, among other
things:
Por diez e ocho platos de madera 308
[mrvds]
Por diez e ocho escudillas 90 [mruds]188
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Provision Type

Voyages*

Quantities**

in

3 to 4 quintals per man

Grains
Ship's biscuit
Flour

A good part of which went to making ship's biscuit

Wheat

Meat and fish
Bacon, pork

3/7

5.5 to 8 lbs. per man

Cod

2/7

6 to 16 lbs. per man

Sardines

1/7

40 units per man

Peas

3/7

11.1 to 14 lbs. per man

Chick peas

1/7

Broad beans

2/7

14 to 16.6 lbs. per man

Mustard

2/7

1/2 to 2 lbs. per man

Garlic

1/7?

Olive oil

4/7

Legumes

Seasonings and oil
Salt

Beverages

7.75 to 11.1 lbs. per man
In all 2.3 to 3.1 casks per man

Cider

6/7

Sherry wine

1/7

Port wine

1/7

Unspecified wine

3/7

Table 9.1.4: Provisions included in the outfitting lists for seven voyages made by
Spanish Basque whalers and cod fishermen to Terranova between 1566 and 1589.191
* The fractions indicate the number of voyages, out of a maximum of seven, on which the foodstuff was taken.
** According to the compilers, the quantities given are for an average period of eight months and vary
depending on the ship and the size of the crew and its preferences.

and also:
Por treinta y seis platos de madera e
qnatro morteros [...] 680 [mrvds].m
It is difficult at the moment to determine
what the exact function of pottery tableware
was on these expeditions. Such ceramics
may have had a special status or have
belonged to individual crew members as
part of their regalos, the personal supplies,
most often in the form of food, that mariners
brought with them to relieve the monotony
of their daily routine.190 The paucity of
ceramics from the wreck site is even more
striking when contrasted with the amount of
treen found. In all, a dozen recognizable
wooden bowls and dishes were discovered
there, along with other recipients that might
have been used for food. The study of treen
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from the site suggests that it was used for
serving food on board, as traditionally was
the case, while the cooking pots may possibly have played a support role in this function.
A final proposal regarding the use and role
of the Red Bay ceramics can be put forward,
as follows:
3.

The coarse earthenware suggests that
the whalers' diet consisted mainly of
food of the "boiled-dinner" type,
cooked with steamy heat in a closed
container.

Apart from the traditional and almost obligatory metal cauldron (of which only fragments were found on wreck 29M and are
described in Section 12.1), the only recipi-

CERAMICS

Storage

Preparation

Casks

Large metal cauldron (missing)

"Olive" jars

Pottery bowls

Pottery bowls

Small pottery jugs

Pottery cooking pots

Wooden dishes/porringers

Beverages

Service

Cooking pots? Pottery pots
Pottery pitchers

Small "cask-shaped" jugs

Table 9.1.5: Forms and wares associated with food and beverage storage, preparation, and service.
ents meant for food preparation on board
were various coarse earthenware cooking
pots. On Saddle Island, such pots were
found in sufficient numbers to warrant the
idea that they played an important, or at
least significant, role in everyday life. In
these cooking pots, various foodstuffs
would have been cooked together in a small,
steamy space to produce a one-pot meal
such as a boiled dinner, soup, stew or fricassee. This simple way of preparing communal, institutional-type meals involving a
limited number of ingredients was widely
used on ships.
We believe that valid insights into the diet of
Basque whalers in Terranova can be gained
by perusing some of the outfitting lists for
Spanish ships that were more or less contemporary with the ship presumed to be the
San Juan. On the basis of these lists, the
crew's menu can be inferred (Tab. 9.1.4).
Table 9.1.4 clearly shows that ship's biscuit
constituted the mariners' basic food on
every trans-Atlantic voyage at the time,192
while cider was the predominant beverage.
Although it is impossible to establish a definite relation between a given recipient and a
specific beverage, it is tempting to wonder if
the relatively large proportion of pitchers
and other pouring forms in the Red Bay collection were not used for cider.
Next in importance came meat, fish,
legumes and seasonings, all of which could
have been cooked together in a cauldron on
board or in the numerous cooking pots to
produce warm food for the mariners' meals.
Ship's biscuit and beverages could have
been consumed separately, before or afterwards, in different types of recipients. In
brief, we propose that the seamen's meals
can be summed up as follows:
•

Ship's biscuit;
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•

Meat / fish and legumes (dried broad
beans);

•

Beverages and seasonings.

These foods would have been associated
with the forms and wares found at the site,
listed in Table 9.1.5.

Ceramic Wares and Products for
Medicinal Uses
It was noted earlier that the Red Bay collection includes recipients intended to hold liquid and solid medicines. In the 16th and
17th centuries, the containers used by surgeons and apothecaries were traditionally
made of tin-glazed earthenware (faïence),
coarse earthenware, stoneware and glass.
Certain earthenware forms from Red Bay
are too small to have been useful for food
and appear more suitable for medicinal purposes. Stoneware is particularly advantageous for pharmaceutical jars since it is
totally inert, non-absorbent and impermeable, even without glaze. It is known that in
the 18th century, for example, most of the
medical articles on a ship were carried in the
surgeon's chest. But no evidence of such a
practice was found at Red Bay.
•

Pharmacy vials (RB:13.1). These tiny
containers in Normandy stoneware
may have had a pharmaceutical purpose, since they could have been used
to hold and administer small doses of
medicine.

•

Coarse earthenware cruets and tiny
jugs (RB:5.3, RB:7.3). Such recipients
could have been used for medical purposes, since they would have been
ideal for pouring out liquid substances
to be taken in small quantities.
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Figure 9.1.90: Distribution of Spanish jars
known as "olive" jars
from ware RB:1.1
(coarse buff-coloured
fabric). (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada).

Figure 9.1.91: Distribution of two-handled
cooking pots with
round bottoms
(sherds) from ware
RB:3.1 (coarse fabric
with a micaceous
quartzose paste firing
brownish grey,
unglazed). (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
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Figure 9.1.92: Distribution of two-handled
cooking pots with flat
bottoms (sherds) from
ware RB:4.1 (smooth
fabric with an ochreous paste firing reddish brown,
unglazed). (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).

Figure 9.1.93: Distribution of spherical pitchers (sherds) from ware
RB:4.1 (smooth fabric
with an ochreous
paste firing reddish
brown, unglazed).
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
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Figure 9.1.94: Distribution of cooking pots,
pitchers and all unidentifiable forms
(sherds) from ware
RB:4.1 (smooth fabric
with an ochreous
paste firing reddish
brown, unglazed).
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).

Figure 9.1.95: Distribution of cooking pots
(c), pitchers (p) and
unidentifiable objects
(?) below the hull from
ware RB:4.1 (smooth
fabric with an ochreous paste firing reddish brown,
unglazed). (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
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Figure 9.1.96: Distribution of cooking pots (c)
and pitchers (p) above
the hull from ware
RB:4.1 (smooth fabric
with an ochreous
paste firing reddish
brown, unglazed).
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).

The outfitting list of the Nuestra Señora de la
Conçeçion (1566) lists surgeon's medicines,
"...y medicinas del barbero...",193 but no types
of containers or pharmaceutical products are

mentioned. The surgeon was probably
responsible for the ship's pharmacy, and its
composition and preparation were no doubt
tailored to the needs of each shipowner.
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"... elle permet d'obtenir des vases qui ont les deux
qualités principales pour bien supporter le choc de
la chaleur lors de leur utilisation : un fond mince et
un passage progressif du fond à la paroi ". Jean
Petrucci and Jean-Claude Poteur, "La poterie
traditionnelle de Vallauris, le tournage des poteries
culinaires," in Documenti per la storia délia cerámica
ligure (n.p.: n.p., n.d.), p. 451.

120 "a. Tournage. Le potier centre une balle de terre [un
« pero »] sur le plateau. Il l'écarté en anneau sans
conserver de terre au centre. Il le monte [...] en tronc
de cône ouvert vers le haut (pour la ronde) en
gardant au plus haut une réserve qu'il ramène vers
le centre [...] en forme de sphère (pour la ronde).
Quand il ne reste plus qu'une ouverture de deux
centimètres de diamètre environ, il monte le reste
de terre en un petit cylindre qu'il tord et écrase pour
terminer le fond. Le potier lisse alors la panse et le
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fond avec l'« estelle » [...] droite. Il détache la
marmite en passant le « fil » au ras du plateau et la
dépose sur la « planche » sans la retourner. On
laisse enfin la marmite sécher partiellement, sans la
retourner, pendant une durée très variable suivant
les conditions atmosphériques, de quelques heures
à un jour entier. B. Erreur ! Document principal
seulement.Finition. La marmite n'a toujours pas
quitté la planche. Le potier fait sur le plateau un
anneau de terre à la dimension du fond de la
marmite : le « reviraire ». Il le garnit de chiffons se
chevauchant partiellement de façon à ne pas être
emportés par les doigts pendant le travail. Il y place
la marmite en la retournant, fond vers le bas. Lors
du tournage, elle n'a pas encore sa hauteur
définitive et le bord présente en épaisseur un
excédent de terre. Celui-ci est de nouveau tourné en
affinant la paroi et en montant le bord qui est alors
coupé à la hauteur correcte avec l'« alêne » [...]. Le
potier arrondit enfin le bord avec le doigt [...] pour
la marmite ronde, il gonfle la panse dans sa partie
centrale puis, une main à l'intérieur et l'« estelle » à
l'extérieur, il lisse la panse du bas vers le haut et
redresse la partie de paroi qui doit rester verticale.
Dans les deux cas, droites ou rondes, le potier trace
avec un pointe de l'« estelle », vers le haut de la
paroi, un ou deux cercles que l'engobeuse [...]
utilisera comme repères pour l'emplacement des
anses. Il repose la marmite sur la « planche »,
bouche en bas. L'engobeuse place ensuite les anses
ou le manche en les collant directement, sans
barbotine, et elle donne un coup de « batte » sur le
fond pour l'aplatir et lui donner sa forme
définitive." Ibid., pp. 451-452.

121 "Fabrication des anses. Le potier centre une balle de
terre et l'écarté en anneau, sans laisser de terre au
centre. Il le monte en cylindre d'un peu moins d'un
centimètre d'épaisseur. Avec l'ongle du pouce, il
trace une série de cannelures (une à quatre suivant
la dimension de la pièce qui doit recevoir l'anse). II
découpe la partie préparée avec l'« alêne ». Il ouvre
l'anneau ainsi séparé en le coupant avec deux doigts
utilisés comme des ciseaux, il obtient donc un ruban
qu'il fait glisser dans sa main pour effacer les
bavures et qu'il découpe en morceaux de dix à
quinze centimètres de long avec les doigts, en biais,
ce qui prépare directement les plans d'attache. Il
arrondit le haut du cylindre et recommence". Ibid.,
p. 453.

126 "... l'une des...plus usuelles utilisées le plus
anciennement dans les régions méditerranéennes de
la France." Gabrielle Démians d'Archimbaud, op.
cit., pp. 447-448.
127 Alaric Faulkner and Gretchen Faulkner, op. cit.,
Appendix F, p. 299.
128 Gabrielle Démians d'Archimbaud, loc. cit.
129 Jean Petrucci and Jean-Claude Poteur, loc. cit.
130 " a. Tournage. Le potier centre une balle de terre
qu'il écarte en anneau en conservant un disque d'un
demi centimètre d'épaisseur pour le fond. Il
commence eà monter la panse. Avec Y « estèque », il
presse par l'intérieur le fond puis la panse en
accompagnant ce geste à l'extérieur avec un doigt. Il
finit de monter le bord, lisse l'extérieur avec
l'« estelle » et trace les cercles de repérage. Il
détache la marmite du plateau avec le « fil » et la
dépose sur la « planche », bouche en haut. La
marmite sèche un certain temps dans cette position,
puis on la retourne et on la laisse encore un peu
sécher, b. Finition. Pour la finition des marmites
tournées cà l'endroit, le potier a également besoin
d'un accessoire sur lequel il installe la marmite. Il
peut le fabriquer en terre crue au moment où il doit
s'en servir, ou utiliser un objet en terre cuite qui
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être aussi pour certains potiers s'agissait-il
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9.2

Spanish Majolica from the Underwater and Land Sites
Virginia Myles

Archaeological excavations of both the land
and underwater sites at Red Bay produced
not only coarse earthenwares, treen and
pewter but also majolica. This Section
describes the majolica recovered from the
1978-85 field seasons.194

glazes. Cheaper or more durable materials
such as coarse earthenware, wood or metal
were likely preferred by the crew for their
eating and drinking vessels.

In the 16th century, Spanish factories made
less majolica than coarse earthenware. 196 This
The majolica from Red Bay appears to be of is reflected in the smaller proportion of
Spanish origin, when compared to material majolica recovered in Red Bay and their limfrom Spanish sites in the New World. Majol- ited forms. There were 24 majolica vessels
ica is the Spanish, Mediterranean and Mexi- from the sites and dozens of coarse earthencan term for tin-glazed earthenware. More ware vessels. Eighteen majolica vessels from
refined than coarse earthenware, majolica the land site included: nine porringers —
had a thick white glaze produced by adding five blue, one green and three lustre decotin oxide to lead glaze. The white surface rated; one blue splattered bowl; a minimum
made an ideal background for coloured dec- of seven pitchers — five small ones with
orations. The body was soft and porous. green decorations, one small one with blue
Majolica, although manufactured in similar splattered decoration, and one larger, undecways to Dutch Delft, English delftware and orated one; and one blue painted plate. Only
French faience, was different in its vessel seven vessels came from the 24M wreck site:
forms and decorations. Majolica had been one almost complete porringer, two porrinintroduced to Southern Spain by Moslem ger fragments, a small pitcher handle fraginvaders as early as the 11th century and sig- ment, a plate sherd (which mends with the
nificant quantities were produced by the plate from the land site) and two unidenti13th century. Known as Hispano-Moresque fied fragments, one from a body and one
wares, these early majolicas had Moorish from a handle. Some majolica from the ship
forms and distinctive decorations, includ- may have been retrieved in a salvage operaing metallic lustres. These wares remained tion believed to have occurred shortly after
popular even after the Moors were driven it sank.
from Spain in the late 15th century. During
the Italian Renaissance in the 16th century Most of the Red Bay majolica vessels were
Spanish majolica was inspired by the elabo- used to prepare and serve foods or eating
rate polychrome decorations of the Italian and drinking. Some, such as pitchers, had a
potters. No polychrome-painted majolica variety of uses — for beverages, ointments,
were found from Red Bay, although several medicines, and less often for religious purporringers were decorated with simple lus- poses. In seasonal operations such as fishtre designs reminiscent of the more elabo- ing, men often ate in small family or fishing
rate Hispano-Moresque lustre wares. 195 The groups. These shared meals, often consisting
simple Red Bay wares were from the low of a single soupy dish, were prepared and
end of Spanish majolica production.
eaten directly from a cooking pot or served
from a larger cauldron into a communal conMajolica was available to most people except tainer. Only whalers with status and money,
the very poor in the Basque country. How- perhaps the captain, the cooper or a harever, the average crew member in Red Bay's pooner, might have eaten from individual
seasonal whaling settlement had few per- dishes. Majolica porringers and plates, and
sonal possessions and was unlikely to have wooden bowls — three large footed bowls
majolica. Tin-glazed earthenwares are known and seven deep bowls — were found on the
to be fragile and the excavated majolica from underwater site, and three or four coarse
Red Bay was fragmentary, stained from use eathenware plates (between a bowl and
with chipped, spauled or badly crazed plate shape) were found on the land site.
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MANUFACTURE AND NATURE
OF MAJOLICA
Sixteenth-century majolica manufacture was
still a small factory craft; not until the 17th
century did the tin-glaze industry grow.
With growth came laws which controlled
the licensing of potters and the quality of
their wares. In the 16th century there was
much more variety in the majolica wares
from different potteries. Although 16th-century Spanish majolica and coarse earthenwares were made using similar techniques,
they were very distinct industries. More decorative, majolica was reserved for eating and
drinking vessels, cosmetic and medicine
containers. Coarse earthenware vessels were
mass produced for cooking, eating and storage as well as for commercial shipping purposes.197
Although considered a finer ware than
coarse earthenware, many majolica objects
were crudely made with visible throwing
lines, unevenly applied glazes, glaze drips
and touch marks from other vessels or kiln
furniture. Tin-glazed earthenware clay was
refined coarse earthenware clay which was
often found locally. The clay was cleaned of
large inclusions, mixed with water and any
additives such as grog, and then aged. When
ready, pieces of clay were cut according to
the size of the vessels they would form. The
clay was thrown on the potters wheel and
the shape finished using a "jig" or profile
form. Some flatwares, such as plates, were
mass produced on a jigger attached to the
wheel and the exterior was trimmed using a
template. 198 Irregular shapes were moulded.
Red Bay majolicas were wheel thrown with
the exception of moulded porringer handles.
After shaping, vessels were air dried slowly
for several days and then stacked in a kiln
when leather hard. The loaded kiln was
brought to a red heat using wood fuel. The
firing was critical since improper heat could
result in burnt, deformed or cracked objects.
After slow cooling the biscuit ware, called
bizocho, was removed.
Glazing and decorating were next, before
the second firing. Porous and absorbant, the
biscuit ware was dipped into a bath of liquid
glaze, a mixture of water, silica, lead glaze
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and tin oxide. Unfortunately, tin-glazes
often made a poor "fit" with their bodies,
meaning the glaze did not bond or fuse well
with the clay fabric. With use, the glaze
often chipped and spauled. Tin oxide produced a thick white glaze which made an
ideal background for blue, green and lustre
decorations. Designs were applied after the
glaze had air dried and during firing the
pigments melted into the glaze. Spanish potters applied colour in a few characteristic
ways, the most common method was painting (Figs. 9.2.1, 9.2.2 , 9.2.5, 9.2.6). A sponge
used to dab on colour created a mottled
effect called esponjada. A similar look, called
jaspeada, was created by either splattering
the pigment on with a brush, or blowing dry
pigment through a tube over the glaze (Figs.
9.2.3, 9.2.7). Sponging and spattering on of
pigment
were
common
techniques
employed at Talaveran, Spain in the last part
of the 16th century 199 Spanish wares were
known for their lustres of gold and red created by using metallic oxides which were
fired in a reducing atmosphere (Fig. 9.2.2).
However, over-glaze polychrome decorations, although popular in 16th-century
Spain, were not found in Red Bay.
The glaze and decoration firing was at a
higher temperature than the first. Objects
were placed in clay saggars (boxes), called
cajuelas de barra, to protect them from smoke.
Kiln furniture, such as spurs or stilts called
tricóles, patitos or caballos, kept objects from
touching. If they did, the glazes could fuse
leaving scars. Some of the Red Bay vessels
had these touch marks. After saggars were
lidded and stacked, the kiln was fired. The
last firing done, imperfections, such as glaze
drips were ground away.200
Majolica can be distinguished from other
tin-glazed earthenwares because of traits
resulting from its manufacture. Majolica's
glaze appears creamy-white, although it is
sometimes tinted slightly because of a decorative colour that bled. The glaze was
applied thickly and was often not well fired
resulting in frequent pin-holes. Blue, a common decorative colour on all tin-glazed
earthenwares, was heavily executed, thick,
and crudely drawn on majolica. Decorative
motifs were often very simple.201
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Figure 9.2.1: Blue
painted porringer,
24M8M7-1. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada; scale 1:2; photos:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; RA14090B,
RA14088B,
RA14089B).

DESCRIPTION OF SHAPES
FOUND ARCHAEOLOGICALLY
Porringers and Bowls (Escudillas)
The Spanish term escudilla was used for porringer, bowl and sometimes cup. Taza was
used for cup or small bowl. For the most
part, porringers and bowls were found in
Red Bay. Their main use was for eating liquid foods, such as soups and stews and less
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often for drinking. In the Middle Ages porringers were more widely used than plates
and often shared by two diners. They were
in use from the 14th century to the end of the
18th century. Small portions of food were
also prepared in them.
The porringers have shallow bowls with
steep walls and two ear-shaped handles
attached to opposite sides of the rim. Flat
and slightly angled downward these handles facilitated lifting. All of the recovered
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examples are decorated — five are blue,
three are red lustre and one fragment is
green.

Similar objects are present in the Musée de
Muel, Zaragoza, Spain.204 David Whitehouse, who has excavated in Italy and the
Mediterranian area, felt that this blue
Only one majolica bowl, decorated with blue painted porringer was Spanish and that its
splatters was found on the land site. This form was particularly common in Spain.205
contrasts with the Spanish sites in the Carib- Françoise Niellon has recovered fragments
bean and Florida where ceramic bowls are of similar blue painted porringers from her
common. Perhaps more bowls were in use excavation of Basque sites at Middle Bay,
than indicated by the archaeological record. Quebec.206
A ship similar to the San Juan, the Nuestra
Señora de la Conçeçion had in its outfitting list Lustreware Porringer
Handle
of 1566 18 porringers or bowls (escudillas).202
In considering the apparent dearth of majol- Although lustreware is rare in New World
ica bowls from the 24M site, it should be archaeological contexts, at least three porrinnoted that seven large wooden bowls were gers from the land excavations have lustre
decorations, including the handle fragment
also recovered from the wreck.203
shown in Figure 9.2.2. These porringers are
similar
in size and shape to the blue painted
Blue Painted
Porringer
porringer in Figure 9.2.1 and have the folAn almost complete blue painted porringer lowing characteristics:
was recovered from the 24M site (24M8M71; Fig. 9.2.1). Five blue painted porringers
• Red lustres which get their iridescense
from the land site assemblage vary only
from copper.
slightly in size and decoration from the
underwater find and have the following
• Buff
fabric, greyish-white glaze,
characteristics:
stained.
•

Buff fabric, bluish-white speckled
glaze; similar porringer fragments from
the land site have red to buff fabric.

•

Crudely made: throwing lines are visible and three kiln furniture marks are
on the inside, moulded handle.

•

Two trifoil ear handle measure: 3 cm in
depth and 7 cm in width.

•

Bowl has rounded sides tapering to the
concave base. Measurements: rim
diameter 12 cm, base diameter 6.1 cm
and height approx. 4.7 cm.

•

Interior bowl is decorated and on the
upper handles in dark blue.

•

Moulded handle, slightly warped.

•

Trifoil ear handle is similar in shape to
the underwater site specimen in Figure
9.2.1; it measures 2.8 cm in depth and is
6 cm in width.

•

Rim fragment indicates its bowl measured approx. 12 cm. Design consists of
thick and thin criss-crossing lines with
dots placed at the intersection of the
narrow lines. Straight and wavy lines
cross its interior surface.

The Basque site at Middle Bay,
yielded similar porringers but with
tre decoration.207 A porringer with
handle decoration is in the Musée
in Spain.208
Green Painted

Bowl or

Quebec,
gold lusa similar
de Muel

Porringer

A porringer or bowl recovered from the land
site (Artifact EkBc-l:5041) has green linear
motifs similar to the decoration on the
two-handled pitcher in Figure 9.2.6. It is
more likely a bowl since bowls have both
interior and exterior decorations, while porringers usually have only interior decorations. Its characteristics are:

Figure 9.2.2: Lustreware porringer handle, EkBc-l:3329.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA15854B).
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•

Buff fabric, greenish-white glaze.

•

Concave base measuring 6.2 cm in
diameter.

Thickly potted, their sides taper into a sharp
angle and constriction before the large footring. The Red Bay bowl has thin rounded
sides and a small angled footring.

•

Soft, green wavy lines appear on both
interior and exterior surfaces.

Plates (Platos)

Blue Splattered

Bowl

The fragmentary base of a blue splattered
bowl was recovered from the land site (Fig.
9.2.3). Its decoration is similar to that of the
single-handled pitcher in Figure 9.2.7. The
bowl's characteristics are:
•

Buff fabric, bluish-white glaze which is
badly chipped and spauled.

•

Bowl is an open form and its rim diameter would have been larger than that
of the porringers. Rounded footring
measures 8 cm in diameter.

•

Splattered blue decoration on both the
interior and exterior. Interior decoration consists of small splatters covering
the whole surface while the exterior has
more elongated splatters as if the cobalt
blue pigment was splattered or flicked
on at more of an angle. The direction at
which each area of splatters was
applied can be easily identified.

The decoration of this fragment appears to
be similar to the Santa Elena blue on white
type mottled wares described by South.209
However, it has small splatters of colour
while those on the Santa Elena type have
larger, mottled areas of colour applied with
a sponge. Bowls excavated from the Caribbean and Florida are usually undecorated
and have a different form than this bowl.

Although common on Spanish colonial sites,
there is only one plate from the Red Bay
sites. Plates, which were circular open vessels, came in various sizes. The Spanish
plates of the 16th century are deeper and
smaller than later plate forms and have
straight sharply angled sides and no brim as
in Figure 9.2.4. They held individual portions of food. A trend towards individualism and away from communal sharing of
utensils and vessels began during the 16th
century and continued to increase through
the 17th and 18th centuries. Plates were
deep at this period and were used like porringers and bowls to hold liquid foods.
Stews and soups combining cod or salt meat
with broad beans or peas, perhaps seasoned
with garlic, might have been standard fare
for the Basque fishermen. Plates could also
hold dry foods such as cheese, eggs, and biscuit or bread.
Blue Painted

Plate

The only plate fragment from the land excavation (Fig. 9.2.5), mends with a small sherd
from the underwater Shore Trench area. This
shows how interrelated the land and underwater sites are, and how important it is to
understand the erosion and deposition of
land material in areas of the Shore Trench
and the wreck itself. This plate has a hard
fabric which may prove to be hard-paste
majolica which has been attributed to Portugal.210 The plate fragment characteristics are:

Figure 9.2.3: Blue
splattered bowl, EkBc1:9823. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA15852B; drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada; EkBc-1-9823,
scale 1:2).
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Figure 9.2.4: Diego
Velazquez, An Old
Woman Cooking Eggs,
1618, showing a Spanish woman cooking
eggs and beside her on
a table is a majolica
plate. One entry for
eggs was listed in
Basque shipping lists.
(Courtesy: National
Gallery of Scotland,
Edinburgh, NG 2180).

Figure 9.2.5: Blue
painted plate, EkBc1:1411 (mends with
24M194M7-7). (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; RA15853B; drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; EkBc-1-1411,
scale 1:2).

•

Buff fabric, greenish-white glaze.

Pitchers: Jug, Jar (Jarro, Pichel)

•

Sharply angled, straight sides flare outwards to the rim measuring 20 cm in
diameter. It appears to be a Spanish
form of the 16th century; however,
since its base is missing it is impossible
to determine if it had the typical concave base of Spanish plate forms.

•

Decorated with dark blue curvilinear
motifs on the interior only. The thick
paint applied in wide brush strokes is
typical of Spanish designs.

Seven pitchers were recovered from the land
site excavations. Five had green decoration,
one had blue and one was slightly larger
and undecorated. Two pitchers, the blue and
one green-decorated, were reconstructed by
conservation staff (Figs. 9.2.6, 9.2.7). Only
one undecorated small pitcher handle was
found on the underwater site. Sixteenth-century pitchers are characterized by globular
bodies, cylindrical necks and either single or
double handles. A painting by Velazquez
(Fig. 9.2.8), shows one two-handled and one
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single-handled majolica pitcher (a third
pitcher sits upside down and is likely coarse
earthenware). These majolica forms are similar to those from Red Bay, especially the
two-handled one. Pitchers had many uses.
Single-handled ones were used for holding
and pouring liquids, while those with two
handles were used to measure both liquid
and dry foods. Small sizes were used like
cups to drink from and larger sizes to serve.
The Basques drank wine, cider and water on
its own or perhaps mixed with wine. Olive
oil and pharmaceutical ointments were also
likely kept in pitchers. A less common use
for pitchers might have been for holy water
and wine.
Green Decorated

Small

Pitcher

At least five pitchers, like the reconstructed
example shown in Figure 9.2.6, were found
on the land site. They have the following
characteristics:
•

Buff fabric, greenish-white glaze which
is badly crazed and chipped.

•

Globular form with a flaring conical
neck. Two pulled strap handles. It
likely did not have a spout. It footring
is rounded.

•

Measurements: rim diameter: approx.
6 cm, base diameter: 5.2 cm, height:
10.5 cm, neck height: 3.3 cm.
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•

Decoration consists of green wavy lines
which are either trailed or painted on.
These curvilinear lines run vertically on
the body in pairs and appear on the
handles. The green has been absorbed
by the glaze creating a soft, diffused
look.

Blue Splattered

Small

Pitcher

Only one example of a single-handle pitcher
with a blue splattered decoration was recovered from the land site (Fig. 9.2.7). Like the
blue splattered bowl in Figure 9.2.3, the blue
on white effect looks similar to the Santa
Elena mottled blue on white decorations,
but it is not sponged on.211 The characteristics of the pitcher are :
•

Red fabric, bluish-white glaze.

•

Globular body is less rounded than the
green-glazed pitcher's body. Its vertical
neck flares slightly. The pulled spout is
"V" shaped and the rim has an oval
shape. A curved strap handle attaches
near the rim and curls out slightly after
attachment at the upper body. It has a
flat base.

•

Measurements: rim depth: 5.7 cm, rim
width: 4.2 cm, and back rim to outer
spout: 5.9 cm; base diameter: 5 cm;
height: 10.3 cm, neck height: 3.2 cm.
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Figure 9.2.6 (Below):
Green decorated small
pitcher, EkBc-l:28.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA15851B;
drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; EkBc-128, scale 1:2).

Figure 9.2.7 (Facing
Page): Blue splattered
small pitcher, EkBc1:29. (Photo: R.Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA15850B; drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada; EkBc-1-29, scale
1:2).

•

Figure 9.2.8: Diego
Velazquez, Kitchen
Maid with the Supper at
Emmaus, ca. 1620,
showing a two-handled pitcher at left,
similar to the ones
from Red Bay. (Courtesy: National Gallery
of Ireland, Dublin,
4538).

Blue splattered decoration is over the
entire exterior surface. It is likely splattered on with a brush loaded with the
cobalt blue pigment. However, this
effect was also achieved by blowing
dry cobalt or a thin solution of cobalt
onto the glaze using a small tube. Like
the bowl, the pattern of the splattering
indicates the direction of the application.
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Plain

Pitcher

A cylindrical neck fragment from a slightly
larger pitcher was recovered from the land
site (EkBc-1). Although the neck is not decorated, the body may have been. Characteristics of the pitcher are:
•

Buff fabric, greenish-grey glaze.

•

Conical neck fragment with small
spout. A few globular body sherds
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were identified as possible mends indicating that this could be a similar form
to the other two pitchers. Its neck is
oval as a result of the pulled spout,
however, the spout is much smaller in
proportion to its neck size.

•

The maximum neck width measures:
approx. 7 cm.

•

Undecorated.

CONCLUSION
The Red Bay majolica is similar to what was
found on other Basque sites excavated along
the St. Lawrence River and to objects in
Spanish and Basque museums. Work done
in Florida and the Caribbean by the Listers,
Goggin, South, Deagan and others (see Bibliography) provide valuable typological information. It is hoped that this bulletin will
generate feedback from scholars who have
knowledge of similar wares, their ascriptions and uses.
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9.3

Roofing Tiles
Virginia Myles

Roofing tile fragments recovered from the
24M wreck and Shore Trench excavations
are described in this section.212 Over the
years these tiles eroded down the shores of
Saddle Island from the Basque whaling station located there. Archaeologist James A.
Tuck of Memorial University excavated the
remains of this whaling station which consisted, among other structures, of ovens
involved in whale oil production. These
structures were roofed with tiles.
Thousands of roofing tiles, called teila in
Basque and teja in Spanish, were brought
over from the Basque country to roof the
semi-permanent structures which housed
the Basques and their whale-rendering operations. Used as ballast on the sea voyage
over, they were replaced by the casks of
whale oil for the return crossing. In 1566, a
whaling ship had in its outfitting list 6,000
good tiles at 24 reales per thousand for total
cost of 4,896 maravedís.213 It was the numerous tiles, found in local gardens and along
the exposed shoreline, that initially led
researcher Selma Barkham and archaeologist James Tuck to the Red Bay Basque sites.
From 1979-85 archaeologists recovered over
8,000 tile fragments from the underwater
excavations. Higher concentrations of tile
fragments came from the excavation squares
closer to the shore, confirming that most
tiles eroded down from the land site. The
rest of the tile fragments were evenly distributed throughout the wreck site excavations and the areas excavated in the harbour
survey. To estimate the number of tiles represented by the fragments the field lab personnel weighed the sherds and calculated
the minimum number by dividing the total
weight of the sherds by the weight of a complete tile. Between 1980 and 1983, a minimum of 109 tiles were recovered. On a roof,
these might cover an area of 3.5 m . After
they were recorded in the field lab and a reference collection selected, tile fragments
were reburied near the underwater wreck
site.
Most of the tiles were badly worn. Their surfaces were smooth and rounded with vegetation or coralline concretions adhering to
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

them. Many had a yellow deposit on their
under surface and a few had rust stains from
burial close to corroded ferrous metals.
Other tile fragments were burnt, perhaps
from exposure to cooking fires or the whale
operation's oven fires. Extremely fragmentary, the tiles were broken in various ways:
from their initial sea voyage; from a roof collapse; from erosion down the shores into the
underwater resting place; or from water or
ice action on the shore and underwater.

ROOFING TILE MANUFACTURE
Study of these tiles from the underwater
sites, present-day accounts of their manufacture and literature on Basque architecture
help reconstruct a picture of how 16th-century tiles might have been made. Tile makers, considered in a class with masons and
not potters, had various aspects of their
work controlled, such as wages, the cost of
tiles, and their size and shape. These controls led to consistency in manufacture and
in roof construction. Tile works, called tejera
or tejería in Spanish, were kept busy supplying tiles for all types of buildings from
houses to stables and mills.
The following steps in tile manufacture were
carried on outdoors or in open sheds. Raw
clay was first broken up and ground by a
horse- or mule-drawn crusher and combing
device (Fig. 9.3.1).214 The clay was then
mixed with water in a large circular vat
using horse or mule power and then
allowed to settle (Fig. 9.3.2).215 The heavy
inclusions, such as stones, sank to the bottom while the smooth, pure liquid clay
floated to the top and drained into one or
two holding tanks. The clay, although basically a coarse earthenware, was not as purified as were clays used in the potteries. The
removal of gravel and stone was important
since these inclusions could explode during
firing when they became hotter than the
clay. If there was too much calcium in the
clay it, too, could explode, leaving holes in
the tiles. The clay was left in the holding
tank until the water had percolated into the
ground and evaporated off. When the clay
was aged and dried, it was mixed with
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Figure 9.3.1: Raw clay
was broken up by a
combing device
drawn by a mule or
horse. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-89-lll-4c).

straw to hold it together and water to make
it pliable. Many Red Bay tiles have tubular
holes left by the straw as it burnt off in firing. When the clay was at a workable consistency it was cut into pieces the appropriate
size for the tiles:
Tiles with a slight curve may be
moulded flat, and when partly
dried may be given the proper "set"
or curvature by placing them on a
curved block (called a horse), and
beating them slightly until the cor-

rect shape is obtained, a curved
beater being used for this purpose.216
For round tiles, a flat cake is first
moulded, and placed on a piece of
wood the shape of the tile. The
body, being plastic, takes the
desired curve, the surplus body is
cut away and the tile is raised when
the body is sufficiently hardened. 217

Figure 9.3.2: Clay was
mixed with water in a
circular vat, left to settle, and the pure liquid
clay drained off into a
holding tank (left).
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M89-lll-4b).
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9.3.5).219 Evidence for these shaping steps
was sometimes visible on the Red Bay tiles.
There are creases in the clay on the lower
surfaces and sides from when the clay was
pushed into the mould. Sometimes
impressed lines appear running across a
tile's under-surface, perhaps from a table
surface, the ground or the curved mould.
Sometimes there are leaf impressions or
sand on the under surface. Smooth upper
surfaces have lengthwise running marks left
when excess clay was scraped from the clay
in the rectangular mould. The tiles are thinner at the edges than at the middle and the
clay on the top surface is flattened and
stretched from being pressed over a curved
mould. Another way of forming curved tiles
was to throw the clay in a circular cone and
then cut it in two. This was a technique
known in Morocco, but there is no evidence
yet for its use in making the Red Bay tiles.

Figure 9.3.3: a) Upper
surface of a broken
roofing tile,
24M900XI5-1. Lengthwise running scrape
lines are visible,
b) Rough under-surface (from when the
clay was pressed into a
frame mould) of the
same roofing tile with
traces of sand. (Photos:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; RA11766B,
RA11767B).

The tiles were shaped into a conical, half
pipe form (Fig. 9.9.3). Clay was pressed into
a flat, rectangular, frame mould (Fig. 9.3.4)218
to give the correct tapered shape. In the 16th
century these moulds were made of wood
although today they are made of iron or
another metal. The frame mould was placed
on the sanded surface of a wooden table or
on the ground. The sand or grass kept the
clay from sticking. The clay was pushed
down, the excess clay scraped away and the
top smoothed either by hand or by using a
piece of wood. The mould was removed by
its handles and the clay slab was peeled up
and placed directly on a curved form (Fig.

Tiles had to be similar in size to fit into the
roof network. However, their sizes do vary
slightly because they were made by different
workers or at different tile works, and
because there were variables imposed by the
tools used. For example, the wooden
moulds could vary in size and even if they
were exactly the same, the second, curved
mould had no sides to ensure exact duplicates. Two tiles described in Table 9.3.1 show
the size range in our sample.
Before firing, the tiles were dried on the
ground in an open shed which shaded them
from direct sun. Some of the Red Bay tiles
have imprints of leaves and stems on their
surfaces. To help stop warping, they were
placed in rows on their edges with the nar-

Figure 9.3.4 (Right):
Wooden frame mould
placed on a flat surface
in which the clay is
pressed to get its basic
shape. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-89-111-4).
Figure 9.3.5 (Far
Right): Curved
wooden mould with
handles on which the
flat pieces of clay
were pressed to give
them their characteristic round form.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M89-111-4).
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Thickness

Width

Length

edge: 1 cm

narrow end: 17 cm

39 cm

centre: 1.5 cm

wide end: 20 cm

edge: 1 cm

narrow end: 17 cm

centre: 1.5 cm

wide end: 23 cm

Small Size
6M5B11-2

Large Size
24M900X15-1

43 cm

Table 9.3.1: Size range of Red Bay roofing tiles.
row end next to the wide end of the two
adjacent tiles (Fig. 9.3.6).220 However, some
slumping occurred before the tiles had a
chance to dry.
The final step in the tile manufacture was
the firing. Tiles were stacked and fired in circular or square kilns. They were fired at a
low temperature similar to coarse earthenware's. A tile's position in the kiln as well as
other factors such as a reducing or oxidizing
atmosphere, determined its colour and
hardness. Close to the fire, tiles were dark
(purple or red) and highly vitrified; away
from the fire they were lighter coloured
(pink or yellow) and softer. Tiles sometimes
warped from over-firing. After firing the
tiles were slowly cooled and removed from
the kiln. The number of tiles with visible
imperfections such as warping and surface
marks led Fermin Leizaola to speculate that
the Red Bay tiles were likely seconds (not of
the highest quality).
After they were fired, the tiles were ready to
send to market. They were placed directly
on wagons, perhaps only on a bed of
straw.221 In the ships bound for North America, they were probably packed in layers in
the hold with straw between each layer.
With little protection from the rolling and
pitching of the ship at sea, many tiles were
likely broken during the voyage.

from similar deposits and tile works were
often in production for many years. Roofing
tiles are still made in Spain today.
Despite the obstacles in tracing tiles to the
areas of their manufacture, there may be a
relationship between the colour of tiles and
their origins. In the Basque country red and
yellow clays are said to come from different
regions. Generally, the red clays come from
the coast and the yellow clays from the
south.223 Tile colour could vary according to
the iron oxide content of the clay and other
elements. Other Basque tiles have been
found by Françoise Niellon in Middle Bay,
Québec224 and by Pierre Drouin in L'île Nue,
Mingan, Québec.225 The latter were analyzed
by Conservation Division, Parks Canada
along with samples from Red Bay to compare their similarity in composition.
Although they have some differences in
their elements, they do have enough similarities to conclude that they were from similar
areas.226 The tiles from Red Bay range in
colour from orange to red.

U S E I N ROOF STRUCTURES
According to Selma Barkham, the tiles
"... could have been used for loose roofing
over locally hewn beams, or as part of a
canalisation scheme to do with the cooking
system for the whale oil."227

The tiles that ended up in Labrador were
likely from Basque tile works located close
to where the ships set sail, since "roofing
tiles will seldom yield sufficient profit to
stand heavy costs for carriage."222 Some
works, however, were located as far as 20
miles (30 km) from the coast. Tile works
were located where there was access to clay
beds and forests, which supplied the wood
for kilns. Tiles were made in similar ways by
manufacturers. The clays used were often
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Figure 9.3.6: Tiles were
laid out to dry in rows
with the wide end of
one tile beside the narrow end of its neighbour. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-89-111-4).

needed strong, large beams to support the
planks and tiles. (A stone roof would be
even heavier, requiring larger beams.)
Beams were laid across the roof space. The
space between the beams was usually
between 60 cm to 70 cm, but varied with the
size and quality of the construction. The
number of beams in a roof depended on the
roof size, the length of the beams and the
amount of the roof overhang. Two overlapping beams were used if the roof was large
or the beams short. Most Basque roofs are a
maximum of 30 m by 30 m. The second layer
of beams were placed at right angles to the
first. (Fig. 9.3.7a) Beams were sometimes
secured in place by a piece of wood or less
often by a more expensive metal spike.

Figure 9.3.7: Steps in
the construction of a
roof: a) beams were
placed on first; b)
planks were placed on
the beams; c) tiles
were placed on the
planks in an interlocking network; d) closeup of the tile
pattern. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-89-lll-4a).

Sixteenth-century Basque buildings were
usually one storey with the attic open to the
tile covered roof. Walls were made using
large beams for support with the spaces in
between them filled in with rocks and mortar. James Tuck believes that the Red Bay
buildings were made at least partially with
stone, since stones were excavated under the
tile layers and appeared to be structural.
Wall and roof supports were likely wooden.
Information from Basque researchers Fermín Leizaola and Manuel Izaguirre, and the
study of Basque roof structures by Parks
Canada archaeologist Robert Grenier, have
helped, with other evidence, to reveal how
the tile roofs may have been constructed.
The following description is of a simple roof
construction since the structures in Labrador
were likely simple and small. The tile roofs
of the Spanish Basque country were layered
first with the support beam, then timber
planks and lastly the interlocking network
of tiles. Low-pitched and heavy, the roof
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Planking was put on next (Fig. 9.3.7b).
Planks of wood were placed at right angles
to the beams. They could be placed starting
from either the top or bottom of the roof.
Each plank measured roughly two metres in
length, although this varied. Planks were
often irregular depending on the area of the
tree from which they were cut. Planks from
branches and small tree trunks and the outside cuts from large trees were irregular.
Regular cuts from the interior of large trees
were too expensive for use on roofs (Fig.
9.3.8). Planks were often recycled from older
buildings. The use of irregular planks meant
that the space between them varied from
about two to four centimetres. Since houses
and shepherds huts in the Basque country
rarely had chimneys, this loose fit was very
important for ventilation. A few small iron
nails (three centimetres in length) held the
planks in place.
Tile roofs were an interlocking network of
curved tiles (Fig. 9.3.7c, d). The roof size was
referred to by the number of tiles it took to
make it, for example, 7,000 and 10,000 tiles
per roof were common. Tile roofs are popular for many reasons. Their simple arrangement on the roof meant that they could be
easily constructed
by an
unskilled
labourer.228 Because of their weight they
needed no means of attachment and they
would not move in most winds. Resistant to
water, they channeled rain down to the
roof's edge. Their interlocking structure
allowed ventilation of air from the attic.
Repairs were easy since a cracked tile or section of tiles could be replaced or other tiles
simply placed on top of the damaged area.
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The placement of the tiles was the final step
in roof construction (Fig. 9.3.7c, d). The first
layer of tiles were placed at right angles to
the planks in rows starting from the bottom
of the roof. The second layer was placed on
top of the first with their curved side up.
They overlapped about one-quarter of their
length, approximately 8 cm to 10 cm. This
overlap varied depending on the slope of
the roof. Tiles were, because of the overlap,
two deep. However, when tiles were damaged a third and even a fourth layer was
added. Four layers or more was considered
too heavy and could cause roof collapse.
Although the overlap helped to keep the
rain and wind from blowing underneath the
tiles, the wind did get under from time to
time depositing sand and rain which
resulted in vegetation growth along the roof
edges in the spring. To help prevent this
deposition, tiles along the roof edge were
either shaped with a groove or pieces of
wood were placed under the tiles' edges,
acting as both support to the tiles and as a
wind break. Steep roofs also kept out the elements. The slope of the roof was an important consideration since too steep a roof
could cause the tiles to slide. Usually the
weight of the tiles alone kept them in place,
however, stones were often needed to prevent strong winds from moving them. Large
stones were placed around the roof edge
and small ones in the interior. Large rocks
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Figure 9.3.8: Oak tree
showing the branch
and outside trunk
areas from which
irregular planks were
cut. The cross section
of the trunk shows the
interior even cuts from
a large tree. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M-89-111-5).

were placed along the peak with small
stones and tile fragments in between. They
were often only placed in areas of the roof
where the tiles were disturbed by the wind.
Each roof was different and the owners soon
learned where these spots were.
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Figure 9.3.9: Triangular shaped tile,
24M12Q1-5. (Drawing: J. Métivier, Parks
Canada; 24M12Q1-5;
Scale 1:2; Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA11773B).

Figure 9.3.10: Tile fragment, 24M900X22-1,
with hole through it
and detail showing the
hole in cross-section.
(Drawing: J. Metivier,
Parks Canada;
24M900X22-1).
Scale 1:2

SIGNIFICANCE OF TILE U S E
Tiles are still used in the Basque country to
signify permanence and ownership. They
could not be used on shepherd huts in communal lands for this reason until 1936. A
fragment of tile and a fragment of charcoal
are placed under village and property landmark stones.229 The structures in Red Bay
were likely meant to last more than one season and likely belonged to specific whaling
groups:
One further word might be said
about the "cabins" and "ovens". It
would certainly seem that they
were expected to last more than one
season. It is unlikely that these
whaling captains returning to the
"Gran Baya" year after year would
have wished to waste time constructing ovens and cabins every
spring.230

Although most of the Red Bay tiles were
used in roof structures, some were put to
other uses. A few excavated on the land site
were found in long channels with concave
sides up. James Tuck believes they could
have been used for drainage. Two tiles from
the wreck site were shaped for special purposes. One has been formed into a triangle
(Fig. 9.3.9). Shaped after firing, likely in the
whaling station, it was possibly a kind of
wedge to control oil or water flow in a
drain.231 A black substance, that may be
whale oil, adhered to the upper surface and
had a flat impression of a piece of wood
three-centimetre wide in it. Another tile had
a 1.5-cm hole through its body (Fig. 9.3.10).
The tapered hole, made after the tile was
fired, was drilled from opposite sides of the
tile to meet in the middle. Its purpose is
unknown.
Roofing tiles were brought over in whaling
ships by the thousands to roof the Basques'
semi-permanent structures along the Straits
of Belle Isle. Although the roofing tiles may
be intrusive to the wreck site, they are contemporary with it and provide a valuable
link between the underwater and the land
sites in Red Bay. Study of the tiles from the
wreck site, documentary research and
present-day accounts of tile manufacture
have helped in understanding how they
may have been made and used in roof construction in the 16th century.
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CERAMICS

10 LEATHER

10.1 Footwear
Stephen Davis

Excavation of the underwater sites at Red
Bay yielded 410 cut and stitched leather
fragments of leather footwear.76 As the
thread holding the footwear together disintegrated (Fig. 10.1.1), various natural actions
dispersed pieces over the entire underwater
site. Footwear fragments were found in contexts contemporary to the hull collapse or
earlier, directly associated with the wreck, in
deposits post-dating the wreck but from the
Basque period, and in the Shore Trench,
which is also from the Basque period but is
comprised of detritus from continuous
activity on Saddle Island. Within the wreck,
no concentrations of footwear were found to
indicate bulk storage; however, a mixture of
different types and styles came from the
stern area of the vessel where it is believed
the crew mainly lived when on board ship.

A minimum count was calculated by choosing only intact vamps as evidence of a single
item. Based on this method, at least 49 individual shoes went down with the ship but
the volume of archaeological leather recovered suggests the actual number of shoes
was far greater. By piecing together the fragments it is possible to reconstruct a variety
of 16th-century footwear worn at Red Bay in
the mid-16th century.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

TYPES OF SHOES
All of the footwear shares certain characteristics. The shoes and boots have right or left
soles, rounded toes, no attached heels, and
both have an upper and a bottom section.
The upper, covering the top of the foot, consists of a vamp that encloses the fore part of
the foot, and quarters that encase the heel.
The leather shoe bottom is essentially the
sole. Depending on the method of construction, the bottom may consist of an insole, a
sole, a welt, or a rand, and sometimes a sole
insert for increased comfort.
An upper often had a leather toe puff to help
shape the toe of the shoe, as well as side and
heel stiffeners and an edge binding whipstitched to the inside of the shoe for additional support. The vamps and quarters
were stitched together with the smooth,
grain surface of the hide (i.e., the side originally bearing the hair) outwards. The rough,
flesh side of the leather was always inside
the shoe. Sometimes the inside of the upper
had a smooth goat or sheep skin lining. Generally the uppers are cattle hide; goat or
sheep skin was sometimes used for the linings, and in one case for a vamp. 77 The thickness and quality of the upper leather varies
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Figure 10.1.1:
Although often
detached, when possible, shoe parts were
lifted together and
recorded prior to conservation. Following
conservation treatment, individual
pieces were laid out in
custom-cut ethafoam
trays. Depicted here
are the remains of a
welted ankle shoe for
the left foot, 24M6P112. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA16453B).

considerably, and some of the leather has
split into layers. Such de-lamination is frequently the result of insufficient tanning.
De-lamination is a condition where the
corium layer decomposes due to the incomplete penetration of the tanning liquor and
the hide or skin separates into layers; it is
not uncommon with buried leather.

revealing the method of seam closure as
well as any attachments no longer present. 79
As a rule, the seams of the upper are inside
the shoe, closed with flesh /grain stitches.
Other methods of seam closure identified in
the collection are lapping, butting, and halfbutting although the latter combination only

The sole is also cattle hide, and it was
attached to the shoe with the smooth, grain
side against the ground. The sole of a turnshoe is sewn directly to the upper and
turned right side out so that the seam is on
the inside of the shoe. A welted shoe has a
narrow strip of leather, called a welt,
attached around the bottom edge of the shoe
upper and insole. The outer sole is then
stitched directly to this welt.

Figure 10.1.2: As a rule
the seams of the upper
are inside the shoe,
closed with flesh/
grain stitches: the
thread penetrating the
flesh surface and exiting the cut edge of the
hide a). Other methods of seam closure
identified in the collection are: b) butting, c)
half-butting, and d)
lapping. Half-butted
seams only occurred
in the Red Bay assemblage where the seams
were repaired. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 7U-89-1115aa).

Many of the shoes show evidence of repair,
such as re-stitched seams. Also, it is evident
that soles were often replaced. Since the
stitching thread originally used to attach the
repair or clump soles in place disintegrated,
the pieces were seldom recovered attached
together.
The seams were stitched with a vegetal-fibre
thread, such as flax or hemp or linen.78
Although most of the threads have disintegrated, the stitch holes generally remain.
Stitch holes are invaluable clues, often
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Figure 10.1.3: Turnshoes are constructed
inside out and turned
right side out upon
completion of the
seam. The complete
turnshoe illustrated
here is based on the
reassembly of components from two individual shoes
(24M194M15-22 and
24M22P6-1). The shoe
upper comprised onepiece quarters e) wrapping around the back
of the shoe. A top
band g) was whipstitched to the top
edge of the quarters to
help prevent this area
from stretching and a
heel stiffener f) supported the back of the
shoe. Generally two
side stiffeners h) and a
toe puff d) were found
whip-stitched to the
inside of the vamp c) .
The shoe bottom
included a rand a) and
a sole b). (Drawings:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; a,b,e,f,g are
24M22P6-1; and c,d, h
are 24M194M15-22).

occurs where the seam is repaired (Fig.
10.1.2).
Translation, or the modification of discarded
boot and shoe parts into new uppers, was
common practice in the 16th century and is
evident on both the welted and turned footwear in the collection. Examples of translation often appear as cut-up components,
attesting to the cobbler's ability to recycle
old shoes. Other idiosyncratic characteristics
appear as cuts or slits in the uppers, probably created by the wearer for a more comfortable fit. Such adjustments are usually
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crude and irregular, and are not easily confused with the symmetrical, fashionable
slashes made by the shoemaker.
The main difference in the footwear is in the
way the sole or bottom was attached to the
upper. By the 16th century, European footwear was either turned or welted. Each
method of assembly involved different components and displays identifiable construction techniques that allowed the initial
sorting of Red Bay footwear into the two
types. The two methods to attach the sole
have been described previously.
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Turnshoes
Based on the number of vamps, a minimum
of 21 shoes with no fastenings, similar in
appearance to modern-day espadrilles, were
recovered (Fig. 10.1.3). The vamp of the
turnshoe was cut straight across the instep,
usually with no front opening. Several vamp
artifacts have short, 10-mm to 20-mm slits at
the centre fronts or at the tops of the side
seams (e.g., see artifacts 24M18P12-2 and
24M18P14-1 in Fig. 10.2.18). It is likely the
wearer created these to allow more room for
the foot when pulling the shoe on and off.
The quarters were attached to the vamps
along straight side seams. Since the low,
almost rectangular shape of the quarters
made two individually shaped quarters
unnecessary, the back part was often cut as
one piece with no back seam.
A semicircular leather heel stiffener was
attached inside the shoe quarters, and a strip
of leather, called a top band, was stitched to
the top edge of the quarters. As with shoes
today, the stiffener supported the back of the
shoe and protected the wearer's heel from
rubbing against the back seam. The top band
served to strengthen the back of the shoe
and keep the heel quarters from stretching.
Most of the top bands recovered are 4 mm to
6 mm wide, stitched with the grain -side fac-
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ing out to the tops of the quarters. A variation is a folded strip secured as above, with
the folded edge up. In both cases, the top
band is merely lapped against the inside
edge of the quarters and secured with whipstitches.

Figure 10.1.4: a) The
Red Bay turnshoes
have narrow lengths
of leather, called
rands, inserted
between the uppers
and soles, b) Recovered intact, this turnshoe upper,
24M194M15-22, was
reshaped over a
carved ethafoatn last.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 7U-89lll-6c; Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA17896B).

Once assembled, the upper was joined to the
sole. A narrow length of leather, called a
rand, was inserted between the upper and
sole, and the three components were
stitched together (Fig. 10.1.4). Upon completion of the seam, the assembled shoe was
turned right side out. Turnshoes recovered
from late -15th-century archaeological sites
sometimes have wide rands to which additional or repair soles could be attached;
however, there is no evidence of this practice
in the Red Bay assemblage. Apparently the
purpose of this rand was to strengthen the
seam and make it watertight.
Although flexible and watertight, it is difficult to imagine that the turnshoes found on
the wreck were suitable for extended wear
while working on land. With only a single,
thin sole, turnshoes provided little protection from cold, wet, and rocky shores. Lightweight turnshoes would be ideal to slip on
aboard ship, or while at work in smaller
whaleboats. It is also possible the turnshoes
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Figure 10.1.5: a) The
welted shoe has an
insole. It is stitched
together with the
upper and a strip of
leather called a welt,
which wraps around
the edge of the upper.
The bottom of the
shoe, the sole, is then
sewn directly to the
welt. Assembled right
side out from start to
finish, welted shoes
can be made from
thicker leather than
possible with turnshoes, b) This ankle
shoe, 24M196M12-6,
was reconstructed
over a carved ethafoam
last for photography.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 7U-89lll-6bb; Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17904B).

Figure 10.1.6: The vamp,
insole, and quarter components illustrated here
are typical of the archaeological findings that
helped piece together this
composite reconstruction
of a welted ankle shoe,
24M196M12-6. The
tongue flap was whipstitched to the inside
vamp. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M196M12-6b).
Scale 1:2

were worn inside heavier footwear when
extra warmth or support was needed. Sü

Welted Footwear
In this assemblage, welted shoes differ from
turnshoes primarily in the shapes of the
upper components and the assembly of the
soles. The insole is stitched to the upper
along with a strip of leather called a welt.
The sole is then sewn directly to the welt
(Fig.10.1.5). Welted shoes are assembled
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right side out from start to finish, therefore
they can have thicker leather uppers and
heavier soles than possible with turnshoes.
Such footwear with sturdy welted soles
would be practical for wear while living and
working on shore.
When the sole became excessively worn, the
damaged portion was cut away and a new
sole was stitched directly to the welt.
Another method for extending the wear of a
worn sole was to tunnel-stitch an additional
sole directly to the worn one. Only one sole
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in the entire collection was found attached
in this manner. Seams also periodically
required re-stitching, and judging from
some unusual combinations of stitching, the
repairs were probably done by the wearer.
Again, the number of vamps recovered from
the shipwreck provided a minimum object
count of 28 welted shoes. The types of
welted footwear in the assemblage are ankle
shoes, boots, and latchet shoes.
Ankle

Shoes

The majority of the welted -shoe components recovered from the wreck are ankle
shoes. Unlike the low, slip-on turnshoes, this
shoe has an ankle-high upper with the front
opening tied with a leather shoelace (Fig.
10.1.6). As well, most ankle shoes had two
quarters joined together at the centre back.
Often the top 20 mm of this seam was left
unstitched, presumably making it easier to
pull the shoe on without splitting the seam.
The ankle shoes in this collection have no
top band, yet a heel stiffener supported the
back of the shoe. One shoe had a counter
similar to a heel stiffener except that it is
attached to the outside back of the shoe.
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As with the turnshoes, the quarters were
stitched to the vamp along a straight side
seam. A front opening at the centre of the
vamp had two holes punched on either side
and was tied close with a leather shoelace. A
triangular flap or tongue was attached to
one edge of this opening and the opposite
edge was bound with a leather strip.
Although this tongue assembly was recovered in only five instances, the presence of
whip-stitching holes along the inside edges
of the vamp openings and the fronts of shoe
quarters indicate they were standard features for all the welted shoes.
Unlike modern shoelaces, the lace used to tie
these 16th-century shoes consisted of a narrow strip of leather split in half lengthwise
within 10 mm to 20 mm from one end, creating two separate strands joined at the base
(Fig. 10.1.7). The lacing of the shoe is also
curious when compared with the methods
we use today. Beginning on the inside of the
shoe, each strand was guided through a hole
on the side with the tongue attached. The
laces crossed over the outside of the opening
and entered the holes on the opposite side. It
is likely the laces were pulled through the
front opening to the outside of the shoe,
where they could be knotted without rub-
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Figure 10.1.7: The
upper of this ankle
shoe, 24M903F4-1, was
completely leather
lined; the heel stiffener
was inserted between
the two layers of the
one-piece quarters,
and secured with
whip-stitches. The
lower portion shows
the shoelace typical of
all the shoes in the collection with tied closures. The tongue flap
was originally placed
as indicated, whipstitched to the edge of
the front opening.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M903F4-1; Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA17906B).

Figure 10.1.8: a) Partial
reconstruction of a
boot, 24MR42-1: insole
and welt fragments.
The top leg of the boot
was apparently cut
away (note the horizontal slashes), making it impossible to
determine its original
height, b) The insole of
24M190M27-17, the
mate of the boot reconstructed in a), was
pieced together and
joined with an e d g e /
grain seam. See Figure
10.2.33. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-99-111-4).

bing against the foot. Several laces recovered
were tied with reef knots.81

rigours demanded of this shoe were likely
far greater (Fig. 10.1.7).

Within the assemblage of welted shoes there
are variations in the shapes of the individual
components as well as in the methods of
construction; inconsistencies in stitching and
the exact shapes of components are to be
expected in handmade footwear. One shoe,
however, is significantly different in appearance and is therefore noted as a separate
style in the collection. As with the other
ankle shoes, the vamp has a front opening,
tongue, edge binding, and a split-leather
shoelace. The difference is the shape of the
shoe's back part, which is lower and without
a back seam. These wrap-around quarters
were cut in two pieces: a latchet extension
and the remaining body of the quarters. This
construction was presumably to economize
on leather since it does not appear to be a
repair. The entire upper was lined. In profile,
this snug, low-fitting shoe with a sturdy
welted sole resembles the appearance of
modern athletic footwear, although the

Two welted shoes were recovered with fragments of plaited reed "insoles" placed on
top of the leather insoles.82 It is surprising to
have any evidence of these straw soles as
they are extremely perishable in an underwater environment. It is reasonable to suggest most of the crew took advantage of this
simple device as it is likely that the straw
cushioned and insulated the wearer's feet
against the cold and damp in the same way
as the cork, felt, or rubber inserts used today.
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Boots
A list of the clothes and footwear bought to
outfit a sailor preparing for a whaling voyage to Terranova in the late 1570s includes
entries for one pair of fishing boots and
three pairs of shoes.83 Other inventories consistently mention a single pair of boots,
although the number of shoes vary from
three to six pairs.
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The components associated with the pair of
boots permit only a partial reconstruction of
this type of footwear (Fig. 10.1.8). The boots
had thick, welted soles attached in the same
manner as with the ankle shoes. One of the
insoles was cut in two pieces and stitched
together. The seamed sole is particularly
curious, for no shoemaker would compromise materials in such a critical area hence it
is likely that the boot was cobbled together.84
The vamps of both boots are also pieced
together. Furthermore, the left boot vamp
was slit across the fore part and two holes at
the end of the slit suggest the slit was tied to
prevent it from tearing. Obviously the boot
was repaired or altered, possibly to accommodate an injured or deformed foot. It is
impossible to determine the original height
of these boots since the leg portion of the
uppers were cut away, possibly by a shoe
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cobbler salvaging leather for shoe repair or
translation.
Intricately cut uppers are most characteristic
of medieval footwear, but they are not
unusual for 16th-century boots especially
since the larger pieces of the hide were kept
for the leg of the boot.85 Boots illustrated in
16th-century iconography show that the
upper varied in height, extending to the calf,
knee, or thigh.
hatchet Shoes and
Footivear

Fashionable

Several shoe fragments suggest that some
items of fashionable footwear were also
brought to the whaling station. One such
item is the latchet shoe (Fig. 10.1.9). This
type of shoe has two straps, called latchets,
extending from the top fronts of the shoe
quarters. The latchets were folded over the
LEATHER

Figure 10.1.9: Components associated with
a Red Bay latchet shoe,
24M196P3-1: right
insole, vamp, and two
quarters. The fragmented leather shoelace remaining in the
vamp originally
extended through the
latchet lace holes. This
artifact has a pieced
quarter — perhaps to
economize on leather.
Note that the centre
back seam stitches terminate below the top
edge, leaving approximate!}' a 10-mm top
back vent for ease.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M196P3-1).
Scale 1:2

porary to the hull collapse or earlier, posterior to the wreck, and from the shore trench.
The latchet shoes in the collection have
welted soles. Although the quarters are low
and there is no need for a front opening, the
throat of the vamp usually has several short
slits for flexibility. Also, the top of the back
seam is unstitched, presumably to make it
easier to slip the shoe on and off. A knotted
leather lace inserted through two holes in
one of the vamps shows that the latchets
were tied to the front of the shoe (Fig.
10.1.10). A similar latchet shoe, which is
dated to the second half of the 16th century,
was excavated from Den Bosch, a town in
the southern part of the Netherlands. 86

Figure 10.1.10: Reconstruction of latchet
shoe upper,
24M190M22-1. This
item was recovered
with the shoelace
intact and knotted.
Refer to catalogue Figure 10.2.30 for detailed
drawings of this specimen. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA17900B).

vamp and fastened together at the front of
the shoe. Shoes with latchets were introduced in the second half of the 16th century
and remained popular until the end of the
18th century. Latchet shoes came from different archaeological contexts, including
contexts associated with the wreck, contem-

Figure 10.1.11: a) Fragments of one-piece
shoe quarters,
24M4P9-1 and
6M5B69-1, display the
tiny slits creating a
pinked surface decoration. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-99-111-2). b) Garments embellished
with decorative cutout and slits were
worn throughout the
sixteenth century by
men and women of all
social classes. (Detail
of Dutch militia from
Abraham de Bruyn
Sacri Romani ¡perii
Oranatus, Plate 30,
1588. Courtesy: The
Metropolitan Museum
of Art, Irene Lewisohn
Costume Reference
Library, The Costume
Institute, gift of Milo
Waldes, 1987).

Pinking and slashing, two methods for
clothing decoration used in the 16th century,
are also represented in the collection. Slashing was more popular in the first half of the
16th century. Broad slashes were cut into
footwear and garments, often exposing rich
fabric linings in contrasting colours.87 A
complete one-piece shoe quarters lining in
the collection displays the decorative slashing frequently illustrated in contemporary
portraits. 88 However, as the lining was
inside the shoe where the slashes would not
be seen, it is likely this component was originally the vamp of a slashed shoe, cut down
and translated into a lining. The date of original use of the quarters is compatible with
the archaeological context, which is earlier
than, or contemporaneous with, the collapse
of the hull.89
Pinked items have tiny slits, holes, stars, or
other designs, cut or punched into the fabric
of the garment. This practice was most popular in the second half of the 16th century.
The recovered fragments of pinked footwear
have rows of tiny 4 mm-long cuts piercing
the leather (Fig. 10.1.11). Useless in cold and
wet conditions, it is unlikely pinked footwear was worn for work. Instead, it is likely
it reflected the dress of ship's officers rather
than the shoes of the typical whaler.90
A shoe with the remains of its pinked quarters and a fragment of pinked leather display the fine workmanship required for this
effect. Both examples have rows of slits a
scant 3 mm to 4 mm three to four millimetres long and spaced only 2 mm apart in
alternating rows. The insole associated with
the pinked upper is also interesting, for it
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echoes the narrow, waisted sole-shape of
fashionable shoes in the last quarter of the
16th century.91
Some of the shoes display irregular slashes
and cuts not easily confused with the symmetrical, fashionable slashes made by a
shoemaker. These are likely the result of the
cobbler's (or perhaps the wearer's) crude
attempts to create ease for a more comfortable fit.

CONCLUSION
While contemporary guild restrictions for
shoemakers indicate that conformity to style
and quality was enforced with monetary
penalties during the 16th century, the
archaeological evidence suggests that such
punitive measures were not always successful.92 The Red Bay collection displays a variety of deviations in assembly
in
contravention of the specifications stated in
guild records. This may be explained as the
inconsistencies to be expected in any item of
handmade clothing. The shoe repairs and
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translations, and the unusual seamed and
pieced boot uppers suggest second-hand or
poor second-quality merchandise. It is likely
that cost was a consideration for both the
ship's outfitters and the crew. One way to
reduce expenses may have been to purchase
cheaper repaired or rejected footwear.
We know from surviving notarial records
listing the personal possessions of sailors in
Terranova that a minimum of four to six pairs
of shoes per labourer was not excessive,
although only a single pair of boots was part
of his gear.93 Thus it appears that shoes,
rather than boots, were more frequently
worn or more frequently wore out. The
number of spare shoes necessary for a whaling season probably accounts for the quantity of footwear recovered from the
shipwreck.
Sixteenth-century footwear excavated from
archaeological sites in England and the
Netherlands reveal similarities in cut, style,
and construction to the Red Bay footwear.94
Contemporary iconography provides ample
depictions of the itinerant tradesmen,
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Figure 10.1.12: Poultry
Sellers, ca. 1570 by
Joachim Beuckelaer
and studio. In this
painting of two vendors, the man on the
right wears the leather
turnshoe style found
at Red Bay. His trousers are the baggy
slops favoured by sailors in the 16th century.
His male companion
wears welted ankle
shoes. (Courtesy:
Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts, 1988.17, Gift
of T.O. Hecht and M.
Feher; Photo: C. Guest,
MMFA).

labourers, farmers, and peasants of the 1500s
(Fig. 10.1.12); unfortunately, there are few
illustrations clearly depicting the dress of
the sailors and whalers of the 16th century.
The footwear from Red Bay is a revealing
representation of the footwear for the common sailor man in the second half of the
16th century. Here we have an assemblage
displaying the diversity in cut and quality,

the mundaneness, and the eccentricities of
the shoes worn at this time. Evidence for
dress of the Red Bay sailors and whalers also
comes from the clothing and footwear associated with the burials in the 16th-century
cemetery at Red Bay.95 The scarcity of dated
comparative collections makes the Red Bay
assemblage a particularly valuable resource
for archaeologists and historians.
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W. Ashley, The Ashley Book of Knots (New York:
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24M6P11-2, 24M18Q9-1, 24M196N4-1, and
24M904F4-1 in Section 10.2. The laces attached to
specimen 24M16R4-1 were found knotted with a
reef knot. Also, the shoes recovered during
excavations of the 16th-century land-site burials at
Red Bay were similarly laced and knotted.
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Items 24M2L1-1 and 24M196P3-1 are associated
with bits of plaited reed. See Section 11.5.
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Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., p. 24.
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June Swann, Keeper of the Boot and Shoe
Collection, Northampton Museum, England, 19501988, personal communication, 19 April 1988.
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Ibid. Swann notes that pieced leather boots were
also recovered from the wreck of the Mary Rose,
sunk in 1545.
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Olaf Goubitz, "De Ledervondsten," in V<?)i bos fof
stad: Oopgravingen in 's-Hertogenbosch, ed. H.L.
Janssen (s'-Hertogenbosch: n.p Gemeentewerken.
1983), p. 277, item 15b.
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C. Willett Cunnington and Phillis E. Cunnington,
Handbook of English Costume in the Sixteenth Century
(Boston: Plays Inc., 1970), p. 16.
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See the catalogue in Section 10.2 for a description
and illustration of specimen 24M4P16-1 (Fig. 10.2.7).
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See the catalogue in Section 10.2 for descriptions of
24M4P9-1, which is from a context
contemporaneous to, or earlier than, the collapse of
the hull; and of 6M5B69-1 which is not associated
with the wreck.
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Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., pp. 15-16. Barkham
notes that "officers" in the 16th-century included
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skilled tradesman together with the captain, pilot,
mate, boatswain, gunners, and ship's stewards.
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Similar narrow, waisted shoe soles have been
founds on late 16th-century archaeological sites in
England, and the Netherlands. For instance, see G.
L. Good, "The Excavation of Two Docks at Narrow
Quay, Bristol, 1978-9," Post-Medieval Archaeology,
Vol. 21 (1987), p. 117. The insole associated with
specimen 24M194M10-17 is also narrow-waisted.
This example is from the Shore Trench and
therefore is not associated with the wreck.
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Sixteenth-century city ordinances listing the
regulations for shoemakers show that all aspects of
the shoe trade were subject to guidelines that
defined the quality of the materials, construction,
and sale of their product. Shoemakers found guilty
of breaking the rules outlined in the ordinances
could face monetary penalty, confiscation of
materials, corporal punishment or a prison
sentence, Ordenancas de Sevilla (1527; Ottawa:
Environment Canada Departmental Library,
translation No. 00ENV-2598,1988, pp. 1-15.
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This is evident in the notarial records investigated
by Michael M. Barkham, "Clothing and footwear,"
Chapter 3 in op. cit., pp. 24-26.
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See, for example, Olaf Goubitz, Carol van DrielMurray and Willy Groenman-van Waateringe,
Stepping through Time. Archaeological Footwear from
Prehistoric Times until 1800 (Zwolle: Stichting
Promotie Archéologie, 2001); Peter Armstrong,
"Leather" in "Hull Old Town Report Series, No. 1:
Excavations in Sewer Lane, 1974," in East Riding
Archaeologist, Vol. 3 (Hull, England: n. p., 1977), pp.
51-61; J.G. Dunbar "Excavations at Skirling Castle,
Peeblesshire, 1962-3," Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland, Proceedings, Vol. 96 (Session 1962-3),
pp. 237-46; and D. E. Friendship-Taylor, "The
Leather," in Medieval and Post-Medieval Finds from
Exeter, 1971-1980, ed. J. P. Allan (Gloucester: Exeter
City Council and the University of Exeter, 1984),
pp. 323-333.
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See the chapter "Death on the Labrador coast," in
James A. Tuck and Robert Grenier, Red Bay,
Labrador: World Whaling Capital A.D. 1550-1600 (St.
John's: Atlantic Archaeology Limited, 1989), pp. 5663. The woolen garments are described in Élise
Dubuc, "Costumes des gens de mer du XVIe siècle
trouvés dans l'estuaire du Saint-Laurent: un bon
exemple de hardes de marins au temps de la
découverte du Nouveau Monde," Canadian Folklore
Canadien, Vol. 10, Nos. 1-2 (1988).

10.2 Catalogue of the Leather Footwear from the Red Bay
Underwater Sites
Stephen Davis

6M5B31-1
Delaminated sole fragment; toe area. The
fore part is 85 mm wide and the toe is round
with grain/flesh sole stitches spaced 11 mm
apart.
6M5B43-4
Delaminated sole fragment; toe area. The
fore part is 96 mm wide and the toe is round
with grain/flesh sole stitches spaced 8 mm
apart.

stitch holes are present at the toe, inner and
outer joints, and the heel. Three pieces of the
repaired sole were found in situ with seam
holes matching the repair sole. One piece is
at the seat of the sole. The sole pieces are the
remains of the original sole that was only
partially cut away before attaching the
repair sole. The sole is 214 mm long, 70 mm
at the tread (the widest part of the fore part),
and 37 mm at the waist. The sole leather is
too degraded to provide identification.

Bottom of right welted shoe; partial quarter
with pinked surface; fragment of quarter lining (Fig. 10.2.1).

The insole is grain side up. Edge/flesh
stitches for the welt seam appear all round
except for the toe and back of heel where the
stitches are grain/flesh. The welt seam holes
are spaced 6 to 7 mm apart.

The sole has a round toe and narrow waist.
The edge of the toe and outside heel are
worn away. Grain/flesh sole stitches around
the sole are 6 mm apart. Grain/flesh repair

The welt is 7 mm wide and in one piece
beginning and ending at the outer side of
the heel. The welt is fractured at the inside
joint and tread. The sole and welt stitch

6M5B69-1
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holes match the insole and sole stitch holes.
A double row of welt stitch holes also are
present on the welt; the result of attaching
the repair sole to the bottom of the shoe.
All that remains of the quarters are the bottom corners of the side seams, and the lasting margin. The quarters are cut in one piece
with no back seam, and assembled grain
side out. The side seam is joined with a
closed seam with stitches 2 mm apart. The
remaining portion of the quarter has small
incisions 3 to 4 mm long spaced 2 mm apart
in offset rows. Similar pinking is present on
a small unidentifiable fragment (24M4P9-1).
A fragment of the lasting margin of the
quarter lining nests in the quarter, grain/

flesh seam holes matching. The lasting margin of the quarters have grain/flesh welt
stitch holes 6 to 7 mm apart. Leather analysis on this component was inconclusive:
possibly goat, not cattle.
24M2LÍ-2
Left shoe components; randed turnshoe construction: vamp, quarter lining, sole, rand
sections, and fragments of a plaited straw
sole insert (Fig. 10.2.2).
The vamp was assembled grain side out
from leather 2 mm thick. The throat is
straight and there is no front opening. The
side seams are 55 mm and closed towards
the inside with grain/flesh stitches spaced

Figure 10.2.1: Right
welted shoe, 6M5B691 : bottom components
and quarter fragment.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
6M5B69-1).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 10.2.2: Randed
turnshoe, 24M2L1-1:
inside view of vamp,
top of sole. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M2L1-1).
Scale 1:2

4 mm apart. Grain/flesh sole stitches along
the lasting margin are spaced 7 mm to 8 mm
apart.
The quarter lining was cut in one piece. The
centre back measures 55 mm; the side seams
are fragmented. The scalloped impression
from whip stitching along the top edge of
the quarters shows a top band was lapped
and whip stitched to the top edge to prevent
the back from stretching and losing shape.
Grain/flesh sole stitches along the lasting
margin are spaced 7 to 8 mm apart.

24M2L4-1
Welted shoe quarter.
The quarter was assembled grain side out
and stitched up the back seam with grain/
flesh stitches spaced 6 to 7 mm. The back
seam measures 100 mm. The side seam
extended from the bottom edge to the centre
front of the shoe; the lasting margin has
grain/flesh stitches spaced 6 to 7 mm apart.
The front of the quarter (an extension of the

The rand sections are 5 mm wide with a single row of sole stitches spaced 7 to 8 mm
apart.
Only the fore part of the sole remains; the
tread is 84 mm wide and the waist is 50 mm
wide. The toe is round and the outer edge
has edge/flesh sole stitches spaced 7 mm to
8 mm apart.
Fragments of straw found in situ on the
inner, flesh side of the sole appear to have
been plaited, suggesting a straw insole was
inserted inside the shoe to insulate or cushion the foot. The plait resembled a 2/2 twill
pattern.
24M2L2-1
Sole fragment, seat area with grain/flesh
stitches.
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Figure 10.2.3: Randed
turnshoe, 24M2M6-12.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M2M6-12).
Scale 1:2

front opening) is 36 mm and has a tie hole in
the bottom corner. There are no stitches
along the front edge of the quarter for
attachment of a tongue or edge binding, nor
are stitch holes along the top edge of the
quarter to suggest the presence of a top
band. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
stitch holes spaced 7 mm apart.
24M2M3-13
One unidentified fragment of leather with
no stitching; 30 mm by 60 mm.
24M2M6-12
Shoe quarter with top band; sole and rand
fragment, and a unidentified folded strip of
leather (Fig. 10.2.3).
The sole is degraded and fragmented; no
grain is perceptible. The total length of the
sole is 210 mm; the tread is 83 mm, the waist
is 50 mm, and the seat is 48 mm wide.
The quarter was cut in one piece with no
back seam and assembled grain side out.
The centre back is 70 mm and the side seams
are 55 mm with grain/flesh stitch holes. The
top edge of the quarter was reinforced with
a top band: in this case a strip of leather
folded in half and whip stitched to the
inside the quarter so to prevent the back of
the shoe from stretching. The lasting margin
of the quarter has grain/flesh sole stitches
spaced 6 to 8 mm apart.
The rand fragment is 7 mm wide, with sole
stitches spaced 8 mm apart. It mends with
the heel of the shoe.
A strip of leather 20 mm wide and 160 mm
long recovered with this specimen is unique
to the entire collection. The strip is folded in
half and has stab stitches along the cut edge
penetrating both layers of leather, spaced 6
to 8 mm apart. It is possible that this item
was inserted between the sole and the upper
as a folded rand.
24M2N2-39
Welted sole fragment: seat area with single
row of grain flesh sole stitches spaced 8 mm
apart. The item is 70 mm wide across the
heel. The fore part of the sole is missing: it
was cut away and replaced with a repair
sole.
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24M2P6-1
Unidentified fragment fractured into two
pieces. The edges are cut and there are no
stitch holes. The item is rectangular, and
measures 45 mm by 260 mm.
24N2P6-2
Vamp fragment and quarters; turnshoe construction.
The vamp was assembled grain side out; it
has a straight throat and no front opening.
The side seams are 50 mm, closed towards
the inside with grain/flesh stitches spaced
4 mm apart. The lasting margin has grain/
flesh sole stitches spaced 8 to 9 mm apart.
The quarters are rectangular, closed at the
back with grain/flesh stitches spaced 4 to
5 mm apart. Whip stitch holes located at the
top of the side seam outline crescent shaped
reinforcements, now missing. The reinforcements relieved the strain on this seam.
24M2P7-1
Randed turnshoe components: vamp with
toe puff and side reinforcements, one-piece
quarters with lining, rand and sole fragments.
The vamp was assembled grain side out
with a straight throat and no front opening.
The side seams are 40 mm and closed
towards the inside. The sides and toe of the
vamp have reinforcements whip stitched to
the inner side of the vamp and secured
along the bottom with the sole stitches. The
toe puff is in situ at the base of the vamp toe.
Cut from thin leather in the shape of a semicircle, the toe puff is grain side out inside the
vamp. The bottom edges of the toe puff are
treated as one with the vamp, while the top
edge is whip stitched to the inner, flesh side
of the vamp.
The quarters were cut in one piece and
assembled grain side out; the top edge has
whip stitch holes suggesting the attachment
of a top band. The centre back measurement
is 50 mm.
The sole is delaminated and in fragments. It
was assembled grain side down, and has
grain/flesh sole stitches spaced 11 mm
apart. Several rand fragments match the sole
stitch holes.
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24M4J3-6

24M4L6-2

Semicircular heel stiffener; turnshoe construction. The stiffener was against the back
part of the quarters to provide support to
this area of the shoe. An impression of a
back seam is visible on the outer, flesh side
of the stiffener. The lasting margin of the
stiffener has grain/flesh sole stitches spaced
9 mm apart.

Quarters with latchet and sole fragment;
welted construction. The quarters were
assembled grain side out in two pieces; the
centre back seam measures 73 mm. The back
seam is closed with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 4 mm apart, ending 11 mm from the
top edge of the quarters thus creating a back
opening to relieve the stress at this area. The
side seam is 50 mm, and also joined with a
closed seam. The base of a latchet is 12 mm
wide. The latchet extends 20 mm from top of
the side seam where it is fractured. Whip
stitches the height of the back and side seam
on the inner, flesh side of the quarters outline the placement of a lining. The lasting
margin has grain/flesh welt stitch holes
spaced 6 mm apart.

24M4J3-7
Latchet fragment.
Latchet strap with hole. The strap is 20 mm
wide, 80 mm long, and 3 mm thick. Three of
the edges are cut, one end is torn.
24M4K2-2
Welted insole fragment: seat area assembled
grain side up, 50 mm by 80 mm.
24M4K4-9
Left insole, welted construction. The sole
was assembled grain side up; it is 236 mm
long and 84 mm wide at the tread. The outside edge and seat have deteriorated. There
are last tack holes located at the centre of the
sole at the tread and waist. Grain/flesh welt
stitches around the outer edge of the sole are
spaced 14 mm apart.
24M4L2-2
Fragment of a quarter lining, probably associated with a turnshoe. The side seam is
50 mm with grain/flesh stitch holes. The top
edge of the fragment has whip stitch holes
spaced 16 mm apart; the lasting margin is
degraded.

The toe fragment of the sole
There are double rows
stitches spaced 8 mm apart
area was repaired. The toe is

is 90 mm wide.
of grain/flesh
to suggest this
round.

24M4M4-9
Two-piece quarters fragment and repair
sole; welted construction. The quarters were
assembled grain side out with a back seam.
The top of the side seam is missing; it was
cut separately and pieced to the body of the
quarter along a diagonal seam (see artifact
24M190M24-1). The side and back seam turn
inwards with grain/flesh stitches spaced
4 mm apart. The lasting margin has grain/
flesh welt stitch holes spaced 7 mm apart.
The fore part of a repair sole with a round
toe was recovered. It has randomly spaced
grain/flesh repair stitches around the edges.
24M4M5-2

24M4L3-2
Vamp and heel stiffener, welted construction. The vamp was assembled grain side
out with a straight throat. There are two tie
holes at the base of a short, 14 mm front
opening. The side seams are 45 mm with
edge/flesh stitch holes spaced 4 mm apart.
The toe has deteriorated, and the lasting
margin has grain/flesh sole stitches spaced
6 mm apart. The heel stiffener is rectangular
with whip stitching along the top where it is
secured to the quarters; the bottom of the
stiffener is deteriorated. These specimens
were probably associated with a latchet
shoe.
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Welted Vamp fragments.
Grain /flesh stitches along the edge of the
throat show the side seams extended to the
front opening. The edges of the front opening are whip stitched, and probably had a
tongue attached along one edge and an edge
binding along the other. There is a tie hole in
the top corner of the vamp. The vamp was
assembled grain side out from leather 2 mm
thick. Because of the fragmented condition,
it is impossible to determine the total length
of the front opening. The vamps in this collection with a front opening and a stitched
throat belonged to welted shoes.
LEATHER

24M4N4-7
Right shoe; welted construction (Fig. 10.2.4).
The upper is complete and includes a liner
and shoe lace. The bottom is represented by
a incomplete and fragmented sole, a complete insole, a sole piece, and a welt.
The stitch holes in the sole are 8 mm apart.
The width of the waist is 76 mm and the toe
is missing.
The insole was assembled grain side
upwards with a round toe. The waist and
heel are virtually the same width: 44 and
46 mm respectively. The insole is very worn
across the tread and has completely delaminated into two separate layers. Around the
outer edge of the insole there are edge/flesh
stitch holes spaced 8 to 9 mm apart.
A piece of sole leather situated between the
insole and sole extended along the outside
joint from the toe to the waist. As mid-soles

were unusual to mid-16th-century footwear,
this item may represent a piece inserted to
correct a foot deformity, or more likely it is
the vestige of a damaged sole partially
removed during the replacement of the
outer sole. The grain/flesh stitches are 8 mm
apart.
The welt is incomplete. The surviving section wraps around the heel extending to the
tread on each side of the insole. The welt is
11 mm wide with sole and welt seam holes
matching the upper and bottom components.
The upper was made up of a vamp, vamp
lining, two quarters, a heel stiffener, a quarter lining, and a leather lace or thong that
tied the shoe close.
The vamp and vamp lining were placed
flesh sides together and treated as one during the assembly. Although the lining is

Figure 10.2.4: Right
shoe, 24M4N4-7,
welted construction:
inside view of upper,
bottom of insole, mid
sole section, and welt.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M4N4-7).
Scale 1:2
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complete and in good condition, the vamp is
now fragmented and very fragile. The vamp
has a front opening 37 mm long. Whip
stitches at the base and sides of the vent
indicate the attachment of a tongue and a
front edge binding. The throat of the vamp
was stitched and welt seam holes along the
lasting margin are 7 mm apart.

24M4P5-1

The quarters are represented only as fragments, however a centre back seam impression on the heel stiffener indicates they were
cut in two pieces and joined along a back
seam. A fragment of the inside quarter wing
was recovered. Roughly quadrilateral in
shape, the wing piece includes the side
seam, edge of the front opening, the top
edge, and a cut and stitched edge that was
joined to the rest of the quarter. The piecing
of the quarters suggests that the quarter
components were translated or cut from salvaged leather. The quarters were assembled
grain side out and whip stitched along the
top and front opening edges. The quarter
has a lace hole with lace/thong in situ. The
lace is a strip of leather split within 20 mm of
one end creating a bifurcated thong with
two lace elements.

Fragment of leather with pinked surface
similar to 6M5B69-1; probably also associated with a shoe upper (Fig. 10.2.5). This
torn fragment has alternating rows of short,
3- to- 4-mm slits spaced 2 mm apart. The
fragment is part of an encapsulation that
includes dirt, twigs, and bark. Leather identification was attempted, however the fragment is too degraded and fragile to provide
any follicle pattern for analysis.

The quarter lining was cut in one piece and
assembled grain side outwards against the
foot. The side seams are closed inwards with
stitches spaced 4 mm apart. The centre front
of the quarter lining, and extension of the
front opening, measures 28 mm, making the
total length of the vent 65 mm. The top edge
of the lining was whip stitched to the quarters. The centre back of the lining is 87 mm.
The lasting margin has grain/flesh stitch
holes spaced 8 to 9 mm apart.

The vamp and lining are flesh sides together
and treated as one. The throat was stitched,
and the side seam extended to the front
opening. The seam has grain/flesh stitches
are 4 mm apart. The front opening is 50 mm
long and has a lace hole at the top corner on
both sides. The vamp and lining were whip
stitched together along the front opening,
and it is likely that a tongue and edge binding were also attached to the edges. The lasting margin of the vamp and lining have
grain/flesh welt-stitched holes spaced 9
tolO mm apart. Although leather analysis of
the lining was inconclusive, it is probably
goat skin.

A semicircular heel stiffener was placed
between the quarters and lining to support
the back of the shoe. The top edge has tiny
slits or stitch holes where it was secured to
the inside of the quarters. A faint impression
of the quarters' back seam appears on the
outer side of the stiffener. The stiffener was
cut out of leather 2.5 mm thick, and measures 85 mm at the centre back. Welt seam
holes along the stiffener's lasting margin
spaced 8 to 9 mm match those located on the
quarter lining.

Upper fragment: lasting margin, welted construction. The component was assembled
grain side out from leather 1 mm thick. The
lasting margin has grain/flesh welt stitch
holes spaced 8 mm apart.
24M4P9-1

24M4P9-4
Two unidentified leather fragments: 40 mm
by 60 mm.
24M4P11-1
Left shoe vamp with lining; welted construction (Fig. 10.2.6).

24M4P14-4
Two leather fragments: possible bottom portion of a triangular heel stiffener and the seat
area of a welted sole.
Figure 10.2.5: Fragment of one-piece
shoe quarter, 24M4P91, displays the tiny
slits creating a pinked
surface decoration.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M4P9-1).
Scale 1:2

24M4N5-14
Narrow strip of leather 254 mm long with
random stitches along the edge; probably a
fragment of a repaired welted sole.
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A fragment of the rand has a single row of
stitch holes 7 to 9 mm apart. The rand is
7 mm wide.
The quarter lining is in one piece for a lining
without a back seam; it is fragmented and
delaminated. The lining has four oval cutouts and two diagonal slashes, unusual and
unnecessary for a lining. It is possible that
the lining was originally a fashionable
slashed vamp cut down and re-used to economize on leather. The top edge of the lining
was whip stitched to the quarters with the
grain side of the leather against the foot. The
side seams are 35 mm and closed inwards
with grain/flesh stitch holes spaced 4 mm
apart.
24M4Q5-18

Figure 10.2.6: Left
welted shoe, 24M4P111: inside vamp. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M4P11-1).
Scale 1:2

Heel stiffener for a turnshoe. The top of the
stiffener is flat and the edges are whip
stitched. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
sole stitches spaced 9 mm apart.

24M4P15-1
Fragmented vamp: turnshoe construction.
The vamp was assembled grain side out
with a round toe. The side seams have grain
flesh stitches 4 mm apart. The vamp throat
has a 50 mm opening slit down the centre
front ending with an inverted slashed "V"
created to prevent the opening from tearing
at the base. Since the opening is irregular
and unstitched, it was probably created by
the wearer for increased comfort. The lasting
margin has grain/flesh sole stitches 7 mm
apart.

Semicircular heel stiffener; welted construction. The curved top edge was whip
stitched. As the stiffener was assembled
flesh side out inside the shoe it also served
as a heel grip. The lasting margin has grain/
flesh welt stitch holes spaced 7 mm apart.
24M6L2-3
Randed turnshoe fragments: rands and lasting margin with stitch holes spaced 7 mm
apart.
26M6LU-1

24M4P16-1
Sole, rand, and quarter lining for
randed turnshoe (Fig. 10.2.7).

24M6K2-2

left,

Left sole with edge/flesh sole stitch holes all
round spaced 7 to 8 mm apart. The sole is
215 mm long, 70 mm wide at the tread, and
40 mm wide at the waist.

Welted shoe parts: quarter, vamp, and welt
fragments. The quarters were assembled in
two pieces grain side out, and joined along
the back seam. The centre back is 95 mm and
the side seam is 110 mm. The vamp has a
stitched, straight throat with a front opening
with a single lace hole. The front opening is
30 mm long and was not stitched; the lasting
margin sole stitches are spaced 9 mm apart.

Figure 10.2.7: Left
randed turnshoe,
24M4P16-1: flesh side
of lining, delaminated. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M4P16-1).
Scale 1:2
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24M6L18-1

24M6P11-1

Back part of a welted shoe: insole, welt, and
delaminated sole. The welt stitch holes are
spaced 8 mm apart; the sole stitches are
7 mm apart.

Unidentified scrap of leather with several
grain/flesh stitch holes spaced 8 mm apart.

24M6L29-1
Welted sole fragment: seat area. The component was originally grain side up. The
grain/flesh sole stitches are in a single row
spaced 7 mm apart.
24M6M7-1
Unidentified scrap of leather, 30 mm by
20 mm.
24M6M9-1
Shoe quarter (similar to 24M16Q8-6); turnshoe construction. The quarter was one of
two assembled grain side out from leather
3 mm thick, and joined at the back seam.
The seam edges at the side and back turn
inwards with grain/flesh stitch holes spaced
5 mm apart. The centre back is 60 mm; the
side seam is 45 mm. The top edge of the
quarter was whip stitched, suggesting the
attachment of a top band. The lasting margin has grain/flesh stitch holes spaced 8 to
9 mm apart.
24M6N3-13
Two-piece quarter fragment, whip stitched
along top edge; the bottom stitches spaced 8
mm apart.
24M6N7-8
Welted shoe: partial quarter and welt. It
appears that the quarters were cut down;
possibly to salvage leather for re-use. The
sole stitch holes are spaced 9 mm apart.
24M6N15-1
Narrow strip of unstitched leather 6 mm by
88 mm; possibly a shoe lace fragment.
24M6P5-1
Fore part of a welted insole: square toe with
edge/flesh stitches spaced 7 mm apart.
24M6P8-1
Seat area of sole with many stitch holes
throughout; 75 mm wide. This is the remains
of a repaired sole.
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24M6P11P-2
Left shoe with insole, vamp, quarters, and
heel stiffener; welted construction (Fig.
10.2.8). The uppers have a front opening
originally tied with a leather lace. The top of
the back seam was not stitched.
The insole has a round toe and was assembled flesh side up. It is 255 mm long, 84 mm
at the tread, and 43 mm at the waist. The
grain side has a raised ridge all round created by the edge/grain welt stitches spaced
7 to 8 mm apart.
The welt is incomplete and in fragmented
sections. It is 11 mm wide, with two rows of
stitch holes for the welt and sole seams. The
welt stitches are 7 to 8 mm apart, and the
sole stitches are 8 to 9 mm apart.
The upper of the shoe is complete, consisting of a vamp, two quarters, and a heel stiffener. The vamp and quarters were
assembled grain side out from leather
2.5 mm thick.
The vamp has a straight throat and a front
opening 53 mm long. The edges of the front
opening have whip stitches spaced 4 mm
apart. Whip stitches also are present at the
base of the opening on the inside of the
vamp, showing the attachment of a tongue
and an edge binding. There is a lace hole
with fragments of the leather lace in situ on
either side of the front opening, 5 mm from
the top edge (throat). The throat has edge/
flesh seam stitches spaced 3 to 5 mm apart.
The lasting margin has grain/flesh welt
stitches spaced 7 to 8 mm apart. Both the
tongue and edge binding were recovered.
The tongue is a quadrilateral-shaped component with stitching along one edge where
it was whip stitched to one side of the front
opening. The edge binding is a strip of
leather 8 mm wide and 94 mm long. The
edge binding was whip stitched to the front
opening edge opposite the tongue.
The quarter seam (side seam) extends the
full width of the throat and turns inwards
with grain/flesh stitch holes spaced 3 to
5 mm apart. The quarters were attached to
the vamp with a combination of butting and
LEATHER

Figure 10.2.8: Left
welted shoe, 24M6P112: insole, vamp, quarter and heel stiffener.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M6P11-2).
Scale 1:2

lapping: reading from the inside quarter to
the inside vamp, the stitches are flesh/
grain/edge/flesh. The front of the quarter is
22 mm wide. It also has whip stitches along
the edge hence the total length of the front
opening is 75 mm. Fragments of a bifurcated
leather shoe lace remain in the quarter tie
hole. The shoe lace is a strip of leather split
in half within 10 mm of the base thus creating two separate lacing elements. The back
seam ends 18 mm from the top edge, creating an opening at the top centre back. There
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are no stitch hole along the top edge of the
quarters to suggest a top band. The total
measurement of the centre back is 80 mm.
The heel stiffener is roughly rectangular in
shape, rising to the height of the back seam.
The stiffener is grain side out providing heel
support as well as protection from the back
seam that would otherwise rub against the
foot. The bottom edge of the quarters has
largely deteriorated away, however the lasting margin of the stiffener turns outwards
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and displays grain/flesh stitch holes spaced
7 to 8 mm apart.
24M6Q4-1
Vamp or vamp lining fragment.
24M6R2-1
Fore part of a sole; welted construction. The
sole was assembled grain side against the
ground. The widest part of the fore part, the
tread, is 95 mm. Although the edges of the
sole are deteriorated, a double row of sole
and repair stitches spaced 11 mm apart is
present along one edge. The sole has surface
slashes that may be fleshing cuts or a result
of delamination.
24M8K2-1
Five unidentified stitched fragments. Two
fragments may be sides of quarters with
square stitched tabs projecting from the top
of the side seam.
24M8K6-1
Fore part of a repair sole; rounded square
toe with five oval holes.
24M8M2-1
Sole fractured into two pieces; the waist area
is 45 mm wide and the seat is 62 mm. Grain/
flesh stitch holes around the outer edge are
spaced 8 mm to 11mm apart.
24M8M9-1
Left insole assembled grain side up with
edge/flesh welt stitches spaced 8 mm apart.
The tread is 80 mm, the waist is 45 mm, and
the seat is 55 mm wide. The total length of
the sole is 236 mm, and the toe shape is
rounded-square.

cates a counter was stitched to the outer,
grain side of the quarters. The top and front
edges of the quarter were finely stitched
with edge/flesh whip stitches spaced 2 to
3 mm apart that probably secured a tongue
and top band in place. Stitches also occur
along the bottom edge of the quarter wing.
There is a 38-mm slit perpendicular to the
top edge of the quarter that was sewn
together with an edge/flesh butted seam.
The unusual placement of this seam suggest
the leather for this component was salvaged
from another leather item, however it is also
possible the slit was made for a more comfortable fit. Tunnel stitching on the inner,
flesh side of the quarter outlines the placement of the quarter lining that came to the
top of the heel seam. The front edge has
degraded making it impossible to determine
the side seam stitching. The lasting margin
has flesh/grain welt stitch holes spaced
8 mm apart.
24M8P3-2
Heel stiffener; one fragment of leather.
The heel stiffener is rectangular with the top
and sides whip stitched; the lasting margin
has grain/flesh stitches spaced 8 to 9 mm
apart. The leather fragment has no stitch
holes and the edges are torn; it is 80 mm by
35 mm.
24M8P8-1
Sole fragments with a double row of sole
stitch holes spaced 8 to 10 mm apart.
24M8P12-4
Welted repair sole segment: side area with
stitches spaced 8 mm apart.
24M8P14-1

24M8N11-2
Quarter, assembled grain side out of leather
2 mm thick; welted construction (Fig.10.2.9).
The back seam joining the quarters was
closed outwards with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 4 mm apart. The stitches end 29 mm
from the top edge, creating a back opening
or vent. The total height of the centre back is
92 mm.
A depression bordered by grain/flesh running stitches spaced 6 to 8 mm apart indi11-156

Quarter fragment; turnshoe construction.
The quarter is 65 mm at the centre back. The
top edge shows no evidence of top band
stitching. Grain/flesh sole stitches along the
lasting margin are spaced 7 to 8 mm.
24M8P20-1
Vamp fragment; welted construction. The
vamp throat is straight and stitched; there is
no front opening. The lasting margin has
grain/flesh welt stitches spaced 10 mm to
11 mm apart.
LEATHER

lasting margin has grain/flesh welt stitches
spaced 7 mm apart.
24M10J4-1
Fractured shoe quarter, welted construction
(Fig. 10.2.10).

Figure 10.2.9: Welted
shoe, 24M8N11-2:
inner, flesh side of
quarter. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M8N11-2).
Scale 1:2

24M8Q6-1
One-piece quarter lining and vamp fragment, welted construction; ten fragments of
leather.
The lining was assembled grain side out; it
is 65 mm wide at the centre and 80 mm at
the sides. The side seams turn inwards with
grain/flesh stitches spaced 5 mm apart. The
top edge of the lining was whip stitched.
The corner of the vamp's front opening was
recovered with the lining. The vamp fragment has a tie hole and whip stitches along
edge of the opening to suggest the attachment of a tongue or an edge binding. The
other leather fragments are too deteriorated
to identify.

The quarter was assembled grain side out.
The back measures 90 mm, although the
seam stitches stop 23 mm from the top edge
leaving a back opening. The back seam has
flesh/grain stitches 4 mm apart. No stitch
holes along the top edge show a top band
was not attached. The front of the quarter, an
extension of the front opening, is 44 mm
long. Edge/flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart
along this edge suggest the attachment of a
tongue or edge binding, now missing. A single lace hole was slit horizontally into the
bottom corner of the quarter. The side seam
has grain/flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart.
The bottom corner of the side seam is missing; it was cut separately and joined to the
quarter with a butted seam, blind side outwards. The edge/flesh stitch holes along
this seam are space 4 to 5 mm apart. The
lasting margin has grain/flesh stitches
spaced 7 to 8 mm apart.
Whip stitches on the inner, flesh side of the
quarter outline the placement of a semicircular heel stiffener. The centre back of the stiffener reached to the top of the back seam
protecting the foot from the seam and supporting the back of the shoe.
24MWJ7-1
Turnshoe components: vamp, sole fragment,
one-piece quarters with top band, rands
(Fig. 10.2.11).

24M8R2-1

24M10H2-11

Only a partial edge of the sole survived. The
sole was assembled with the grain surface
against the ground with sole stitches spaced
8 to 9 mm apart. Based on the two sections
recovered, the maximum width of the rand
was 15 mm. The single row of grain/flesh
sole stitches match the upper and sole fragment stitch holes.

Welted vamp fragment with a straight,
stitched throat and one side of the front
opening. Whip stitches along the opening
edge suggest the attachment of a tongue or
edge binding; there is a tie hole in the top
corner. The throat stitching is edge/flesh
spaced 4 to 5 mm apart. A fragment of the

The vamp was assembled grain side out
with a straight throat and no front opening
or slit. Whip stitches are visible on the inside
of the vamp where the top band was
secured. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
sole stitches spaced 8 to 9 mm apart.

Welted sole segment: waist area with two
rows of stitches spaced 5 mm apart. One
row of stitches are the original welt stitch
holes, the other was made during the attachment of repair sole.
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The quarters were cut in one piece with no
back seam. The side seams are 46 mm,
closed towards the inside with grain/flesh
stitches irregularly spaced 5 to 7 mm apart.
The sides of the quarters are partially lined
or reinforced with rectangular sections of
leather placed flesh sides out against the
foot and stitched as one during the assembly
of the shoe. A semicircular heel stiffener
placed over the quarter lining was whip
stitched in place. A strip of leather 10 mm
wide, the top band, was whip stitched to the
top edge of the quarters, preventing the back
of the shoe from stretching. The ends of the
top band extended under the vamp, secured
with whip stitches.
24M10K5-5
Degraded vamp fragment assembled grain
side out; turnshoe construction. The side
seams are 50 mm with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 5 mm apart. The lasting margin has
grain/flesh stitches spaced 9 mm apart.
24MWN15-2
Sole section; 120 mm by 40 mm. A double
row of grain/flesh sole stitches spaced 8 to
10 mm apart shows the sole was repaired.
24M10N20-1
Seat area of welted shoe: welt, sole segment,
and repair sole. The welt stitch holes are
spaced 10 mm apart, the sole stitches are 5 to
7 mm apart.

24M10P6-34
Left shoe sole; delaminated. The sole was
assembled with the grain side against the
ground. The sole is 240 mm long, 77 nam
wide at the tread, 47 mm at waist, and
54 mm at the seat.
24MWP16-1
Right turnshoe components: complete quarter, sole, vamp fragment with side stiffener,
and rand sections (Fig. 10.2.12).
The vamp fragment includes a side seam
and lasting margin. The side seam was reinforced with a triangular stiffener that was
whip stitched along the top edge and
secured along the side and bottom during
the assembly of the upper and bottom components. Whip stitches on the inner, flesh
side of the vamp above the side seam show
the attachment of a top band, however this
item was not recovered. The lasting margin
has grain/flesh stitches spaced 8 to 10 mm
apart.
The quarters were cut in one piece and fully
lined; the lining and quarters placed flesh
sides together and treated as one during the
assembly of the shoe. The centre back of the
quarters is 50 mm; the sides are 44 mm with
grain flesh stitch holes spaced 4 mm apart. A
semicircular heel stiffener was whip stitched
to the inside lining, flesh side out. Positioned flesh side out against the heel, the
stiffener would also serve as a heel grip. The
top edges of the quarters and lining were
whip stitched together, probably along with
a top band. The lasting margin has grain/
flesh sole stitches spaced 7 to 8 mm apart.
The sole has a round toe; the outer edges
turn upwards with grain/flesh sole stitches
spaced 8 to 10 mm apart.
The rand fragments have delaminated and
fragmented. They are 14 mm wide with a
single row of grain/flesh sole stitches
spaced 8 to 10 mm apart.
24M10P20-3
Unidentified stitched leather fragment; possibly a stiffener.
24M10Q7-1
Quarter missing a latchet; welted construction (Fig. 10.2.13).
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LEATHER

Figure 10.2.10: Welted
shoe, 24M10J4-1: inner,
flesh side of quarter.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M10J4-1).
Scale 1:2

Figure 10.2.11: Turnshoe, 24M10J7-1: inside
views of quarter components and vamp.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M10J7-1).
Scale 1:2

The quarter was assembled grain side out
from leather 4 mm thick. The top edge has
no stitching. The centre back is 85 mm, and
the back seam stops 16 mm from the top
edge to permit a back opening. Whip
stitches on the inner flesh side outline the
placement of a heel stiffener/grip that covered the heel seam. The side and back seams
were butted together, blind side outwards
with edge/flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart.
Whip stitches located at the top of the side
seam on the inside suggest a binding or top
band was stitched to the throat of the vamp
and secured at this place. The top corner of
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the quarter, the base of the latchet, is 24 mm.
The latchet extends only 20 mm and the end
is cut and stitched end where a latchet strap
was once attached, possibly as a repair. The
stitches are edge/flesh and spaced 2 to
3 mm apart. The bottom edge of the quarter
has grain/flesh welt stitch holes spaced
7 mm apart.
24M10Q9-1
Vamp fragment with a front opening; probably associated with a welted shoe. The front
opening has whip stitches suggesting the
attachment of a tongue. The top edge of the
11-159

fragment, the vamp throat area, has grain/
flesh stitches. There is a tie hole at the top of
opening.
24M10R2-1
Fore part of a welted shoe: insole, vamp, and
welt fragments. The insole was assembled
grain side up and has a round, tapered toe
with edge/flesh welt stitches spaced 7 mm
apart. All that remains of the vamp is a fragment of the lasting margin. The welts are
13 mm wide, with welt stitches spaced 6 to
7 mm and sole stitches spaced 5 mm apart.

24M12G6-9
Unidentified delaminated fragments, some
with stitch holes.
24M12G6-10
Welted vamp and insole fragments. The
vamp was assembled grain side out. Edge/
flesh stitch holes around the insole fragments are spaced 7 mm apart.
24M12K4-1
Unidentified stitched
11 mm by 11 mm.

leather

fragment,

Figure 10.2.12: Right
turnshoe components,
24M10P16-1: complete
quarters, sole, vamp
fragment with side
stiffener, and rand sections. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M10P16-1).
Scale 1:2
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24M12P20-6

Figure 10.2.13: Welted
shoe, 24M10Q7-1:
inner, flesh side of
quarter. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M10Q7-1).
Scale 1:2

Unidentified leather fragment; 10 mm by
25 mm.
24M22P20-22
Four unidentified
40 mm by 60 mm.

fragments

of leather;

24M12P21-5
Unidentified leather fragment; 14 mm by
6 mm.
24M22P22-6
Unidentified stitched leather fragment; possibly the bottom corner of a quarter.
24M12K13-1

24M12P25-2

Fore part of a right insole; welted construction. The sole was assembled grain side up
with grain/flesh stitch holes spaced 7 to
8 mm apart. Air impression of the big toe
and ball of the foot is visible on the grain
side of the insole.

Semicircular heel stiffener. Grain/flesh
stitches along the lasting margin are spaced
11 mm apart.
24M22P29-4

Semicircular fragment with no stitch holes;
probably a heel stiffener.

A unidentified triangular leather component, 150 mm across the base. The two sides
have stab stitches and the other was whip
stitched. The leather analysis on this component is inconclusive; it is possibly goat.

24M12P2-2

24M22Q5-2

An unidentified 40 mm by 40 mm fragment.

Quarter with latchet, welted construction
(Fig. 10.2.14).

24M12M23-1

24M12P13-1
Five fragments of leather; possibly one-piece
quarters.
24M12P16-4
Welted sole: 280 mm long, 100 mm wide at
the tread, and 75 mm at the waist. The sole
has grain/flesh stitch holes spaced 10 mm to
11 mm apart. A double row of stitches along
outside edge show this area was repaired.
There is no discernable grain surface.
24M12P16-5
Sole with a square toe; possibly a repair sole.
Grain/flesh stitches around the edge are
spaced 8 mm apart.
24M22P26-6
Fragmented outer sole; seat and waist area
with grain/flesh stitches spaced 8 to 9 mm
apart.

The quarter was assembled grain side out
from leather 2 mm thick. The back seam,
which is 80 mm, has grain/flesh stitches
spaced 4 mm apart. Four stab stitches
located at the top of the back seam probably
represent repair stitches to secure the seam
together. A latchet extends 68 mm from the
top front of the quarter, it is 27 mm at the
base tapering to 14 mm at the tip where
there is a lace hole. The side seam is deteriorated, possibly missing a bottom corner section (similar to 24M10J4-1) although no seam
stitches remain. The lasting margin has
grain/flesh welt stitches spaced 8 to 9 mm
apart.
24M12Q6-5
Unidentified leather fragment
stitching; 140 mm by 140 mm.

with

no

24M12Q7-8
Shoe quarter, turnshoe construction.
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The components of this quarter include one
quarter, a heel stiffener, and a lining. The
quarters were assembled grain side out and
joined along the back edge that is now
degraded and incomplete. The side seam is
52 mm and closed towards the inside with
grain/flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart. The
heel stiffener has the impression of the quarter back seam on the flesh side. The quarters
were originally completely lined, with the
lining placed grain side out.

24M14N25-44

The top edges of the quarter, stiffener, and
lining were whip stitched together, probably
with the addition of a top band. The lasting
margins of the three related components
have matching grain/flesh sole stitch holes
spaced 8 mm apart.

24M24P6-26

24M24/3-2
Unidentified large section of leather hide
350 mm by 500 mm with stab stitches along
parts of one side. The leather is approximately 2 mm thick.
24M24L28-2
Randed turnshoe components: vamp, side
stiffener, fore part of sole, and rands.
The surface of the vamp is fragmented, however enough remains to determine that it
was assembled grain side out. The toe is
round and the throat is straight. The side
seams are 35 mm and closed towards the
inside with grain/flesh stitches spaced
3 mm apart. The wearer of this shoe probably made the two slits, 10 mm long located
just above the side seams, to make a more
comfortable fit (see 24M18P12-2 for an illustrated example). The side seams and bottom
edges of the vamp are reinforced with a thin
triangular section of leather placed grain
side outwards and whip stitched along the
top edge. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
sole holes spaced 8 mm apart.

Unidentified section of leather; 40 mm by
70 mm.
24M14N31-2
Fragmented seat of an insole; 60 mm wide.
The insole was assembled grain side up and
there are grain/flesh welt stitch holes are
spaced 5 to 6 mm around the outer edge of
the component.

Turnshoe components: sole, one-piece quarters, heel stiffener, and a toe puff.
The quarters cut in one piece and assembled
grain side out. The centre back of the quarters is 65 mm, and the side seams are 50 mm.
Whip stitches along the top edge of the
quarters suggest the attachment of a top
band. The heel stiffener is semicircular, and
the sole has delaminated leaving a thin layer
of leather with stitches spaced 10 mm apart
around the outer edge. The lasting margin
has grain/flesh stitches spaced 8 to 10 mm
apart.
The toe puff resembles a miniature, semicircular heel stiffener. The puff was placed
inside the vamp and whip stitched along its
top edge to the flesh of the vamp. The bottom edge of the puff was secured during the
attachment of the sole. The lasting margin of
the toe puff also has grain/flesh sole stitches
spaced 8 to 10 mm apart.

The fore part of a sole and several rand fragments also were found with the vamp; the
stitch holes are also spaced 8 mm apart.
24M14L18-4
Seat of welted insole; fragmented
delaminated.
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Figure 10.2.14: Welted
shoe, 24M12Q5-1:
outer, grain side of
quarter. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M12Q5-1).
Scale 1:2

and

LEATHER

ing on the ground. The complete width of
the rand varies from 11 mm to 15 mm and
the sole stitches are 8 to 10 mm apart.
The vamp was assembled grain side out
from leather 2.5 mm thick. The leather was
identified as cattle. The throat is straight and
has no front opening. The outside side seam
has edge/flesh seam holes irregularly
spaced 4 mm apart, while the inside side
seam has grain flesh side seams spaced
5 mm apart. An impression of the rand is
visible around the bottom edge of the vamp.
The lasting margin has grain/flesh stitch
holes spaced 8 to 10 mm apart.
The quarters are in one piece with no back
seam. They were assembled grain side out of
thin leather. The outside side seam is 50 mm
and has grain/flesh stitch holes spaced
4 mm apart. Therefore the outside side seam
was joined with a combination of lapping
and closing. The inside side seam is not
present however the grain/flesh vamp seam
indicates the method of closure was not
identical to the outer side seam. The irregular methods of seam closure suggest the
quarters or vamp were repaired or replaced.
A square, side reinforcement, nests grain
side out inside the quarters and was treated
as one during the assembly of the back part.
Leather analysis on this item is inconclusive,
however it is possibly goat. A semicircular
heel stiffener also placed grain side out lined
as well as supported the back of the heel.
The quarters, stiffener, and reinforcement
were whip stitched together along the top
edges, probably along with a top band. The
lasting margin has grain/flesh sole stitch
holes spaced 8 to 10 mm apart.
24M14P14-8
Delaminated sole fragment with stitch holes
spaced 9 mm apart.
Figure 10.2.15: Right
turnshoe, 24M14P9-1:
top view of sole with
rand, inside view of
quarter components.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M14P9-1).
Scale 1:2

24M14P9-1
Complete right shoe; randed turnshoe construction (Fig. 10.2.15).
The sole, placed grain side out against the
ground, has delaminated into two complete
layers. The central fore part is worn on the
grain side. Edge/flesh sole stitches are 8 to
10 mm apart. The rand is complete although
fractured on the outside joint. The ends of
the rand overlapped at the inside heel. The
rand was assembled with the grain side restTHE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

24M14Q2-2
Unidentified fragment of leather with no
stitching, 40 mm by 65 mm.
24M14Q9-1
Triangular heel stiffener for a turnshoe; the
lasting margin has grain/flesh sole stitches
spaced 11 mm apart. This specimen was
associated with several unidentified leather
fragments.
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Figure 10.2.16: Right
turnshoe, 24M16Q8-6:
quarters with lining,
heel stiffener and top
band. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M16Q8-6).
Scale 1:2

24MUR2-9
Sole fragment missing the seat area; the
tread is 78 mm wide, the waist is 44 mm
wide. Grain/flesh stitch holes around the
edge are spaced 6 mm apart.
24M16J2-1
Unidentified cut and stitched section of
leather, 11 mm by 11 mm.
24M16M10-39
Partial quarter assembled grain side out;
turnshoe construction. The centre back is
50 mm, closed towards the inside with
grain/flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart. The
side of the quarter appears to have been
attached as a separate piece joined along a
diagonal seam with edge/flesh stitches
spaced 4 mm apart. The lasting margin has
grain/flesh stitches spaced 9 mm apart.
24M16P2-2
Quarter or quarter lining, degraded and
incomplete. Side and bottom edges have
grain/flesh stitches spaced 6 to 7 mm apart.
24M16Q4-1
Degraded sole fragment with grain/flesh
sole stitches spaced 9 mm apart; the waist is
45 mm wide, the tread is 70 mm.
24M16Q8-6
Fragments of a right randed turnshoe (Fig.
10.2.16). Components include a sole, rands,
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vamp with toe puff and side stiffeners, and
quarters with a top band.
The sole is 266 mm long, 56 mm wide at the
waist. Grain/flesh stitches surround the
sole, spaced 8 to 10 mm apart. A grain surface is not perceptible.
The vamp was assembled grain side outwards. It has a straight throat with a 15-mm
slit at the centre, probably made by the
wearer for comfort. The side seams are
42 mm, and reinforced with a triangular section of leather placed grain side against the
inner flesh surface of the vamp. The seams
are joined with closed seams; the grain/
flesh stitches are spaced 5 mm apart. Three
pairs of whip stitches are on the flesh side of
the vamp just above the top of the side seam
where the top band was secured. Grain/
flesh sole stitches around the bottom edge of
the vamp, and side stiffeners, are spaced 8 to
9 mm apart.
The quarters were also assembled grain side
out, with the back seam closed towards the
inside with grain/flesh stitches spaced
6 mm apart. A semicircular heel stiffener
was whip stitched inside the quarters, flesh
side outwards so that it would also serve as
a heel grip. The quarters were joined with a
closed seam.
The top band, a narrow strip of leather
6 mm wide, was whip stitched to the top
inside edge of the quarters. The ends of the
band were secured to the inside of the vamp
just above the side seam.

LEATHER

Figure 10.2.17: Welted
shoe, 24M16R4-1:
quarters. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M16R4-1).
Scale 1:2

Fragments of rands are 11 mm wide with
grain/flesh sole stitches spaced 9 mm apart.
24M16R4-1
Shoe quarter and vamp fragments with
leather lace in situ; welted construction (Fig.
10.2.17).
The vamp was assembled grain side out.
The throat is whip stitched, and there is a 26mm front opening at the centre. Both edges
of the front opening have edge/flesh
stitches spaced 3 to 4 mm apart, suggesting
the attachment of a tongue and an edge
binding. A lace hole on either side of the
opening has fragments of a leather shoe lace
in situ. The side seams extend along the
throat from the lasting margin to the front
opening; the stitches are grain/flesh, spaced
4 mm apart. The lasting margin has grain/
flesh welt stitches are spaced 7 mm apart.
Only one quarter was found. The quarters
were originally assembled grain side out
and joined at the back with edge/flesh
stitches spaced 6 mm apart, blind side outwards. The centre back measures 92 mm,
and the back seam extends the full height to
the top edge. The front edge of the quarter
has edge/flesh stitch holes that match the
vamp, hence the side seams were closed
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

with a combination of lapping and butting:
flesh/grain/edge/flesh. Tunnel stitching
8 mm below the top edge of the quarter on
the inner, flesh side suggests the quarter was
lined, however there are no stitches along
the top to suggest a top band was attached
to the quarters. There is a lace hole in the
centre front of the quarter. The lasting margin has grain/flesh welt stitches spaced 6 to
7 mm apart.
A fragment of the leather shoe lace was
found. Although fractured, the knot is
intact. The two elements were tied together
with a reef knot.
24M18L13-1
Vamp and quarter fragments, turnshoe construction. The vamp has delaminated into
pieces. It was recovered with its lining, side
stiffeners, and one-piece quarters. The quarters side seams are 45 mm and the centre
back measures 65 mm. The top edge was
whip stitched, however a top band was not
found. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
stitches spaced 10 mm apart.
24MÏSP22-2
Right vamp and quarter; turnshoe construction (Fig. 10.2.18).
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The vamp was cut from leather 3 mm thick
and assembled grain side out. The vamp
leather was identified as pig or cattle. The
throat is straight and unstitched with an
oval opening at the centre front. This cut-out
front opening is unique in the collection; it is
30 mm wide and 40 mm long. The side
seams are 55 mm wide with edge/flesh
stitch holes spaced 4 mm apart. There is a
shallow 6-mm slit at the top of the side
seams. The slits and the unusual front opening probably were created by the wearer for
increased comfort. The lasting margin has
grain/flesh sole stitches spaced 6 to 7 mm
apart.
A rectangular quarter was also found. It was
assembled grain side out; the side seam is
55 mm and the back seam is 57 mm. The top
edge of the quarter has edge/flesh stitching
suggesting the attachment of a top band.
The lasting margin has grain/flesh stitches
spaced 7 to 8 mm.
24M18PU-1
Right turnshoe: lined vamp, sole, and onepiece quarters (Fig. 10.2.18).
The sole is 257 mm long, 88 mm wide at the
tread, and 52 mm at the waist. The lasting
margin has grain/flesh sole stitches spaced
7 to 8 mm apart.
The vamp was fully lined with the flesh
sides placed together and assembled grain
side out. It has a straight throat with a front
opening 23 mm long. Three vertical, 23-mm
slashes were made on either side of the
opening. The side seams are 50 mm and
closed towards the inside with grain /flesh
stitches spaced 4 mm apart. The top edge of
the lining was whip stitched to the inside
top edge of the vamp. The component is
possibly goat skin.
The quarters are fragmented. They were cut
in one piece with no back seam. The side
seams are 50 mm; they were closed with
grain/flesh stitches spaced 5 mm apart.
Whip stitches on the flesh side of the quarters outline the placement of a semicircular
heel stiffener. Similarly, whip stitches along
the top edge of the quarters suggest the
attachment of a top band, though this item
was not recovered.
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24M18Q3-7
Fore part of an insole assembled grain side
up. The tread of the sole is 70 mm wide with
a round tapered toe. Edge/flesh stitches
around the outer edge are spaced 10 mm
apart.

LEATHER

Figure 10.2.18: a) Right
tumshoe, 24M18P12-2:
vamp, b) Right turnshoe,
24M18P14-1: vamp with
slashes. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M-99-111-3).
Scale 1:2

Figure 10.2.19: Right
welted shoe,
24M18Q9-1: vamp,
insole, mid sole section and sole. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M18Q9-1).
Scale 1:2

24M18Q4-1
Insole fragment: seat area. The fragment is
50 mm wide with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 7 mm apart.
24M18Q7-1
Quarter assembled grain side out; welted
construction. The back seam is 80 mm,
closed towards the inside with grain/flesh
stitches spaced 8 mm apart. The side seam is
95 mm, also closed towards the inside with
grain/flesh stitches spaced 6 mm apart;
there is no front opening extension. Whip
stitches on the inner, flesh side of the quarter
outline the placement of a semicircular heel
grip or stiffener. The top edge has no binding or reinforcing whip stitching. The lasting
margin has grain/flesh stitches spaced
10 mm apart.
24M18Q9-1
Right shoe; welted construction (Fig.
10.2.19). The parts remaining are: a lined
vamp, fore part of insole and welt, an outer
sole and a piece of a repaired sole, a tongue
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

and a piece of front edge binding. Leather
analysis of all the components shows them
to be cattle.
The vamp and lining were placed flesh sides
together and assembled grain side out. The
toe of the vamp was reinforced with a toe
puff, that was whip stitched to the inner
flesh surface of the vamp. The vamp has a
stitched throat and a 60-mm front opening.
The side seams extend from the lasting margin to the front opening; they were closed
towards the inside with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 7 mm apart. Both edges of the front
opening were whip stitched; a tongue was
attached along one side and an edge binding
along the other. The edge binding and
tongue were recovered with the other shoe
components. There is a lace hole in the corner of either side of the front opening. The
lasting margin has grain/flesh welt stitch
holes spaced 8 mm apart.
The tongue is triangular shaped. It was
whip stitched to one side of the front opening with the pointed end secured at the base
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of the vent with several whip stitches. A single tie hole in the top corner corresponded
to the quarter tie hole. The edge binding is
75 mm long, and 15 mm wide. Part of the
strip is folded, however only two-stitch
holes are evident.
The insole has a round toe and is missing its
seat area. The tread measures 78 mm, while
the waist is 49 mm. Although it appears
straight, the insole is for the right foot. The
insole was assembled flesh side up and has
edge/flesh welt stitch holes spaced 8 mm
apart. The welt is 14 mm wide and has a
double row of stitches. The sole stitches are
spaced 7 mm apart.
The sole was placed grain side out against
the ground. An impression of the welt and a
piece of the sole is visible on the flesh side of
the sole. The sole piece was found in situ, at
the fore part of the shoe.
2418R5-2
Unidentified fragments of leather; 30 mm by
40 mm.
24M20H1-8
Shoe fragments; welted construction: fore
part of vamp, insole, welt, and unidentified
fragments. The vamp was assembled grain
side down; the insole was flesh side up. The
toe of the insole is square, with edge/flesh
welt stitches spaced 7 mm apart. The welt
section is 14 mm wide, with the welt stitch
holes spaced 7 mm and the sole stitches
spaced 5 mm apart.
24M20P5-1
Vamp fragment; welted construction (Fig.
10.2.20).
This is a unique vamp shape in the collection. The centre front rises to a peak, and
there are a pair of lace holes situated 37 mm
from the peaked edge. The vamp was
assembled grain side out from stout leather
4 mm thick. The side seam is fractured. It is
40 mm, and has evidence of edge/flesh
stitching. The presence of two lace holes
suggests this vamp was once part of a
latchet shoe.
24M20P5-2
Shoe quarters; welts.
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The quarters have latchet straps that extend
50 mm from the side seam. The width of
each latchet is 35 mm tapering to a rounded
end 13 mm wide with a lace hole. The quarters were assembled grain side out with a
butted back seam; the edge /flesh stitches
spaced 3 mm apart. The quarters were partially lined: the top edge of the lining was
whip stitched to the flesh of the quarter and
secured along the lasting margin during the
attachment of the shoe bottom. The side
seams are 50 mm and have edge/flesh stitch
holes spaced 4 mm apart. An impression of
the welt is visible on the grain side along the
bottom edge of the quarter. The lasting margin has grain/flesh stitches spaced 10 mm to
11 mm apart.
The welt fragment is 11 mm to 12 mm wide
with two rows of stitches: the welt stitch
holes are 10 mm apart, and the sole stitches
are spaced 7 mm.
24M20Q7-1
Turnshoe vamp and quarter (Fig. 10.2.21).
The vamp was assembled grain side out and
has a straight throat with three short slits
creating a front opening for ease. The side
seams are 48 mm with edge/flesh stitch
holes spaced 4 to 5 mm apart. The lasting
margin of the vamp has grain/flesh sole
stitches 8 to 10 mm apart.
Only one quarter was recovered with the
vamp; it is roughly rectangular in shape. The
LEATHER

Figure 10.2.20: Welted
shoe, 24M20P5-1:
vamp fragment, grain
side up. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M20P5-1).
Scale 1:2

The quarters were assembled grain side out
with a back seam. It is noteworthy that the
bottom corner of the inside quarter was cut
separately and joined with a butted edge/
flesh seam. This practice of piecing quarters
was also found on earlier; medieval footwear. The side seams are 55 mm, closed
towards the inside with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 6 mm apart. A latchet extends 70 mm
from the top front of the quarter; it is 18 mm
wide at the base and tapers to 9 mm. There
is a lace hole at the tip of the latchet. The top
front of the outside quarter is missing. The
quarters were joined at the centre back with
a butted seam, blind side outwards. The
back seam is 67 mm, and the edge/flesh
stitch holes are spaced 45 mm apart.
A lining cut in one piece and assembled
grain side out was whip stitched to the
inside of the quarters, 10 mm from the top
edge. A semicircular heel stiffener was
found in situ, located between the quarters
and lining. The bottom edges of the upper
components turn outwards and have grain/
flesh welt stitches spaced 6 to 8 mm apart.
The seat area of the welt, insole, and sole
were recovered attached to the upper. The
insole was assembled flesh side up against
the foot, and the grain/flesh welt stitch
holes were also spaced 6 to 8 mm. The sole
was placed grain side down against the
ground; the sole stitches are spaced 7 to
8 mm apart.
24M20R2-2
Figure 10.2.21: Turnshoe, 24M20Q7-1:
vamp, grain side up;
quarter. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M20Q7-1).
Scale 1:2

side seam matches the vamp: they were
closed with a butted seam, blind side outwards. The back seam is 60 mm with edge/
flesh stitch holes spaced 4 to 5 mm apart
suggesting another butted seam. The top
edge of the quarter has whip stitches along
the flesh side that secured a top band, and
pairs of whip stitches outline the placement
of a semicircular heel stiffener. The lasting
margin of the quarter has grain/flesh stitch
holes spaced 8 mm apart.
24M20Q8-1
Cut and stitched rectangle of leather;
107 mm by 94 mm by 2 mm thick. Possibly a
repair patch for a knee or thigh boot.
24M20Q12-1
Back part of a welted shoe: quarters with
latchets, lining, heel stiffener, welt, insole
and sole (Fig. 10.2.22).
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Quarter.
This turnshoe quarter was assembled grain
side out in one piece with no back seam. The
side seams are 40 mm with grain/flesh
stitch holes spaced 5 mm apart. The sides
were closed towards the inside. Whip
stitches inside the quarter outline the placement of a heel stiffener and show a top band
was secured along the top edge. The centre
back of the quarter measures 60 mm. The
lasting margin has grain/flesh stitch holes
spaced 9 mm apart.
24M22K2-14
Vamp fragment; turnshoe construction. The
side seam is 40 mm. A 50-mm slash perpendicular to the top of the seam closed with
several stab stitches suggests this component was created from leather salvaged from
a leather garment or item of footwear. The
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side seam turns inwards with grain/flesh
stitches spaced 5 mm apart. The lasting margin has grain/flesh stitches spaced 10 mm
apart.
24M22M10-8
Three unidentified 30 mm by 40 mm fragments of leather with no stitching.
24M22P5-1
One side reinforcement with stitch holes and
a delaminated upper fragment.
24M22P5-3
Seat fragment of a sole.
24M22P6-1
Left randed turnshoe (Fig. 10.2.23).
The sole is 238 mm long and has a roundedsquare toe. It is 85 mm wide at the tread and
52 mm at the waist. Edge/flesh sole stitches
along the outside of the sole are spaced
6 mm apart. A fragment of a sole lining or
sock remains in situ. There is no evidence
that this component was stitched in place.
The vamp was assembled grain side out
with a straight throat and no front opening.
The side seams are 40 mm and have grain/
flesh stitch holes spaced 4 to 5 mm apart.
The seams were reinforced with a triangular
stiffener whip stitched to the inside of the
vamp and stitched together with the sole
and quarters. On the inner, flesh surface of
the vamp tunnel stitches are visible at the
top of the side seam where the top band was
secured. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
sole stitch holes spaced 8 to 9 mm along the
sides and 6 mm around the toe.
The quarters were cut in one piece with no
back seam. The sides are straight, 40 mm,
and have edge/flesh seam holes spaced 4 to
5 mm apart. The vamp side seams lapped
against the cut edges of the quarters and
were stitched grain/flesh/edge/flesh. Tunnel stitches on the inner flesh surface outline
the placement of a semicircular heel stiffener
(now missing). The top edge of the quarters
has edge/flesh whip stitch holes spaced 4 to
5 mm apart that match the stitch holes on
the top band. The top band is 5 mm wide
strip of unfolded leather whip stitched to the
top of the quarters.
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The rand, 16 mm wide, is complete.
Although it has fractured at the outside of
the heel, it appears to have originally overlapped at the outside joint.
All the components appear to be made from
one type of leather, possibly goat.
24M22PS-3
Fore part of degraded turnshoe: insole and
vamp. The vamp lasting margin stitch holes
are spaced 6 to 7 mm apart. Grain/flesh sole
or welt stitch holes are similarly spaced 6 to
7 mm apart along the edge of the sole fragment.
24M22Q9-8
Welt fragments; 12 mm wide with welt stitch
holes spaced 10 mm and sole stitches spaced
11 mm apart.
24M24N4-2
One-piece turnshoe quarters; fragment. The
side seams are 50 mm and the centre back
measures 60 mm. The top edge was whip
stitched, suggesting the attachment of a top
band. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
stitch holes spaced 10 mm apart.
LEATHER

Figure 10.2.22: Welted
shoe components,
24M20Q12-1, assembled as found. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M20Q12-1).
Scale 1:2

Figure 10.2.23: Components of a turnshoe,
24M22P6-1, made of
thin leather. The upper
components comprised one-piece quarters wrapping around
the back of the shoe. A
top band was whipstitched to the top
edge of the quarters to
help prevent this area
from stretching, and a
heel stiffener supported the back of the
shoe. The shoe bottom
included a rand and a
sole. Turnshoes are
constructed inside out
and turned right side
out upon completion
of the seam. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M22P6-1).
Scale 1:2
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24M24N6-1
Fragmented and delaminated sole with
stitch holes spaced 10 mm apart.
24M24N8-3
Unidentified leather fragment with stitching; 22 mm by 57 mm.
24M24P3-2
Left randed turnshoe components: vamp,
one-piece quarters, rand sections, and a
double sole (Fig. 10.2.24).
The sole consists of two thin layers placed
together and treated as one. The upper sole
was positioned flesh side up against the
foot, the bottom sole is grain side down
against the ground. The soles are 94 mm
wide at the tread, and 57 mm wide at the
waist. The seat of the sole is missing. The
edges of the soles have grain/flesh sole
stitch holes spaced 9 mm apart.
The vamp was assembled grain side out
with a straight throat and a 15-mm front
opening. The side seams are 50 mm and
closed towards the inside with grain/flesh
stitches spaced 5 mm apart. Whip stitches
directly above the seam on the flesh side
suggest the attachment of a top band. The
lasting margin has grain/flesh stitches
spaced 8 to 10 mm apart. A hole was worn
through the fore part of the vamp where the
big toe would rub.
The quarters were in one piece assembled
grain side out. The centre back is 75 mm; the
side seams are 50 mm and closed towards
the inside with grain/flesh stitches spaced
5 mm apart. Whip stitches on the inner, flesh
side of the quarters outline the placement of
a semicircular heel stiffener. Whip stitching
along the top edge of the quarters suggests
the attachment of a top band, however this
component was not recovered. The lasting
margin has grain/flesh sole stitch holes
spaced 9 mm apart.

of a pair, the matching boot is described
below (24M190M27-17).
The insole has a rounded-square toe; it was
assembled grain side up against the bottom
of the foot. The outside joint of the insole is
worn and there is an exaggerated depression
in the fore part from the weight of the ball of
the foot. The insole is 252 mm long, 75 mm
wide at the tread, and 40 mm at the waist.
Edge/flesh welt stitch holes are located
around the edge of the insole.
The welt and sole fragments match the stitch
holes around the seat of the shoe. The welt is
10 mm wide with welt and sole stitches
spaced 6 to 7 mm apart. The sole appears to
have been repaired as a double row of sole
stitches is evident.
The uppers of the boot were assembled
grain side out from leather 3 to 4 mm thick.
The lasting margins of the components have
grain/flesh welt stitches spaced 7 mm apart.
The vamp is asymmetrically cut, with the
outside vamp wing extending slightly farther back than the inside wing. The outside
of the vamp is also fractured, possibly
because of the position of a seam that
projects diagonally from the vamp wing.
The throat of the vamp was stitched along
two semicircular edges that meet at the centre of the vamp, creating a peaked front
(now fractured). The toe of the vamp is
stretched along the outside edge, and the
inside edge where the great toe would rub is
also worn and fractured.
The boot quarters consist of at least five separate sections joined with edge/flesh
stitches spaced 4 mm apart. It is possible the
back of the boot was pieced together in sections for economical reasons, however the
other boot in the collection is cut and assembled in the same way suggesting the individual sections were also integral to the
design of the boot.

24M24P4-1
Nineteenth-century sole, inner sole; double
row of peg holes.
24M24R2-2
Left boot; welted construction (Fig. 10.2.25).
Upper components (see also 24M900X92-7),
insole, welt and sole fragments. This is one
11-172

The inside quarter sections are complete,
back seam to side seam. This area consists of
three pieces joined with butted seams, blind
side outwards. The large, "main" section
wraps around the ankle to the front of the
boot. Two smaller sections complete the
side, joining to the vamp wing. The quadrilateral component directly attached to the
LEATHER

Figure 10.2.24 (Facing
Page): Left randed
turnshoe components,
24M24P3-2: vamp,
one-piece quarters,
rand sections, and a
double sole. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M24P3-2).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 10.2.25 (Facing
Page): Left knee or
thigh boot, 24M24R21: boot upper components flesh side up,
bottom view of left
sole and triangular
heel stiffener. A profile
oblique view of the
reassembled components is in Figure
10.1.8. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M24R2-1).
Scale 1:2

Figure 10.2.26 (Right):
Left turnshoe,
24M26L6-3: vamp,
flesh side. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M26L6-3).
Scale 1:2

vamp wing was not found in situ; its provenience number is 24M900X92-7.
The outside quarter is incomplete. The piece
which fits the centre front of the boot is
missing. It is likely that this area was cut in
one piece and stitched to the curved throat,
and joined to the inside quarter along a centre front seam. Based on the measurement of
the existing leg components, a piece must
also be missing from the outer side of the
boot, for it would be difficult, if not impossible, to pull the boot over the foot with such a
narrow opening. Although this area cannot
be positively reconstructed, it is possible
that a side opening closed with ties, buckles,
or a gusset completed the assembly of this
upper.
The two "main" quarter sections were
joined at the centre back; the back seam is
145 mm and was edge/flesh stitched from
top to bottom. A triangular heel stiffener
was whip stitched, grain side out, to the
inside of the quarters. The stiffener strengthened the back and protected the foot from
the back seam. Horizontal slashes were
made parallel to the top, cut edge of the
boot. As there are no whip stitches to suggest a lining or top band, it is impossible to
determine the original height of the boot.
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As the boot components are degraded,
leather analysis is not possible, except for
the heel stiffener that is cattle or pig.
24M26L6-3
Left turnshoe: vamp with stiffeners (Fig.
10.2.26).
The vamp was cut out of goat skin and
assembled grain side out. It has a straight
throat with a 13-mm slash at the centre front.
The side seams are 45 mm and closed
towards the inside with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 6 mm apart. Tunnel stitches on the
inner, flesh side of the vamp show the placement of side stiffeners and a toe puff. The
side stiffeners are in situ, assembled grain
side out and stitched as one with the vamp
along the side and bottom edges. The stiffeners are also goat skin. The outside of the
fore part where the baby toe would rub is
fragmented and there are tunnel stitches on
the inner flesh side where the hole was
patched. This suggests the shoe was
repaired as the bottom sole would first have
to be removed in order to patch the inside of
the vamp. A series of tunnel stitches in pairs
located on the inside of the vamp above the
side seams show a top band was secured to
the vamp. The lasting margin has grain/
flesh stitch holes spaced 8 to 10 mm apart.
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Figure 10.2.27: Unidentified component,
24M28N5-1. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M28N5-1).
Scale 1:2

24M26P5-2

24M42M3-13

Unidentified stitched leather fragment. Possibly the bottom edge of an upper or the outside edge of a sole. Grain/flesh stitch holes
are spaced 9 mm apart.

Unidentified fragment of leather, 60 mm by
40 mm.
24M44N1-2
Four unidentified leather fragments, 40 mm
by 30 mm.

24M28N3-3
Unidentified 20 mm by 16 mm fragment of
leather with stab and whip stitches.

24M90X1-3
Unidentified leather fragment; 40 mm by
60 mm.

24M28N5-1
Sole and other fragments (Fig. 10.2.27).

24M188S1-4
Fore part of sole, possibly a clump, with
grain/flesh stitch holes spaced 9 to 10 mm
around the edge and a rounded-square toe.
Semicircular fragment with stitch holes
along curved edge; probably a heel stiffener.
An unusual stitched component, unique to
the collection, was possibly cut up and reused. One side was cut and without stitching. The opposite side has whip stitch holes
spaced 6 to 7 mm apart. The narrow side has
tunnel stitching on the flesh side. The side
opposite appears to have been folded back
onto itself and whip stitched flesh sides
together creating a finished edge.

Sole and vamp fragment. Sole has a double
row of stitches, suggesting repair. It is
260 mm long, 111 mm wide at the tread, and
85 mm at the waist and seat. Only part of the
throat, side seam and bottom of the vamp
remain. The vamp side seam is 55 mm with
grain/flesh stitches, the lasting margin stitch
holes are spaced 10 mm apart.
24M188T8-2
Welted shoe and turnshoe components:
quarter, heel stiffener, sole, repair sole and
welt.

24M28N8-1
Sole fragment with edge/flesh
space 10 mm to 11 mm apart.

stitching

24M30R2-1
Two unidentified fragments of
approximately 20 mm by 10 mm.

leather,

24M38N4-1
Three cut and stitched fragments; possibly
associated with a boot (Fig. 10.2.28). The cut
edges have grain/flesh stitches spaced
4 mm apart.
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Figure 10.2.28: Three
cut and stitched fragments, 24M38N4-1.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M38N4-1).
Scale 1:2

24M190L3-1

Figure 10.2.29: Turnshoe quarter and the
seat area of a welted
sole including a repair
sole and welt,
24M188T8-2. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M188T8-2).
Scale 1:2

Fragmented sole section, seat area. The seat
is 76 mm wide with randomly spaced
grain/flesh stitches around the outer edge.
24M190M14-1
Delaminated fragment of upper lining, no
stitching.
24M190M20-4
Sole fragment with round toe.
24M190M22-1
Right welted latchet shoe upper components
including the vamp, quarters, lining, insole,
and welt fragments (Fig. 10.2.30).

The turnshoe quarter was assembled grain
side out with a back seam closed towards
the inside within 11 mm of the top edge:
grain/flesh back seam stitches are spaced
5 mm apart, and the height of the back is
78 mm (Fig. 10.2.29). The side seam is
60 mm, also closed with grain/flesh back
seam stitches spaced 5 mm. Whip stitches on
the flesh side show suggest a lining or possibly a reinforcing thread was stitched to the
height of the back and side seams.
The heel stiffener is semicircular; it is not
associated with the turnshoe quarter or the
welted shoe components. The top edge
curved edge has whip stitch holes and the
lasting margin has grain /flesh stitches
spaced 6 to 7 mm apart.
The bottom components include the seat
area of the sole, a repair sole and welt. The
fore part of the sole was cut away and
replaced with a repair sole that covered the
entire bottom of the shoe. Only the seat of
the repair sole and welt survived deposition.
The double rows of sole stitch holes on the
welt and both soles are evidence that the
sole was repaired (restitched) at least twice,
as the bottom repair sole would ordinarily
display only one row of sole stitch holes.
24M190L2-2
Unidentified leather fragment, 30 mm by
40 mm.
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The insole was assembled grain side up. It
has a round toe, and grain/flesh welt
stitches spaced 9 to 10 mm around the edge.
Single last tack holes are centrally located at
the toe, waist, and seat. The insole is 220 mm
long, 70 mm wide at the tread, and 34 mm at
the waist.
The two welt fragments are 12 mm wide
with welt stitch holes spaced 9 mm to 11 mm
apart and sole stitch holes spaced 7 mm. It is
noteworthy that the diameter of the sole
stitch holes is noticeably larger than the welt
holes, suggesting a difference in the thickness or ply of the threads used to attach the
welt to the upper and the sole to the welt.
The vamp was cut out of cattle hide. It has a
straight throat and an opening created by
three 7-mm slits that radiate from the centre
of the throat. Approximately 7 mm below
the base of this opening is a single tie hole
with a fragment of the leather lace in situ.
The lace is 5 mm wide. The vamp side seams
were closed towards the inside with grain/
flesh stitch holes spaced 5 mm apart. The
lasting margin has grain/flesh stitch holes
spaced 9 mm to 11 mm apart.
The vamp was assembled grain side out
from leather that was poorly prepared as
indicated by fleshing cuts that penetrate the
hide in several areas. During the preparation
of hides, the tanner removed fatty tissue and
flesh from the inner surface of the hide by
drawing a wide blade over the surface of the
hide. Careless or unskilled fleshing could
result in deep cuts such as those displayed
in this specimen, several that penetrate
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Figure 10.2.30: a) Right
welted latchet shoe,
inner, flesh side of
vamp and quarters;
Scale 1:2
b) oblique and c) profile
view reconstructions.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M190M22-ld).
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through to the grain. These slashes are covered on the inside with an oblong patch
placed flesh side out and whip stitched to
the vamp. The shoemaker must have been
desperate to use such poorly prepared
leather for the upper, especially as it would
have to be patched before assembly.
The quarters were also cut out of cattle hide.
It was assembled grain side out and closed
together at the sides and back seam with
grain/flesh stitches spaced 6 to 7 mm apart.
The centre back measures 55 mm with the
back seam stopping 8 mm from the top edge
thus leaving a short back opening. A onepiece quarter lining the width of the back
seam was placed grain side out and whip
stitched to the inside of the quarters. A
latchet extends 70 mm from the top corner of
the quarters. It is 16 mm wide at the base
and tapers to 10 mm at the tip where there is
a tie hole. The outside quarter has a knotted
leather thong or shoe lace in situ. The knot
was created by threading one end of the lace
through a slit in the opposite end. A semicircular heel stiffener was placed between the
lining and quarter, grain side against the
inside of the quarter. The stiffener was
secured along the bottom edge with the welt
stitches that match the seat of the insole,
spaced 9 mm to 11 mm apart. The quarter
lining and stiffener were cut out of goat skin.
Two crescent shaped reinforcements were
whip stitched to the inside of the vamp and
quarters, strengthening the top of the side
seam. The patches were flesh side out.
24M190M24-1
Right welted shoe including a vamp, quarters, sole, insole, sole sections, and welt fragments (Fig. 10.2.31).
The insole was assembled flesh side up; it is
256 mm long, 82 mm wide at the tread, and
42 mm at the waist. There is a tack hole in
the toe, waist, and seat of the sole where it
was secured to a last during construction.
Grain/flesh welt stitch holes around the
outer edge are spaced 7 to 9 mm apart.
The sole segments are the remains of the
original sole, part of which was cut away
and replaced with a repair sole. Generally
the fore part of the sole received the most
wear, and was cut away from the waist,
leaving the seat of the sole attached to the
upper. The repair sole would then be
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

attached to the bottom of the sole, with the
repair stitches guided through the holes
already existing in the upper.
Often the remains of the sole have a double
row of sole stitching, another telltale sign
that the sole was repaired. The welt fragments also display evidence of the repair, as
they have a double row of sole stitching
whereas ordinarily only one row was necessary to attach the original sole. The welt
fragments recovered with this specimen are
13 mm wide.
The throat of the vamp is straight with and
there is a 40 mm front opening; the side
seams extend from the bottom edge to the
opening. A tie hole in the upper corner on
each side of the opening has a leather lace in
situ. The lace is 5 mm wide with one end
fragmented while the other tapers to a point.
Whip stitches along the edge of the front
opening suggest the attachment of a tongue,
however this component was not recovered.
The side seams also have edge/flesh stitch
holes spaced 5 mm apart. The lasting margin
vamp has grain/flesh welt stitch holes
spaced 6 mm apart.
The quarters are in two pieces assembled
grain side out. The centre back of the quarters is 94 mm, although the back seam ends
14 mm from the top edge leaving a back
opening. The back seam was closed towards
the inside with grain/flesh stitches spaced
34 mm apart. The quarter side seam stitch
holes are grain/flesh, hence the quarter was
lapped against the vamp edge and stitched
edge/flesh/grain/flesh. The front of the
quarter is 30 mm, making the total length of
the front opening 70 mm.
There are no stitches along the front of the
quarter to suggest this part of the shoe had
any edge binding or tongue attachment.
There is a lace hole in the corners, and a
fragment of a leather lace remains in the outside quarter. The front of the outside quarter
was cut from a separate piece and joined
with a lapped edge/flesh/grain/flesh seam
identical to the side seam closure. Whip
stitches run parallel to the top edge of the
quarters suggesting a lining was whipped to
the inside covering the back seam. The top
edge of both quarters have a 14-mm slash
approximately 50 mm from the front opening, possibly created to increase the wearer's
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Figure 10.2.31: Right
welted shoe,
24M190M24-1: sole
section with welt,
insole; vamp and
quarter, grain side out.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M190M24-1).
Scale 1:2

comfort. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
welt stitching spaced 8 mm apart.
24M190M26-16
Left welted shoe components: fragmented
vamp, vamp lining, insole, many welt fragments, and a one-piece quarters with a
folded top edge (Fig. 10.2.32). The components are degraded and in poor condition.
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The insole has completely delaminated into
two layers. There is a pair of tack holes in
the fore part and seat areas where the insole
was secured to a last during construction.
Grain/flesh welt stitches around the sole are
spaced 9 mm to 13 mm apart.
The welts are 12 mm wide with welt stitch
holes spaced 9 mm to 13 mm apart; a second
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Figure 10.2.32: Left
welted shoe,
24M190M26-16: onepiece quarter. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M190M2616).
Scale 1:2

row of repair stitches have obliterated the
original sole seam stitches.

The lasting margin has grain/flesh welt
stitch holes spaced 9 mm to 13 mm apart.

The vamp and lining were placed flesh sides
together and treated as one. The side seams
are straight, extending from the bottom edge
to the centre front where they are separated
by a 65-mm front opening. The side seams
turn inwards with grain/flesh stitch holes
spaced 5 mm apart. Whip stitching along the
edges of the opening continues 18 mm
below the base of the opening on the inside
of the vamp, suggesting that a tongue and
an edge binding were secured along one
edge and at the base of the opening. There is
a single tie hole at the bottom of the opening, and two on either side. The lasting has
grain/flesh welt stitch holes spaced 9 mm to
13 mm apart.

24M190M27-17

The quarters were cut in one piece with no
back seam, and fully lined. The top 20 mm
of the quarters was folded over the lining
and whip stitched, creating a finished top
edge. This method of top edge finishing is
unique to the collection. The lining extends
to the fold. The centre back is 100 mm, and
the sides are 85 mm. An impression of a
semicircular heel stiffener on the outside of
the quarters shows that a heel stiffener was
inserted between the lining and quarters
although only a fragment of the stiffener is
in situ. There is a tie hole (slit) in the top
front corners of the quarters. Although the
side seams are degraded, it appears that
they were closed towards the inside with
grain/flesh stitch holes spaced 5 mm apart.
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Right, welted, boot components: incomplete
uppers, insole (in two sections, see also
24N900X36-1), heel stiffener, and welt fragment (Fig. 10.2.33).
The insole was assembled grain side up
against the foot. It has a rounded-square toe;
the insole is 250 mm long, 76 mm at the
tread, and 42 mm at the waist. The insole
was repaired: there is a transverse seam
across the fore part that was joined with
edge/flesh stitches spaced 5 mm apart. The
inside edge of the tread is worn and there
are four holes that may have been made
with nails during repair; the outside edge of
the heel also shows wear. Edge/flesh welt
stitches around the outer edge of the insole
are spaced 5 to 7 mm apart.
The uppers were assembled grain side outwards and the lasting margins of the individual components all have grain/flesh welt
stitches spaced 6 to 7 mm apart. The components of this boot are cut and assembled virtually the same as the left boot of this pair
(24M24R2-1), therefore only unique features
are described here.
The vamp is worn along the inside fore part
especially where the great toe would rub;
the outside edge is stretched outwards due
to wear; the fore part of the vamp was
slashed and torn, probably to relieve an
uncomfortable fit and two holes one either
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Figure 10.2.33: Right
welted, knee or thigh
boot components,
24M190M27-17.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M190M27-17).
Scale 1:2
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side may have been created to tie the slash
together. Similar to the other boot in the collection, an unexplained seam projects into
the vamp.
Whip stitches on the flesh side of the vamp
at the base of this seam may have secured a
patch or reinforcement of leather as they are
not associated with the placement of the
heel stiffener. The throat of the vamp is complete: two semicircular curves meet at the
centre front creating a peaked front.
The boot quarters were constructed from
sections pieced together with grain/flesh
stitches spaced 4 mm apart. The back seam
is incomplete; it measures 126 mm from the
bottom to the torn top edge. One of the
inside quarter sections is now missing, however the width of this piece can be calculated
by comparing stitch holes along the insole
and heel stiffener. The stitch holes along the
curved edge of the inside quarter match the
throat curve. The top of the quarter is
unevenly cut, and it appears that the upper
leg of the boot around the ankle was horizontally slashed similar to the other boot in
the collection. However it is impossible to
determine the original height of the boot.
The outside quarter is incomplete. The same
section frustrating the reconstruction of boot
24M24R2-1 is perversely missing in this
example. All of the edges surrounding the
missing section(s) were edge/flesh stitched.
Although it seems likely that a single curved
component was stitched in this area closing
the front of the boot, the exact shape of the
missing component remains a mystery.
24M190T4-11
One-piece quarters assembled grain side
out; the component is too degraded to determine method of construction. The side
seams are 50 mm with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 4 mm apart. The top edge of the
quarters was whip stitched; however the top
band was not recovered with this specimen.
The lasting margin has grain /flesh stitches
spaced 10 mm apart.

24M292M20-23
Randed turnshoe: quarter fragments, heel
stiffener, rands, and sole fragments.
A fragmented section of the sole includes
the waist, seat, and partial fore part. The
grain /flesh stitches are 7 to 9 mm apart.
Only one quarter was found. The quarter
was partially lined/supported at the side
seam with a rectangular section that was
tacked to the heel stiffener, and secured
along the side and bottom edges with the
quarter, similar to 24M14P9-1. The heel stiffener is semicircular in shape and has the
impression of the back seam on the flesh
side.
The stiffener was whip stitched to the flesh
side of the quarter. Both the heel stiffener
and partial lining were whip stitched to the
top edge of the quarter, probably along with
a top band. Grain/flesh stitches along the
side seam turn inwards, spaced 5 mm apart.
The lasting margin has grain/flesh stitches
spaced 7 to 9 mm apart.
24M192M10-16
Cut and stitched unidentified
30 mm by 50 mm.

fragment,

24M294M20-24
Two soles, not associated with each other
(Fig. 10.2.34).
Right foot clump sole with round toe is
258 mm long, 87 mm wide at the tread, and
41 mm at the waist. The inner, flesh surface
has a raised ridge of tunnel stitches set
approximately 4 mm from the outer edge.
The stitches which are spaced 12 mm to 13
mm apart are typical of clump sole attachment. The wide rounded toe tapers at the
waist and increases at the seat to 68 mm.
A left welted shoe sole or repair sole is too
degraded to identify a grain surface. There
is a double row of sole stitches around the
fore part spaced 9 to 10 mm apart. The sole
is 256 mm long, 100 mm wide at the tread,
and 65 mm at the waist.

24M292M9-23

24M194M10-17

Three unidentified stitched fragments of
leather; one sole fragment with a double row
of stitches.

Right welted shoe components: fragmented
vamp, sole sections, welts, insole, and unidentifiable fragments (Fig. 10.2.35).
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Figure 10.2.34: Two
soles, 24M194M10-14,
not associated with
each other. (Drawing:
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 24M194M10-14).
Scale 1:2

The insole has a round, tapered toe and a
narrow waist. The sole length is 256 mm, the
tread is 78 mm wide, and the waist is 24 mm
wide. The insole was assembled grain side
up with edge/flesh welt stitches spaced 7 to
8 mm. The welt stitches at the toe are grain/
flesh.
A sole section located at the outside waist
area has a double row of stitches indicating a
repair was necessary to the bottom of the
shoe.
It appears that the welt was made up of at
least five sections. The cut welt sections butt
together, outlining the insole. The welts are
11 mm wide; the welt stitches are 7 to 8 mm
apart, and the sole stitches are 6 mm. The
vamp is extremely fragmented; all that
remains is the lasting margin, the toe, and
partial side seams that were closed with
edge/flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart.
24M194M14-23
Insole, vamp, sole and welt fragments.
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Only the fore part of the insole and vamp
remains. The insole was assembled grain
side up with a round toe. The tread is 75 mm
wide and has grain/flesh stitch holes spaced
6 mm apart. The sole fragment has a double
row of stitches suggesting repair. The welt
fragments have sole and welt stitch holes
spaced 6 to 7 mm apart.
24M194M14-24
Boot quarters with stiffener (Fig. 10.2.36).
Two roughly rectangular leather sections
that join together with a butted edge/flesh
seam, blind side outwards. The quarters
were assembled together grain side out from
leather 4 mm thick. A triangular heel stiffener was placed over the back seam and
whip stitched to the flesh side of the presumed quarters. A circular cut-out on one
quarter has stab stitches all round suggesting the hole was patched. The components
were recovered with another unidentified
fragment that has large, random, stitch holes
along two sides. All pieces appear to have
been cut for re-use as no item is complete.
LEATHER

Figure 10.2.35: Right
welted shoe components, 24M194M10-17.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M194M10-17).
Scale 1:2

24M194M15-22
Complete left randed turnshoe (Fig. 10.2.37).
The vamp was assembled grain side out
from cattle hide that has almost completely
delaminated into two separate layers. The
throat of the vamp is straight with no front
opening or edge stitching. The side seams
are 45 mm and closed towards the inside
with grain/flesh stitches 4 to 5 mm apart.
There are whip stitches on the inner flesh
side of the vamp at the top of the seam
where the top band was attached. The surface of the vamp along the outside joint is
extremely abraded. A toe puff, also cow
hide, was found nested in situ positioned
grain side out and whip stitched along the
top edge to the flesh of the vamp. The lasting margins of the vamp and toe puff turn
have grain /flesh sole stitches spaced 8 to
9 mm apart.
The quarters were cut in one piece, possibly
out of goat skin. They had no back seam and
the side seams are attached to the vamp
with grain/flesh stitches. The centre back
height is 65 mm. The top band, a narrow
strip of leather 6 mm wide, was whip
stitched along the top edge of the quarters.
The stitches penetrate the lining and catch

Figure 10.2.36: Unidentified cut and
stitched components,
24M194M14-24: possibly boot quarters with
stiffener. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M194M14-24).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 10.2.37: Left
randed turnshoe,
24M194M15-22: vamp
and toe puff. This
turnshoe is reconstructed in Figure
10.1.3. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M194M15-22b).
Scale 1:2

the top of the quarters. The ends of the top
band were secured inside the vamp, preventing the quarters from stretching as well
as finishing the top edge. A semicircular
heel stiffener of stout leather supported the
back of the shoe: it was whip stitched along
the curved edge to the inside of the quarters.
The lasting margins of the stiffener and
quarters have grain/flesh stitch holes
spaced 8 to 10 mm apart.
The sole was assembled grain side down it is
245 mm long, 89 mm at tread, 50 mm at the
waist, and 53 mm at the seat. The toe is
worn, and a hole was worn away at the
tread of the sole. The rand is positioned
grain side up around the outer edge of the
sole. The rand is incomplete, and has delaminated into several layers. The widest part of
the rand is 14 mm.
24M194N3-1
Scrap of leather with several stitch holes;
115 mm by 80 mm. Probably waste material
from a cut down component.

The uppers were assembled grain side out.
The vamp has a straight throat with an
unstitched, 20 mm central opening. The side
seams appear to have been closed towards
the inside of the shoe. The quarters were cut
in one piece with no back seam; the side
seams are 41 mm. A lining was whip
stitched to the inside, however there are no
stitches along the top edge of the quarter
components to suggest the attachment of a
top band.
24M194P5-1
Fragmented sole with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 6 mm apart; 80 mm wide at the
tread, and 60 mm wide at the waist and seat.
The fore part is worn through in areas, and
there is a random, double row of stitches to
suggest this sole was repaired with another
one attached directly to it.
24M194P8-1

24M194P4-1

Repair sole with a wide, round toe and
grain/flesh stitches around the outer edges.
The component is 123 mm wide and 140 mm
long. The sole is cut straight across the waist
area.

Left turnshoe: sole, vamp, and quarters.
Very degraded.

24M196M6-1

The sole has a round toe and was assembled
grain side out. The approximate length of
the sole is 200 mm; it is 74 mm wide at the
tread, and 40 mm at the waist. Grain/flesh
sole stitches around the edge of the sole turn
inwards, spaced 2 mm apart.
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Welted shoe fragments: insole, welt, and
leather fragments.
The insole has a tapered, round toe. Edge/
flesh welt stitches are spaced 7 to 8 mm
apart. The welt fragment is 10 mm wide
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with sole stitches also spaced 7 to 8 mm
apart.
24M196M8-18
Turnshoe vamp assembled grain side out
with a straight throat and a 23-mm front
opening. There are no stitch holes along the
edge of the opening. The side seams are
60 mm; they were closed towards the inside
with stitches spaced 4 mm apart. Whip
stitches located above the side seams indicate the attachment of a top band. Grain/
flesh stitches along the lasting margin are
spaced 7 to 9 mm apart.

are 60 mm. Whip stitches on the flesh side of
the quarters outline a semicircular heel stiffener. The vamp has a straight throat, with
three 10-mm slashes spaced 10 mm apart at
the centre. The side seams were closed with
edge/flesh stitches and whip stitches at the
top of the seam outline the impression of a
reinforcement patch similar to 24M190M221. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
stitches spaced 9 to 10 mm apart.
24M196M12-6
Right welted shoe components: vamp with
tongue, heel quarters and stiffener, insole
and welts (Fig. 10.2.38).

24M196M9-15
Vamp fragment and stiffeners including part
of the lasting margin and side seam; welted
construction.
The vamp was assembled grain side out
with a 50-mm front opening. Stitches on the
inner side of the vamp along the edge and
base of the front opening suggest the attachment of a tongue or an edge binding. The
side seam extends from the bottom edge of
the vamp to the front opening and has
edge/flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart. Two
side stiffeners that were whip stitched to the
inside of the vamp, grain side out were also
recovered with this fragment. The stiffeners
are probably goat skin. The lasting margins
have grain/flesh stitches spaced 8 mm
apart. Half of the vamp is cut and removed,
possibly to salvage leather for a repair or
translation.
24M196M12-4
Delaminated sole; seat and waist area. Elongated grain/flesh stitch holes around the
outer edge are spaced 7 mm apart. The waist
is 60 mm wide and the seat is 75 mm wide.
24M196M12-5
Right randed turnshoe components: sole,
vamp, quarters, and rand fragments.
The sole is fragmented and abraded; no
grain surface is perceptible. The sole is
218 mm long, 91 mm across the tread,
56 mm at the waist, and 54 mm wide at the
seat.
The uppers were assembled grain side out.
The quarters were stitched together along
the back seam that is 75 mm; the side seams
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The insole was assembled flesh side up; it is
270 mm long, 94 mm wide at the tread,
48 mm wide at the waist, and 51 mm at the
seat. The fore part of the sole tapers slightly
ending with a rounded toe. On the underside of the insole there is an impression of a
sole piece at the toe. The sole piece was
recovered with the artifacts; it has a single
row of grain/flesh sole stitches.
The vamp was assembled grain side out
from cattle hide 4 mm thick. The side seams
extend from the bottom edge to a front
opening. The seams were closed with grain/
flesh stitches spaced 5 mm apart. The front
opening is 40 mm with whip stitches along
the edges where the tongue and possibly a
strip edge binding were attached.
The tongue was in situ. It is a truncated triangular section of leather with whip stitches
along one side where it was stitched to the
inside edge of the opening, grain side out.
The lasting margin of the vamp has grain/
flesh welt stitches spaced 8 mm apart.
Leather analysis on the tongue shows it to
be cattle hide.
The quarters were also assembled grain side
out, but from a lighter weight of leather,
2 mm thick. Unfortunately, the leather is too
degraded for analysis. The total centre back
is 120 mm, however the back seam ends
20 mm from the top edge creating a back
opening. The side seams turn inwards with
grain/flesh stitch holes. The front of the
quarters extend 25 mm above the opening
and have a tie hole in each corner. There are
no stitch holes along the front edge of the
quarter to indicate the attachment of a
tongue or edge binding to this component.
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Several welt fragments and a sole section
were found with the shoe. The welts are
14 mm wide: welt stitches are spaced 7 to
8 mm apart and the sole stitches are 6 to 7
mm apart. It is interesting to note that the
diameter of the welt stitch holes is larger
than the sole stitches. The mid-sole was situated at the toe of the sole. There is a single
row of sole stitches.
A small fragment of tabby woven silk was
found with this artifact. The scrap is 110 mm
by 15 mm; all edges are torn.
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24M196M14-22
Sole fragment and fore part of a vamp; turnshoe construction (Fig. 10.2.39). The vamp is
incomplete and in fragmented condition.
Parts of the sole are delaminated. This is a
good example of how delamination may
disguise the method of construction.
Although the sole was assembled with
edge/flesh stitches, the surface of the leather
is absent due to delamination. The result of
this delamination is the appearance of
grain/flesh stitching where in fact the stitch
holes originally penetrated the edge of the
cut leather and exited on the flesh.
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Figure 10.2.38: Components and reconstruction of a right
welted ankle shoe,
24M196M12-6. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M196M126b).
Scale 1:2

24M196N5-1

Figure 10.2.39: Sole
fragment and forepart
of a vamp,
24M196M14-22.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M196M14-22).
Scale 1:2

Vamp with side reinforcements, toe puff,
and quarter lining; randed turnshoe construction.
The vamp was assembled grain side out. It
has a straight throat with a short central
opening made with three slits (similar to
24M20Q7-1). The side seams were closed
towards the inside with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 4 mm apart. The toe and sides of the
vamp were reinforced with leather sections
placed grain side out and whip stitched
along the top edges; the bottoms lasted with
the vamp. The lasting margin has grain/
flesh stitches spaced 6 to 7 mm apart.
24M196N4-1
Components of a welted shoe: two-piece
quarters, vamp fragment with tongue,
insole, sole section, heel stiffener, and welt
fragments.
Although fragmented, the bottom components were recovered nesting in situ. The
quarters were assembled grain side out,
joined at the centre back with grain/flesh
stitches spaced 7 mm apart. The total height
of the back of the quarters is 95 mm. The
back seam stops 20 mm from the top edge
creating a back opening. The sides of the
quarters were joined to the vamp with
grain/flesh stitches spaced 5 to 6 mm apart.
The front of quarters are also an extension of
the front opening. It is 17 mm, and has a tie
hole in the bottom corner.
The vamp is incomplete, consisting only of
the vent and partial side seam areas. The
front opening in the vamp is 44 mm making
the total length of the opening 61 mm. The
corners of the opening have a tie hole. A
tongue with a fragment of a leather lace in
situ inserted through two tie holes was also
recovered with the vamp. The tongue is triangular, and was attached to the inside of
the vamp with whip stitches along one edge.
The edge binding was also recovered with
the vamp. This item is a narrow strip of
leather approximately 4 mm by 70 mm that
was secured with whip stitches to the edge
opposite the tongue. The shoe lace was fashioned from a narrow strip of leather split
longitudinally within 10 mm of the base,
similar to 24M903F4-1.
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Only a portion of the quarter lining survived. The fragment includes the lasting
margin and part of the top edge that has
whip stitch holes suggesting the attachment
of a top band. The quarter lining was placed
grain side out within the shoe.
Several rand fragments were also found,
they are 10 mm wide.
24M196N6-1
Bottom of a right welted shoe: two repair
soles with sections of the original sole (Fig.
10.2.40).
The two repair soles were stitched as one to
the uppers with a double row grain/flesh
sole stitches spaced 8 mm apart all round.
Both of the soles have a round toe; they are
310 mm long, 110 mm wide at the tread, and
67 mm wide at the waist. The outside joint
and heel area is worn away in areas. Narrow
sections of the original sole are in situ at the
inside and outside joints, still secured in
place with the stitching thread. The thread
was identified as hemp fibre. There is also a
sole section remaining at the seat of the top
sole, grain side down. The impression of the
welt is visible along the waist of the top sole.
24M196P3-1
Right welted shoe: vamp, quarter fragments,
insole, welt, reinforcements, and fragments
of a plaited straw insole (Fig. 10.2.41).
The insole is fractured at the waist and was
assembled grain side up. It is 220 mm long,
70 mm wide the tread, and 32 mm at the
waist. Grain/flesh welt stitches around the
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sole are spaced 7 mm apart. The toe is round
and tapered.

Figure 10.2.40: Bottom
of right welted shoe,
24M196N6-1. (Drawing: C. Piper, Parks
Canada; 24M196N6-1).
Scale 1:2

The vamp was assembled grain side out
with a straight throat and a front opening.
The opening consists of three slashes
approximately 12 mm to 18 mm long radiating from the centre of the vamp. Directly
below the slashes are two tie holes with a
fragment of a leather shoe lace in situ. The
lace fragment is 5 mm wide. It appears that
the lace was a single element threaded from
the outside, hence the latchets were tied
together over the outside of the vamp. The
side seams are 50 mm, closed with edge/
flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart. The top of
the seam was strengthened with a crescentshaped reinforcement that was whip
stitched to the flesh side of the vamp and
quarter similar to 24M190M22-1. The lasting
margin has grain/flesh sole stitches spaced
7 mm apart.
The quarters were assembled grain side out
and joined together at the back with grain/
flesh stitches spaced 4 to 5 mm apart. The
back seam stops 10 mm from the top edge
leaving a back opening. The bottom side
seam area of the inside quarter was cut separately and joined to the quarter with grain/
flesh stitches spaced 5 to 6 mm apart. Both
quarters have latchets. The base of the
latchet is 35 mm wide tapering to the tip that
is 14 mm wide with a single lace hole. The
latchets extend 55 mm to meet at the centre
front of the vamp where they were tied with
a leather lace.
24MW8M7-7
Folded length of leather associated with
numerous leather fragments relating to a
shoe bottom; possibly a folded rand. It is
8 mm by 190 mm long, folded in half with
stitch holes penetrating both layers. The top
and bottom surfaces are worn, and match
several of the lasting margins recovered
with this specimen. See artifact 24M2M6-12
for an illustration of a similar item in the collection.
24M198M14-1
Delaminated turnshoe sole fragment; fore
part with a round toe. This artifact is similar
to 24M196M14-22 as it displays an area
where, due to delamination, the outer edge
appears to have grain/flesh stitch holes. In
fact, the intact portions of this fragment
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show that the sole was attached to the upper
with edge/flesh stitches.
24M198P2-17
Leather fragment with stitch holes; possibly
an outer sole fragment. The leather is 2 mm
thick with grain/flesh stitch holes spaced
8 mm apart.
24M200K3-1
Quarter; welted construction.
The quarter was assembled grain side out
from leather 3 to 4 mm thick, and joined at
the back. The side seam is 125 mm; it was
closed with grain/flesh stitches spaced
4 mm apart. The front of the quarter was an
extension of the front opening; it is 28 mm
and has a tie hole in the bottom corner.
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Edge/flesh stitch holes along the front opening indicate the attachment of a tongue or an
edge binding reinforcement. The top edge of
the quarter has whip stitches on the inner
flesh side that outline the placement of a
heel stiffener or lining. The back seam was
closed towards the inside with grain/flesh
stitches spaced 3 to 4 mm apart. The lasting
margin has grain/flesh welt stitches spaced
10 mm apart.

24M900X36-1
Fore part of boot insole assembled grain side
up with edge/flesh welt stitch holes spaced
8 mm apart. The insole is cut across the
waist area, and edge/flesh stitched. Mends
with artifact 24M190M27-17.
24M900X42-1
Extremely fragmented, fully lined vamp;
welted construction.

24M200M5-1
Complete right insole fractured at the waist
into two pieces; welted construction.
The insole was assembled grain side up. It is
210 mm long, 65 mm wide at the tread, and
32 mm at the waist. The insole has edge/
flesh welt stitch holes spaced 7 to 8 mm
apart.
24M200N2-9
Sole section with grain/flesh sole stitches
spaced 9 mm apart.
24M200N5-1
Waist and partial fore part of sole, seat of
repaired sole, triangular heel stiffener.
The heel stiffener was cut out of goat skin,
and the top edges of the stiffener were whip
stitched. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
stitches spaced 7 to 8 mm apart.

The vamp and lining were placed flesh sides
together and treated as one during the
assembly of the upper. The side seams
extend from the bottom edge to the centre
front where there is a 52-mm front opening.
The opening has a tie hole in each corner
with a fragment of a shoe lace in situ.
Stitches on either side as well as below the
front opening on the inside of the vamp suggest the attachment of a tongue and an edge
binding (missing). The shoe lace is similar to
24M903F4-1. The side seams were closed
towards the inside with grain/flesh stitches
spaced 5 to 6 mm apart. The lasting margin
has grain/flesh stitches spaced 7 to 8 mm
apart.
24M900X66-1
Fragment of leather with grain /flesh
stitches spaced 8 to 9 mm apart; possibly a
sole fragment.
24M900X76-1
Welt section.

24M200P4-1
Vamp fragment: turnshoe construction: fore
part with round toe.

The welt is 12 mm wide with welt stitch
holes spaced 9 mm apart. There is a double
row of sole stitches that suggest repair; the
individual stitches are spaced 11 mm apart.

The vamp was assembled grain side out; the
lasting margin has grain/flesh stitches
spaced 8 mm apart.

24M900X77-3

24M200P5-1

Portion of a semicircular heel stiffener. The
top edge was whip stitched, the bottom is
cut away.

Fragmented quarter components. The quarters were joined with a back seam.

24M900X87-1

24M900X16-2

Fore part of a welted shoe sole with a double
row of grain/flesh stitches. The toe is round.

Shoe quarter, turnshoe construction assembled grain side out. The quarter is 70 mm at
the back seam and 50 mm at the side; both
seams were closed towards the inside with
grain/flesh stitches spaced 4 mm apart.
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24M900X92-7
Side piece with lasting margin and grain/
flesh stitches (Fig. 10.2.25). Mends with artifact 24M24R2-1.
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Figure 10.2.41: Right
welted shoe,
24M196P3-1: vamp,
quarter fragments and
insole. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M196P3-1).
Scale 1:2

24M900X94-3

24M900X116-2

Semicircular heel stiffener with grain/flesh
stitch holes along the bottom spaced 10 mm
to 11 mm apart. No whip stitches along the
top edge.

Fragmented and delaminated quarter; turnshoe construction. The centre back is
approximately 65 mm; there are no stitch
holes along the top edge to suggest the
attachment of a top band. The lasting margin has grain/flesh sole stitches spaced
9 mm apart.

24M900X109-1
De-laminated sole fragment with grain/
flesh sole stitches spaced 7 mm apart.
24M900XU5-1
A turnshoe quarter fragment. The side
seams are 30 mm, closed towards the inside
with grain/flesh stitches. The centre back of
the quarter is 40 mm and the top edge was
whip stitched.
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24M900X120-2
Unidentified fragment of leather, 70 mm by
70 mm.
24M903B2-39
Seat section of a repair sole, 60 mm wide.
The outer edge has grain/flesh stitches
spaced 9 mm apart; the waist is cut straight
and has a double row of randomly spaced
grain/flesh stitches. It appears that this seat

LEATHER

Figure 10.2.42: a)
Complete welted
ankle shoe upper,
24M903F4-1;
Scale 1:2
b, c) profile and angle
view reconstructions.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada;
24M903F4-lc).

section was fixed directly to the bottom of a
sole as a clump or repair patch.
24M903F1-22
Unidentified cut and slashed leather fragment; 171 mm by 45 mm.
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24M903F4-1
Complete upper and partial bottom of shoe;
welted construction (Fig. 10.2.42).
The insole has delaminated and is in two
fragments; the edges turn under with grain/
flesh welt stitches spaced 7 mm apart.
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The upper was recovered virtually intact
due to a leather shoe lace holding the quarters and vamp together. The length of the
uppers is approximately 230 mm.
The vamp is completely lined, with the flesh
sides of the vamp and lining placed together
and treated as one. The vamp and lining and
tongue are probably goat. The side seams
extend from the bottom edge to the centre of
the vamp where there is a 41-mm front
opening. The side seams were closed
towards the inside with grain /flesh stitches
spaced 5 to 6 mm apart. The lining was whip
stitched to the vamp along the edges of the
front opening along with the tongue and a
edge binding. A tie hole in the top corners of
the opening have a leather thong/lace in
situ. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
stitch holes spaced 7 mm apart.
The quarters are in one piece without a back
seam and fully lined, flesh sides together.
The centre back of the quarters measures
65 mm. The side seams are 90 mm, and
extend to the front opening. They were
closed towards the inside with grain/flesh
stitches spaced 5 mm apart. The front of the
quarter, an extension of the front opening
when assembled, is 14 mm, making the
opening 54 mm. The inside front area of the
quarter was cut separately and joined to the
quarter with a butted edge/flesh seam,
blind side outwards with stitches spaced 4
to 5 mm apart. This was apparently an
attempt to economize on leather. The lining
rises within 8 mm from the top of the quarters where it was whipped to the flesh of the
quarter. A semicircular heel stiffener was
placed between the quarters and lining and
secured along the bottom edge with the welt
and upper components.

stitched to the lining and vamp along the
edge of the front opening. The tongue is
quadrilateral and wider at the top than the
bottom. The bottom of the tongue was whip
stitched to the base of the vent. The opposite
edge of the front opening was bound with a
edge binding. This is a strip of leather the
length of the opening plus excess for attachment at base. The strip is 15mm wide, folded
in half longitudinally, and whip stitched
along the entire edge opposite the side to
which the tongue was secured.
24M903G4-1
Four leather fragments with no stitch holes:
125 mm by 53 mm, 58 mm by 51 mm, 32 mm
by 27 mm, and 31 mm by 21 mm.
24M903H3-1
Right repair sole; welted construction (Fig.
10.2.43).
The sole was assembled grain side down; it
is 258 mm long, 92 mm wide at the tread,
and 74 mm at the waist and heel area. The

A leather shoe lace was inserted through tie
holes in the quarter and vamp. The lace was
fashioned from a thong of leather 13 mm
wide at the base and 180 mm long. The
thong was cut in half within 14 nam of one
end (the base) creating two separate laces
that taper to a point. The laces were inserted
from the inside of the upper and threaded
through the opposite tie holes. As the two
laces were not knotted, it is impossible to
determine if they were pulled through the
vent to the outside, or tied inside.

Figure 10.2.43: Right
welted shoe,
24M903H3-1: repair
sole. (Drawing: C.
Piper, Parks Canada;
24M903H3-1).
Scale 1:2

The upper was recovered with its tongue in
situ. One side of the tongue was whip
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flesh surface is very abraded, possibly due
to delamination. The outside joint and toe
area was worn away completely. The grain/
flesh sole stitch holes are oval in shape and
spaced 7 mm apart.

ing have fragments of a leather lace in situ.
The lace has delaminated into two layers; it
is 6 mm wide. It is likely that the front opening had a tongue attached along one stitched
edge. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
welt stitches spaced 8 to 9 mm apart.

24M903H3-3
Vamp fragment; degraded and incomplete.
24M903X3-4
Sole fragment, delaminated. The stitch holes
around the edge are edge /flesh and spaced
12 mm to 13 mm apart.
24M903X8-5
Delaminated fore part of sole; grain/flesh
sole stitch holes spaced 8 mm apart.
27M14N1-2
Upper fragments: vamp with lining; welted
construction, and quarters; turnshoe construction.
The vamp and vamp lining were placed
flesh sides together and treated as one. The
side seams extend from the bottom edges to
a front opening and were closed towards the
inside with grain/flesh stitches spaced
4 mm apart. The vamp and lining were whip
stitched along the edge of the front opening,
and the tie holes in the corners of the open-
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The quarters were cut in one piece with no
back seam; the centre back is 65 mm. The
side seams are 50 mm and closed towards
the inside with grain/flesh stitches spaced
5 mm apart. The quarters were partially
lined with rectangular sections placed grain
side out; the sides and bottom were stitched
together with the quarters during the assembly of the upper. The centre back area of the
quarters was lined/reinforced with a semicircular heel stiffener that was whip stitched
to the inside of the quarters as well as to the
grain surface of the lining sections. The top
edges of the quarter components were whip
stitched, indicating the attachment of a top
band. The lasting margin has grain/flesh
stitches spaced 7 to 10 mm apart.
28M8P2-3
Unidentified leather fragment with no stitch
holes; 65 mm by 18 mm.
28M8QI-1
Unidentified leather fragment with no stitch
holes; 47 mm by 37 mm.
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11 OTHER ORGANIC MATERIALS

11.1 Wooden Tableware and a Few Small Wooden Artifacts
Gerard Gusset

A vast number of wooden objects were discovered in the course of underwater excavations. Understandably, most of these
artifacts originally belonged to the structural
and rigging components of the 24M ship or
were part of the many casks and tools on
board at the time the ship was wrecked.
Such objects have undergone study by specialists in the various fields concerned. The
present section deals with the few dozen
wooden artifacts not covered by the studies,
particularly tableware and small finds. This
section, along with those on coarse earthenware, tin-glazed earthenware and pewter,96
is intended to describe and help explain artifacts related to food preparation and service.

objects' state of preservation, it has been
possible to photograph and draw all the
pieces recovered, as well as to describe them
with some degree of precision.

The wooden objects discussed here were
recovered between 1982 and 1985 and came
mostly from the wreck of the ship presumed
to be the San ]uan (the 24M site). Only one
was found in association with the wreck of
the batel (the 28M site) located close to Penney Island. The wood is generally quite well
preserved and several pieces are even complete, or at least have an identifiable shape.
A few specimens are particularly interesting, since they have retained their original
surfaces, which sometimes provide important information about the objects' manufacture and use. Despite differences in the

For each type of wooden object presented in
this section, the following essential information is supplied: a general description of
appearance, a brief explanation of manufacturing techniques, comments on specific features (maker's marks, tool marks, traces of
use and wear, decoration), hypotheses on
function and use, archaeological data essential to interpreting the remains and, finally,
an illustration of the objects concerned, we
have attempted to use a clear, consistent terminology that is generally accepted by
researchers specialized in the study of this
type of artifact. As part of this undertaking,
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All the information that could be gathered
from these artifacts has been recorded in a
data base that will be integrated with the
archives system used by the Archaeological
Services of Parks Canada. The present study,
first drafted in 1990 to assist the Underwater
Archaeology Service with its immediate
needs for interpretative material, was
revised, expanded and adapted towards the
end of 1995 with a view to reaching a wider
public.
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Tableware

Utensils and Tools

Various Containers and Accessories

Pedestaled dishes

2

Flat spoons

4

Small boxes: 5

5

Deep dishes

6

Knife

1

Pot lids: 2

2

Deep plate

1

Spatula

1

Jug stopper: 1

1

Fragments

2

Scraper/dough cutter

1

Flat plugs: 2

2

Brush

1

(11)

(8)

(10)

Unidentified Piece
Tenon/peg (?)

1

Table 11.1.1: Wooden objects grouped according to form and function.
we have consulted a number of publications
that seemed to be authoritative at the time
this section was written.

THE MATERIAL
Thirty objects were recovered in all. Most of
these objects were complete enough that
they could be identified at least partially.
Table 11.1.1 presents the wooden artifacts
grouped according to form and function,
along with the number of objects found in
each case, while Tables 11.1.2 and 11.1.3, at
the end of this section, respectively list the
articles according to provenience and category.

Tableware
Pedestaled Dishes
These dishes have large bowls, with an
external diameter of up to 34 cm, and are
mounted on simple pedestals in the shape of
a truncated cone (Figs. 11.1.1, 11.1.2). The
rims and lips merge smoothly into the walls,
and there are no handles.
These objects are monoxylous and have
been turned both on the inside and outside.
Very fine, close-set circular ridges were left
by the chisels or gouges used for turning.
While these obvious ridges testify to the
technical precision and expertise with which
the pieces were turned, they also show that
no sanding of the surfaces was considered
necessary. The resulting product was undeniably well shaped, but its surfaces lacked
finishing. The production of a pedestaled
dish began with lathe-turning its under surface and base. Then the dish's position on
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the mandrel was reversed so that the bowl
of the dish could be hollowed out. On the
bottoms of three of the Red Bay dishes there
are two incised circles, each with a central
hole, that were probably made when the
pieces were clamped to the mandrel so that
the upper surface could be turned.
The history of woodworking technology in
the 16th century reveals that two types of
lathes were generally used: a pole lathe (Fig.
11.1.3) and a continuous motion lathe, such
as the crank and pulley lathe (Fig. 11.1.4). In
the first case, power was provided by the
lathe-worker himself. When the worker
stepped on a treadle, the linear movement
was transferred directly to the piece by a
cord tied to the treadle, looped about the
piece and attached to a long, supple pole
sticking out horizontally from a wall or fixed
to the ceiling. This pole acted as a spring: it
bent downwards when the
treadle
descended, but sprang back upwards when
the treadle was released, causing it to return
to its original position. This reciprocating
machine was relatively inefficient, since the
piece could be worked only during the halfrotation when the treadle was descending.
The second type, invented in the 16th century, made use of a large drive pulley or a
flywheel (Fig. 11.1.4), which ensured that
rotation was always in the same direction. In
the case of the crank and pulley lathe, the
drive pulley was mounted on a structure
that could be at some distance from the
lathe. Assistants activated the pulley with a
crank, and this movement was transferred
to the lathe via a belt. This lathe was not
only more efficient from a mechanical standpoint, but also allowed the craftsman to
work with both feet on the ground.

OTHER ORGANIC MATERIALS

Figure 11.1.1 (Facing
Page Left): Pedestaled
dish, 24M16M9-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:4

Figure 11.1.2 (Facing
Page Right): Pedestaled
dish, 24M16Q6-3.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:4

Both the lathes illustrated had fixed headstocks and tailstocks, each with a centreprong, to facilitate the turning of long pieces
that had to be supported at either end. These
machines would not have been suitable for
turning deep dishes, like those in the Red
Bay collection, that were hollowed out of a
wooden disc. The craftsmen who produced
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the Red Bay dishes would have had to use
somewhat more sophisticated lathes that
were probably adaptations of the illustrated
models.
For comparative purposes, it is interesting to
note that, in the southern region of the
Basque country, all kinds of circular wooden
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recipients for farm use have been made, and
continue to be made, without the aid of a
lathe. The milking pail known as a kaiku,
which comes in various forms, is shaped,
hollowed out and finished entirely by hand
with the use of gouges, rasps and scrapers.
The Red Bay objects in this category are true
dishes; they are much wider and shallower
than the deep plates, porringers and ordinary bowls made of pottery or wood that are
generally found in France and England.
Given the context in which these artifacts
were discovered, they may well have been
used for serving and eating food on board
the ship. Indeed, the bowls of the two complete pieces (Figs. 11.1.1,11.1.2) bear numerous short knife marks, randomly distributed
in many different directions, suggesting that
these dishes were used fairly often but not
intensively. Food was thus probably eaten
from these articles as well as being served in
them.
Deep

Dishes

According to Balfet, Fauvet-Berthelot and
Monson, whose definitions were helpful for
this study, the deep dish has the same proportions as the porringer (the diameter of
the opening is from 2.5 to five times the
object's height) but its diameter is more than
11-200

23 cm.97 It is also distinct from other forms,
such as small bowls, large bowls and cups,
which are similar in shape and function.
Apart from the pedestaled dishes described
above, most of the wooden tableware used
for eating at Red Bay consisted of deep
dishes (Figs. 11.1.5 to 11.1.7,11.1.9 to 11.1.11).
The profile of the body may resemble either
a hemispherical dome (Fig. 11.1.5) or a truncated cone (Figs. 11.1.6 and 11.1.7). The measurable objects have exterior rim diameters
ranging from 25.4 cm to 30.8 cm, while their
height varies from 6.3 cm to 9.1 cm; the
diameter is thus from 2.8 to 4.9 times the
height. Each article is different. The Red Bay
collection reflects no evidence of any
attempt to standardize either the forms or
holding capacities of the deep dishes. The
lips are barely thickened and generally
merge directly with the walls, although they
are sometimes marked with a thin line
directly below the bulge of the rim. The bottoms are concave and usually have a very
low, unpronounced footring. There are no
attachments that could be used as handles.
One of these dishes, represented by a base
fragment (Fig. 11.1.10), is pierced by a central hole.
Like the pedestaled dishes, the deep dishes
are monoxylous and both their interiors and
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Figure 11.1.3: Pole
lathe, 24M-90-111-2.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada).

Figure 11.1.4: Crank
and pulley lathe.
(Drawing: C. Piper,
Parks Canada; 24M-90111-1).

exteriors were shaped on a lathe. The turning work was normally performed with precision, but the objects' surfaces were left
unfinished. As a result, there are numerous
small ridges and irregular turning lines.
On a few of these dishes, there is a screw
hole on the outer surface of the foot. This
mark was left by one of the clamps that held
the object on the mandrel while the interior
was being turned (Figs. 11.1.5 and 11.1.7). In
some cases, other circular tool marks that
may be observed near the centre of an object
reflect an occasional slightly erratic movement of the turner's chisel or gouge. The
considerations discussed in the above passage on lathes and the turning of pedestaled
dishes are equally applicable to deep dishes.
It is also probable that these objects were
turned on a lathe with a single offset tailstock.
Like the pedestaled dishes, these deep
dishes could have been intended for serving
either individual or collective meals. The
fairly large size of both these types of dishes
and, to some degree, their relatively limited
quantity make it more likely that they were
used to serve food that was eaten by small
groups of people. The wooden and ceramic
porringers and plates intended for individual servings were considerably smaller in
size. Nevertheless, the knife marks which
can still be seen, mainly near the centre of
the deep dishes, indicate that these recipi-
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ents were not used intensively. One of the
dishes also bears an identification mark. Its
base is incised with a cross inside a square
(Fig. 11.1.6). Since this sign appears on only
one specimen, it was probably made by
someone who used it ordinarily and wanted
to show that it belonged to him. It is not
very likely to have been the manufacturing
mark of a craftsman or workshop, since simple wooden tableware from this period was
almost never stamped with a manufacturer's mark.
Deep

Plate

This plate is distinguished by the presence
of a marli, formed by an outward bend in
the upper wall and a thickening of the rim
(Fig. 11.1.8). The profile is defined by a shallow bowl, a slightly concave base and a
small footring. Rim diameter: 30.9 cm;
height: 6.3 cm; diameter: 4.9 times the
height.
The plate was turned. The quality of the
manufacturing and the techniques used are
similar to those shown by the pedestaled
dishes and deep dishes. There seems to be
no functional difference between this plate,
which was the only one found, and the other
wooden tableware. For the time being at
least, we propose that it was used, like the
dishes, for serving meals shared by seamen
on board ship.
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Figure 11.1.5 (Facing
Page): Hemispherical
deep dish, 24M2L7-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 11.1.6 (Right):
Deep dish in the shape
of a truncated cone,
with square mark,
24M6H3-1. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Dish

Fragments

These two pieces are fragments of turned
spherical bowls that might have belonged
either to dishes or plates (Fig. 11.1.12).
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Utensils and Tools
Flat

Spoons

These utensils are all monoxylous and have
blades that extend directly from the handle,
without the slightest concavity (Figs. 11.1.13
to 11.1.16). The blades vary in form and may
be oval, rectangular, polygonal or "D"shaped. The handles are flat or rectangular
11-203

Figure 11.1.7: Deep
dish in the shape of a
truncated cone, with
knife marks,
24M10K6-1. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 11.1.8: Deep
plate, 24M6P7-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada;
24M6P7-la).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 11.1.9 (Far left):
Deep dish, 24M8P6-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 11.1.10 (Left):
Deep dish with hole in
centre, 24M14P7-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 11.1.11: Deep
dish, 24M12K14-1.
(Drawing: J. Farley,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 11.1.12 (Far
Left): One of the two
dish fragments,
24M14R10-2. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 11.1.13 (Left):
Flat spoon with decorated handle,
24M12R10-1. (Drawing: S. Martin, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 11.1.14 (Right):
Flat spoon, 24M16N22. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 11.1.15 (Far
Right): Flat spoon with
incised geometric decoration, 24M16Q5-4.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

in cross-section, and the only complete
example has a knob at its end. Two of these
spoons bear incisions that could be considered decorative. One has a chain of "X"s
inscribed on the four faces of its handle and
criss-crossing lines on the blade. The other
has a series of notches all around its handle.
The tool marks left on the edges and faces of
one of the spoons (Fig. 11.1.16) show that it
was hastily cut out of a piece of wood, such
as a batten, slat or cask stave, with a knife or
perhaps a wood chisel. It is likely that all the
other flat spoons were also made in this
manner. The crude, minimal shaping of
these utensils, which to the modern eye
resemble tongue depressors more than
spoons, strongly suggests that they were
made by the whalers on board ship or at Red
Bay itself. This is all the more likely given
that, by the 16th century, Mediterranean
Europe was very familiar with the manufacture and use of round-bowled spoons,
which were far more practical and better
suited to their purpose than flat spoons. It is
also known that the men on board ship often
spent their spare time making wooden
objects to make their daily lives ever so

slightly more comfortable or simply to while
away the hours.
These flat spoons, some of which were cursorily decorated, could have been used as
individual spoons for eating meals. However, they would not have been very practical for eating and may well have had
another function, such as serving as applicators for medicinal purposes. There is really
no way of knowing. Any wear marks that
might exist are indistinguishable from the
tool marks left by their manufacture.

Knife
This knife is represented by a handle consisting of two flat, somewhat rectangular
scales that once held a fixed blade (Fig.
11.1.17). The blade is absent but it is evident
that this flat-handled knife had a long tang
secured with four small rivets, which are
also missing.

Figure 11.1.16 (Rigid):
Flat spoon,
24M900X18-1. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 11.1.17 (Fur
Right): Knife, 28M8N11. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
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angular cross-section at the other (Fig.
11.1.18).
The spatula was cut out of a cask stave and
then crudely chopped into shape, following
the direction of the grain. Parallel tool marks
along the length of the utensil, and especially on its slightly concave face, show that
it was shaped by hand with repeated sharp
blows from a chopping tool. Like the
wooden spoons, the spatula seems to have
been made with little attention to detail,
probably at Red Bay itself.

Figure 11.1.18 (Left):
Spatula, 24M22R4-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 11.1.19 (Above):
Scraper or dough cutter, 24M196M14-1.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19167B).

There are no wear marks. The spatula is a
utilitarian item that could have been used
for all kinds of imaginable purposes, such as
turning food as it cooked, beating liquids or
batters, or even applying pitch when ship
repairs were made. Total length: 26.6 cm;
blade width: 7.8 cm.
The technique used to make the knife handle could not be described at the time of
writing, since it was still undergoing conservation treatment in a liquid medium. The
two scales were probably sawn directly from
a batten or small plank and then finished by
sanding.
The handle's construction and appearance
are characteristic of knives that could be
used either in the kitchen or at the table. The
object was discovered in the wreck of a batel
(28M) situated at some distance from the
24M wreck site, and it is not certain whether
it belongs to the Basque occupation that
interests us here.

Scraper or Dough

Cutter

This utensil was probably cut out of a bit of
cask stave or scrap wood (Fig. 11.1.19). It
consists of a trapezoidal blade with its cutting edge along the longest side; it would
have been grasped directly by the opposite,
shortest side. The faces were skilfully
shaped with a tool like an adze or paring
chisel, which left characteristic marks in a
depression at one edge. Long edge: 20 cm;

Spatula
This is a monoxylous item with a rectangular, round-edged blade at one end and a
short handle, or part of a handle, with a rect-
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Figure 11.1.20: Brush,
24M6L26-1. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA14795B).

that has been identified as pitch.98

Figure 11.1.21: Small
box, 24M16M1-1.
(Photo: J. Ringer, Parks
Canada; RA11253B).

short edge: 9 cm; height: 10 cm; maximum
thickness: 1.1 cm.

Although it was once thought to be a torch,
the object would not be suitable for such a
purpose. The handle is too short for use as a
torch. Furthermore, research into the kind of
lighting available in the 16th century in
Mediterranean countries and, especially, on
board ships shows that people were already
using lighting devices such as match-tubs
and pan lamps, which were much more
appropriate for travel and work at sea. Oil
and tallow torches were considered even at
that time to be makeshift lighting devices.
Although torches might have been
employed at Red Bay, particularly to illuminate the activities of those working at the
tryworks on Saddle Island or on the mainland, we intuitively find it more likely that
this object is an ordinary implement for
applying liquid, such as a pitch or oil brush,
or a cleaning instrument, such as a swab
used for the ship's maintenance.

Brush
This object is very fragile, and simply handling it can cause it to deteriorate (Fig.
11.1.20). It consists roughly of a band or strip
of cloth (sheep wool) rolled around one end
of a short round-sectioned birch stick, the
other end of which serves as a handle. The
object appears to be complete. The rolled
cloth is impregnated with a black substance

Various Containers and
Accessories
Small Boxes
These five small monoxylous boxes with
thick walls are simply rectangular wooden
blocks that were partially hollowed out on

Figure 11.1.22: Small
box, five faces,
24M16M5-1. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2
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one of their longer faces (Figs. 11.1.21 to
11.1.24). There are no covers, or any evidence of a closing mechanism, nor are there
any handles. The wood species could be
positively identified for only three of the
boxes, and all three were made of beech
(Fagus spp).99

The blocks were first sawn out of a thick
plank taken from the centre of a tree trunk,
with the long sides of the blocks parallel to
the grain. The desired outline of the opening
was then traced onto one of the long sides;
the marks left by the punch or marking
gauge used to do this can still be seen on one
of the objects. The boxes were hollowed out
manually with a chisel, as is shown by the
characteristic series of ridges apparent on
the bottom and sides of the interior. To
accomplish this task, the worker used a tool
that was almost the same width as the
desired opening, starting at the middle of
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the upper surface. As if making a mortise, he
gradually widened and deepened the opening by chiselling out successive "V"-shaped
notches, alternating the direction of the cutting tool at each blow. The end result of this
work, as can be seen, was a roughly rectangular cavity with sides that flared out
toward the top. The outer surfaces, bearing
traces of having been levelled, testify to a
certain attempt at finishing.
The purpose of these little hollowed-out
boxes is unknown, but they must have been
utilitarian containers, made in large quantities and intended for a specific use. It is
impossible to come to any conclusion about
their function, but one can always speculate
and compare them to similar objects used in
the 16th and 17th centuries, such as pen
cases, match boxes, salt boxes, needle cases,
apothecary's boxes and containers in a surgeon's chest. Another possibility is that they
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Figure 11.1.23 (Top
Left): Small box, six
faces and cross-section, 24M16P4-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 11.1.24 (Top
Riglit): Small box, six
faces and cross-section, 24M16P5-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2

Figure 11.1.25 (Right):
Potlid, 24M12P14-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada).
Scale 1:2
Figure 11.1.26 {Far
Right): Pot lid,
24M14L16-13. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2

were used in caulking operations. Little
boxes of this shape, but slightly larger and
provided with a handle, served to hold the
linseed oil into which a shipwright's caulking iron was regularly dipped to prevent
pitch from sticking to it.
Pot

Lids

These two disks were sawn from a thick
plank and then quite precisely bevelled with
a chisel around what would become the
lower surface; the resulting bevel was so
deep that the objects are almost like truncated cones (Figs. 11.1.25, 11.1.26). These
artifacts were probably lids intended for
openings of about 10 cm or 11 cm in diameter, and they would have fit nicely enough
on the mouths of a number of the flat-bottomed earthenware cooking pots found in
association with the wreck. As well, the two
lids come from exactly the same sector that
contains the greatest quantity of earthenware pottery beneath the hull and towards
the stern of the ship. One of the objects has a

crudely made squarish hole that flares
downward. This opening, pierced with a
few chisel blows, must have been intended
to let steam escape as food cooked and also
could have received the end of a handle that
would have made it easier to lift the lid. The
other object has a round, auger-made hole,
that probably served the same purposes.
Lids were required for cooking the boiled,
simmered and stewed food that normally
constituted the seamen's meals. It is plausible that many ceramic cooking pots had
wooden lids. Ceramic lids would be more
apt to break than the cooking pots themselves and thus would soon have been in
short supply. Wooden lids could be readily
made on the spot using bits of scrap wood
and thus presented a very practical solution.
The two objects are impregnated here and
there, as well as around their holes, with a
black organic substance that must have
come from the contents of the pots they
were used with.
Jug or Small Cask

Stopper

This object has a biconical shape (Fig.
11.1.27). The smallest end, which would
have been inserted in the jug opening, was
bevelled with a chisel-like tool in three single movements. This stopper would have fit
perfectly into the neck of a pottery jug or
small oil cask; it might also have been used
to plug the bung hole of a small wooden
cask. There are no visible wear marks or
traces of the substances held in the contain-

Figure 11.1.27: Jug or
small cask stopper,
24M18N14-22. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada).
Scale 1:2
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Figure 11.1.28 (Far
Left): Flat stopper or
cask plug, 24M4L3-21.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19155B).
Figure 11.1.29 (Left):
Flat stopper or cask
plug, 24M6H2-14.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19158B).

ers it might have plugged. Remaining
length: 4.5 cm; maximum diameter: 2.1 cm.

Unidentified Piece
Tenon or Peg (?)

Flat Stoppers

or Cask

Plugs

These two small disks with slightly bevelled
circumferences were probably sawn from a
stave or bit of scrap wood (Figs. 11.1.28,
11.1.29). They would have been ideal for
sealing the apertures of Merida-type redpaste ceramic jugs and the Mediterranean
jugs known as "olive jars". Later archaeological research has demonstrated that such
containers were often plugged with small
ceramic disks of the same size as the Red
Bay stoppers and probably sealed with
resin. Wooden stoppers might have been
used to replace the ceramic ones once the
jars were opened. The size and shape of
these objects would have also made them
suitable as temporary plugs for the casks
used on board and on land. Diameters:
7.3 cm and 6.8 cm; thicknesses: 1.5 cm and
1.7 cm respectively.

This object is a little cylinder with a disk-like
"head" at one end (Fig. 11.1.30). One can
only speculate what it might have been used
as: the many possibilities include a pin,
cleat, peg, marker, door stop or plug. Total
length: 9.4 cm; diameter of the cylinder:
1.0 cm; diameter of the head; 2.8 cm.

CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we will make some proposals
(numbered) that may contribute a few more
details to our knowledge of the Basque
whalers' material culture in the 16th century.
These proposals are intended simply as a
starting point for further discussion and
remain to be confirmed or refuted.
1.

It is evident that the wooden tableware
— pedestaled dishes, deep dishes and
the one deep plate — as well as the flat
spoons and the knife, must have been
part of the articles used on board ship

Figure 11.1.30: Tenon
or peg (?),
24M900X106-1. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada; RA19164B).
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for preparing and eating food. These
objects are reliably associated with the
wreck of the ship presumed to be the
San Juan and bear plenty of wear marks.
They therefore must have been used
during the period when whaling was
practised. The wooden tableware is
quite broadly distributed on the wreck
site, being found mainly beneath the
hull and in the rear half of the ship,
behind the main mast and especially on
the starboard side. Concentrations of
these objects are much more scattered
than those of food-related coarse earthenware vessels.
Treenware was a basic part of the material
culture of the Basques who came to hunt
whales in Terranova. An archival document
concerning the Nuestra Señora de la Guadelupe, a Basque ship that was outfitted for
whaling in these waters, mentions such
items:

Several possible scenarios might explain
this situation. For example, some of the
treenware may not have survived, or
may have been salvaged by mariners
after the ship went down. Another possibility is that treenware was not the
only tableware used. In any case, these
few wooden articles, along with coarse
earthenware vessels, constitute the only
"service" tableware discovered on
either the wreck site or the land site. The
distribution of the ceramics and wooden
tableware gives the impression that
coarse earthenware was used mostly on
land, while treenware played a more
important role on board ship.
3.

Nevertheless, there is no reason why the
two types of tableware could not have
been used together. The distribution,
shape and large size of the wooden
dishes support the hypothesis that I put
forward elsewhere 103 with respect to the
coarse earthenware cooking pots found
at the Saddle Island site. For the seamen
at least, meals were a communal affair.
Ordinarily, the men probably crowded
around these wooden dishes and steaming earthenware cooking pots at mealtimes. On board ship, food was
normally distributed to the crew in
wooden tableware, but it is quite possible that earthenware cooking pots might
have been used as "serving pots" of
sorts when there was not enough treenware for this purpose. The presence of
wooden lids not far from the earthenware cooking pots suggests that people
sometimes fashioned covers for these
pots out of materials at hand. Finally,
with respect to the localization of areas
where food-related activities took place
on the main and upper decks, the reader
may consult the section of this report
that situates concentrations of wooden
and ceramic tableware on the wreck and
in the stratigraphy resulting from its collapse.104

4.

Small wooden objects, such as the flat
spoons and the spatula, which were
made by hand and, in the case of the
spoons at least, may have been intended
for personal use, indicate that wood
working was one of the occupations or
pastimes in which the whalers engaged
during the ocean crossing or their stay
at Red Bay.

Por treinta y seis platos de madera e
quatro morteros a diez y siete maravedís
por cada uno son 680 [mrvds]m
As well, records pertaining to a 1566-1567
lawsuit involving the Nuestra Señora de la
Conçeçion, another whaling ship outfitted for
a voyage to Terranova, mention:
[...] 46 cuchillos de mango de madera
[knives with wooden handles] a 51
marabedis 2346 [mrvds]
[...] Por diez e ocho platos de madera
[wooden dishes] 308 [mrvds]
Por diez e ocho escudillas [bowls] 90
[mrvds]m
Such texts make it clear that wooden goods
commonly taken on board included dishes
(or plates), knives and perhaps porringers.
In the words of historian Michael Barkham:
"The main items for serving and eating food
put aboard ship by the outfitters were
wooden platters, bowls and jugs." 102
2.

The amount of treenware that would
have been on board is difficult to determine. It is unlikely that the few pieces
found on the site would have sufficed to
serve meals to the entire crew (over 50
men). Normally, many more wooden
articles should have been recovered.
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Artifact

Category

Article

French Name

Location on Site

24M2L7-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Beyond wreck, bow area

24M4L3-21

VC/A

Plug

Bondon

Stern area, port side

24M6H2-14

VC/A

Plug

Bondon

Beyond wreck, port side

24M6H3-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Beyond wreck, stern area

24M6L26-1

U/T

Brush

Torche/écouvillon

Below hull, bow area

24M6P7-1

T

Deep plate

Assiette creuse

Above hull, stern area

24M8P6-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Above hull, stern area

24M10K6-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Below hull

24M12K14-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Below hull, midship area

24M12P14-1

VC/A

Pot lid

Couvercle à pot

Above hull, midship area

24M12P35-3

VC/A

Staved basin

Petit baquet à douves

Below hull, midship area

24M12Q11-2

VC/A

Staved basin

Petit baquet à douves

Below hull, starboard side

24M12R10-1

U/T

Flat spoon, sculpt, dec.

Cuiller spatulée, déc. sculpté

Midship area

24M14L16-13

VC/A

Pot lid

Couvercle à pot

Above hull, midship area

24M14P7-1

T

Deep dish w / hole

Plat creux av. trou

Above hull, midship area

24M14R10-2

T

Dish fragments

Fragments de plats

Midship area

24M16M5-1

VC/A

Small box

Petit coffret

Above hull, midship area

24M16M9-1

T

Pedestaled dish

Plat sur piédouche

Above hull, midship area

24M16N2-2

U/T

Flat spoon

Cuiller spatulée

Above hull, midship area

24M16P4-1

VC/A

Small box

Petit coffret

Midship area

24M16P5-1

VC/A

Small box

Petit coffret

Midship area

24M16Q5-4

U/T

Flat spoon, incised dec.

Cuiller spatulée, déc. incisé

Above hull, midship area

24M16Q6-3

T

Pedestaled dish

Plat sur piédouche

Above hull, midship area

24M18N14-22

VC/A

Jug stopper

Bouchon de cruchon

Above hull, midship area

24M22R4-1

U/T

Spatula

Spatule/pelle

Beyond wreck, bow area

24M26N1-3

VC/A

Staved basin

Petit baquet à douves

Above hull, bow area

24M196M14-1

U/T

Scraper, handleless

Grattoir sans manche

Unknown

24M200N4-8

T

Dish fragments

Fragments de plats

Beyond wreck, stern area

24M900X18-1

U/T

Flat spoon

Cuiller spatulée

Unknown

24M900X106-1

U/P

Tenon, peg?

Goupille/goujon?

Unknown

28M8N1-1

U/T

Knife

Couteau

Unknown

Table 11.1.2: List of treenware and small wooden objects, by provenience.
Categories: T: Tableware; U/T: Utensils and Tools; VC/A: Various Containers and Accessories; U / P : Unidentified Piece.

5.

Finally, and along a very different line of
thought, the treenware shows that the
wood lathe was used routinely in the
manufacture of everyday articles in the
16th century; this contrasts with the
manual hollowing-out technique that
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was also used during the period and
continues to be used today for making
numerous traditional objects in the
Basque country, including the farm
buckets known as kaikus.105
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Artifact

Category

Article

French Name

Location on Site

24M6P7-1

T

Deep plate

Assiette creuse

Above hull, stern area

24M14R10-2

T

Dish fragments

Fragments de plats

Midship area

24M200N4-8

T

Dish fragments

Fragments de plats

Beyond wreck, stern area

24M2L7-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Beyond wreck, stern area

24M6H3-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Beyond wreck, stern area

24M8P6-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Above hull, stern area

24M10K6-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Below hull

24M12K14-1

T

Deep dish

Plat creux

Below hull, midship area

24M14P7-1

T

Deep dish w / hole

Plat creux av. trou

Above hull, midship area

24M16M9-1

T

Pedestaled dish

Plat sur piédouche

Above hull, midship area

24M16Q6-3

T

Pedestaled dish

Plat sur piédouche

Above hull, midship area

28M8N1-1

U/T

Knife

Couteau

Unknown

24M12R10-1

U/T

Flat spoon, sculpt, dec.

Cuiller spatulée, déc. sculpté

Midship area

24M16N2-2

U/T

Flat spoon

Cuiller spatulée

Above hull, midship area

24M16Q5-4

U/T

Flat spoon, incised dec.

Cuiller spatulée, déc. incisé

Above hull, midship area

24M900X18-1

U/T

Flat spoon

Cuiller spatulée

Unknown

24M196M14-1

U/T

Scraper/dough cutter

Grattoir/coupe-pâte

Unknown

24M22R4-1

U/T

Spatula

Spatule/pelle

Beyond wreck, bow area

24M6L26-1

U/T

Brush

Torche/écouvillon

Below hull, bow area

24M4L3-21

VC/A

Plug

Fondón

Stern area, port side

24M6H2-14

VC/A

Plug

Fondón

Beyond wreck, port side

24M18N14-22

VC/A

Jug stopper

Bouchon de cruchon

Above hull, midship area

24M12P14-1

VC/A

Pot lid

Couvercle à pot

Above hull, midship area

24M14L16-13

VC/A

Pot lid

Couvercle à pot

Above hull, midship area

24M14P1-4

VC/A

Small box

Petite boîte

Above hull, midship area

24M16M1-1

VC/A

Small box

Petite boîte

Above hull, midship area

24M16M5-1

VC/A

Small box

Petite boîte

Above hull, midship area

24M16P4-1

VC/A

Small box

Petite boîte

Midship area

24M16P5-1

VC/A

Small box

Petite boîte

Midship area

24M900X106-1

U/P

Tenon, peg?

Goupille/goujon?

Unknown

Table 11.1.3: List of treenware and small wooden objects, by category.
Categories: T: Tableware; U/T: Utensils and Tools; VC/A: Various Containers and Accessories; U / P : Unidentified Piece.

NOTES
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See Sections 9.1,9.2 and 12.1.

97

Hélène Balfet, M.-F. Fauvet-Berthelet and Susana
Monson, Pour la normalisation de la description des
poteries (Paris: Editions du Centre national de la
Recherche scientifique, 1983), pp. 11,19.

98

L. Laflèche and P. LeCompte, "Analysis of possible
torch 24M6L-26-1." Manuscript on file, Lab. No. 84-
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2298, Parks Canada, Conservation Branch, Ottawa,
1 October 1985.
99

Louis Laflèche, "Rapport d'analyse 18.02.1982."
Manuscript on file, Parks Canada, Conservation
Branch, Ottawa, 18 February 1982.

100 Archivo de la Real Chancillería. Valladolid
(hereafter ARCh), Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos,
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260-261, caja 1045-1, n.f., also quoted in Michael M.
Michael M. Barkham, loc. cit. The word escudilla is a
Barkham, Aspects of life aboard Spanish Basque ships
generic term designating a "bowl", regardless of the
during the 16th century, with special reference to
material used (Miren Egaña Goya, Linguist,
Terranova whaling voyages, Microfiche Report Series
Aranzadi Zientzia Elkartea - Aranzadi Science
No. 75 (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1981), p. 12, n. 19.
Society, Donostia, personal communication,
This document is reprinted in Appendix II. The
November 9, 2000).
document in question was published in Selma
Barkham, "Documentary Evidence for 16th Century
102 Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., p. 12.
Basque Whaling Ships in the Strait of Belle Isle," in
Early European Settlement and Exploitation in Atlantic 103 See Section 9.1.
Canada, ed. CM. Story (St. John's, Newfoundland:
Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1982),
104 See Section 19.1.
pp. 90-92.
105 Xabi Otero, Aingeru Epalza and Fermín de
Leizaola, Kaikugileak. Domingo Etxandi (Iruñea:
101 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja
1045-1, n.f. This document was also published in
Printed for the authors, 1987).
Selma Barkham, op. cit., pp. 93-95; quoted in part in

11.2 Weaving Heddle
Stephen Davis

Two carved treen fragments (24M10P6-24)
recovered from the Red Bay wreck are the
remains of a rigid heddle, also called a hole
and slot heddle (Fig. 11.2.1). A heddle is a
type of weaving loom used to manufacture
narrow fabrics. This type of heddle is known
in a variety of shapes and sizes and has been
used for hundreds of years in Europe, Asia,
and North America.106 They are still widely
used today.
A rigid heddle is typically a flat board with a
series of narrow vertical slots. The solid
areas between the slots form a row of individual slats. The slats may be individually
carved or carved in sections, then lashed or
nailed to two cross braces.107 A hole is
carved, burned, or drilled through the middle of each slat. Strands of spun fibre or
twine are passed through the slots and holes
to form the warp of the fabric (Fig. 11.2.2).
By lifting the heddle up and down, alternating warp threads are separated, creating a
space called a shed through which to pass
the cross weft threads. 108 In this manner, a
narrow length of fabric is woven. The length
of the fabric is determined by the length of
the warp threads; the width of the fabric
depends upon the number of holes and slots
in the heddle.
The heddle fragments from Red Bay are
carved of European white oak. The two fragments are worn and abraded from years of
deposition, and are also riddled with holes,
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possibly from the marine borer Teredo navalis
(Fig. 11.2.3). One piece has three slats, the
other has two. An explanation for the drill
holes in the base of each piece may be that
the slats were carved in sections and subseOTHER ORGANIC MATERIALS

Figure 11.2.1: Heddle
fragments, 24M10P624. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada;
RA2075X).

Figure 11.2.2: The
warp is fixed to a stationary object and the
weaver thus maintains the tension necessary to manipulate
the rigid heddle up
and down. (Courtesy:
The Mary Rose Trust).

quently arranged side by side to be fixed to
a wooden batten with wooden pegs.109 It is
also possible that the heddle was carved
from a solid board that later fractured and
that the holes are evidence of a repair. Comparing the fragments from Red Bay with an
intact heddle found on the Mary Rose (1545),
it appears that they may represent the fragmented bottom corners of the complete
object (Figs. 11.2.4,11.2.5).

Figure 11.2.3: Front
and profile drawing of
heddle fragments,
24M10P6-24. These
two fragmented sections are all that
remain of the rigid
heddle recovered at
Red Bay. It is likely
they are the bottom
sides of the heddle. A
wood peg remains in
situ in one of the
drilled holes for bracing the heddle. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M10P6-24).
Scale 1:2

cated on such a loom. Although a practical
tool for ship board maintenance, weaving on
a rigid heddle might also provide hours of
leisure activity and alleviate boredom while
at sea, similar to other crafts, such as knotting, scrimshaw, and carving, that also
developed from necessary sailor's skills.

In addition to those from Red Bay and the
Mary Rose, heddle looms and other weaving
tools were recovered during excavations of
the Studland Bay wreck (ca. 1520-30) and the
Trinidad Valencera (1588).110 Given the presence of weaving devices on these four vessels, the manufacture of some sort of fabric
was apparently a not an uncommon activity
aboard 16th-century ships.111
Hole and slot heddles were used on sailing
vessels to weave the mats that were used to
protect areas of rigging subjected to excessive wear.112 Depending upon the weight of
the threads, hole and slot heddles could be
used to create narrow bands for a variety of
functions including, for instance, clothing
tags, ties for furled sails, and tapes for binding or reinforcing seams in sail cloth. Straps
for carrying heavy loads could also be fabri-
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Figure 11.2.4: A complete rigid heddle
excavated from the
Man/ Rose (1545). This
item was originally
carved from a solid
piece of oak. The
board fractured at one
end, and the unit was
repaired by attaching
a narrow batten across
the bottom with
wooden nails. (Courtesy: The Mary Rose
Trust).
Scale 1:4
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Figure 11.2.5: The heddle fragments from
Red Bay, 24M10P6-24.
The insert shows the
Red Bay fragments
superimposed in black
over the Mary Rose
heddle (Figure 11.2.4)
to illustrate their similar size and shape.
Also note the location
of the drilled peg
holes. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M10P6-24b).

NOTES
106 See Otis Tufton Mason, "A Primitive Frame for
Weaving Narrow Fabrics," in Report of the U.S.
National Museum ...for the Year Ending June 30,1899
(Washington, D.C.: n.p., 1901), pp. 485-510; and
William C. Sturtevant, "The Hole-and-Slot Heddle,"
in Ethnographic Textiles of the Western Hemisphere:
Irene Emery Roundtable on Museum Textiles, 1976
Proceedings, eds. Irene Emery and Patricia Fiske
(Washington, D.C.: The Textile Museum, 1977),
pp. 325-355. Both authors come to the conclusion
that the hole and slot heddle was a European
introduction to North America.
107 William Sturtevant, op. cit., p. 327.
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108 The manipulation of the warps with a rigid heddle
is clearly illustrated in Dorothy K. Burnham, Warp
and Weft: A Textile Terminology (Toronto: Royal
Ontario Museum, 1980), p. 112.
109 A cedar hole and slot heddle collected by Marius
Barbeau in the Nass River, British Columbia, is
constructed in this manner. The slats are carved in
units — generally four per unit — and fixed
between two braces at the top and bottom of the
loom (Royal Ontario Museum 927.37.13).
110 A forked treen object recovered from the Studland
Bay wreck site was initially thought to be a heddle.
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m

See Gillian Hutchinson, "The Early 16th-century
Reference supplied by Alex Hildred, Mary Rose
Wreck at Studland Bay, Dorset," in Carvel
Trust, personal communication, 1996.
Construction Technique, Skeleton-First, Shell-First:
Fifth International Symposium on Boat and Ship
112 Raoul Graumont and John J. Hensel, Encyclopedia of
Archaeology, Amsterdam, 198S, eds. Reinder Reinders
Knots and Fancy Rope Work (Cambridge, Md.:
and Kees Paul, Oxbow Monograph 12 (Oxford:
Cornell Maritime Press, 1972), pp. 452-454. The
Oxbow Books, 1991), pp. 171-175. However, it is
authors mention that mats made using "primitive
more likely that this item is a comb beater, also used
looms" were suitable for heavy rigging on sailing
in weaving, and was perhaps associated with a
ships. See also Clifford W. Ashley, The Ashley Book of
rigid heddle. The heddle recovered from the
Knots (New York: Doubleday and Company Inc.,
Trinidad Valencera is reported in Jacques Deraeve
1944), pp. 488-489. The author states that mats were
and Jean-Marie Duvosquel, Trésors de l'Armada
made at sea on "rough looms" and a hole and slot
(Brussels: Crédit communal, 1985), p. 106.
heddle is illustrated. A flat, pointed stick, called a
sword, was inserted between the open shed to
compact the weft threads, hence these mats are
The earliest recorded mention of rigid heddles and
often called sword mats. Comb beaters, such as the
ship-board activity comes from a Swedish treatise
one recovered from the Studland Bay wreck, were
on rigging. See Ake Classon Râlamb, Skeps Bi/ggerij
also used to compact the weft threads.
eller Adelig Ofnings: Tionde Tom ([Stockholm: n.p.,
1691; reprint, Malino: Ljustrycksanstalt, 1943]).

11.3 A Hair Comb and a Whisk Broom
Catherine Sullivan

The artifacts discussed here are examples of
objects found at Red Bay that are related to
hygiene. The comb was found on the 24M
wreck, and the whisk broom in the Shore
Trench excavation.
Hair

Comb

This wooden H-shaped hair comb (24M6KT1) is double-sided with both coarse and fine
teeth and is broken at each end (Fig. 11.3.1).
A utilitarian object with no surviving decoration or makers' marks, the comb is probably made of boxwood (Buxus sempervirens).
Boxwood has long been used for combs
because it can be finely worked yet remains
strong provided the teeth are cut with the
grain.113 Bone and ivory share these characteristics and were also frequently used for
the manufacture of combs. Even fancy
combs carved with elaborate decorations
were made of the same materials as the
plain ones, using the same tools and methods.

however, no obvious reason to think that it
is not contemporary with the wreck or that
the Basques did not take such objects to Red
Bay. Incorporating both coarse and fine
teeth, an H-shaped comb was practical for a
traveller: the wide teeth untangled and
arranged the hair, and the fine teeth
removed dandruff, oils, and vermin.
Before the 19th century, the H shape was the
most common design for hair combs. Plain
combs are less easily dated and ascribed
than decorated ones, and wooden combs

Because this comb was found near the surface layers of the 24M site, its archaeological
provenience cannot be definitively associated with the Basque component.114 Since it
is an undecorated comb made using traditional methods, its style, material, and manufacture are also not useful in dating or
determining the origin of the piece. There is,
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Figure 11.3.1: Fragment of a wooden Hshaped comb,
24M6K1-1, with both
fine and coarse teeth.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA12195B).
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have a lesser survival rate than those made
of bone or ivory. However, undecorated
combs of this type are sometimes depicted
in art or recovered during archaeological
investigations. Examples of H-shaped
combs survive from the classical world: a
boxwood comb with fine and coarse teeth
was recovered in a Roman context in Britain
dated ca. 90-95 AD.115 Elaborately decorated
medieval combs are known also. As early as
the 13th century, a Guild of Comb Makers
existed in Venice,116 a manufacturing and
trading centre that could have supplied
many goods to the Basques.
Many bone and wooden H-shaped combs
are found in European contexts that are
roughly contemporary with the Red Bay
wreck. Albrecht Durer shows one in "The
Lady Who Loves Jewelry" (1493)."7 Eightyone wooden combs have been found on the
Mary Rose,11f! some of which showed decorations, and one wooden comb was recovered from the wreck of the Trinidad Valencera
(1588).119 Plain wooden H-shaped combs
were also found in excavations of 16th- and
17th-century English domestic structures in
Exeter.120 In "A Courtesan at Her Toilet" (ca.
1645) by Michael Sweerts, a woman uses a
plain H-shaped comb.121 Another is depicted
on an English delftware barber's basin
dated 1681.122 Simple H-shaped hair combs
of similar appearance were common
through the 19th century and plastic versions are still available.
Nothing in the literature provides insights
into 16th-century perceptions of plain hair
combs. Beautifully carved hair combs from
the period are known to have belonged to
the wealthy; plain hair combs do not reveal
their owners and usage so eloquently. Many
questions remain unanswered, such as
whether the comb found at Red Bay was
shared by many men or belonged to a single
man, and whether it belonged to a person
high on the social scale. Because plain hair
combs frequently are recovered archaeologically on European sites (although never in

large quantities), it is not surprising that one
was found at Red Bay. What is more surprising is that the only comb recovered from the
site was made of wood rather than of bone, a
more durable material.

Whisk Broom
A small bundle of twigs with attached
leaves (24M194M15-1) was recovered with
fabric adhering to the bundle in two places.
The twig ends were neatly cut on the diagonal, and the bunched stems functioned as a
handle (Fig. 11.3.2). The leafy ends of the
twigs form the working part of the whisk,
which is heavily worn along one edge.
Species analysis reveals that the twigs represent an unusual member of the lily family,
called Ruscus aculeatus, commonly known as
butcher's broom, box holly, or Jew's myrtle.123 The plant is native from the Azores to
Iran, including northwestern Europe and
the Mediterranean region. It has been introduced elsewhere but is rarely cultivated.
The young shoots of the butcher's broom
plant are edible, and the dried root-stock has
some mildly medicinal properties. However,
the pungent odour of the mature plant was
most valued for its ability to repel vermin.
As its name implies, butcher's broom was
associated with the meat trade, where it was
rubbed onto hanging meat as a crude repellent to discourage mice and other pests, and
as a broom or twitch to clean the wooden
chopping blocks on which meat was cut and
dressed. Such uses are documented from the
16th to the 19th centuries, and it is possible
that the plant was used for such purposes
much earlier.
Wear on one side of the leafy end of the
whisk found at Red Bay suggests that the
object was used as a sweep or brush. Manufacture of the whisk involved harvesting
pieces of the plant, drying them, and wrapping them together with fabric composed of
vegetable fibre.124 The way in which the
whisk was made and the materials used are

Figure 11.3.2: Bundle
of Butchers' Broom,
24M194M15-1, with
fabric wrapping, after
conservation treatment. The object is 30
cm long and 4.5 cm at
its widest point.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA18707B).
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not useful in dating the object. It is most
closely dated by archaeological context.
The whisk was recovered from a submerged
area in the harbour at Red Bay, near a large
cooperage and dwelling structure known as
Area E.125 Other material found in association with this object is industrial, rather than
domestic, debris: wood chips from the construction of the building, mixed with disturbed vegetation, and bones from what was
clearly a fish processing operation. Because
building and fishing in this area are contemporary with the whale oil rendering operation, the whisk appears to be contemporary
with the Basque occupation of the site. The
date of these events coincides with the date
of 1565 attributed to the 24M site.126

pump well of the 27M wreck (27M14N1l). 130 Their deposition in the pump well may
have occurred after the ship sank.
The whisk was an industrial tool recovered
from an industrial area of the site. The
amount of wear suggests that it was deliberately discarded near the place where it was
used. Was it used in connection with butchering meat and, if so, what sort of meat? Is it
possible, given that it was found in an area
where wooden barrels for whale oil and fish
were made, that the practice was to rub
down the surfaces of these barrels with
butcher's broom as a preventative measure?

CONCLUSION
Modern books of herbalism recognize the
use of butcher's broom in the meat trade
from at least the 16 century.127 Appropriate
sources of information that pre-date the
Basque site are not readily available,
although later references are known. Samuel
Johnson's Dictionary of the English Language
(1755) confirms that the plant was still used
by butchers in the mid-18th century.128 An
English-language dictionary from 1900 indicates that butcher's broom was remembered
in these capacities, but was no longer used
in the meat trade by that time.129
If the Basques used whisks of butcher's
broom to repel vermin in some industrial
capacity at Red Bay, then one could expect to
find other remains of this plant at the site
and this is the case: four or five loose twigs
of the mature plant were recovered in the

Both objects were made in Europe and
brought to Terranova by the Basques. It
would not have been possible to replace
either item in Labrador once these objects
had been discarded or lost. The intangible
elements of culture represented by these
artifacts are not peculiar to the Basque people. The comb was an item of everyday personal use, and households of any means
probably owned at least one. The whisk is
more likely to have been an industrial tool,
used in the meat trade. Both the H-shaped
comb and the whisk broom are examples of
accepted practices in the control of vermin at
the period. These are examples of objects in
common use all over Europe in the 16th century, representing practical solutions to
problems encountered by people in many
places.
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11.4 Tools and Tool Handles
John D. Light and Jonathan Moore

Among the assemblage of wooden objects
from the 24M site, a number of tools and
tool handles were recognized, many of
which were directly related to whale hunting and processing activities. The following
is a description of most of these objects. A
complete list of tools and possible tool handles is presented in Table 11.4.1, and some of
the most diagnostic objects are described in
greater detail in the subsequent discussion.
Knife

Handle

The handle (24M6L19-8) is made from green
alder (Alnus sp.), has an overall length of
20.5 cm, and tapers from a diameter of
4.0 cm at the butt to 2.8 cm at the blade end
where a ferrule was mounted (Fig. 11.4.1).
The length of the shoulder for the ferrule is
1.3 cm. The blade had a sharply tapered tang
that was driven through the entire length of
the handle and fully clenched back into the
butt. It was larger than a utility knife, but
since there is nothing left of the blade, it is
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

impossible to determine much more about
either its shape or its use. However, one may
speculate that, given the nature of the site, it
was probably a butcher or blubber knife.
The method of clenching the tang bears
great similarity to several much earlier knife
specimens that were found at the Coppergate site in York, England.131
Knife

Handle

The handle (24M6L23-1) is made from green
alder (Alnus sp.), has an overall length of
11.0 cm, and tapers from a diameter of
3.5 cm at the butt end to 3.0 cm at the blade
end where a ferrule was mounted (Fig.
11.4.2). The length of the shoulder for the
ferrule is 2.0 cm. The blade had a sharply
tapered tang that was driven through the
entire length of the handle. Given its handle
size and the presence of the ferrule, this
might be have been the handle of a utility
knife, or even a draw knife handle, although
it is impossible to determine much more
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Artifact

Description

Length (cm)

Width / Diam. (cm)

24M2L1-2

Possible hooping dog handle

50.0

5.0

24M6L19-8

Knife handle

20.5

2.8-4.0

24M6L23-1

Knife handle

11.0

3.0-3.5

24M6M14-9

Possible hand fid

24.8

1.5-2.4

24M6N5-1

Cooper's axe or adze handle

26.0

4.7

24M6N6-1/24M6N33-1

Harpoon shaft

154.0

3.7-4.6

24M6N9-1

Fid

29.3

0.8-4.8

24M8P21-1

Lance shaft

156.0

2.5-3.1

24M10P3-1

Hooping dog

77.1

5.1

24M12K18-1

Tool shaft

125.0

1.0-3.5

24M12N7-24

Mallet

22.5

8.0

24M12P30-6

Tool shaft

60.0

2.5

24M12R5-1

Unidentified tool

61.5

2.5 - 3.5

24M14N15-1

Hone box

17.0

4.0 - 6.0

24M14P14-7

Probable hand fid or belaying pin

14.7

2.6-3.4

24M14Q9-2

Unidentified tool handle

38.7

3.7

24M16M3-2

Auger handle

16.0

24M16R8-1/24M16R8-2

Flensing hook

149

2.4 - 3.4

24M20Q11-1

Tool shaft

145.0

0.5 - 3.4

24M22M8-1

Axe or adze handle

36.0

4.5

24M26N21-8

Probable boathook or flensing hook

61.4

5.0

24M903B1-3

Probable small fid

22.8

1.5-2.4

24M903B2-32

Possible fid or pin

28.0

0.4 - 2.4

24M903C2-11

Possible fid or pin; shaped point

27.5

0.5 - 4.0

Table 11.4.1: List of tools, tool handles or possible tool handles from the 24M site, by provenience.

Figure 11.4.1: Knife
handle, 24M6L19-8.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19184B).

about either its shape or its use. The handle
appears similar to several from Coppergate,
with the exception that none of these have
ferrules.132 A ferrule is meant to prevent the
wooden handle from splitting and implies
heavy use. However, unfortunately, it says
nothing about the size of the blade, for small
knives often had ferrules.

11.4.3). Hone boxes were receptacles used by
workers (for example, harvesters working in
fields who needed periodically to sharpen
their scythes) to keep their whetstones damp
when there was no water close at hand. A
drawing of ca. 1568 by Jost Amman shows a

Hone Box
Figure 11.4.2: Knife
handle, 24M6L23-1.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19192B).

A find from sub-operation 14N, a hone box
(24M14N15-1), was recovered from the 24M
site in a context overlying the hull (Fig.
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latter case, these are lathe cut decorations. In
the case of the rings on the Red Bay hone
box, they are hand-cut and are probably utilitarian, the top being the groove being used
to fasten the hanger to the box and thence to
the man's waist as shown in both the Jost
Amman drawing and the Pyne period illustrations. The bottom groove on the box from
Red Bay may have been used for securing
the box from splitting. Due to the quantity of
butchering done at Red Bay, and because it
is not possible to use salt water for lubricating whetstones, it is easy to imagine the
need for hone boxes on the site. The overall
length of this specimen is 17.0 cm. It has an
outside diameter of 6.0 cm, tapering to
4.0 cm at the base. The interior diameter of
approximately 4 cm is irregular.
Figure 11.4.3: Hone
box, 24M14N15-1.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19187B).

seated man holding a scythe with both a
sheathed knife and a hone in its box slung
from his waist (Fig. 11.4.4). An illustration of
traveling 19th-century rural English butchers, similarly shows each with a hone box
tied to his waist.133 Shown beside this illustration is a horn hone box, probably from the
18th century. Both specimens have rings cut
around the circumference with the Red Bay
hone box having two rings, 13.0 cm apart,
cut around the circumference while the 18thcentury horn hone box has several. In the

Mallet

Head

This is a rather ordinary wooden mallet
head (24M12N7-24; Fig. 11.4.5). It shows
signs of use on the one remaining face,
although it had not been heavily worn. The
mallet is long and narrow, measuring 8.0 cm
by 7.5 cm by 22.5 cm. The haft was on the
small side, with a diameter of approximately
2.4 cm. Judging by both the size and weight
of the mallet and the nature of the wear on
the face, it was probably used to drive

Figure 11.4.4: A seated
man with a knife and
hone box slung on his
belt. (Jost Amman and
Hans Sachs, The Book
of Trades [Standebuch]
[New York: Dover
Publications Inc.,
1973], p. xxxii, Fig. 12).
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wooden pegs, such as treenails, or other
wooden objects smaller than the face of the
mallet. Because it was found on top of the
ceiling and beneath the cargo, it may have
been either a shipbuilder's mallet inadvertently left aboard or a tool used for driving
wedges during cargo lading.
Auger

Handle

This beechwood handle (24M16M3-2; Fig.
11.4.6) is discussed at greater length in Section 12.3, which discusses auger holes in the
ship's timbers. In that section, this handle is
drawn together with a type of auger from
which it may have come.
Fid
This is a conical wooden fid 29.3 cm long
(24M6N9-1; Fig. 11.4.7). It tapers from a
diameter of 4.8 cm to 0.8 cm. It was found
adjacent to the collapsed stern timbers and
the rudder.
Axe or Adze

Handle

This ash (Fraxinus sp.) tool handle fragment
(24M22M8-1) has an oval cross-sectional
shape characteristic of an axe or adze handle
(Fig. 11.4.8). It measures 36.0 cm by 2.2 cm
by 4.5 cm. It is marked with a small, unidentifiable graffitto that may be an owner's
mark. It was found in the lower bow area
where the port side of the hull split from the
keel. In all probability, it was inside the
lower hull of the vessel at the time of sinking.

Axe or Adze

Handle

This ash (Fraxinus sp.) tool handle (24M6N51) has a rounded triangular cross-sectional
shape characteristic of an axe or adze handle
(Fig. 11.4.9). It measures 26.0 cm by 3.4 cm
by 4.7 cm. It was found among debris
trapped under the rudder, with an associated concretion that could not be recovered
intact and was unrecognizable. 134 A 14.0 cmlong section of one end is iron stained where
it would have passed through the eye of the
attached tool. It appears that a triangular
hafting wedge was inserted into a 1.3 cm by
2.0 cm hole in the head end. Since the tool
handle is short, it was not used for felling
trees. It may be the handle for a cooper's axe
or adze.
Hooping

Figure 11.4.5: Mallet
head, 24M12N7-24.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19188B).

Dog

This is the wooden handle of a hooping dog
(24M10P3-1; Fig. 11.4.10) that could be used
in two ways, as shown in Figures 11.4.11 and
11.4.12. The metal component, a pivoting

Figure 11.4.6: Auger
handle, 24M16M3-2.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA19186B).

Figure 11.4.7: Fid,
24M6N9-1. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA15160B).
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Figure 11.4.8: Axe or
adze handle,
24M22M8-1. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA15184B).

Figure 11.4.9: Axe or
adze handle, 24M6N51. (Photo: R. Chan,
Parks Canada).

hook, did not survive and was manifested
only by small metal fragments (24M10P3-2)
and iron staining on the handle. The overall
length of the dog is 77.1 cm. At the handle
end it has an oval section that gradually
changes to a square section near the middle,
and at the hook end it tapers from top to bottom. The underside of the hook end is flat
and 5.1 cm wide. Three holes from small
nails appear in the flat hook end, where a
ferrous V-shaped cap was once secured.
As none of the metal survived, the shape of
the hook can only be inferred from the shape
of the wood. The size and shape of the pivot
can be clearly determined from the hole and
mortise in which the pivot sat. There is a
20.5 cm- long and 2.0 - 2.1 cm- wide groove
extending from the pivot approximately to
the end of the V-shaped cap. This means that
the hook must have lain flat in this groove
against the wooden arm, and that the tool
likely looked much more similar to the one
illustrated in Amman than the one pictured

in Diderot (Figs. 11.4.11, 11.4.12). The hole
for the metal pivot pin was 1.3 cm diameter.
The pin was roved over a metal, diamondshaped metal plate on both sides, each
12.2 cm long, and secured with two small
iron nails. Impressions made by these two
plates are still visible on the wood handle.
The handle and metal fragments were found
in a Basque context above the intact starboard stern hull remains, among a deposit of
barrel staves.135 The presence of the dog on
the wreck points to the possibility of cask
maintenance activity on board the ship.
Probable Boat Hook or
Blubber Hook

Flensing

This is a heavily worm-eaten tool handle
(24M26N21-8) with an overall length of
61.4 cm (Fig. 11.4.13). Worm damage makes
it difficult to determine the original shaft
diameter and shape, but it appears to have
been about 5.0 cm. A 15.0 cm-long channel is

Figure 11.4.10: Hooping dog, 24M10P3-1.
(Photo: Parks Canada;
24M-983M).
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cut into one end of the tool. A 13.0 cm-long
wrought iron tang is mounted in this channel, which is all that survives of the ferrous
tool attachment. At present this tang has a
diameter of 0.8 cm, but originally it would
have measured approximately 1.0 cm. One
end of the tang is bent and driven into the
wood and the metal was firmly attached to
the shaft with lashing. One side of the tool
shows evidence of a lashing channel 8.0 cm
long. It is almost certainly a small boat hook
or small flensing hook. Since it was found in
a disturbed context at the bow, it cannot be
linked unequivocally to the 24M vessel.
Harpoon

Shaft

This is the fragmented shaft of a harpoon
made from ash (Fraxinus sp.) (Figs. 11.4.14,
11.4.15). Though in several pieces now, it
was excavated in two pieces, the socket end
(24M6N6-1) being broken from the rest of
the shaft (24M6N33-1). Found partially
pinned under the rudder, it was thought to
be a harpoon or lance at the time of excavation. The excavator, James Ringer, noted a
long powdery concretion or rust stain in the
shape of a harpoon or lance that vanished as
soon it was disturbed. 136 This tool has an
overall length of 154 cm, and is 4.6 cm in
diameter at the socket end and 3.7 cm wide
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at the top, so it is not heavily tapered. The
shaft was shaved or whittled smooth; but
the tool that performed the task has left no
recognizable marks on the slightly degraded
surface. There is one notch running about
one third of the way around that was
crudely cut into the shaft about 54 cm from
the socket end. This was identified as a slot
for holding the twine that affixed the
foreganger to the harpoon shaft. If there was
a second twine lashing, its location was not
marked with a groove. There are also rust
stains approximately 120 cm apart that correspond to stains caused by contact with the
rudder's pintle straps.
If these marks of lashing were not present,
the shaft would not, in itself, be indistinguishable from that of a flensing knife. At
the Dutch whaling station at Smeerenburg,
both types of tools had socketed ends of
similar diameter.137 This collection was
examined by the author and there appears
to be no difference between the manufacture
or size of the sockets on the flensing knives
and the sockets on the harpoons. As Basques
were also employed as whalers at the
Smeerenburg 17th-century whaling station,
it is not unreasonable to assume that these
tools were similar to those from Red Bay.
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Figure 11.4.11 (Top Left): A
German cooperage, 1568,
showing a cooper using a
hooping dog in the middle
background. He is using
the dog to lever a hoop
over one side of the barrel
while the other side of the
hoop is held by a clamp.
The man with the mallet
assists in this task. (Jost
Amman and Hans Sachs,
Tlic Book of Trades [Startdebuch] [New York: Dover
Publications Inc., 1973], p.
98).

Figure 11.4.12 (Top Right):
French coopers at work
from the 18th-century
encyclopedia of Denis
Diderot. The illustration
shows a cooper using a
hooping dog to pull a
stave back into position.
(A Diderot Pictorial Encyclopedia of Trades and Industry: Manufacturing and the
Technical Arts in Plates
Selected from Diderot, Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et
des métiers [New York:
Dover Publications Inc.,
1959], Vol. 2, Plate 458).

Figure 11.4.13: Probable boat hook or flensing blubber hook.
24M26N21-8. (Photo:
R. Chan, Parks Canada).

Figure 11.4.14: Socket
end of harpoon shaft
(24M6N6-1) showing
nail hole to secure harpoon head. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA19190B).

There is a nail hole in the side of the shaft
end where a nail was used to pin it in the
socket, but this is not indicative of one type
of tool or the other.
Lance

Shaft

This artifact is an ash (Fraxinus sp.) shaft
(24M8P21-1) originally found with a concretion attached at one end. It was found in the
starboard stern area, in sub-operations 8P
and 8Q, within the barnacle shell layer
below the articulated hull remains; evidently it was deposited early in the wrecking sequence.138 The shaft is 156 cm long
with a tapered end to fit into the socket of
the attached iron component that survived
only as a concretion. Most of the shaft is
2.5 cm in diameter, but it widens at the
hafted end to 3.1 cm. 13 ' The stain from the
socket extends 14.0 cm from the tip. The
hole for the attachment nail is 0.4 cm square
and appears 7.6 cm from the tip.

Figure 11.4.15: a)
Socket end of harpoon, 24M6N6-1, with
the outline of the
entire shaft, and the
notch for a twine lashing; b)socket end
rotated and reconstructed with the
remaining portions of
the shaft, 24M6N6-33.
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada;
24M6N33-1).
Scale 1:10

Although the very fragile concretion deteriorated during excavation, some relevant
observations were made prior to the recovery attempt. The excavator, Willis Stevens,
noted that a 13.0- cm long socket fit snugly
over the haft. He also described a "rib-like"
projection extending some distance from the
socket and that the concretion appeared to
be shaped somewhat like a long paddle.
Given the dimension of the shaft, both a harpoon and a flensing knife appear to be ruled
out. The shape of the concretion and the size
of the shaft suggest that this was a lance.
Flensing

Hook

This artifact is in two parts: a long wooden
shaft; and a socketed ferrous metal hook
(24M16R8-1 and 24M16R8-2; Fig. 11.4.16). It
was found in the starboard midship area, in
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sub-operation 16R, immediately under collapsed hull timbers.140 The metal was recovered as a concretion that upon conservation
proved to be a hook with an integral eye and
an attached ring. It was then positively identified as a blubber hook, used in the flensing
of whale blubber. The wooden shaft itself is
149 cm long, and it is broken at the point at
which it enters the socket. It is thicker at the
hook end, tapering from 3.4 cm to 2.4 cm at
the butt.
The highly corroded hook has an overall
length of 31.0 cm. Most of the socket is missing. A 2.0 cm diameter hole in a widened
part of the hook shank formed an eye
through which an iron pulling ring was
mounted. The ring is fragmentary, and had a
diameter of approximately 7.0 cm.
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margin of the wreck. It is a straight shaft,
now in two pieces, with a combined length
of 61.5 cm, although the original length
might have been greater (Fig. 11.4.17). It
does not have a uniform diameter, being
3.5 cm at its widest and 2.5 cm at its narrowest. It has a round cross-section in the middle that tapers to an oval at the butt end. At
the head end the shaft tapers and forms a
neck 2.5 cm by 2.8 cm. It then flares to 4.3 cm
by 2.2 cm, where it is broken. Its function is
unknown, and there is no evidence for a ferrous tool attachment.
Unidentified

The hole for the pulling ring was punched in
the shank and drifted by the smith, thus creating a bulge in the middle of the shank. The
hole is now 2.0 cm in diameter, so it would
have been small at one time. A fragment of
the ring, that had a diameter of approximately 7.0 cm and was once welded in the
hole, still remains.
Unlike some blubber hooks that had no handle, this hook had a wooden shaft that was
used to set the hook. The blubber was then
peeled back by men pulling on a chain or
rope attached to the ring through the shank
of the hook. Unfortunately, no evidence for a
rope or chain was observed.
Unidentified

Tool

Shaft

This wooden artifact (24M12R5-1) was
found in an organic layer amongst collapsed
timbers and whale bone on the starboard

Tool

Figure 11.4.16: Flensing hook, 24M16R8-2.
(Photo: Steven Darby,
Canadian Museum of
Civilization).

Shaft

This is a wooden shaft (24M12K18-1) 125 cm
long with a 9.8 cm-long ferrous oxide stain
at one end. The concretion associated with
the shaft could not be recovered during
excavation. The shaft diameter is 3.5 cm at
the stained end, and it tapers to a point
1.0 cm wide at the butt end. The rest of the
shaft is between 2.3 cm and- 2.6 cm in diameter. There is no evidence of an attachment
nail. It was found amidships embedded in a
rock and shell layer under the starboard
midship hull. Due to its burial context, it
may be related with onshore activities and
not from the wreck.
Unidentified

Tool

Shaft

This is a 145 cm- long wooden shaft
(24M20Q11-1) with an end tapered to fit into
a ferrous socket. The shaped point tapers
from a diameter of 3.4 cm to 0.5 cm. The ferrous oxide stain extends 24.0 cm from the
tip. The point is pierced by a 0.4 cm-square
attachment nail hole. The shaft narrows
1.2 cm at the butt end. It was found under
the hull. An associated concretion at the end
of the shaft was unidentifiable.
Unidentified

Tool Shaft

Fragment

This is a 34.5 cm- long fragment of the end of
a tool shaft (24M22M6-3) made from fir. For
most of its length it is smooth and, almost
round in section, and has a consistent diameter of 3.7 cm. At one end it tapers to 1.5 cm
in diameter, where it would have entered a

Figure 11.4.17: Unidentified tool,
24M12R5-1. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada).
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tool socket. Here it is pierced by a 1.4 cmdiameter wooden peg or fastener. There is
no rust staining anywhere on the haft and
the butt end is highly eroded. It was recovered among collapsed timbers under the

stern. Based on the lack of staining and the
wooden attachment pin, it appears that the
entire tool itself was wooden, perhaps a mallet of some kind.

NOTES
131 Patrick Ottaway, Anglo-Scandinavian Ironwork from
16-22 Coppergate, The Archaeology of York, Volume
17: The Small Finds, Fascicule 6 (London: Council
for British Archaeology for the York Trust, 1992),
Figs. 227 (2756), 228 (2804), 234 (2914), 235 (2954).
132 Ibid., Figs. 233 (2898, 2909), 234 (2938).
133 W. H. Pyne, "Picturesque Views of Rural
Occupations," in Early Nineteenth-Century England:
All 641 Illustrations, from Ackermann's Edition of the
"Microcosm" (New York: Dover Publications Inc.,
1977), p. 95.

136 R. James Ringer, Unpublished Field Notes, Series
82-47, Parks Canada, Ottawa, pp. 44, 49, 52,54.
137 Louwrens Hacquebord, Smeerenburg: Het verblijfvan
Ncderlandse walvisvaarders op de westkust van
Spitsbergen in de zeventiende eeuw (Groningen:
Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, Arctisch Centrum,
1984), pp. 177,179.
138 Willis Stevens, Unpublished Field Notes, Series 8371, Parks Canada, Ottawa, pp. 46-47.

134 R. James Ringer, Unpublished Field Notes, Series
82-47, Parks Canada, Ottawa, pp. 50, 53.

139 The shaft diameter was measured after
conservation treatment. Originally the shaft was
wider.

135 Krishna Mair, Unpublished Field Notes, Series 8280, Parks Canada, Ottawa, pp. 18-23.

140 Michel Bujold, Unpublished Field Notes, Series 8037, Parks Canada, Ottawa, pp. 48-53.

11.5 Textiles, Wicker a n d Fibres
Stephen Davis

Fibrous organic material is extremely perishable in most burial situations. It is therefore
fortunate that the underwater conditions at
Red Bay that aided the preservation of the
ship's timbers and a large assemblage of
shoe leather141 also contributed to the survival of an assortment of woven textiles,
wicker and fibres. The woven and nonwoven fibres recovered from the wreck of
the presumed San Juan consist primarily of
small fragments of vegetal fibre (cotton,
hemp and jute) and animal fibre (wool and
silk) textiles. Fragments of plaited wicker
and masses of hair and hemp fibres were
also recovered.
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

A N I M A L FIBRE TEXTILES
Only two small fragments of proteinaceous
or animal fibre textiles were recovered: one
is wool and the other is silk. The wool textile
measures 3 cm by 4 cm and is plain (tabby)
woven (Fig. 11.5.1). There are no selvedges,
making it impossible to distinguish the
warp from the weft. The interlacing elements are not identical: one set is spun with
a tight "S" twist, while the other is spun
with a loose "Z" twist (Fig. 11.5.2). The combination of opposing warp and weft elements in a woven wool textile is typical of a
napped fabric. The fragile condition of this
fragment precluded dye analysis; the sam11-231

pie is a mottled brown colour that is probably the result of organic staining.
A fragment of silk textile was found inside
an excavated shoe.142 It is unlikely that the
textile belonged with the shoe since silk linings were generally reserved for fancy footwear and not the thick, leather-lined
workaday shoe recovered with this artifact.
The pale yellow artifact is plain woven and
measures 10 mm by 105 mm. All edges of
this tiny scrap are torn and there are no selvedges to identify the warp or weft elements. The silk threads are single ply and
have no twist.

woven hemp Cannabis sativa.144 Both bung
textile fragments are similar in structure:
they have Z-twisted fibres woven with a
plain weave.
Three pieces of plain-woven cotton textiles
were recovered. It appears that the fragments have a warp or weft face, but the
absence of selvedges precludes further identification. They may have been placed
between the heads and staves of poorly constructed barrels, since documentary evidence indicates that it was customary for the
Basques to use material in this manner to
prolong the usefulness of damaged or defective barrels.145

VEGETAL FIBRE TEXTILES AND
WICKER

WICKER

An assortment of cellulosic or vegetal fibre
materials was recovered from the wreck of
the presumed San Juan. It is remarkable that
these findings survived at all since vegetal
material quickly deteriorates in damp environments. The anoxic, waterlogged, and
cold site conditions obviously retarded the
actions of the fungal and bacterial organisms
that generally attack vegetal matter. As with
the animal fibre textiles, the material is
degraded and fragmented. Although there
are no complete items, gaskets for barrel
bungs, hemp-fibre oakum, and wicker fragments are identifiable. Hemp ropes and
cordage were also excavated from the wreck
site and are discussed in Section 17.1.143

There are two types of wicker among the
fragments of the collection.146 The largest
fragment is made from stems of straw
plaited into narrow strips. The plaited strips
were placed edge-to-edge and sewn
together with bast-fibre thread (Fig. 11.5.3).
The individual strips are double plaited
with a 2/2 twill (Fig. 11.5.4). Each strip measures 12 cm by 56 cm; the overall dimension
of the fragmented material it is 36 cm by
56 cm. The material was located under a
ship's timber, positively associating it within
the Basque context. Furthermore the plaited
straw was recovered with codfish bones,
suggesting that the straw was originally
fashioned into a basket.147

Fragments of bast fibre textiles were found
wrapped around two barrel bungs, the large
corks for stopping holes in casks. Several
other specimens of plain-woven hemp cloth
were also found during the excavation.
Identification of the species of bast plant
was possible on only one of the samples: it is

All other wicker recovered from the wreck
site was constructed from reeds split and
grouped in bundles of five to twelve elements (Fig. 11.5.5). Furthermore, unlike the
plaited material described above, this material was fashioned in one piece and not an
assembly of individual strips. The reed

Figure 11.5.1 (Bottom
Left): Plain weave, also
called tabby or linen
weave, is the simplest
arrangement for
woven threads with
the warp and weft elements interlacing in a
regular over and
under pattern. (Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 7U-82-111-8).
Figure 11.5.2 (Le/f): "S"
twist refers to the anticlockwise spin of the
fibers resulting in a
thread with the fibers
in the same direction
as the middle stroke of
the letter "S". "Z"
spun fibers lie in the
opposite direction and
resemble the middle
stroke of the letter "Z".
(Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada; 7U-91111-2).
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Figure 11.5.3: Plaited
straw, 24M8Q8-1,
before conservation
showing the three
strips of material
placed side by side.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA19477B).

material is a rigid, single layered structure
and resembles 2/2 twill weave (Fig. 11.5.6).
All of these fragments are fractured and
there is no way to determine the original
size or shape the object. The largest fragment of this of material measures 39 cm by
20 cm. At least one possible use of the
plaited reed was for insoles, however this
was likely a secondary, occasional use of the
material.148
Plaiting and weaving grasses is an ancient
craft universally used for a vast array of purposes, including: shelter, and furniture, food
storage, clothing, and burial. The association
of salt codfish bones with fragments of tubu-

lar plaited straw in one instance confirms
the use of this material for baskets. Plaited
strips stitched into large baskets have been
employed for transporting a myriad of produce for centuries. It is also possible that the
tubular plaited material was wrapped
around ceramic containers to protect them
from damage during transport.149
Wicker — particularly the spongy, double
plaited straw — would also provide extra
insulation on cold and damp floors or decks.
Indeed, mats were a common floor covering
in 16th- and 17th-century European households. Entire rooms were custom fitted with
floor coverings created from strips of plaited
straw or rush, stitched together to conform
to the shape of the floor.130 Mats and pallets
of straw were also placed beneath mattresses aboard 17th-century vessels.151 Since
the regular sleeping quarters for the sailors
and whaling crew at Red Bay was aboard
ship, it is not surprising to find remnants of
sleeping mats during the excavation of this
vessel.152

OTHER FIBRES
Figure 11.5.4: Detail of
one end of a plaited
strip illustrating the
twill weave pattern.
(Drawing: S. LaurieBourque, Parks Canada; 24M8Q8-1).
Scale 1:2

Four clumps of cellulosic material recovered
were identified as masses of hemp fibre
and/or cloth, human and/or deer hair, and
pitch. This combination of materials is called
oakum, a common material for caulking
ships in the 16th century.153
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CONCLUSION
None of the textiles show any diagnostic features — such as stitched seams or cut edges
— to identify the material as clothingrelated.154 Whereas the textiles and fibres
that survived more than 400 years of underwater deposition at Red Bay do not add to
our knowledge of 16th-century work-wear,
these variously constructed materials reveal
and confirm the importance of woven fibres
in the daily routine in a 16th-century whaling station.

Evidently woven and non-woven fibres
were not used exclusively for clothing in
Red Bay. Hemp textiles were recycled to
make the barrels watertight and hemp fibres
mixed with hair and pitch, to produce
oakum, were used to caulk the ship and the
small boats. Reeds and straw grasses used
for wicker baskets may have also covered
and protected ceramic storage vessels, cushioned sleeping mattresses, and even insulated footwear. There is no discernable
clustering or concentration of this organic
material to indicate sleeping or storage
areas.

NOTES
141 See Sections 10.1 and 10.2.
142 See Section 10.2; the silk was found in shoe artifact
24M196M12-6.
143 See the description of rope and cordage in Section
17.1.
144 Christopher Sergeant, "Identification of Bast Fibre
24M20M5-37/83-1114." Manuscript on file,
Canadian Parks Service, Conservation Division,
Ottawa, 6 September 1983.
145 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life aboard Spanish
Basque Ships during the 16th Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, Microfiche
Report Series No. 75 (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1981),
pp. 17-18. This document is reprinted in Appendix
II.
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146 Christopher Sergeant, "Identification of Organic
Debris Associated with Straw Mat Artifact No.
24M8Q8-1/82-2990." Manuscript on file, Canadian
Parks Service, Conservation Division, Ottawa, 13
January 1989. Sergeant notes that in the absence of
seeds, flowers or other anatomical features,
identification beyond straw or reed is not possible.
147 See Section 6.1, "Excavation within the Intact Hull
Structure: Faunal Remains."
148 See Section 10.1, "Types of Shoes: Welted Footwear:
Ankle Shoes," and leather shoe specimens 24M2L11 and 24M196P3-1 in Section 10.2. These two shoes
were recovered with sections of plaited grass placed
against the insole, apparently for the purpose of
comfort.
149 Carmen Alfaro Giner, Facultat de Geografía i
Historia, Universitat de Valencia, personal
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Figure 11.5.5 (Top Left):
A fragment of the
plaited reed mat material, 24M8K8-1. (Photo:
G. Vandervlugt, Parks
Canada; RA19479B).
Figure 11.5.6 (Top
Right): Twill woven
textiles have the
appearance of diagonal lines on one or
both surfaces. This is a
balanced 2/2 twill
weave: both the warp
and weft pass over
two and under one
element. (Drawing: S.
Laurie-Bourque, Parks
Canada; 7U-82-111-9).

communication, 28 May 1996. See also Carmen
Alfaro Giner, Tejido y cestería en ¡a Península ibérica:.
Historia de su técnica e industrias desde la Prehistoria
hasta la Rómanizacióon, (Madrid: Consejo Superior
de Investigaciones Científicas, Instituto Españnol de
Prehistoria, 1984), p. 156.
152
150 Peter Thornton, Seventeenth-Century Interior
Decoration in England, France and Holland (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1978), "Floorcoverings," pp. 143-148. Thornton notes that the
individual strips of plaited material were about six
inches wide.
151 George Francis Dow, Every Day Life in the
Massachusetts Bay Colony (Boston: The Society for
the Preservation of New England Antiquities, 1935),
pp. 6-8. According to findings by Dow, the sleeping
arrangements aboard the ships sailing to New
England in the first quarter of the 17th century
included pallets of straw and mattresses on mats.
Dow also cites the manifest of stores sent to
Massachusetts with Governor Endicott in 1628,
which mentions mats "to lye under 50 bedds aboard
shippe", op. cit., p. 6. Furthermore, grass matting
was also recovered during the excavation of the
wreck of the HMS Saphire wrecked off the coast of
Newfoundland in 1696. Virginia Myles, "Artifacts
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from the 17th-Century Wreck of the 'Saphire' and
the Surrounding Harbour Area, Bay Bulls,
Newfoundland." Manuscript on file, Parks Canada,
Archaeological Services, Ottawa, 1991.
Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., pp. 21-23.

153 A 17th-century dictionary describes oakum as old
untwisted ropes used to seal or caulk boat seams or
leaks; see J. Barto Arnold III and Robert S. Weddle,
The Nautical Archaeology of Padre Island: The Spanish
Ship-wrecks of 1554 (New York: Academic Press,
1978), p. 223. The oakum recovered at Padre Island
is reported in James M. Vreeland, "Appendix G.
Fibers and Fabrics of the 1554 Shipwreck (41 KN
10)," in J. Barto Arnold III and Robert Weddle, op.
cit., p. 403. See also Section 18.1.
154 The wool textiles are too degraded to allow
comparisons with the woven woolen garments
recovered from the excavations of the 16th-century
burials of the land sites at Red Bay, reported in Elise
Dubuc, "Costumes des gens de mer du XVIe siècle
trouvés dans l'estuaire du Saint-Laurent: un bon
exemple de hardes de marins au temps de la
découverte du Nouveau Monde," Canadian Folklore
Canadien, Vol. 10, Nos. 1-2 (1988), pp. 129-154.
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12 METAL ARTIFACTS

12.1 Domestic Metal
Phil Dunning

The majority of metal artifacts from the Red
Bay wrecks are associated with domestic
activities. These include a pewter flagon lid
and handle, numerous pewter fragments,
the handle from a brass spigot, and fragments of a copper cauldron or kettle. All of
these were recovered from the 24M wreck,
with the exception of the copper fragments,
which were found on the 29M wreck, also
dating to the 16th century.

PEWTER
As part of the initial research to determine
the number and forms of the objects represented by the pewter recovered, the artifacts
were subjected to X-ray fluorescence analysis to determine their composition. 155 It was
thought that the tin-/lead ratio in the pewter might vary from vessel to vessel and that
this variance would assist in determining a
vessel count. Although the analysis showed
varying tin-/lead ratios among the fragments, it ultimately proved inconclusive, as
several mends were found among fragments
with extremely varied ratios. The different
ratios within one vessel may have resulted
from a poorly- mixed alloy to begin with, or
they may have resulted from differential
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

leaching of lead from the artifacts after deposition.
Provenience was equally inconclusive in
estimating a vessel count, as cross-mends
were found among fragments from different
lots, and from proveniences above and
below the hull.
Some conclusions may be drawn, however,
from examination of the fragments for form.
There are few existing intact pewter vessels
from the 16th century, but documented
pieces often closely resemble later examples
and indicate that many household pewter
objects persist with very little change in
form into the 19th century. Iconographie evidence also supports this conclusion.156 Seventeenth- and 18th-century material may,
therefore, be examined for comparative purposes.
The most immediately recognizable pewter
object is a flagon lid and handle (Fig. 12.1.1).
The lid is flat and of a design known as
"heart-shaped". 157 The thumb piece is of the
"acorn" or "double- acorn" form. A low, flat
strip or ridge bisects the lid from the thumb
piece to the point of the "heart". This ridge
has not been found on related examples that
11-237

can be attributed to the 18th or 19th centuries, and may prove to be characteristic of
early lids. The handle, although distorted, is
complete. It retains the pad that attached the
lower end to the body of the flagon. In comparison to related later examples, the handle
is somewhat short, and the flagon must have
had a short, thick neck. The heart-shaped lid
with the acorn thumb piece is commonly
attributed to France, or to areas with strong
French cultural influence, including (parts of
Switzerland, Germany, and the Channel
Islands).

Figure 12.1.1: Pewter
flagon lid and handle,
24M4N6-1. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA5236M).

The other pewter fragments represent parts
of the bodies of two flagons, one larger than
the other.

Figure 12.1.2: Conjectural drawing of
flagon lid and handle
with body reconstructed from pewter
fragments. (Drawing:
D. Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M4N6-1).
Scale 1:2

The larger example was reconstructed incorporating fragments of most of the shoulder
and base, and part of the side and lip. The
reconstruction is consistent in form and size
with many intact examples having heartshaped lids similar to the one discussed
above.158 A drawing (Figure. 12.1.2) combines this body with the lid and handle.
The smaller flagon is evidenced by fragments of most of the foot and part of the lip.
There were several types of small flagons
that were current in the 16th century that
could match these elements. Conjectural
drawings of two forms (Figs. 12.1.3, 12.1.4)
are based on intact examples (Figs. 12.1.3,
12.1.4). Both of these forms are usually
attributed to Holland and Belgium,159 but
political and economic ties between Spain
and the Low Countries make a Spanish origin possible as well.160
Pewter flagons appear regularly in European pictures of the 16th and 17th centuries.
Large flagons seem to have been used for
both drinking and serving.161 Smaller flagons were more likely to be for individual
use. Flemish and Dutch genre paintings of
tavern scenes and middle -class life often
show a large pewter serving vessel along
with a variety of personal drinking vessels
of metal, glass, and ceramic.162 Cider and
wine were both drunk, depending on cultural preference and availability.163
Spigot(Stopcock)
The key from a brass spigot was found in a
provenience approximately amid-ships. The
handle has a slightly asymmetrical fleur-delys form (Fig. 12.1.5). A similar spigot
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appears in a 1582 German treatise on wine
making (Fig. 12.1.6). This form of handle is
found on French occupation sites in North
American sites with French occupation from
the early 17th through the 18th centuries.164
A typical spigot incorporating this form of
handle was reconstructed from numerous
examples (Fig. 12.1.7). Brass spigots were
most commonly used in barrels and kegs
that held alcoholic beverages.

Figure 12.1.3: Conjee
tural drawing of a
small pewter flagon,
24M8N2-1, based on
fragments of the lip
and base. (Drawing: D. Kappler,
Parks Canada;
24M8N2-la).
Scale 1:2

Copper cauldron

or

kettle

Fragments from a sheet-copper vessel were
recovered from the 29M wreck. The largest
fragment, from the vessel's rim, is approximately 38 cm long (Fig 12.1.8). The shape
indicates a vessel of cylindrical or slightly
tapering form. There is not enough present,
however, to estimate the original diameter.
The rim was rolled over a re-enforcing strap,
probably ferrous, that is now missing. Three
copper rivets and a hole for a fourth are all
placed about one centimetre below the edge,
nine to ten centimetres apart along the rim.
These rivets are peened over, and indicate
that the strap they held was about 3 mm
thick. A number of other associated sheet
copper fragments were found, including a
similar rivet in a small piece of sheet copper.
As well, a concretion adjacent to this material contained similar fragments of sheet
copper that had been mineralized to form
covellite (CuS). Figure 12.1.9 shows a drawing of a vessel of similar riveted construction
found on the Mary Rose, sunk in 1545. Pieced
and riveted sheet-copper and sheet-brass
vessels are found regularly on 16th- and
17th-century sites. Although most are associated with food preparation, there is also
evidence for their use to heat pitch for caulking.165

Figure 12.1.4 (Above): Conjectural drawing of an alternate
to Figure 12.1.3 for the small
pewter flagon, 24M8N2-1.
(Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M8N2-lb).
Scale 1:2

Figure 12.1.5 (Right):
Brass handle from
spigot, 24M18L10-1.
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks
Canada; RA18389B).
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Figure 12.1.6: A 1582
woodcut from Johann
Rasch's 'Weinbuch',
showing a similar
spigot in a wine barrel.
(Hugh Trevor-Roper,
éd., The Golden Age of
Europe: from Elizabeth I
to the Sun King [New
York: Bonanza Books,
1987], p. 109).

Figure 12.1.7: Conjectural drawing of a
complete spigot incorporating the handle,
24M18L10-1, shown in
Figure 12.1.5. (Drawing: D. Kappler, Parks
Canada; 24M18L10-1).
Scale 1:2

Figure 12.1.8: Rim
fragment of a copper
kettle or cauldron,
29M24P1-5. (Photo: R.
Chan, Parks Canada;
RA18388B).
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Figure 12.1.9 (Above):
A vessel of riveted
construction found on
the Mary Rose, sunk in
1545. (Courtesy: The
Mary Rose Trust).
Scale 1:10

NOTES
155 Henry Unglik, "A Case of a Broken Pewter Flagon
from Red Bay, Labrador: Nondestructive Analysis
by X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrography." Manuscript
on file, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 1984.
156 A painting of 1643 by Sébastien Bourdon titled "he
soldat au repos" shows, for example, a flagon similar
to the one discussed below. It is illustrated in Yves
Landry, Poitr le Christ et le roi: La vie au temps des
premiers Montréalais (Montréal: Libre Expression,
1992), p. 36. A shelf holding several sizes of flagons
is seen in an engraving of ca. 1700, "Le cabaret,"
illustrated in Thomas Brennan, Public Drinking and
Popular Culture in Eighteenth-Century Paris
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1988),
p. 121.
157 A detailed discussion of related flagons may be
found in Vanessa Brett, Phaidon Guide to Pewter
(Oxford: Phaidon Press Ltd, 1982; reprint,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1983),
pp. 76-80. Flagons with similar handles may also be
found in B.A. Douroff, Etainsfrançaisdes XVlle et
XVIIIe siècles (Paris: Editions Charles Massin,
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[1958]), Pis. 6, 8; Annette Fouchier-Henrion, Étains
populaires des France (Paris: Editions Charles Massin,
1968), cover illustration and PI. 23; Peter R.G.
Hornsby, Pewter of the Western World, 1600-1850
(Exton, Pennsylvania: Schiffer Publishing Ltd.,
1983), pp. 221-, 222; H.J.L.J. Massé, C//afs on Old
Pewter (London: T.F.Unwin Ernest Benn, 1911;
reprint, London: Ernest Benn, 1949; reprint, edited
and revised by Ronald F. Michaelis, New York:
Dover Publications, 1971), Fig. "A Normandy Flagon"
following p. 40. The source cited in note 159 also
illustrate similar flagons.
158 Ibid.
159 H. H. Cotterell, A. Riff, and R. M. Vetter, National
Types of Old Pewter (Princeton, N.J.: The Pyne Press,
1972), pp. 115-119.
160 The Hapsburgs ruled both Spain and the Low
Countries during parts of the 15th and 16th
centuries. Vanessa Brett has noted the resemblance
between Iberian and Low Country flagons (Vanessa
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Brett, op. cit., p. 138), and discusses the complex
political situation of the period (pp. 89,144).
161 For example, A 1502 woodcut by Albrecht Durer
titled "Birth of the Virgin" shows large flagons being
used in both ways. It appears in Karl-Adolf Knappe,
Durer: The Complete Engravings, Etchings, and
Woodcuts, trans. Harry N. Abrams, Inc. (Seacaucus,
N.J.: Wellfleet Press, [1964]), p. 230.
162 Typical of these paintings is "A Shooting Club
Dinner" by Cornelis Anthonisz, dated 1533. It shows
a table with a large serving flagon and smaller glass
and pewter individual drinking vessels. It is
published in (Vanessa Brett, op. cit., pp. 146-147).
163 Michael M. Barkham, Aspects of Life Aboard Spanish
Basque Ships During the 16 Century, with Special
Reference to Terranova Whaling Voyages, Microfiche
Report Series No. 75 (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1981),
pp. 6-7. This document is reprinted in Appendix II.
164 A similar spigot from a 1675-1700 context is
illustrated in Camille Lapointe, Trésors et secrets de
Place-Royale: Aperçu de la collection archéologique

(Québec: Les Publications du Québec, Ministère de
la Culture et des Communications, 1998), p. 37.
Another, from a 1689-1713 context, is illustrated in
Marcel Moussette, Le site du Palais de l'intendant à
Québec:. Genèse et structuration d'un lieu urbain
(Sillery, Québec: Éditions du Septentrion, 1994),
p. 56. Two from an 18th-century context are shown
in Lyle M. Stone, Fort Michilimackinac 1715-1781: An
Archaeological Perspective on the Revolutionary Frontier
(East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University,
1974), p. 178. In addition to these, there are several
unpublished examples from an early 17th-century
context at Champlain's habitation in Quebec City, in
the collections of the Ministère de la Culture et des
Communications du Québec (artifact Nos. 151 QU
6N4-331 and, 151 QU 6R4-333). The Fortress of
Louisbourg National Historic Site, Nova Scotia, has
a number of examples from 18th-century contexts in
its collections, including (artifacts Nos. 1B5A7.630,
1B16C3.149,1B16C4.395, 3L20E5.1,16L3B41.1,
17L30A2.5,17L17M4.1, and 2L30F2.12).
165 Andrew M. Elkerton, Collections Manager, Mary
Rose Trust, personal communication, March 2000.

12.2 Jeton
Charles S. Bradley

A coin-like object recovered during the 1983
field season was identified as a jeton or
counter. Jetons were used in conjunction
with counting boards to make arithmetic
calculations using principles similar to those
of the abacus.
The jeton recovered at Red Bay appeared
was die-struck. Metallurgical analysis with a
scanning electron microscope confirmed
that the object is brass, being composed of 60

to 70 per cent copper, 15 to 20 per cent zinc,
and smaller quantities of other elements
probably representing impurities. 166
The artifact exhibits obverse and reverse
types and legends. The obverse depicts three
fleurs-de-lys arranged alternately with three
coronets or open crowns around a central
rosette (Fig. 12.2.1). These elements are all
placed within a wide-bordered inner circle.

Figure 12.2.1 (Far Left):
Obverse face illustrating the central rosette
surrounded by alternating fleurs-de-lys,
and possibly crowns.
Remnants of the legend are also visible.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA131L).
Figure 12.2.2 {Left):
Reverse face containing the Imperial Orb
of the Holy Roman
Empire within the
double trefoil. Also
apparent are elements
of the reverse legend.
(Photo: G. Vandervlugt, Parks Canada;
RA132L).
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The legend, which is heavily weathered,
remains undeciphered.
The reverse consists of the Imperial Orb of
the Holy Roman Empire, called the Reichsaphel, within a double trefoil (Fig. 12.2.2).
The indecipherable reverse legend may be

the maker's name and ascription. These decorative types were commonly employed by
most of the prominent Nuremberg jeton
manufacturers of the 16th and 17th centuries. According to Barnard, the earliest jeton
possessing these types dates to 1553.167 Their
manufacture continued well into the 1600s.

NOTES
166 Mary Laidlaw, "Red Bay Metallic Disc, 24M14P12-1,
83-1698." Manuscript on file, Parks Canada, Ottawa,
March 1984, p. 2.

167 Francis P. Barnard, The Casting-Counter and the
Counting-Board: Chapter in the History of Numismatics
and Early Arithmetic (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1916), p. 222.

12.3 Fastening Holes and Augers
John D. Light

Augers were used to pre-drill holes for nails,
bolts, plugs, and treenails. In addition to
intact fasteners, numerous unused fastening holes were discovered on the 24M vessel
and moulds were taken off several of these.
Analysis of these holes has produced both
clear insights and speculative inferences
about the use of augers in ship construction.
Before discussing the augers themselves,
however, it is necessary to consider something about the nails and bolts destined for
these holes produced by the augers.
Cutting and forging the shanks of nails by
hand is an inexact process, as are the procedures of heading and pointing, that respectively shorten and lengthen each nail. It is
therefore impossible to produce nails of consistent diameters and consistent length by
this method, explaining why contemporary
documents speak of numbers of measuring
nails by the pound. The diameter and length
of a hand-forged nail only approximated an
"ideal type".
Bolts from the Red Bay 24M vessel exhibited
similar variability. They were made in two
THE UNDERWATER ARCHAEOLOGY OF RED BAY

diameters and three lengths.168 The diameters, unless the bolts were made with a gag,
only approximated the desired standard.
Even if the bolts were made using a tilt hammer and a gag, they could not be considered
exact by modern standards and conception
of exactness.169 They were made in three
lengths in order to provide sufficient variety
to enable the shipwright to have them custom-fitted to the holes in the vessel.

All bolts and most nails in the vessel were
inserted into pre-drilled holes. To ensure a
snug fit, the holes, in the case of the bolts,
were slightly smaller than the diameter of
the bolt measured below the head (as the
bolts were slightly tapered) in order to allow
for a tight fit. The holes for the nails also had
to be slightly smaller than the shank of the
nail in order to allow for a tight fit, yet large
enough that the nail would not split the
wood. If neither the nails nor the bolts were
made to exact measurements, yet the holes
that received them had to be more exact
than the nails themselves, how was this
accomplished?
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It appears the answer is that variable sizes of
bolts and nails made on contract could be
fitted to holes in the vessel made to receive
them only if augers were custom-made or
modified to suit the actual diameters of the
fasteners. In the absence of any universally
recognized system of standard of measurements, at a time when everything was made
by hand and not by machine, this was in fact
a normal procedure. For example, a tap
might be made by hand and a die is made
from the tap in order to match the threads.
Hence, one of the tasks of the shipyard
smith was to manufacture augers to meet
the changing needs of the shipwright's crew.

Figure 12.3.1: Twist
auger. The handle,
24M16M3-2, was
found amongst the
collapsed pump tube
assembly in the midship area of the 24M
vessel. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M16M3-2).
Scale 1:4

At least two types of augers were used to
bore fastening holes during the construction
of the Red Bay vessel. These two types are

Figure 12.3.2: Spoon
auger. (Drawing: D.
Kappler, Parks Canada; 24M900X101-6).
Scale 1:4
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known from moulds that were taken of
unfinished, abandoned and unplugged
auger holes: one from a port side first futtock located just aft of the master frame
(TT 2326) and the other from the edge of a
plank in the tenth starboard strake of the
starboard side (TT 1008). These moulds were
used to produce conjectural drawings of the
augers as they might have appeared to those
who used them (Figs. 12.3.1, 12.3.2). The
solid lines in the two drawings show what is
known from evidence from the ship, while
the dashed lines indicate conjectural reconstructions of the augers based in part on the
moulds.
The first type of auger known to have been
used on the Red Bay vessel is a twist auger.
A similar tool was excavated from an
encampment associated with an expedition
by the Dutch navigator Willem Barents to
the Novaya Zemlya in northern Russia
(1596) and is illustrated in W. L. Goodman.170 The mould taken from the futtock
(TT 2326) of the 24M vessel clearly shows
where the bit ceased to cut, and the reconstructed shape of the curve and point is
shown in the drawing (see Fig. 12.3.1). The
mould indicates that the bit cut only on one
side. The length of the shank at approximatly 21 cm is merely conjectural, as is the
association of this type of bit with the type
of handle shown. However, the handle itself
is an actual auger handle found on the
wreck (see Section 11.4). It is not known
whether the handle is from a spoon auger
but its length of about 16 cm did not give the
carpenter much leverage, and so the associated bit was likely small. As the twist bit

known from the mould was smaller than
one centimetre in diameter, the handle
appears well suited to it. It should be noted
that the shaft that fit into this handle
required a forelock.
The reconstruction of the spoon auger is
based on the mould from the plank designated TT 1008 as noted above (see Fig.
12.3.2). Although the clearest impression of
a spoon auger is from this plank, this bit
shape is also known from several other
unfinished holes made with augers of varying diameters. The reconstructed auger was
3.3 cm in diameter, and was of the type used
to drill the holes for either for the 3.5-cm
plugs or for the large bolts. The other examples of holes made with spoon augers were
smaller: 2.0 cm (TT 407); 1.4 cm (TT 404);
and 1.2 cm (TT 893). The shank was arbitrarily given a length of approximatly 55 cm
long because that was the length required to
drill the hole for the longest bolt in the ship.
The model for the handle was, again, modelled after the late 16th-century tools from
Novaya Zemlya, and has a semicircular eye
and a thick central section.171 The eye is of
the type shown in Figures 166 and 168 of
Goodman, and the thickening of the handle
in the middle portion within the eye is suggested by another auger in Figure 168, as
well as by hints in the work of Albrect
Durer. A ca. 1509 woodcut by Albrecht
Durer, ("Nailing to the Cross"), shows a carpenter pre-drilling a nail hole with an auger
that also has a thick central section on the
handle. 172 Presumably, this allowed the carpenter the ability to exert greater torque on
the drill without breaking the handle.

NOTES
168 Archivo histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa.
Oñati (hereafter AHPG), 1,142, fol. 200 (Aug. 30
August, 1582), provided for bolts of two thicknesses
(as shown in the appended drawing) and three
lengths (two, three, or four spans of a man's hand)
for a total of six different bolts. AHPG, I, 2580 (5),
fols. 69r-69v (1566), provided for bolts of four
different lengths, but it did not specify if there were
to be different shank sizes as well, for the contractor
was informed verbally of the size. See Section 18.2.

169 A gag was usually a measured block of cold metal
used with a mechanical hammer. It was placed with
the piece being worked beneath the striking face of
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the hammer to limit the drawing down of the work
piece.
170 W.L. Goodman, The History of Woodworking Tools
(New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1964),
p. 166.
171 Ibid. The eye is of a type shown in Figs. 166 and 168,
and the thickening of the handle in the middle
portion within the eye is suggested by another
auger shown in Fig. 168.
172 Karl -Adolf Knappe, Durer: The Complete Engravings,
Etchings, and Woodcuts, trans. Harry N. Abrams, Inc.
(Secaucus, N.J.: Wellfleet Press, [1964]), Fig. 277.
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In
1978
Parks
Canada
underwater
archaeologists discovered the wreck of a
16th-century Basque whaling vessel in Red
Bay, Labrador, believed to be the San Juan
(1565).
This discovery led to the most
comprehensive
underwater
archaeology
research project ever undertaken in Canada.
The shipwreck was completely excavated
over eight field seasons, resulting in the
accumulation of 14,000 diving hours in frigid
water averaging 0°C. The structural remains
of close to 3,000 timbers were recorded in
detail through a process that helped set new
standards in the field of underwater
archaeology. This five-volume publication
(actually five English and five French
volumes) is the culmination of over 25 years
of research by associates and members of
Parks Canada's Underwater Archaeology
Service. It describes not only the underwater
archaeology as practiced at Red Bay but also
16th-century ship construction, whaling and
material culture studies.

Robert Grenier, director of the project, was born
in Trois-Rivières, Québec, in 1937. Following the
completion of an MA in Classics at Laval
University, he started his archaeological field
training with Parks Canada at the Fortress of
Louisbourg in 1963. That year, he learned to dive
and embarked on an underwater archaeology
career. In 1968, he completed his underwater
field training on the Kyrenia Wreck Project, in
Cyprus. He joined the nascent underwater
archaeology team of Parks Canada in 1969 as
assistant-chief and became its chief in 1979. In
September 1978, he led a small team to Red Bay,
Labrador to find the wreck of the San Juan (1565)
and directed the Red Bay underwater fieldwork
there until its completion in 1985. He then assembled a research team and directed the
ensuing research and publication program. Grenier 's passion and unwavering approach to
the protection and rigorous management of submerged cultural resources throughout his
career have brought respect and recognition from his peers. In addition to several national
and international awards, he was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in 2004 for his
pioneering work in developing underwater archaeology in Canada and abroad. As
president of the International Scientific Committee on Underwater Cultural Heritage of
ICOMOS/UNESCO, Robert Grenier played a significant role in deliberations held by
UNESCO in Paris to develop the 2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater
Cultural Heritage.
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